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IntroductionToday it is widely believed and formidably established by experiments that the minimalstandard model (MSM), which constitutes one of the major breakthroughs in our theo-retical understanding of elementary particle physics, provides a good candidate for an ap-propriate and self-consistent description of nearly all processes and phenomena involvingparticle energies at least up to the grand uni�cation scale of MGUT ' 1015 � 1016 GeV wellbelow the scale of the Planck mass MPl ' 1019 GeV [2, 12]. It covers three of the fourfundamental forces, namley the electromagnetic, weak, and strong interactions in the math-ematical framework of modern quantum �eld theory [1, 4, 5]. Apart from the still missingveri�cation of the existence of the elusive Higgs particle, whose coupling to the elementaryfermions and the gauge vector bosons is postulated to generate their masses, and some otherquite arti�cial pieces including the redundancy related to the many free and independentmass and coupling parameters in the model, the experimental progress and con�rmation ofthe theoretical predictions of the MSM in the so far accessible energy range is of impressivesuccess. So up to now we are left with no signi�cant evidence for any departures from theMSM.However, in spite of these experimental discoveries and theoretical developments, it hasalso become an increasingly accepted view in the last few years that, as energies aboveMGUTtowards the distant energy horizon MPl are reached, where the inuence of quantum gravitye�ects is expected to be substantial and thus can no longer be neglected, the MSM has tobe extended to some more general theory, presumably incorporating new physics with novelphenomena [12]. There is theoretical evidence, as well as still a great portion of speculation,that the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM), which arranges fermionsand boson in common multiplets, could be an important step in the direction of such a granduni�ed theory (GUT) of electroweak, strong, and gravitational interactions. Anotherplausible argument in favour of the GUT scenario is the so-called hierarchy problem. Itemerges from the fact that the running couplings of the MSM approximately coincide at theGUT-scale MGUT, whereas at the same time it is necessary to have a natural mechanism,which stabilizes the symmetry breaking scales of an all unifying gauge group, say SU(5) orSO(10), against the scale of the electroweak gauge group SU(2)
 U(1)
 SU(3). Otherwiseone could not explain, why light particles with masses in the range of a few MeV or GeV exist1



2 INTRODUCTIONin a theory, whose typical energy scale is settled up to 15 orders of magnitude higher. Underthese aspects the MSM can preliminarily be looked upon as a symmetry broken e�ectivetheory of an | perhaps supersymmetrically | extended model, since nature obviously doesnot obey a manifest supersymmetry. Experimental indications for the latter are yet to beawaited and hopefully may be found with the aid of the next generation of elementaryparticle accelerators.One of the most restrictive guiding principles for the design of the MSM has beenthe requirement of its renormalizability. In the language of quantum �eld theory ito�ers an solution to the fundamental di�culty that after the canonical quantization of aninteracting classical �eld theory one rapidly runs into divergent expressions signalling themathematical inconsistency of the procedure. This de�cit then shows up as divergencesin a set of Feynman diagrams, which determine the perturbation theory, i.e. the mostlyat best asymptotic expansion of expectation values of functions containing the basic �eldvariables of the model in powers of the interaction strengths. Summarizing the main ideato one sentence, in renormalizable quantum �eld theories the in�nities in the expansions ofperturbation theory can be absorbed into a rede�nition of the bare coupling constants andmasses, while keeping the physical couplings and masses �xed [1, 4]. Nevertheless, it turnsout that especially for quantum �eld theories with strong couplings a mathematically solidde�nition beyond perturbation theory is urgently needed.Pioneered by K. G. Wilson in its seminal paper about quark con�nement in low en-ergy quantum chromodynamics (QCD) more than twenty years ago [14], the research areaof Euclidean quantum �eld theory formulated on a space-time lattice, in orderto introduce a natural gauge invariant cuto� into the theory, has become an importantpillar of theoretical and computational particle physics. After the exact analogy to aclassical statistical mechanical system with its de�ning partition function had already payedo� by analytical studies in many ways, it was recognized soon that this discretized andgenuinely non-perturbative approach to the theory of quantum �elds is optimally suitedfor numerical simulations, which are based on statistical Monte Carlo (MC) methods.Consequently, it is not astonishing that since the early eighties, when the encouragingera of modern high performance computers began, lattice �eld theory fastly developedto a kind of numerical `industry' for calculating elementary particle properties and theirinteractions by `measuring' some of the key quantities on the lattice without compromisingapproximations. Here the computer may be considered merely as a device, which serves torandomly generate appropriate �eld con�gurations and to estimate expectation values ofgauge invariant functions of the gauge, scalar, and/or fermion �elds in their representationas lattice-regularized Euclidean functional (or path) integrals from them. These integralsshould then in principle be evaluated for di�erent volumes of the system and di�erent latticespacings a, and an extrapolation of the results to in�nite volume and a = 0 must be taken



INTRODUCTION 3at the end. In this sense lattice �eld theory became an important branch of theoreticalphysics, which provides an essential supplementation of all the experimental methods inhigh energy physics, where much progress and satisfactory numerical precision have beenachieved in the past, including such conceptual questions of quark con�nement and howthe hadrons arise as bound states of quarks and gluons. Its primary limitation is set by themomentary hardware restrictions in computing power, but the current prospect that thereis no end in sight for a dramatic evolution of the most advanced computer systems brings aunique avour to the area of lattice �eld theory.For a presentation of the theoretical background and the foundations of quantum �eldtheory on a lattice with an exhaustive review of its various analytical as well as numericalapplications, the reader is invited to consult one of the standard references [16, 17, 18, 19].Furthermore, an almost complete collection of recent results can be found in the proceedingsof the annually held lattice conferences [15].In the concept of lattice regularization the origin of renormalization in quantum �eldtheory may now be viewed as to be reected in those relations, which describe the change inthe bare coupling constants under a change of the ultraviolet momentum cuto� proportionalto the inverse lattice constant 1=a, whereas the physical content of the theory is required tobe maintained. Conventionally, this process is expressed in terms of the correlation length�(phys). It gives the physical length scale of all typical (quantum) uctuations in the systemand is equal to the inverse of the physical mass gap m(phys) in the theory:1m(phys) � �(phys) = a� , � = 1am(phys) : (1)Sending now the lattice cuto� to in�nity, which amounts to perform the continuum limita ! 0, corresponds to a vanishing mass in lattice units, am(phys) ! 0, and to a divergingcorrelation length � !1, whereby the critical behaviour of a second order phase transitionas known from systems in statistical mechanics is encountered. At the same time thephysical quantities �(phys) or m(phys) must be kept �xed during this procedure, and onerecovers (non-perturbative rather than perturbative) renormalizability to be equivalent tothe existence of a quantum continuum limit for the lattice-regularized theory.The subject of this work are coupled gauge-Higgs systems on the lattice | namely,the U(1){Higgs model in two and the SU(2){Higgs model in four dimensions | in theframework of numerical simulations by means of MC methods.A convincing motivation for the general interest in understanding the physical impactof these theories should start from the well known fact that the two-dimensional abelianHiggs model with U(1){gauge symmetry and the SU(2){Higgs sector of the MSM sharesome prominent features, which are related to baryon number violation and sphaleron tran-sition rates at �nite temperature T . These parallels basically originate from the non-trivialtopological structure of continuum gauge theories in both systems arising from an



4 INTRODUCTIONapproximately periodic shape of the underlying potentials. Mathematically, it may be ab-stracted to the statement that the periodic functions on R and R3 , which take their valuesin the gauge groups U(1) and SU(2), respectively, fall into di�erent homotopy classes of thesame homotopy group [7, 8]:U(1) �= S1 ) �1 (U(1)) = �1 �S1� = ZSU(2) �= S3 ) �3 (SU(2)) = �3 �S3� = Z : (2)More precisely, the di�erentiable group manifolds of G = U(1) and G = SU(2) are assumedto be compacti�ed to the spheres S1 and S3, respectively, and each possible local gaugetransformation U = U(x) is classi�ed according to the equivalence classes of maps from Gonto itself, which form the homotopy groups of G in (2) to be identi�ed with the group Z.This corresponds to an in�nite number of classical gauge vacua labelled by an integer, theso-called Chern-Simons number NCS. It readsNCS � 124�2 Z d3x �ijkTr �U@iU�1 � U@jU�1 � U@kU�1� 2 Z (3)and, as a homotopy invariant, remains constant under continuous deformations of the peri-odic mappings U . The integer variation of NCS under large gauge gauge transformations ofthe kind in eq. (7) gives the topological charge of the gauge �eld1. Here only written for theSU(2){case with the dual �eld strength tensor de�ned as �F�� � 12 �����F�� and summationover the indices r = 1; 2; 3 of the group generators understood,Qtop � � 116�2 Z d4xTrn � F��(x)F��(x)o = g232�2 Z d4x � F r��(x)F r��(x) 2 Z ; (4)it equals the change in the Chern-Simons number between two topologically distinct vacua:Qtop = �NCS. In ordinary jargon this quantity tells, how often the gauge �eld wraps aroundthe compact sphere S3 to visit a �xed element of the gauge group G.For fermionic theories with �elds  , the topological charge Qtop is intimately connectedto the famous Atiyah-Singer index theorem of di�erential geometry [7]. There it is found thatthe topological charge of the coupled gauge �eld con�gurations has to be identi�ed with thedi�erence in the number of zero modes of the Dirac operator with positive (or right-handed:nR) and negative (or left-handed: nL) chirality,�Q5 = Q5(t =1)�Q5(t = �1) = Z d4x @�j�5 (x) = 2Nf (nR � nL) = 2Nf�NCS ; (5)1In the mathematical literature this quantity is also called winding number or Pontryagin index. Thusreferring to theories de�ned on a �nite space-time lattice with periodic boundary conditions in all directions,which in the continuum limit can be regarded to live on a space-time manifold isometrically isomorphic toa four-dimensional torus T4, one would say that the principal bundle over T4, where the gauge potentialis a connection in, are characterized | up to gauge transformations | by a single integer, the topologicalcharge Qtop [8, 41].



INTRODUCTION 5where Nf denotes the number of fermion (quark) avours. This non-conservation of the axialcharge Q5(t) = R d3x j05(x) is an immediate consequence of the generically non-perturbativetriangle anomaly @�j�5 = 2Nf g216�2 ��F r��F r��� for the axial (chiral) current j�5 �  �5 [23],which can be deduced from the non-classical behaviour of the functional integral measureunder the chiral transformations of the fermion �elds on the quantum level [25].For instance, these considerations may be directly applied to topologically inducedbaryon number violating processes within the electroweak sector of the MSM. Sinceonly the left-handed fermions participate in weak interactions, the SU(2){gauge �elds doexclusively couple to their currents, and the weak interaction also possesses fermionic zeromodes, whose presence leads to anomalies. On those physical grounds one expects that,with qc;f representing the quark �elds and c their color index, both the avour-singlet axialvector currents j�5 = qc;f�5qc;f and thereby the vector current j�B � 13Pc;f qc;f�qc;f areanomalous and thus not conserved. This means that baryon number violation in the MSM iscaused by the non-trivial winding of the SU(2){gauge �eld, which changes B(t) = R d3x j0B(x)between two times t1 and t2 by an amount�B = Nf16�2 Z t2t1 dt Z d3x @�j�B(x) = 2Nf�NCS : (6)However, the probability for the related tunneling events, provided by transitions viainstanton-like �eld con�gurations introduced below, is tiny. At zero temperature it is pro-portional to the square of the exponentially suppressed, semiclassical tunneling amplitudee�8�2=g2 ' 10�85 with g being the SU(2){gauge coupling, i.e. many orders of magnitudesmaller than any known radioactive decay.If, on the other hand, fermions are coupled through e0 to the gauge �eld in the two-dimensional case, there is as well an anomalous current j�5 satisfying @�j�5 = 2Nf e04� (���F��),whose charge Q5 moves with the Chern-Simons number NCS according to Q5(t) = 2Nf�NCS.A characteristic implication of the vacuum structure of gauge theories is that it forbidsto go from one vacuum to another by performing small gauge transformations, continuouslydeformable from the identity. Nevertheless, it is possible to construct explicitly the tunnelingpath connecting di�erent homotopically non-equivalent vacuum states, the instantons. As�nite-energy solutions of the classical equations of motion with Qtop = 1 for theories inEuclidean space-time, they are of pure gauge type U@�U�1 on the boundary of G andgenuinely interpolate in time between gauge �eld con�gurations di�ering by a large gaugetransformation A� �! A0� = UA�U�1 � ig U@�U�1 : (7)Assuming the temporal (axial) gauge A0 � 0, their signi�cance is to mediate tunnelingtransitions through the potential barriers separating these vacua, resulting in change ofQtop = �NCS according to the formulas in eqs. (3) and (4).



6 INTRODUCTIONIn the two-dimensional U(1){Higgs model this instanton solution is known as theNielsen-Olesen vortex [28], which comes from a translation invariant, quantized magneticux tube con�guration within the three-dimensional phenomenological Landau-Ginzburgtheory of superconductivity. Its four-dimensional counterpart in pure SU(2){gauge theoryis the BPS-instanton [26]. The theory of instantons and its various applications in quantum�eld theory, among which I only want to mention the existence of the �{vacuum [27], theexplanation of the so-called U(1)A{puzzle (i.e. the absence of a ninth Goldstone bosonin QCD, see the next paragraph), and possible mechanisms for quark con�nement, areextensively documented in the literature [1, 7]. For a recent review of this broad researcharea, especially emphasizing the rôle of instantons in QCD and related models, one mightconsult ref. [10].The importance of topologically non-trivial �eld con�gurations in elementary particlephysics can also be quanti�ed by the Witten-Veneziano formula [34],�(quenched)top = f 2�4Nf �m2� +m2�0 � 2m2K� ; (8)which relates the topological susceptibility�top � Z d4x hqtop(x)qtop(0)i = limV!1 1V 
Q2top� ; (9)measuring the uctuations of the topological charge in the QCD vacuum, to the decayconstant f� of the �{meson and the masses of the mesons �, �0, and K. It yields a resolutionof the U(1)A{problem, namely, how in the spontaneous breaking of the true continuumchiral symmetry U(1)V 
 SU(3)V 
 SU(3)A to U(1)V 
 SU(3)V the ninth Goldstone boson,the pseudoscalar meson �0, which in nature stays massive even in the chiral limit of vanishingquark masses, acquires its mass. However, there are some subtleties in connection witheq. (8), since within full QCD in the presence of massless quark avours the topologicalcharge is screened, and �top = 0. Hence, the left hand side is meant to be valid only inthe quenched approximation without dynamical fermions (Nf = 0, that is pure gaugetheory, which is much easier to compute), while the �0{correlation function is pathologicalin this case, and the �0 mass on the right hand side has to be determined in full QCD.By the way, the obvious contradiction that the quantities entering the Witten-Venezianoidentity are actually de�ned in di�erent theories gets not yet really solved by the fact that,strictly speaking, it is derived in the limit of QCD with in�nitely many colors Nc ! 1.Nevertheless, this relation implies a reasonable estimate of the quenched topologicalsusceptibility �(quenched)top ' (180 MeV)4 and a good description of the pseudoscalar mesonspectrum [10].The lattice approach to the inherent topology in quantum �eld theory touched



INTRODUCTION 7up to now has been a challenging task from the very beginning, since the rich topologicalstructure emenating from the gauge sector of the model under consideration might get lostby the �niteness of the discretized space-time volume in the straightforward transcriptioninto the lattice language [35, 41]. For this reason numerical investigations of topologicalproperties of lattice gauge theories are known to be di�cult and time consuming, if oneattempts to preserve the important quantization e�ects of topological objects also on thelattice.Most of the prescriptions to de�ne the topological charge on the lattice are based onits �eld-theoretic continuum representation in eq. (4). The naive discretization of the in-tegral over the �eld strengths �FF / �����Tr (U��U��) leads to an appropriate sum overthe elementary plaquettes U�� in the ��{plane of the lattice, which is simple to implementand has the right classical continuum limit [36], but with the obvious disadvantage thatthis expression is in general not even necessarily integer-valued and thus does not possessany topological meaning at all. Additionally, the naive topological charge su�ers from largerenormalization e�ects and mixes with other lattice operators (e.g. the unit operator andthe gluon condensate).A far more sensible and sophisticated lattice evaluation of Qtop is provided by the ge-ometrical de�nition [37, 39, 40], which ensures that Qtop has nearly the same topologicalsigni�cance as in the continuum. It may be looked upon as the viablest example of a �-bre bundle construction in non-abelian lattice gauge theories [8, 41]. Keeping away from asingular set of exceptional con�gurations, which form a lower dimensional submanifold inthe space of all periodic lattice gauge �elds and which are expected to be unimportant forsu�ciently smooth ones (but might perhaps spoil the continuum limit of �top though), it hasall the wanted properties of a reasonable and well-de�ned topological charge on the lattice,which are: Correct classical continuum limit, gauge invariance, independence of continuousdeformations of the �eld, and restriction to integer values. Although its implementationis technically quite complicated and computationally very demanding in general, this pro-posal has become state of the art, for both the gauge group SU(3) [42] and for SU(2) too[42, 43]. Later I will apply the geometrical lattice de�nition of the topological charge to thetwo-dimensional U(1){model as well, where it straightforwardly simpli�es to a sum over thereal-valued phases of the plaquettes variables.Fermionic methods for calculating the topological charge rely on the connection betweeninstantons and fermionic zero modes entering the divergence of the chiral current in thecontinuum index theorem (5). Exceptionally small eigenvalues of the Dirac operator on thelattice have been identi�ed and could be counted directly. Furthermore it was demonstratedthat the corresponding eigenvectors have the (at least approximately) correct chirality andare spatially correlated with instantons [44]. The de�nition of Qtop through a fermionicexpectation value is not sensitive to dislocations, but it is plagued with the well knownproblems arising from the di�culty of de�ning chiral fermions on the lattice [19]. Moreover,



8 INTRODUCTIONin fermionic methods one has to handle contributions from renormalization e�ects too, andas a consequence they have never been pursued very vigorously. A rare exception is | tomy knowledge | ref. [45], where the fermionic methods were successfully applied to two-dimensional QED with staggered and Wilson fermions in order to analyze the spectrum ofthe lattice Dirac operator and to calculate the topological susceptibility from it.Since most of the di�culties with the �eld-theoretical and geometrical algorithms arerelated to uctuations on very short scales, it is natural to combine them with some sort ofsmoothing procedure in order to pick out the classical instanton con�gurations. The mostpopular method of this type is the cooling algorithm [46], in which one locally minimizesthe action in a MC simulation. This operation quickly eliminates short-range quantumuctuations and eventually leads to smooth con�gurations, corresponding to the classicalcontent of the original �eld and dominated by instantons indeed. Unfortunately, as a stillsevere problem, which appears to be di�cult to cure for the non-abelian gauge theories SU(2)and SU(3), the cooling method is not stable against the scale invariance of the instantonsolution in the continuum. As a consequence of the non-locality introduced by the relatedrelaxation steps, dislocation-like objects loose their energy density under cooling faster thanthe physical objects of the size of the correlation length so that the instanton action on thelattice may considerably underestimate the continuum action. This reects the unpleasantfeature that cooled instanton con�gurations, whose extension gets comparable or even smallerthan the lattice spacing, can not be resolved reliably and result in systematic uncertaintiesfor Qtop and �top.Today, as a recent and very promising development in this �eld, where already largee�ort has been invested, the di�erent topological charge de�nitions are also used in conjunc-tion with various concepts of improvement, like cooling with improved lattice actions [47],blocking, renormalization group transformations, and improved or perfect lattice actionsand operators as e.g. considered in refs. [48, 49].In addition to the barrier penetration between topologically distinct vacua via quan-tum tunneling at zero temperature discussed above, there is also a �nite-temperaturemechanism for Qtop{changing processes, induced by the sphaleron [30, 32], which issupposed to contribute to the rate of baryon number violating processes and hence to beessential ingredient for the scenario of electroweak baryogenesis within the MSM. It is a(non-stable) saddlepoint solution of the Euclidean equations of motion in the static �eldapproximation justi�ed at high temperatures T , has Qtop = 1=2, and lies midways betweentwo neighbouring vacua so that transition across the barrier tops can occur classicallythrough thermally activated �eld uctuations.The relevance of these kinds of transitions and estimates for the magnitude of its ratehave been addressed in numerous investigations of two- and four-dimensional gauge-Higgsmodels at �nite temperature in the continuum and on the lattice [33, 62, 93, 154]: The latter



INTRODUCTION 9in most cases within real-time MC simulations, combined with solving the respective classicalequations of motion by integrating them numerically as initial conditions for the evolutionof Qtop in time, but also in the imaginary time formalism of Euclidean lattice �eld theory [65].Another intriguing property, which the two models have in common, is the phenomenonof spontaneous breakdown of the gauge symmetry, which would give rise to a �rstor second order phase transition at some critical temperature T = Tc between a stronglycoupled symmetric (`con�nement', T > Tc) phase and a weakly coupled phase of brokensymmetry (`Higgs', T < Tc). Both phases are characterized by a completely massivespectrum, created through gauge invariant local operators acting on proper eigenstates ofthe underlying Hamiltonian, which can consist of vector bound states of scalar constituentquarks and scalar bound states in the former, and of fundamental massive gauge vectorbosons and the Higgs particle in the latter. In the usual folklore this | sometimescontinuous | evolution with T is associated with the dynamical Higgs mechanism,in which the initially massless gauge vector bosons (`Goldstone modes') of the theoryacquire non-zero masses by their interactions with the scalar Higgs �eld �, whose vacuumexpectation value develops a non-zero value, thus rendering the vector bosons massive andthe forces they mediate short-ranged (`screening').But owing to a general theorem [21], local gauge invariance can not be brokenspontaneously, since the gauge symmetry transformations to be employed act only ona �nite number of �eld variables restricted to a compact space-time volume, whichmeans that all physical observables are gauge invariant by construction. Moreover, thereexists no true gauge invariant local order parameter for such a phase transition, whichcan distinguish between the low-temperature Higgs phase and the high-temperaturesymmetric phase [22]2. The low lying resonances of the bound states corresponding tothe composite �eld operators in the symmetry restored phase are complementary tothe elementary excitations in the Higgs phase corresponding to the Higgs particle andthe vector bosons. Therefore, in a strict sense, there is no gauge symmetry restorationacross Tc at high-temperatures and the local gauge symmetry remains always intact,although, of course, there still can be phase transitions. If an local order parameter witha value non-identically vanishing in both phases is desired though, the gauge has to be�xed. A popular choice in this case is the vacuum expectation value of the scalar �eldin unitary gauge, which typically is large in the symmetry-broken Higgs phase and small| albeit de�nitely non-zero | in the symmetric phase. The gauge invariant substituteof it is the scalar condensate, i.e. the global expectation value of the composite operator �+�.2In ref. [22] it is also proven that in lattice non-abelian gauge-Higgs systems with matter in the funda-mental representation of the gauge group and �xed length of the scalar �eld, the Higgs and symmetric phasesare continuously connected, i.e. Higgs and con�nement regimes belong to the same phases of the theory.



10 INTRODUCTIONMy thesis is divided into two parts, which both are organized in the same way,and I give only a short outline of its central topics here. A more detailed survey of theindividual subjects and some further motivations will follow in the subsequent sections. Ialways begin with a short introduction to the models in the continuum and on the latticefrom the viewpoint of quantum �eld theory. Then, after reporting about some aspects ofthe numerical realization in the MC simulations, I will focus on the results obtained andtheir physical interpretation. Some of the material, which is covered by this thesis, hasalready been published in refs. [64, 136, 139, 140, 141].Within the two-dimensional U(1){Higgs model the continuum limit of the latticetheory with variable length of the scalar �eld is studied. In addition, the numerical simula-tions concentrate on the scaling behaviour of the topological susceptibility at zero tempera-ture and its rich interplay with the phase structure of this model. My MC investigations ofthe four-dimensional SU(2){Higgs model participate in a project [134, 135, 137], whichis aimed to clarify the nature and the strength of the �nite-temperature electroweak phasetransition (EWPT) by large-scale lattice simulations from �rst principles. A characteristicthermodynamic quantity in this context is the interface tension, which is determined fordi�erent physical situations, essentially in dependence on given values for the mass of theHiggs boson.Finally, to make the whole presentation more self-contained, a few remarks on the MCapproach to simulating �eld theories on the lattice, supplied by some frequently used nota-tions, conventions, and numerical tools, are postponed to the appendices.Part I: The Two-Dimensional U(1){Higgs ModelI have already sketched in the general introduction, that the two-dimensional U(1){Higgsmodel can serve as a toy model for the SU(2){Higgs sector of the electroweak theory infour dimensions. It is a superrenormalizable �eld theory by de�nition, i.e. there is onlyone primitive �rst order divergence in the 2{point function, and it has a similar non-trivialtopological structure, which is, however, much more transparent and easier to catch inpractice due to the lower dimensionality of space-time.Whereas detailed studies of the model with various methods are available [22, 54, 55,56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 62, 63], it is not well understood within the Euclidean lattice approach,above all for variable length of the scalar �eld, where extensive investigations are still miss-ing. Hence, I examine non-perturbatively the continuum limit in this case, whose formalexistence in addition to the feature of a permanently con�ned fractional charge have beenproven rigorously in mathematical terms many years ago [53], and I will answer the question,whether it is qualitatively di�erent from the model with �xed length of the scalar �eld. Inparticular, I investigate by di�erent methods the scaling behaviour of the topological sus-



INTRODUCTION 11ceptibility at zero temperature along the lines of constant physics, whose position in barelattice parameter space can be uniquely determined and which specify this continuum limit.Both items will be discussed in chapter 3. As an imaginable application for future work, itshould then in principle become possible to compare the topological susceptibility from thelattice with the instanton transition rate �inst via�top = 1V 
Q2top� = 1V 
 [NCS(t)�NCS(0) ]2 � t!1�! �instVs ; (10)where V = Vst denotes the space-time volume, and which is calculable in the continuumwith semiclassical methods within the dilute gas approximation by means of uctuationdeterminants [61, 79].The existing theoretical and numerical interest in this model is also feeded by the pos-sibility that the variable scalar �eld length could presumably modify the relatively simplephase structure of analytically connected Higgs and con�nement regimes in the lattice modelwith �xed length, similar to analogous systems in four dimensions [19, 83, 86, 112]. To ap-preciate this issue, an instanton-induced con�nement mechanism of fractional test chargesin the dilute gas approximation is numerically con�rmed in chapter 3 as well, and I elucidatesome further characteristics of the abelian Higgs model in di�erent regions of bare parameterspace by considering suitable observables (i.e. global order parameters) for phase transitionsin lattice systems, where the gauge degrees of freedom are coupled to scalar matter �elds.The latter will be addressed in chapter 4.The continuum limit of the abelian Higgs model with �xed scalar �eld length is theXY{model, which in traditional statistical mechanics is better known as the O(2){sigma orthe two-dimensional, planar Heisenberg model. It describes a system of two-dimensionalspin vectors with unit modulus and nearest-neighbour interaction, and it has a number ofphysical applications (e.g. two-dimensional magnets and crystals or superconducting �lms inliquid helium). Owing to a general theorem [20], two-dimensional models with a continuoussymmetry can not have an ordered phase at non-zero temperature and, therefore, ordinarilydo not have a phase transition at �nite temperature. The XY{model is special, because itundergoes a phase transition at a critical temperature Tc > 0, although, in agreement withthe Mermin-Wagner theorem cited above, the transition is not characterized by a local orderparameter. Both the low- and the high-temperature phase are disordered, but the spin-spincorrelation function changes from exhibiting a power-law decay in the region T < Tc, toan exponential decay at T > Tc as usual, signalling a phase transition. The mechanism ofthis transition was clari�ed in ref. [67], see also refs. [4, 68, 70] for related investigations.For T < Tc, the system is dominated by spin waves, their uctuations are small, and theperiodic character of the angle variable parametrizing the Hamiltonian of the model canbe ignored. For temperatures T > Tc, topological objects classi�ed by an integer windingnumber Qtop become crucial for the dynamics of the phase transition, most prominentlythose with Qtop = �1 called vortices (instantons) and antivortices (antiinstantons), respec-



12 INTRODUCTIONtively. Namely, at T . Tc the system consists of a somewhat more ordered phase, whichis populated by tightly bound vortex-antivortex pairs in coexistence with the spin wave ex-citations, and their correlators are power-behaved. This attractive, binding force betweenvortices and antivortices is a consequence of the long-ranged logarithmic Coulomb potentialthey feel at low T . Hence, the pairs vortices and antivortices form an in�nitely dilute gas ofvortex molecules there, whose inuence on the physics of the model is strongly suppressed3.When the temperature is raised above Tc, the molecules begin to dissociate, and a denseplasma of nearly free vortices (and antivortices) develops, which governs the long distancebehaviour of the system. In fact, since the entropy of an isolated vortex is essentially thelogarithm of all possible vortex positions, the entropy dominates over their free energy, andthe vortices get important at T & Tc. Their presence then implies that the system is evenmore disordered than below Tc with spin-spin correlators falling o� exponentially. Further-more, one can also show that the XY{model is equivalent to a two-dimensional Coulombgas. Now the Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition describes the transition from a system ofdipoles to an ionized plasma, whose correlation length � is nothing but the Debye screeninglength, which has for T ! Tc an essential singularity at the transition point of the type� � exp�c jT � Tcj�1=2	 rather than the power-law divergence observed in ordinary phasetransitions [68].In view of this interesting topological content, the lattice U(1){Higgs model has receivedmuch attention in earlier investigations. Most of its properties were studied in that case,where the modulus of the scalar �eld is frozen to unity. For instance, there is a collectionof articles, which treat the model in the so-called Villain approximation [54, 55]. Hereone performs an appropriate duality transformation from statistical mechanics to obtain ane�ective Lagrangian, which explicitly contains the topological excitations as an ensembleof vortices of �nite size interacting through a short-ranged potential. As established indi�erent approaches, e.g. by strong coupling expansion, renormalization group studies, andin the Hamiltonian formulation of the theory, the authors do not �nd an indication for aphase transition inside the phase diagram of the lattice abelian Higgs model. At any value ofthe inverse gauge coupling � = 1=a2e20, both in the strong and weak coupling regimes as wellas at intermediate �, the theory con�nes and there is no phase boundary separating a Higgsfrom a con�nement region. Nevertheless, there are qualitative di�erences in dependence onthe sign of the scalar mass term representing the temperature variable T in the model. As aconsequence of the compact nature of the gauge symmetry U(1), the plasma of vortices tendsto disorder the system and destroys the ordinary Higgs mechanism for non-integer externalcharges, which would be expected to be at work when T decreases. In the references justmentioned it was veri�ed indeed that the vortices cause Wilson loops of fractional charges to3A qualitatively similar situation is found in QCD, whose phases resemble those of the XY{model, butwith the only di�erence that the rôles of high- and low-temperature phase are interchanged: In the XY{modelinstantons are excited at high T , while in QCD they are suppressed [10].



INTRODUCTION 13obey the area law, i.e. they are con�ned, whereas integer external charges stay still screenedby the scalar �eld. Here the Wilson loop decays like its perimeter and fails as a signature ofcon�nement [22]. Then the continuum limit a! 0 (� !1), arriving at the two-dimensionalXY{model, ends in phase transition at some T = Tc between a broken symmetry phasedisplaying the Higgs phenomenon (T < Tc), in which the con�nement property gets lost andwhere one meets the theory of a free massive vector meson, and a symmetric con�nementphase (T > Tc) corresponding to free massless electrodynamics, where the Coulomb potentialrises linearly with the distance.In some references it has also been pointed out the lattice abelian Higgs model with �xedlength can be mapped to a theory for type-II superconductors, if coupled to an externalelectromagnetic �eld [59], or to massive Schwinger, Thirring, and sine-Gordon models [54].A renormalization group analysis in combination with a fractionally charged Wilson loopin the latter [56] underlines the preceding picture of an analytic crossover in this modelfor �nite values of �, which occurs from a low-temperature phase of paired instantons andantiinstantons with very low e�ective instanton density at long distances, thus justifyingthe valid approximation of a dilute gas of instantons, to a high-temperature phase, wherethe interactions of instantons and antiinstantons due to the attractive force between thembecome negligible and no signi�cant cancellation mechanism takes place.A lattice study of the U(1){Higgs model with variable length has been performed inref. [58]. Here a modi�ed cooling algorithm was applied to identify localized lattice vor-tices, and it was observed that the topological susceptibility �top is often overestimatedand deviates from scaling. On the one hand, the authors tried to explain it by the pres-ence of dislocation-like �eld con�gurations as short-ranged lattice excitations still carryingtopological charge Qtop 6= 0, because an background Qtop{operator proposed in ref. [38] tobe improved in this respect seemed to render �top less a�ected by such scaling violations.However, the MC simulations of the article have been restricted to a choice for the latticeparameters, which orientated itself by the classical continuum limit of the model. In thesame context the authors state that the continuum limit of the quantized theory has notbeen investigated so far, i.e. one actually does not know, how to tune the bare couplings ofthe model with the lattice constant in its course a ! 0 on a renormalization group trajec-tory. So on the other hand, they also suppose this missing information to be at least partlyresponsible for the scaling violations of �top and suggest that this issue should be clari�edin future.Therefore, the present non-perturbative investigation of the lattice abelian Higgs modelin two dimensions constitutes an important supplementation to this series of publications.It is intended to �ll the gap in the literature of a more thorough study of that version, inwhich the scalar �eld length is a variable degree of freedom, with special emphasis on thecontinuum limit of the full quantum theory and its topology on the lattice.



14 INTRODUCTIONPart II: The Four-Dimensional SU(2){Higgs ModelOne of the fundamental goals of elementary particle physics is to understand the origin ofthe observed baryon asymmetry, which has developed from an initial charge-symmetric statein the hot and dense universe, as it was realized directly after the Big Bang at temperaturesof the order of the Planck scale T ' MPl. This phenomenon can be quanti�ed as a netdimensionless baryon to photon number ratio of nB=s ' 10�9 � 10�10, where s / n isthe entropy density, and it expresses a fact, which is well established for a long time: Ourwhole galaxy cluster consists almost exclusively of matter. Since no mechanism to separatematter and antimatter on such large scales is known so far [11], the baryon asymmetry of theuniverse is one of the most challenging cosmological problems to be resolved by the theory ofelementary particle physics. The prerequisites for a successful generation of baryon number,which are commonly known as the three Sakharov conditions [98], can be enumerated as� baryon number non-conservation,� C{ and CP{violation,� and departure from thermal equilibrium.Obviously, the MSM ful�lls these three conditions: Baryon number is violated by anoma-lous fermion number non-conservation as outlined above, C{ and CP{symmetry violationare encountered by the chiral character of the electroweak interaction and explicit phasesin the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) quark-mixing matrix, respectively, and non-equilibrium processes occur at the �nite-temperature �rst order electroweak phase transition(EWPT). As in principle the attractive possibility of MSM baryogenesis is opened, the maininterest in the electroweak phase transition in the early universe emerges from the question,whether it alone can provide a mechanism for the observed matter-antimatter asymmetrywithin the framework of the MSM [100].In contrast to pure Yang-Mills theory, there are no exact minima of the Euclidean actionin the topological sectors with Qtop 6= 0 for such theories, where the Higgs mechanism isoperative. However, it was found in ref. [24] that for instanton sizes �inst with �inst . v�1 andv denoting the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs �eld, approximate instanton solutionsto the �eld equations do exist. Consequently, although fermion number is preserved in theMSM at the classical level, neither baryon (B) nor lepton (L) numbers are conserved inelectroweak theory at the quantum level. While the (B � L){symmetry remains unbrokenowing to anomaly cancellation, B + L is violated. Unfortunately, the electroweak couplingconstant �W = g2=4�, with g being the SU(2){gauge coupling, is small, and this meansthat under ordinary T ' 0 conditions the tunneling events provided by these (approximate)instanton solutions are too rare to be of any physical importance. More precisely, theinstanton transition rate at zero temperature, proportional to the semiclassical tunneling



INTRODUCTION 15probability as noted in the general introduction, is still � ' e�4�=�W ' 10�170 ' 0 andtherefore unobservably small. But a more viable constellation for electroweak baryogenesisarises as one leaves the usual weak coupling regime of the theory, e.g. by increasing thecollision energy of the interacting particles or by raising the temperature towards the EWPT,which has become an issue of renewed attention in the past.According to the ideas of cosmology and elementary particle physics, the electroweakphase transition has taken place during the cooling epoch of the early universe at a tem-perature of the order T ' O(100) GeV ' O(1016) K, roughly t ' 10�11 � 10�12 s afterthe Big Bang4. With decreasing temperature this transition distinguishes between a high-temperature phase, usually referred as symmetric phase, and the low-temperature Higgsphase with spontaneously broken symmetry [89, 99]. An order parameter of this transitionis the vacuum expectation value of the scalar �eld v = v(T ), which has a small value at hightemperature, where the electroweak symmetry is restored (T > Tc), and a larger one in theHiggs phase (T < Tc). This symmetry breaking quantity represents the stable non-trivialminimum of the low energy e�ective potential Ve� = Ve�(�; T ) for the scalar Higgs �eld �at �nite temperature, i.e. the value of the free energy of the system in a uniform and staticbackground of �eld variables, which is at the critical temperature T = Tc degenerate withthe trivial minimum corresponding to the symmetric phase separated by the energy barrier:dVe�(�; Tc)d� �����=v = 0 ; Ve�(v; Tc) = Ve�(0; Tc) : (11)The e�ective potential is in general a gauge dependent quantity, but the values of Ve� atits minima are gauge invariant. Due to the presence of a term cubic in � with negativesign, the EWPT is known from the perturbative e�ective potential to be of �rst order andweakening when the self-coupling of � increases, which in the macroscopic description ofequilibrium thermodynamics [3] says by de�nition that a �rst derivative of the respectivethermodynamic potential, for instance the latent heat, has a �nite discontinuity at T = Tc.Systems undergoing a �rst order phase transition are accompanied by characteristic signalsin the vicinity of Tc, namely metastability, coexistence of the two phases, jumps of globallyaveraged quantities like order parameters, and hysteresis e�ects. Its dynamics are governedby the | possibly quite violent | non-equilibrium process of nucleation, expansion, andpercolation of bubbles of the new phase inside the old one. Nevertheless, one can guess theequilibrium approximation to the EWPT to be guaranteed before the phase transition andsoon after it is completed, in regions far enough from the moving bubble walls, which tendto disturb the electroweak plasma [91, 93]. This remark suggests that equilibrium statisticalmechanics can be applied to evaluate the static properties of the phase transition, such as4For comparison, the QCD phase transition between a phase of a weakly interacting, decon�ned quark-gluon plasma, where the short-distance behaviour of matter is dominated by the asymptotic freedom ofQCD, and a con�nement phase with spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking and the bound quark systemsof hadronic matter met today, has occured at lower temperatures around T ' O(100) MeV.



16 INTRODUCTIONcritical temperature, jump of the order parameter, latent heat, or interface tension.As the universe cools down, the anomalous baryon number violating processes, which arerapid in the MSM at high T , will tend to erase any baryon asymmetry, which may perhapsbe created by some other mechanism | except eventually originating from (B�L){violatingnew physics | at higher energies between the electroweak and the grand uni�cation scaleMGUT. So if the baryon asymmetry is completely washed out at temperatures T far abovethe weak scale, the observed baryon number must proceed from physical processes close tothe critical temperature Tc, at which the EWPT takes place. A necessary condition forthis scenario of electroweak baryogenesis is a transition of strong enough �rst order type,whereas for a weak transition every asymmetry generated at the phase transition would bewashed out in the Higgs phase again, because at temperatures T larger than the vector (W{or gauge) boson mass mW , the anomalous baryon and lepton number violation in the MSMis enhanced. The strength of the EWPT does crucially depends on the value of the Higgsboson mass mH , and within the MSM it has already been accepted that the requirement ofpreserving the baryon number generated at the weak scale imposes too strong bounds onthe Higgs mass as to stay consistent with the present experimental limits. This is shortlysketched in the next paragraph.At T > Tc in the symmetric phase the exponential suppression of the baryon numbernon-conserving transitions is absent. Its rate per unit volume is given by the power-countingestimate � ' c (�WT )4 ; (12)where c ' O(1) is a constant [31]. In order to quantitatively estimate the generated baryonnumber in the symmetry broken Higgs phase at T < Tc after the EWPT, one should takeinto account the baryon number violation in the context of topology changing processes bysphaleron transitions. Once a sphaleron is thermally created, the system can jump up to thetop (saddle point) of the potential barriers and roll down into the neighbouring vacuum toovercome them classically. Such transitions are also at work in the Higgs phase, and therethey are still exponentially damped but now only by a Boltzmann factor in the rate� ' T 4 exp��Esph(T )T � ; (13)where the sphaleron energy Esph, which is equal to the height of the potential barrier sepa-rating two topologically inequivalent vacua, is given byEsph(T ) ' C 2mW (T )�W (T ) (14)with C = C(mHmW ) ' O(2) being a slowly varying function of the scalar quartic self-coupling�, the gauge boson mass mW , and �W = g2=4� the gauge coupling of the weak interactionas before [100]. This energy is of the magnitude Esph ' O(10) TeV. Recoursing to the �nite-temperature e�ective potential, a leading order perturbative computation in the broken



INTRODUCTION 17phase [92] shows that mW (T )g2T � v(T )gT � g2� � m2W (0)m2H(0) ; T . Tc ; (15)i.e. the baryon violation rate (13) is sensitive to the zero-temperature ratio of Higgs andW{boson masses, which simultaneously controls the reliability of perturbation theory in theHiggs phase near Tc (typically up to the range mH ' 35 GeV� 40 GeV at least). The rates(12) and (13) are now to be compared to the expansion rate of the universe in inationarycosmology [11, 93]: �U = 1tU ' c� TMPl�T ; c ' O(10�1) : (16)While at T > Tc one has �� �U for a wide range of temperatures Tc < T < 10�1MPl�4W '1012 GeV, in which the anomalous B{violating processes are fast, the situation is more sub-tle at T < Tc: If the phase transition were weakly �rst order (mW (Tc) is small), secondorder, or of the crossover type, one has � & �U so that the B{violating processes would beapproximately in equilibrium, any net primordial (B + L){number would be subsequentlyerased by unsuppressed sphaleron processes in the broken phase, and no e�ective baryonnumber will survive at T < Tc after the phase transition has completed. On the other hand,if the phase transition were strongly �rst order (mW (Tc) is large enough), one has �� �U,the B{violating processes get very slow, and a primordial matter-antimatter asymmetrycould in principle be preserved until today. The obtained condition, under which the pre-viously generated baryon excess will not be washed out after the EWPT, implies a boundon the sphaleron energy of Esph(Tc)=Tc & 45 or equivalently, translates in the MSM into thecondition5 v(Tc)Tc & 1 (17)on the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs �eld v = v(T ). In this case electroweak baryonnumber non-conservation switches o� immediately after the phase transition and continuesto operate further in the opposite case. Since v(Tc)=Tc is inversely proportional to the scalarquartic coupling � in eq. (15), the requirement of preserving the once generated baryonasymmetry puts an upper bound on the value of the Higgs boson mass mH , which actuallydepends on the particle content of the theory at energies of the order of the electroweakscale. In view of the present rather stringent experimental constraints on the Higgs mass bythe current lower limit of mH > 65 GeV (18)from LEP at CERN [13] in the MSM with a top quark of mass mt ' 175 GeV, the forelastinequality can hardly be ful�lled, which means that the B{violating reactions are also fastafter the phase transition and not negligible as necessary for successful MSM baryogenesis.5Strictly speaking, this condition must be ful�lled at the temperature T = T (<)c after the phase transitionhas �nished. It can be considerably lower than the critical temperature Tc de�ned before [103].



18 INTRODUCTIONHence, one can not evade to anticipate the following generic conclusion: The lower mH{limit(18) renders the EWPT so weakly �rst order that within the MSM an explanation of theobserved asymmetry between matter and antimatter in the universe must be ruled out.Although more recent analyses seem to discourage baryogenesis within the MSM as welldue to the still far too small CP{violation, simple non-minimal models with genuinely ad-ditional sources of CP{violation beyond the CKM-mechanism or an extended Higgs sectormay produce a su�cient asymmetry and are therefore promising alternatives, see e.g. thedetailed but partly somewhat dated review articles [90, 91, 92, 93]. In any case it is clear,however, that the present baryon asymmetry of the universe has been �nally determined atthe EWPT, because B{violating processes fall out of thermal equilibrium at the correspond-ing critical temperature [100]. For this reason a quantitative understanding of the EWPTin the framework of the MSM is still a basic requirement for the discussion of every modelof baryogenesis at the weak scale, including reliable knowledge of its order and | providedthat it is of �rst order | its strength in dependence of the Higgs boson mass.The common analytical tool for the examination of the EWPT is (�nite T ) resummedperturbation theory [102, 103, 104, 105, 107], which amounts to execute a high-temperatureexpansion of self-energy diagrams, whose leading term is added as a thermal mass to thetree-level mass in the propagator. This technique works well for low and intermediate Higgsmasses (mH . 50 GeV), where it predicts a �rst order phase transition of decreasing strength.In fact, the quantitative agreement of two-loop resummed perturbation theory with thenumerical lattice data is quite good for most observables so that non-perturbative e�ectsare small and the perturbative expansion can be taken seriously in this mass range. If mHincreases towards higher values around 70 GeV and above, where according to eq. (15) theconvergence of the perturbative series is bad and the strength of the EWPT is expectedto decrease rapidly, its validity is not ensured any longer and no de�nite statement can bemade. These uncertainties can be traced back to irreparable infrared divergences of thebosonic sector in the symmetric phase, related to the zero-frequency Matsubara modes of�nite-temperature �eld theory [101]. Here perturbation theory fails, because the masslessgauge bosons (e.g.mW = 0 in perturbation theory) does not yield the intrinsic infrared cuto�,which is needed to have �nite momentum integrals at temperatures T > Tc, and to preventthe loop expansion parameter �=g2 � g2T=mW to become arbitrarily large. Consequently,as the leading contribution always comes from the symmetry broken Higgs phase at T < Tc,where mW > 0 provides a natural infrared cuto� and thus perturbation theory is well de�nedfor �=g2 � g2T=mW � 1, it is only feasible for strong transitions and low Higgs masses. If,despite these infrared incapabilities of the symmetric phase, perturbation theory without anyexplicit infrared cuto� would be taken seriously even at mH & 70 GeV, the phase transitionis suggested to remain weakly �rst order there [105, 107].The breakdown of perturbation theory for larger Higgs masses, above all in the sym-metric phase, calls for a systematic and fully controllable non-perturbative treatment of the



INTRODUCTION 19regularized theory formulated on a space-time lattice [19, 118, 120, 121, 134, 135, 137, 122].Starting point of this approach is the electroweak sector of the MSM, which is built up froma SU(2)L 
 U(1)Y {symmetric chiral gauge theory, where Y denotes hypercharge and L thecoupling of the gauge �elds to the left-handed chiral components of the fermion doublets. Asit gets settled during the �nite-temperature EWPT, the chiral symmetry is broken throughthe non-vanishing vacuum expectation value of the SU(2)L{doublet complex scalar Higgs�eld with Y = 1. Its physical meaning is that the vector bosons (W and Z) as well asthe quarks and charged leptons acquire masses via their couplings to the Higgs �eld. Sincethe Weinberg angle �W , entering the ratio g0=g = tan �W of the U(1){ and SU(2){gaugecouplings 12 g0 and g, is relatively small and the Yukawa couplings of the quark and leptonfamilies to the scalar �eld are weak in most cases, it is legitimate to neglect them in a �rstapproximation, which essentially corresponds to setting �W and the Yukawa coupling of theheavier top quark to zero6. Both contributions can in principle be taken into account per-turbatively and do not change the qualitative features of the phase diagram of the theory,but it has also been conjectured that in the vicinity of the phase transition point the in-clusion of the U(1){factor and the top quark mass could lead to non-perturbative e�ectsof numerical importance [147, 149]. Now one is left with the purely bosonic fundamentalSU(2){Higgs model as a prototype theory for the electroweak sector of the MSM, contain-ing all characteristic ingredients | and especially incorporating the fatal infrared problems,which cause perturbation theory to become more and more questionable with increasing mH| for a thorough study of the phenomena described above. Beyond that, if some presentlyunknown matter particles were heavy relative to the scale of the scalar vacuum expectationvalue, the Higgs quartic self-coupling � might be strong in the relevant parameter region,and non-perturbative analyses by means of numerical MC methods are recommended.The second part of my thesis is a completion of large scale numerical simulations of thefour-dimensional SU(2){Higgs model on the lattice, which have been initiated in refs. [134,135, 137]. They were originally intended to explore the phenomenological viability of thegeneration of the baryon asymmetry in the universe at the EWPT by investigating its natureand its thermodynamic properties from �rst principles. Since they focused on Higgs bosonmasses below 50 GeV and this mass range is already ruled out by the actual experimentalbound of mH & 66 GeV in eq. (18), their primary scope is to establish suitable methods forextracting physical quantities from the lattice simulations, and to compare with availabledata from resummed perturbation theory or dimensional reduction | also in the realm ofweak �rst order phase transitions | in order to hint at systematic errors in these approaches.My investigations are centred around the determination of the interface tension betweenthe competing phases. As an characteristic element in the theory of a high-temperatureequilibrium ensemble of elementary particles, this macroscopic observable deserves a precise6The neglection of the fermionic content of the theory does also circumvent the known di�culties to putchiral fermions consistently on the lattice.



20 INTRODUCTIONestimation, because it is a quantitative measure for the strength of the phase transition. Inchapter 7 I will exemplarily demonstrate that for mH . 35 GeV the phase transition inthe SU(2){Higgs model is quite strongly of �rst order and relatively easy to study on thelattice, although the interface tension decreases with increasing pole Higgs boson mass mHby many orders of magnitude, hence signalling a substantial decrease in the strength of theEWPT. This intimates the fact that as a consequence of the weak gauge coupling g2 ' 0:5,the observed �rst order phase transition gets very weak with growing mH already nearmH ' mW ' 80 GeV, is a potential complication to deal with in the numerical simulationsof the thermodynamics of the electroweak plasma within the lattice discretization. Namely,the hierarchy of scales a� 12�T � 1mW (T ) . 1mH(T ) � La ; (19)with a the lattice spacing and L the spatial lattice extent, in which the screening lengths(i.e. correlation lengths or inverse masses) at T ' Tc near the phase transition becomemuch larger than the inverse temperature, necessitates large spatial lattice sizes to achievethe physical volumes, which are required so that metastability holds, two-peak structures oforder parameters can develop, and at the same time, that the lattice is �ne enough to resolvethe interface between the phases. For instance, at mH & 80 GeV the lowest excitations havemasses already so small compared to the temperature (mH;W � T ) that one expects a typical�nite-temperature simulation on an isotropic lattice to need several hundred lattice points inthe spatial directions even for a temporal extension of Lt = 2. Such kinds of inhibiting latticesizes exceed any presently accessible computer resources. Having these di�culties in mind,I will follow the strategy of an anisotropic lattice regularization to handle the foregoing two-scale problem. This appealing remedy, which exploits the simple idea that �nite-temperature�eld theory can be conveniently implemented on anisotropic lattices with di�erent spacingsin temporal and spatial directions, solves the problem with the distinct mass scales in anatural way [19, 130, 133]. Another advantage is, well known and often used in QCD, thatthis formulation allows for an independent variation of temperature and physical volume.Moreover, it is optimally designed to reach more realistic and experimentally still approvedvalues of mH ' 80 GeV, where the three-dimensional e�ective gauge-Higgs models | tobe briey discussed below | claim a termination of the �rst order EWPT line and thebegin of a smooth crossover behaviour with two continuously connected phases [149, 145,152]. Of course, in the glance of this prediction and as a �rst interesting application ofthe anisotropic lattice approach, I have also undertaken numerical simulations to determinethe interface tension in a Higgs mass region nearly identical with these publications. Theresults, which will be reported in chapter 9, are not yet compatible with zero and thussuggest that, at least on Lt = 2 lattices, the extremely weak character of the �rst orderphase transition is still visible for a Higgs boson mass value of mH ' 80 GeV. Some of theMC simulations on lattices with anisotropic lattice spacings were furthermore devoted to



INTRODUCTION 21the non-perturbative veri�cation of the perturbative calculation of the quantum correctionsto the coupling anisotropy parameters, which has been carried out in ref. [138]. I will proofin chapter 8 that, within the high precision of the MC data, the perturbative one-loopcoupling anisotropies remain unchanged for the practically reasonable lattice parameters ofthe four-dimensional SU(2){Higgs model.In the last years big e�ort has been invested in several other methods to investigate theEWPT. Important results to be noti�ed were obtained by usage of the "{expansion [108],average action [109, 111], (exact) renormalization group [110], and the dimensionally reducede�ective theory in three dimensions [143, 144, 146, 147, 150], see e.g. refs. [97, 96] for conciseand more general status reports of the whole subject.The latter approach, advocated by the authors of refs. [146, 147], is based on dimensionalreduction, which is another powerful tool to study phase transitions in weakly coupled gauge-Higgs theories. Its idea deduces from the known concept that equilibrium �nite-temperature�eld theory is equivalent to Euclidean zero-temperature �eld theory de�ned via its generatingfunctional integralZ = Z D[A;B; �;  ] e�S[A;B;�; ] ; S[A;B; �;  ] = Z 1=T0 dt Z d3xLA;B;�; (x) (20)on a �nite `time' interval 1=T , supplied with periodic boundary conditions for bosons (�)and antiperiodic ones for fermions ( ) [6, 94]. Here the notation is A;B for the gauge �eldsand S[� � �];L(x) for the Euclidean action and Lagrange density, respectively. Motivated bythe approximate factorization of weakly-interacting high-momentum modes from strongly-coupled infrared ones in the formal substitution R d4k! TP! R d3k for the Feynman rulesof perturbation theory at �nite T , the recipe of dimensional reduction is to integrate outperturbatively all the `superheavy' non-static modes (valid up to momenta k � T ) in theFourier decomposition of the �elds with non-zero Matsubara frequencies ! = !(b)n � 2�nTfor bosons and ! = !(f)n � (2n + 1)�T for fermions, n = �1;�2; : : : , and successively the`heavy' scale corresponding to adjoint (triplet) Higgs �elds as the remainder of the timelikecomponents of the four-dimensional gauge �elds as well (valid up to momenta k . gT 2 �gT ): e�S(D=3)e� = Z D[A;B; �;  ]n 6=0 e�S[A;B;�; ] ; Z = Z D[A;B; �](D=3) e�S(D=3)e� : (21)Then one derives relations between the (mass and coupling) parameters of the dimensionallyreduced model and the parameters of the underlying four-dimensional theory and the tem-perature by a perturbative matching condition, which requires that the 2{, 3{, and 4{pointone-particle irreducible Green functions in three dimensions computed with an e�ective La-grangian coincide with the initial static Green functions evaluated in the full theory in fourdimensions up to some accuracy, that is up to some power of the coupling constant. Whilethe perturbative calculations in the continuum entering the whole reduction procedure are



22 INTRODUCTIONfree of any infrared divergences, and its ultraviolet divergences can be removed by the usualcounterterms of the zero-temperature perturbations theory, this construction ends up with asuperrenormalizable, purely bosonic �nite-temperature e�ective theory of the static (n = 0)modes in three dimensions, which inherently retains all the infrared problems of the originalone and contains its fermionic content in the perturbative dependencies of its variables onthe full theory. Finally, the resulting model, a three-dimensional SU(2)
 U(1) gauge-Higgssystem de�ned through eq. (21), with its essentially remaining non-perturbative dynamicsof the phase transition, is put on the lattice and examined by numerical MC methods as inthe case of four dimensions. As a consequence of its superrenormalizability, the bare latticevariables of the regularized 3D{theory can be linked with the physical, renormalized param-eters of the continuum 3D{theory in a | actually two-loop | perturbative calculation nearthe continuum limit. This enables to �nd a dimensional mapping in terms of the runningmass and coupling parameters of the 4D{theory at scale � and temperature T between thelattice renormalization scheme and the renormalization scheme in the continuum chosen tobe MS, which gets exact in the continuum limit a! 0 [93, 147, 149].The 3D e�ective SU(2)
U(1){Higgs model plays the role of an universal theory, whichdescribes a number of extensions of the MSM like the (extended) MSSM or an electroweaktheory with two scalar Higgs doublets. What solely changes when going from one theoryto another are the explicit relations between the initial 4D{parameters and those of thee�ective model. As the complexity of the lattice discretization caused by the di�erent scalesof eq. (19) is in part avoided by having integrated over the smallest length scale proportionalto (2�T )�1 before | thus making the numerical simulations technically less demanding |the method of dimensional reduction is assumed to be justi�ed for 30 GeV . mH . 240 GeV[96].An obvious disadvantage of dimensional reduction is, however, that in order to obtain thesimplest possible, local e�ective theory, one neglects higher-dimensional radiatively generatedoperators with smaller coe�cients and non-local operators ensued at high-loop orders too.From this feature one can infer the danger that in taking only this simple three-dimensionalform of the action instead of the more general multi-parameter action, there may arisediscrepancies in its reliability to represent the `true' theory in the perturbative region deeplyinside the Higgs phase, where it has been optimized, and at the same time near the phasetransition or in the symmetric phase. At least two further open questions in this integrationprocedure, which give rise to occasion for some criticism, should be stressed: Firstly, thegauge coupling g is not that small, i.e. the in�nitely many heavy modes, which have beenintegrated out, are still close to the excitations left in the theory, and secondly, since in thethree-dimensional e�ective theory all modes to be integrated over are more massive than thetemperature scale O(T ), it should rather be treated as a cuto� theory with non-local termsinstead of merely studying the continuum limit and neglecting the latter. On the contrary,recall that by construction the anisotropic lattice approach to the original theory in four



INTRODUCTION 23dimensions does not su�er from these problems. Hence, although the dimensional reductiontechnique can be used successfully to test classes of EWPT models, neither its correctness norits e�ciency can be stated doubtlessly, and the quality of the approximations involved, whichin practice are di�cult to estimate quantitatively, have to be controlled. So the hope is thatthe combined outcome of resummed perturbation theory and of reduced and, in particular,four-dimensional unreduced numerical simulations will yield a complete understanding ofthe thermodynamics of the EWPT.Recently, as referred to before, one has also addressed the question, whether the EWPTline separating the symmetric phase from the broken phase ends at some critical Higgsmass m(crit)H , and what could replace it at slightly larger mH . The groups employing theapproach of dimensional reduction in combination with MC simulations of the 3D{theoryhave meanwhile given strong support that the �rst order EWPT ceases to exist atm(crit)H . 80GeV, i.e. it becomes a transition of the second kind at mH = m(crit)H , and turns into a sharpbut already smooth crossover at larger mH{values. In this part of parameter space thesystem would behave very regularly, without any long-range order and strong deviationsfrom thermal equilibrium. Their arguments are based on di�erent attempts to determinethe value of the upper critical Higgs mass numerically, either by investigating the volumedependence of the susceptibility of the scalar (Higgs) condensate [149], by plainly inquiringfor a vanishing of the discontinuity of the scalar condensate itself (which is proportional tothe latent heat [152]), or by an analysis of the Lee-Yang zeroes of the partition function,whose breakdown of �nite-size scaling at mH ' m(crit)H is able to indicate the change of a�rst order transition into an analytic crossover [145, 152]. However, the exact position ofthis endpoint is still some matter of debate and prolonged research activity.The present results from all the intensive studies within the various frameworks men-tioned above, which disfavour every scenario of electroweak baryogenesis relying on a strong�rst order EWPT within the MSM, can be summarized to the statement that the constraint(17) does not hold for any physically realistic Higgs mass in the MSM, also if the inuence ofthe mass of the top quark mt ' 175 GeV and/or the U(1){gauge group factor are includedinto the calculations7 [147, 149, 152]. Therefore, it is extremely improbable that there areany observational cosmological remnants coming from the electroweak epoch in the historyof the early universe. However, it appears still possible to satisfy this constraint in a speci�cportion of parameter space in the low-energy MSSM, where the critical Higgs mass m(crit)H ,beyond which the �rst order phase transition changes into an analytic crossover, can besigni�cantly larger than in the MSM. In addition, the MSSM contains some extra sources ofCP{violating phases arising from the soft-supersymmetry breaking parameters associatedwith the stop mixing angle. Here the baryogenesis window is bordered by the restrictions of7For instance, it was shown in ref [147] within the 3D{model that the inuence of the fermions leads toa signi�cant shift in the critical temperature Tc, whereas the the ratio v(Tc)=Tc stays roughly una�ected(below 3 %).



24 INTRODUCTIONthe lightest stop mass being smaller than the top mass, the lightest Higgs boson mass lyingbelow 80 GeV, the pseudoscalar Higgs boson being heavier than 130 GeV, and the ratio ofscalar vacuum expectation values ful�lling tan� . 3 [155].Nevertheless, I have to emphasize that the four-dimensional SU(2){Higgs model and thesynthesis of analytical and numerical methods applied to it retain their importance as atheoretical laboratory for the electroweak sector of the MSM. Endowed with the qualitativeas well as quantitative insights from this model, it may than be placed into a broader contextof multi-Higgs or supersymmetric extensions of the MSM in the near future, where furtherprogress has to be expected in forthcoming explorations. Finally, if thereupon the emergingpicture will be indeed such that the observed baryon asymmetry of the universe can naturallybe explained within extended versions of the MSM, this prospect would be particularlyfascinating as the involved physics at the electroweak scale will be probed experimentally inLEP2 and the LHC at CERN relatively soon.



Part I:The 2D U(1){Higgs Model



Chapter 1The modelIn this chapter I describe the model under study in its continuum and lattice formulations.Then the basic observables, which have been used in the numerical investigations presentedlater, are introduced, and I conclude with some short remarks on the limiting cases of themodel. These allow for useful cross-checks of its numerical implementation as discussed inthe next chapter.1.1 Continuum and lattice modelAfter Wick rotation from Minkowski to Euclidean space the two-dimensional U(1){Higgsmodel is given by the continuum actionS[A; �0] = Z d2xL(x) ; L(x) = Lg(x) + L�(x) (1.1)with local Lagrange densitiesLg(x) = 14 F��(x)F��(x) (1.2)L�(x) = 12 jD��0(x)j2 + 12 m20j�0(x)j2 + �04! j�0(x)j4 + 32 m40�0 (1.3)in terms of the charged scalar Higgs �eld �0(x) 2 C and the gauge �eld A�(x) 2 R, whichare coupled via the covariant derivative D� = @� � ie0A�(x) with bare gauge coupling e0,ensuring the invariance of the model under local U(1){gauge transformations�0(x) ! �00(x) = e�i�(x) �0(x) ; A�(x) ! A0�(x) = A�(x)� 1e0 @��(x) (1.4)with �(x) 2 R. The �eld strength F��(x) = @�A�(x) � @�A�(x), �; � 2 f1; 2g, is gaugeinvariant, and the constant in (1.3) has been added to combine the quadratic and the quarticself-interaction terms to L� = 12 jD��0j2 + �04! �j�0(x)j2 � v20�2 ; (1.5)26



1.1. CONTINUUM AND LATTICE MODEL 27where v0 = jh�0ij is interpreted as the classical vacuum expectation value of the Higgs �eld,v20 = 3m20�0 ; m20 � �12 m20 ; (1.6)which marks the minima of the classical potential, i.e. the second term in eq. (1.5). Its generalshape is a two-dimensional, rotational symmetric double-well in the �eld space spanned byRe�0 and Im�0, whose minima lie on a circle with radius v0. Thus the particle contentof the theory can be read o� from this potential by distinction between its two phases independence of the sign of the bare mass squared1. More precisely, there is a symmetricphase for m20 > 0 with a massive scalar particle (charged meson) of bare mass m20 and itsantiparticle, and a broken symmetry phase for m20 < 0, where the Higgs phenomenon takesplace and Higgs and vector bosons (neutral scalar and vector mesons) of bare massesm2H;0 = m20 = �0v203 ; m2W;0 = e20v20 (1.7)are present. The Higgs �eld vacuum expectation value drops out in the dimensionless massratio R2HW;0 � m2H;0m2W;0 = �03e20 ; (1.8)whose non-perturbatively renormalized generalization will prove to be an important quantityfor the continuum limit of the lattice model. The bare masses in (1.7) are most easily derivedin the unitary gauge. This amounts to decompose �0(x) = �(x) e i!(x) and �x �(x) � !(x)so that �00(x) = �(x) 2 R�0 and A0�(x) = A�(x) � 1e0 @�!(x) � B�(x) from eq. (1.4).In the symmetric phase the �eld B�(x) would naively resemble a massless photon, whichis, however, no physical degree of freedom in two dimensions because of the lack of anytransverse direction.One could wonder, why no higher even powers of �0 enter the scalar part (1.3) of theaction. Due to the dimensionlessness of the scalar �eld in two dimensions, see below, suchterms are in principle not ruled out a priori as e.g. in four dimensions, where they areirrelevant on dimensional grounds in the classi�cation of renormalization group theory. Butthe two-dimensional model is superrenormalizable and as a consequence, operators of higherorder play no rôle from the start, since the renormalization process does not generate anynew, i.e. �eld dependent operators as counterterms in Lagrangian [1, 4].The lattice regularization of the model proceeds in the standard fashion [19]. Referringto the notational conventions in appendix A.1, eqs. (1.1) { (1.3) are discretized according toZ dDx �! aDXx2� ; D: space-time dimension ; (1.9)1This is closely analogous to the �eld theoretic approach to investigations of critical phenomena andsecond order phase transitions within the Landau-Ginzburg model of statistical mechanics [3, 4].



28 CHAPTER 1. THE MODELwith the additional requirement that the desired lattice action (as well as the initial con-tinuum action with a scalar �eld �0(x) of canonical, `engineering' mass or rather inverselength dimension (D� 2)=2 for arbitrary D) has to be dimensionless. If one substitutes thelattice version of the covariant derivative (A.6) and rede�nes the continuum variables bytheir lattice counterparts,�0(x) = p2�'x ; a2�0 = 6��2 ; a2m20 = 1� 2�� � 4 ; (1.10)the scalar �eld part of the lattice action becomesS�[U; '] =Xx2�(�2� 2X�=1 Re �'�x+�̂Ux;�'x�+ j'xj2 + ��j'xj2 � 1�2) (1.11)modulo a constant contribution of (1� 2�� 4�)2=4�� � for each lattice point x 2 �. Thescalar �eld 'x 2 C lives on the lattice sites, and Ux;� 2 U(1) in the compact formulation,representing the gauge degrees of freedom, denotes a directed link from x to x+ �̂ in latticedirection � 2 f1; 2g, see �gure 1.1. The discretization of the pure gauge �eld part (1.2)yields the commonly known Wilson actionSg[U ] = �Xx2� �1� ReUp;x� (1.12)with the identi�cation � = 1a2e20 ; (1.13)which reproduces the continuum expression (1.2) up to errors of order O(a2). The sum ineq. (1.12) goes over all oriented plaquettes Ux;��, 1 � � < � � D, attached to the latticesites x 2 �. For D = 2 these are the ordered link productsUp;x = Ux;12 � Ux;1Ux+1̂;2U�x+2̂;1U�x;2 (1.14)as also depicted in �gure 1.1. The relation of the link variables to the continuum gauge �eldsA�(x) is supplied by the phases Ax;� inUx;� = e iAx;� ; (1.15)and the choice Ax;� 2 [��; �) would guaranteeAx;� = e0aA�(x) ; ~Fx;�� � Ax+�̂;� � Ax;� � Ax+�̂;� + Ax;� ; (1.16)in the formal continuum limit a ! 0. However, on physical grounds it is more natural torestrict the phases of gauge invariant link combinations to the standard interval [��; �).Hence, I introduce the lattice �eld strength Fx throughUp;x = e iFx ; Fx � ~Fx;12 � 2�NI ~Fx;122� ! 2 [��; �) ; NI (�): next integer (1.17)
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Figure 1.1: Part of a lattice plane with 1.) left object: four directed link variables buildingan elementary lattice plaquette Ux;�� with U�1x;� = Ux+�̂;�� and U�1x;� = U�x;�, and 2.) rightobject: R � T Wilson loop UCR;T of a qq{pair around a lattice path CR;T as introduced insection 1.2. Here is R = 2 and T = 3, and in two dimensions � = 1 and � = 2.so that the continuum �eld strength F��(x) in D = 2 is recovered to bea! 0 : Fx = e0a2F12(x) (1.18)with the coupling e0 absorbed. The phases Ax;� are then determined in arbitrary gauge bythe demand to strictly obey the lattice version of Stokes' theorem F = dA [52, 73]. Anavoidance of any mod2�{ambiguities in the lattice �eld strength Fx by the prescription(1.17) is necessary for unique de�nitions of the topological charge and fractionally chargedWilson loops in the following section. When the scalar �eld is further decomposed intolength and phase, 'x = �x e i!x ; �x 2 R�0 ; !x 2 R ; (1.19)the lattice action of the U(1){Higgs model ultimately readsS[U; '] = Sg[U ] + S�[U; '] (1.20)



30 CHAPTER 1. THE MODEL
Sg[U ] = �Xx2� n1� cos�Ax;1 + Ax+1̂;2 � Ax+2̂;1 � Ax;2�o (1.21)S�[U; '] = Xx2�(�2� 2X�=1 �x�x+�̂ cosBx;� + �2x + � ��2x � 1�2) (1.22)and is well suited for numerical simulations. Here the gauge invariant '{link phases Bx;� inthe scalar part, Bx;� � �!x+�̂ + Ax;� + !x ; (1.23)equal the gauge �elds Ax;� in the unitary gauge, which has !x � 0 and 'x � �x. Thefunctional integral over �eld space of the continuum theory now becomes a generically in�-nite product of ordinary integrations over all lattice sites and every �eld degree of freedomallocated to them2.The lattice parameters of the model are � for the gauge �eld dynamics, the scalar hoppingparameter � in front of the kinetic in eq. (1.22), and the coupling �, which is responsible forthe uctuations of the Higgs �eld length (radial) mode �x. Together with (1.10) and (1.13)the equations (1.6) { (1.8) directly translate intoa2m2H;0 = 2��2 v20 ; a2m2W;0 = 1� v20 ; R2HW;0 = 2���2 (1.24)v20 = 2��1 + 2�� 12� � : (1.25)The bare vector mass amW;0 can also be obtained from the leading non-constant contributionin the expansion of the cosBx;�{term in the scalar part (1.22) of the action. If the physical,i.e. renormalized masses or the Higgs �eld vacuum expectation value would approximatelyful�ll these tree-level relations in a region of parameter space, one could speak of the lat-tice theory | as the full quantum theory, which implicitly contains all perturbative andnon-perturbative corrections by de�nition | behaving classically. Apart from �nite renor-malizations, this is merely to be expected for the Higgs to vector mass ratio RHW , since thecancelling v20 embodies the only primitive divergence of the theory in two dimensions.1.2 Basic observablesI mainly consider gauge invariant, local primary quantities, which already appear in thelattice action per point Sx. Arranging eqs. (1.20) { (1.22) as S[U; '] =Px2� Sx withSx = �Ppl;x � 4�L+';x +Rx + �Qx ; (1.26)2The transformation of the integral measure belonging to (1.19) gives rise to an ln �x{term, which has tobe incorporated in (1.22) for all updating algorithms of the Higgs �eld length �x alone.



1.2. BASIC OBSERVABLES 31I introduce the length variables of the Higgs �eld,Rx � j'xj2 = '�x'x = �2x ; Qx � (�2x � 1)2 ; (1.27)the plaquette observable Ppl;x � 1� ReUp;x = 1� cosFx ; (1.28)and the '{linksL�';x = 12 2X�=1 L�';x� ; L�';x� � � Re �'�x+�̂Ux;�'x� = �x�x+�̂ cosBx;�Im �'�x+�̂Ux;�'x� = �x�x+�̂ sinBx;� : (1.29)Their expectation values and statistical errors are computed numerically by averaging overthe number of lattice points and con�gurations (measurements) as sketched in section A.3of appendix A. The non-perturbatively renormalized vacuum expectation value of the Higgs�eld3 can be de�ned with help of the scalar length �x = j'xj asvR � p2� h�i ; h�i = h'i ���unitary gauge : (1.30)1.2.1 Wilson and Polyakov loopsBeyond the former observables, I measured Wilson loops of space-time extensions R and T ,W (R; T ) � 
ReUCR;T � ; (1.31)where UCR;T stands for the ordered link product around a rectangular closed path CR;T 2 �of extensions R � T , and each lattice loop with this geometry is meant to be includedin the expectation value. They are gauge invariant by construction and, as illustrated in�gure 1.1 of section 1.1 for the two-dimensional case with x = (x1; x2) = (x; t) 2 �, have aninterpretation as the probability for generation of an external, static quark-antiquark (qq)pair at Euclidean time t = 0, its propagation in space from x = 0 to x = R, and laterannihilation at time t = T .The Wilson loops are known to o�er a criterion for static quark con�nement. To seethis, let Hqq be the Hilbert space of the quark-antiquark sector in the Hamiltonian formalismfor lattice gauge �elds [17, 19], whose states 	(n) form a complete set of eigenvectors of theHamiltonian operator Hqq, i.e. Hqq	(n) = En	(n) : (1.32)If the spacelike locations x and y of the static quark charges lie on a common lattice axis atdistance R, the static quark potential V (R) � E0 is de�ned as the energy E0 of the ground3A renormalization factor, which is supposed to tend to unity in the continuum limit, is ignored in thisde�nition.



32 CHAPTER 1. THE MODELstate 	(0) in Hqq. When inserting a complete set of eigenvectors, one has for an arbitrary	 2 Hqq and non-vanishing overlap between 	 and 	(0):h	je�THqq j	i =Xn jh	(n)j	ij2 e�aTEn T!1� jh	(0)j	ij2 e�aTV (R) : (1.33)The gauge invariant left hand side of this equation can in temporal (axial) gauge just beidenti�ed with W (R; T ) so that the important relationaV (R) = � limT!1 1T lnW (R; T ) (1.34)follows. Two characteristic asymptotic behaviours of large Wilson loops are then to bedistinguished. Namely, there is static quark con�nement for loops obeying the area lawW (R; T ) R;T!1� C e��RT ; (1.35)which gives a linearly rising potentialaV (R) R!1� �R ; � � � limR!1 1R aV (R) (1.36)with � called the string tension, or a perimeter law behaviourW (R; T ) R;T!1� c e��(R+T ) ; (1.37)which is typical for Higgs and Coulomb phases in lattice gauge theories without matter �elds.Returning to two dimensions, the pure gauge theory, presently equivalent to pure (1+1){dimensional quantum electrodynamics (QED) and one of the limiting cases in the nextsection, can provide a nice check for numerical Wilson loop calculations in this context.There the in�nite-volume formula W (R; T ) = � I1(�)I0(�) �A (1.38)holds [17, 19, 45], A = RT the area enclosed by the Wilson loop in lattice units and Ik(�),k 2 Z, the modi�ed Bessel functions of order k, and the static potential isV (R) = � ln � I1(�)I0(�) � �R �!1� R2� = a2e20R2 ; (1.39)which reproduces the linear continuum Coulomb potential in one space dimension afterexpansion of the modi�ed Bessel functions for large arguments [17, 189]. It can be shown bya strong (gauge) coupling calculation that eq. (1.38) is also a good approximation on �nitelattices for small enough �, and in fact it was possible to con�rm its right hand side bynumerical simulations with a proper choice of the lattice parameters, e.g. for the plaquettehcosF i = W (1; 1) on a 16 � 16 lattice with � = 10:0 and scalar hopping parameter � = 0the agreement was still better than 1 %.



1.2. BASIC OBSERVABLES 33For an external test source q of fractional charge, q being non-integer, I use the identityfor the Wilson loop integral in the continuumWq[A] � �Re exp�iq I@A dx�A�(x)��= �Re exp�iq ZA d2xF12(x)�� ; A: two-dimensional area (1.40)to obtain a unique lattice prescription for the corresponding Wilson loop in the compactformulation, Wq(R; T ) = De iqPx2AR;T FxE ; (1.41)with AR;T � � as area of the path CR;T = @AR;T . The restriction of the lattice �eld strengthto Fx 2 [��; �) realized in eq. (1.17), together with the lattice analogue of Stokes' theoremF = dA to establish the gauge link phases Ax;�, leaves no mod 2�{ambiguities, which wouldarise for the standard form in terms of Ax;�{sums as inferred from the de�nition (1.31).Moreover, this makes sense opposed to Ax;� 2 [��; �), because Fx is gauge invariant, and� !1 (a! 0) forces Fx / a2 to vanish faster than Ax;� / a, whereas the latter may staynon-zero on single links, e.g. in vortices.A special case are the Polyakov loops as world lines of a static quark in a Wilson loop,i.e. for D = 2 with x = (x1; x2) 2 �,LP � * 1L1 L1Xx1=1Re L2Yx2=1Ux;2+ (1.42)or, respectively, the Polyakov loop correlationsP (R) � * 1L1 L1Xx1=1 Re L2Yx2=1U�x;2! Re L2Yx2=1Ux+R1̂;2!+ = W (R; T ) ���T=L2 ; (1.43)whose extension to fractional charges isPq(R) � Wq(R; T ) ���T=L2 (1.44)with the Wilson loops to be computed according to eq. (1.41). The a�liated static potentialis now de�ned in view of eq. (1.34) through these Polyakov loop correlations asVq(R) � � 1q2L2 lnPq(R) (1.45)and will enter the scenery in sections 3.4 and 4.1 of the later chapters.1.2.2 Topological chargeLetM be the two-dimensional manifold of compacti�ed Euclidean space-time with boundary@M supposed to be a one-sphere S1. Throughout the perimeter ofM , which as a circle can be



34 CHAPTER 1. THE MODELparametrized by an angle �, the �eld variables of the theory must approach a pure gauge form,i.e. their boundary conditions on S1 are �0(x) jS1 = C e i�(�) and A�(x) jS1 = ie0 e i�(�)@�e�i�(�)with some constant C and function �(�) 2 R. Then the topological charge in the continuumreads Qtop � e04� ZM d2x ���F��(x) = e02� ZM d2xF12(x) : (1.46)With U�x;12 = Ux;21 from (1.14) its naive lattice discretization involving the �eld strength Fxin (1.17) of section 1.1 isQ(naive)top = 14�iXx2� ���Ux;�� = 14�iXx2� �Ux;12 � U�x;12� = 12�Xx2� sinFx : (1.47)This charge converges with a rate Q(naive)top = e02�Px2� a2F12(x) + O(a3) to the continuumexpression (1.46) and is not necessarily integer-valued.I adopt the geometrical lattice de�nition of the topological charge instead [37, 40], whichrelies upon the existence of a piecewise continuous and di�erentiable interpolation of thelattice gauge �eld. More precisely, the procedure consists of gauge �xing and using a sensibleinterpolation to reconstruct a smooth gauge �eld from the discrete lattice data. For a �nitelattice with the topology of a | in the general case four-dimensional | torus, the topologicalinformation contained in the actual continuum gauge con�guration resides in the so-calledtransition functions, which connect the gauge �elds on the boundaries of the elementarylattice cells. In the two-dimensional theory this construction simpli�es to the sum of theuniquely projected plaquette anglesQtop = 12�Xx2� Fx ; Fx 2 [��; �) : (1.48)Proof:In fact, it is possible to duplicate the explicit construction quite lucidly in the case of twodimensions. Following refs. [38, 43], I introduce the cellsc(x) � fx 2 R2 j 8� : 0 � (x� � x�) � 1g ; x 2 � � Z2 ;covering the torodial lattice � = T2, which is thought to be embedded in R2 . They intersectalong the faces f(x; �) � c(x) \ c(x� �̂). According to the �bre bundle construction in thecontinuum [7, 8], the whole information about the topology of the gauge �eld con�gurationis carried by the transition functions de�ned on the boundaries of regions, in which a non-singular gauge potential can be de�ned in a global way. They take values in the gauge groupand, denoted as vx;�(x) when transcribed into the setup on the lattice, relate the gaugepotentials Ax;� and Ax��̂;� of the neighbouring cells c(x) and c(x � �̂) on the faces f(x; �)by a transformation of the type Ax��̂;� = Ax;� + i v�1x;�(x) @� vx;�(x). At the corner of fouroverlapping cells the transition functions must satisfy the cocycle condition vx��̂;�(x)vx;�(x) =vx��̂;�(x)vx;�(x), and at the corners of the faces they equal vx;�(x) = wx��̂(x)w�1x (x), where



1.2. BASIC OBSERVABLES 35the parallel transporter wx(x) is used to gauge �x the links to the complete axial gauge ineach cell. By interpolation this formula is extended to the whole face, and the interpolating�elds in the interior of the cells [37] appear in two dimensions with y = x or y = x � �̂,� 6= � 2 f1; 2g, and 0 � x � 1 to be explicitlyvx;�(x) = � sx��̂x;� (x) ��1 vx;�(x) � sxx;�(x) � ; syx;�(x) = hwy(x)Ux;�w�1y (x + �̂) ix :In passing from continuum to the lattice, the original de�nition (1.46) can now be writtenin terms of these lattice quantities, which absorb the gauge coupling e0, asQtop = e04� ZM d2x ���F��(x) = 12�Xx2� 2X�=1 Z@c(x) dx� Ax;�= i2�Xx2� 2X�;�=1 ��� Zf(x;�) dx v�1x;�(x) @� vx;�(x)= Xx2� q(x) = Xx2� 2X�=1(�1)� (kx;� � kx+�̂;�)with surface integrals over the faces of the lattice cells, whose integrands are total divergences:(�1)�ky;� = � ���2�i Zf(x;�) dx � sxy;�(x) ]�1 @� [ sxy;�(x) � = � ���2�i Zf(x;�) dx @� ln � sxy;�(x) � :After putting in sxy;�(x), y = x; x� �̂ 2 �, from above and evaluating the integrals togetherwith eq. (1.14) and the U(1){valued link variables Ux;� ful�lling U�1x;� = U�x;�, some littlealgebra givesq(x) = 12�i � ln hwx(x+ 1̂)Ux+1̂;2w�1x (x+ 1̂ + 2̂) i� ln hwx(x+ 2̂)Ux+2̂;1w�1x (x+ 2̂ + 1̂) i� ln hwx(x)Ux;2w�1x (x + 2̂) i+ ln hwx(x)Ux;1w�1x (x + 1̂) i�= 12�i ln hUx;1Ux+1̂;2U�1x+2̂;1U�1x;2 i = 12�i lnUp;xfor the lattice topological charge density q(x) to be summed over all sites x 2 �. Restrictingthe logarithm to its main branch lnUp;x 2 [��; �), one recovers the lattice �eld strengthin the plaquettes Up;x = Ux;12 = e iFx, Fx 2 [��; �), from eq. (1.17) and �nally arrives atexpression (1.48) for Qtop, which unambiguously de�nes the topological charge on a two-dimensional lattice, q.e.d.The geometrical method provides a well de�ned topological charge for almost all gaugecon�gurations, apart from the ambiguous assignment of Qtop to con�gurations with Fx =� for at least one x 2 �. Such �nite-action con�gurations, which separate the di�erenttopological sectors on the lattice4, are called exceptional; the set of these �elds has zero4In the continuum these gauge con�gurations have in�nite action.



36 CHAPTER 1. THE MODELmeasure in the functional integral and can be ignored. Moreover, Qtop is gauge invariantand takes only integer values. This can be seen from the vanishing of Px2� ~Fx;12 = 0 on aperiodic lattice so that Fx � ~Fx;12 = 2�nx with a vortex nx 2 Z and thereforeQtop =Xx2� nx 2 Z : (1.49)The naive and geometrical lattice de�nitions of Qtop do only di�er by terms of order O(F 3x ).The topological susceptibility �top is given by the expectation value�top � 1V 
Q2top� (1.50)with V = a2
 = a2L1L2 being the physical space-time volume in lattice units. In contrastto four dimensions, the topological structure of two-dimensional pure gauge theory is rela-tively simple, and the leading �{dependence of �top is analytically known here. Under theassumption that the local | approximately Gaussian | uctuations decouple from thoseof �top, justi�ed in the limit � ! 1, i.e. a ! 0 from eq. (1.13) and 
 ! 1, one splitsthe gauge �eld into a topologically trivial uctuating �eld with Qtop = 0 and a background�eld con�guration with constant �eld strength in the minima of the non-trivial topologicalsectors. Neglecting the former contributions, the topological susceptibility is written as anin�nite sum over all these sectors k 2 Z,a2�top = 1
 hk2i ' 1
 Pk2Zk2 e�SkPk2Ze�Sk ; (1.51)with Sk and Fk;x as pure gauge action (1.12) and �eld strength of the sector with Qtop = k,respectively: Sk = �Xx2� 12 F 2k;x = 2�2�
 k2 ; Fk;x = 2�k
 : (1.52)After replacing the sums by integrals in the � ! 1 and in�nite-volume limits, one canperform the Gaussian integrations to get the behaviour� !1 ; 
!1 : a2�top �! 14�2� : (1.53)Higher corrections in 1=� are available in an advanced derivation [45] by strong couplingexpansion techniques in terms of Bessel functions similar to eqs. (1.38) and (1.39), but theirknowledge is not necessary for the sequel.1.2.3 Correlation functionsThe particle masses of the theory in lattice units are basically extracted from correlationfunctions of gauge invariant, local operators at zero momentum [19]. To this end the relevant



1.2. BASIC OBSERVABLES 37operators Ox are averaged within the timeslices at 1 � t � Lt of volume 
s = L1L2L3 bysumming over the spacelike coordinates x in x = (x; t) 2 �,O(t;p) = 1p
sXx e ip�xOx ; (1.54)because this projects onto intermediate states with spatial components p of the lattice mo-mentum p = (p; p4). Inserting a complete set of eigenstates 	(n) of the Hamiltonian H,only the lightest state 	(0) of lowest energy lying above the vacuum it acts on, which hasthe quantum numbers of Ox and likewise a non-vanishing overlap with it, dominates thecorrelation function for large t:hO(t;p)O(0;p)i = h0jO(0;p) e�HtO(0;p)j0i= Xn jh	(n)jO(0;p)j0ij2 e�aEntt!1� jh	(0)jO(0;p)j0ij2 e�aE0t : (1.55)If there is a single-particle state in a given channel, the lowest energy in the spectrum ofH, isolated by projecting out the zero-momentum (p = 0) part of Ox to avoid any nearlydegenerate states carrying small spatial momenta, is assigned to the physical mass of thisparticle. Then the connected correlation functionshO(t;p)O(0;p)ic � hO(t;p)O(0;p)i � hO(t;p)i hO(0;p)i (1.56)are shown to be the spatial Fourier transforms of the connected Green functions, and theirasymptotic exponential decays at vanishing spatial momenta are governed by the physicalmasses, which are determined through the complex singularities closest to the origin of thecorresponding propagators in momentum space (pole or on-shell masses).Applied to two dimensions with x = (x1; x2) 2 � and p = (p1; p2), it follows from thelattice O(2){symmetry and temporal translation invariance that a product of two timesliceaverages (1.54) at distance t isO(t; p1)O(0; p1) = 12 L1Xz1=1 cos(p1z1)O0Oz ; z 2 � ; 0 � (0; 0) ; z1 = x1 + y1=  L1Xx1=1 cos(p1x1)Ox! L1Xy1=1 cos(p1y1)Oy! : (1.57)Hence, the connected timeslice correlation functions (1.56) can actually be calculated asdisconnected expectation values�O(t; p1) � * 1
 L2Xx2=1 L1Xx1=1 cos(p1x1)Ox! L1Xy1=1 cos(p1y1)Oy!+ (1.58)



38 CHAPTER 1. THE MODELwith x; y 2 �, t = y2 � x2 = 0; 1; : : : ; L2 � 1, and the shifts of each �xed t{distance in thedirection of propagation via the sum over x2 to enlarge the statistics. Their exponential fallo�s on a periodic lattice are expected to have the cosh{like shapes symmetric with respectto the central time distance t = L2=2,�O(t; p1) = A h e�Mt + e�M(L2�t) i+ C= 2Ae�M L22 cosh �M �L22 � t��+ C ; (1.59)and for p1 = 0 the decay energy is the physical mass of a particle in the channel under study.The ansatz (1.59) presumes that this lowest state is well separated from all possible excita-tions of higher energies, whose faster decaying subdominant contributions to the correlationfunction should be negligibly suppressed already after a few t{distances. The lattice versionof the energy-momentum dispersion relation in two dimensions,a2m2 + 2 h 1� cos(ap1) i = 2 h cosh(aE)� 1 i ; p1 = 2�aL1 n1 (1.60)with n1 = 0; 1; : : : ; L1 � 1, reducing to the continuum expression when expandinga2m2 + a2p21 = a2E2 +O(a4p41; a4E4) ; (1.61)connects the particle masses with the decay energies M = aE of the correlation functions�O(t; p1) with non-vanishing spatial momenta p1 > 0 and can serve as a consistency checkfor the reliability of the mass values computed in this way. First estimates of the decayconstants in the correlation functions | also useful, for instance, as initial input valuesof the starting parameters for the �2{minimizing routine in the �tting procedure | areobtainable by considering e�ective massesMe�(t;L2) � arcosh��O(t + 1; p1) + �O(t� 1; p1)2�O(t; p1) � ; (1.62)at time separations t = 1; : : : ; L2=2�1, and looking for plateaus in the extrapolation t!1,which is limited in practice by the �niteness of the extension L2. More details and numericalresults are given in appendix B.2 and section 3.1.In general, suitable lattice operators Ox for the mass channels of interest are constructedvia their transformations under the discrete lattice symmetries. These are the transforma-tions of the cubic group, to which the rotation group in the continuum characterizing thespin J of a physical state in Hilbert space is broken down on a cubic lattice, the parity P asthe space reection, and charge conjugation parity C being complex conjugation. As elabo-rated in refs. [50, 19], the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian can now be classi�ed according tothe unitary irreducible representations labelled by JPC of the total symmetry group on thelattice, composed from the product of the three kinds of discrete symmetries enumeratedbefore. Usually, the lattice regularization may split the representation, according to which



1.3. LIMITING CASES 39some state with the desired quantum numbers in the continuum transforms, into a direct sumof irreducible lattice representations. Therefore one must require that the lowest state in thesuperposition of eigenstates created by Ox from the vacuum, whose mass will dominate thecorresponding correlation function, belongs to the component of the lattice decompositionwith the correct quantum numbers JPC of the discretized continuum representation.Due to the fact that there is only one spacelike direction on a two-dimensional lattice,appropriate operators in the Higgs and vector channel are alone distinguished by their paritiesP = +1 and P = �1, respectively. This leads to the scalar operatorsOx 2 f�2x; L+';x1g (1.63)for amH in the Higgs mass channel and to the vector-like operatorsOx 2 fL�';x1; Fx; sinFxg (1.64)for amW in the vector mass channel. Viewing at eq. (1.56), a constant contribution to thecorrelation function �O(t; p1) in (1.58) has to be expected, if hO(t; p1)i 6= 0. Since this is thecase for scalar operators at zero momentum, whilst vector operators and thus also those ofhigher momenta have hO(t; p1)i = 0, the full three-parametric form of eq. (1.59) is merelyemployed in the Higgs channel with p1 = 0. In the �ts of all other correlation functions theconstant C can be safely ignored from the beginning5.1.3 Limiting casesLet me go for an excursion to the limiting cases of the two-dimensional U(1){Higgs model.In the space of the parameters �, �, and � entering the lattice actions presented in section 1.1they are:� � = 0 or � =1 or � = 0These are trivial limits without any physical meaning, because in the �rst case one getsan ultralocal theory after performing the Ux;�{integrations in the functional integral,and in the second one the theory is frozen due to Ux;� � 1 in the unitary gauge. Bothmodels have no phase transitions in lattice parameter space. Setting � = 0 gives agauged scalar model without interaction (free �eld theory).� � = 0In this limit one arrives at pure gauge theory, since the scalar �eld action S� = S�[']has no kinetic term and is ultralocal, leading to a decoupling of gauge and scalarsectors. There is no phase transition with � in two dimensions, and the Wilson loops5Recall that the states created by a product of two vector operators always transform like scalars,i.e. �O(t; p1) does, of course, not vanish for vector-like operators.



40 CHAPTER 1. THE MODELobey the area law, signalling the theory to be always con�ned. The last point is directlydeduced from the fact, that in two dimensions, i.e. with only one space dimension, theCoulomb potential is linear in the distance as in eq. (1.39).� � =1 and � =1For � =1, i.e. ae0 = 0, one has a pure scalar model, because Up;x � 1, and each Ux;�becomes a gauge transform of 1. Taking also � = 1 gives the �xed length case withj'xj � 1 (`Ising limit'). This is the two-dimensional XY-model with its Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition [67] at � = �c ' 0:56 [70] between a massive vortex phasecharacterized by excitations of liberated vortex-antivortex pairs (� < �c) and a masslessspin wave phase (� > �c). At �nite � < 1 this transition is expected to become acontinuous crossover [54, 22, 56] between analytically connected con�nement (� < �c)and Higgs regimes (� > �c). I will come back to this scenario in chapter 4.� � =1 and � <1Again the model is purely scalar, but with variable scalar �eld lengths j'xj = �x 2 R�0 .Now one is brought to the two-dimensional case of two{component �4{theory (�4n=2),which is extensively investigated in the literature with di�erent methods [19, 74, 75,76, 166, 167].I want to �nish this section with two further tests of the Monte Carlo (MC) program used,which are provided by the limiting cases just mentioned. I begin with the pure gauge theory(� = 0), where simple expectation values involving the scalar �eld length �x can be calculatedexactly. Owing to the special, non-interacting form of the scalar �eld action (1.22) in thiscase, S�['] =Xx2� n�2x + � ��2x � 1�2o ; (1.65)the generating functional for the scalar sector alone readsZ� = Z D['] e�S�['] = Z Yx2�d�x �x e�Px2�f�2x+�(�2x�1)2g= 
 Z 10 d� � e�[ �2+�(�2�1)2 ] � 
I� ; (1.66)and the expectation value of an observable O = O(f�g) has the path integral representation,see also eq. (A.10) in appendix A.2,hOiZ� = 1Z� Z D['] e�S�[']O(f�g) = 1I� Z 10 d� �O(f�g) e�[ �2+�(�2�1)2 ] : (1.67)For the factorization of the partition function Z� in the third equality of eq. (1.66), thedecoupling of all lattice points x 2 � and their �eld variables has been used. For instance,



1.3. LIMITING CASES 41a straightforward calculation with some changes in the integration variable yields thereuponthe closed analytic expressionsh�2iZ� = 1p�� e��c21� erf�cp�� � c (1.68)h�4iZ� = � cp�� e��c21� erf�cp�� + 12� + c2 ; c = 1� 2�2� (1.69)with the error function [189] erf z = 2p� Z z0 dt e�t2 ; z 2 R ; (1.70)which can be extended to general powers 2k � h�2kiZ�, k 2 Z�0, and for the odd ones2k+1 = 0 because of the symmetric integration interval. In numerical simulations at � = 0these formulas were perfectly con�rmed up to the last signi�cant digit outside the error bars.The second test applies to the case � =1, where the gauge �elds are �xed to Ux;� � 1.Then the scalar �eld action (1.11) isS�['] = �2�Xx2� 2X�=1 Re �'�x+�̂'x�+Xx2� n�2x + � ��2x � 1�2o= �2�
L' +Xx2� n�2x + � ��2x � 1�2o (1.71)with the hopping term written as volume average of L+';x in eq. (1.29),L' � 1
Xx2� 2X�=1 Re �'�x+�̂'x�= 12
Xx2� 2X�=1 �'�x+�̂'x + '�x'x+�̂� = 12
 X<xy>'�y'x ; (1.72)and the sum over < xy > means all directed pairings of nearest neighbours x; y 2 � in bothlattice directions due to the U(1){symmetry. Its relation to the scalar energy density �' forarbitrary space-time dimension D is12� h�'iZ�;� = hL'iZ�;� = D 
Re �'�y'x��Z�;� : (1.73)Now the generating functionalZ�;� = Z D['] e�S�['] = Z D['] e 2�
L' e�Px2�f�2x+�(�2x�1)2g (1.74)implies hL'iZ�;� = 12
 dd� lnZ�;� = 12
 dd� ln�Z�;�Z� � ; (1.75)



42 CHAPTER 1. THE MODELbut at the same time the identityZ�;�Z� = 
e 2�
L'�Z� ; Z� = Z Yx2�d�x �x e�Px2�f�2x+�(�2x�1)2g (1.76)holds true, if the subscript � refers to the situation with � = 0 as in eqs. (1.66) and (1.67).This amounts to perform a hopping parameter expansion around � = 0 by expanding theexponential e 2�
L' = e�P<xy> '�y'x = 1Xk=0 �kk! X<xy>1���<xy>k '�y1'x1 � � �'�yk'xk= 1 + 1Xn=1 �2n(2n)!Xi2G ln;i pn;iwn;i ; (1.77)so that he 2�
L'iZ� becomes via the weight factors wn;i, containing products of the scalar�elds, a sum in proper products of the expectation values already met before,
'�y1'x1 � � �'�yk'xk�Z� = h�2kiZ� = 2k ; k � n ; (1.78)since the �eld variables on di�erent lattice sites decouple in the partition function Z� with� = 0 as above. The prescription (1.77) says to sum at each order n over the set G of allgraphs, which consist of n pairings of directed bonds (i.e. arrows) in both directions withthe property that their initial and �nal endpoints have to be exactly associated with eachother, multiplied with the number of the possible positions ln;i within the lattice and withthe number of permutations pn;i of the bonds itself. In this way one �nds for the ratio ofpartition functions in (1.76) up to three orders in �2 the expansion6Z�;�Z� = 1 + 
D22�2 + 
D�12 (
D � 2D � 1)42 + (2D � 1)224 + 14 24� �4+
D�� 16 
2D2 � (2D � 1)2 � 16 (3
D � 16D + 8)(4D � 1)+(D � 1)(
D � 4D � 2) + 13 �62 + � (2D � 1)2 + 14 
D +D � 74 �2224+(2D � 1)(
D � 6D + 2)424 + 23 (2D � 1)(D � 1)326 + 8(D � 1)2224+12 (2D � 1)246 + 136 26� �6 +O(�8) ; (1.79)and after inserting it into eq. (1.75), the expectation value hL'iZ�;� can be calculated in thisapproximation either by hand or with the aid of a computer algebra program. Note that thevolume dependence of Z�;�=Z� cancels when taking the logarithm in (1.75) as it should be,because the resulting free energy has to be an extensive quantity. Finally, after numerical6For control, one can verify that the �rst two orders in �2 of the same expansion for the one-componentscalar model with Z2{symmetry reproduces the results given in [19, 75].



1.3. LIMITING CASES 43hL'iZ�;� simulation O(�) O(�3) O(�5)(�; �) = (0:1; 0:1) 0.1691(2) 0.1590 0.1684 0.1692(�; �) = (1; 0:2) 0.4242(3) 0.4 0.424 0.4242Table 1.1: Comparison between numerical simulation results and a hopping parameter ex-pansion in � at � = 1 and two representative �{values. The observable considered is thescalar energy density L' = �'=2�, and the expansion of the partition function went up tothree orders in �2. The MC data are from measurements over 200000 con�gurations on a16� 16 lattice.evaluation of the integrals 2, 4, see eqs. (1.68) and (1.69), and 6, I obtained for D = 2the expansionshL'iZ�;� = 1:589876 �+ 9:411771 �3 + 75:785093 �5 +O(�7) (1.80)hL'iZ�;1 = 2 �+ 3 �3 + 0:6�5 +O(�7) ; (1.81)which are confronted with estimates for hL'iZ�;� de�ned by (1.73) from numerical simulationsin table 1.1. The second row corresponds to the two-dimensional XY{model (� = 1), andit is evident that the �5{term of the hopping parameter expansion is yet necessary to get asatisfactory agreement with the quite precise MC data.As a by-product in the case of the XY{model, I also reproduced some results of ref. [69]for the scalar energy density �' and the susceptibility � = hM2i=
, M2 � �Px2�Re'x�2 +�Px2� Im'x�2 the squared magnetization, here evaluated in the Lorentz gauge 4�Ax;� =1aP2�=1(Ax+�̂;� � Ax;�) = 0.



Chapter 2Numerical simulationThis chapter deals with some aspects of the numerical simulation of the lattice U(1){Higgsmodel. A short introduction to the subject of Monte Carlo (MC) simulations is found inappendix A, so I mainly concentrate on the features necessary for the numerical computationof the topological quantities of interest and only discuss the �nal updating scheme. Thesimulations (with a program written in FORTRAN77) were performed on UNIX and VMSworkstations of WWU in M�unster, Germany, and to a small extent on the SP2 of HLRZ inJ�ulich, Germany.2.1 Instanton hitsAs announced in the introduction, the central question I want to address later is, how thetopological susceptibility (1.50), �top � 1V 
Q2top� ;does behave in the continuum limit. But in ordinary MC simulations with only local updatingsteps the tunneling time between two distinct topological sectors, each of them correspondingto con�gurations with a certain �xed di�erence in the number of instantons and antiinstan-tons, is exponentially suppressed with 1=a2e20 = � so that such indispensable transitionsmight actually never occur. In the case of the Wilson action, eq. (1.12) of the previouschapter, one can immediately make sure of this exponential scaling of the tunneling timewith �. Since the usual local algorithms a�ect only the plaquettes adjacent to the link beingupdated, changes in the topological charge are only possible by successive changes of Dplaquettes. Hence the probability for one unit of Qtop being located on just a few plaquettesis proportional to e�Sg[U ] / e��.The standard assumption in this situation is that all these sectors are implicitly taken intoaccount, and that the e�ects of the underlying topological structure of the theory are properlyincluded in the expectation values of all physical observables under consideration. Although44



2.1. INSTANTON HITS 45no signi�cant contradictions to this statement have been observed so far, it may happenthat in the interesting parameter region of the lattice theory the topological observables, inparticular Qtop and �top itself, are hampered with so large autocorrelation times that theystay zero (at least within their statistical errors) during every MC run of tolerable length.The idea to overcome this problem, pioneered by Fucito and Solomon in the O(3){sigmamodel [71], is to give an instantonic con�guration to the system by hand and combine itwith the local MC evolution. These so-called instanton hits have then also been used in theXY{model [71], in U(1){gauge theory in two dimensions [72], and in the Schwinger model[73], where they always turned out to be the essential ingredient for feasible measurementsof topological quantities in a numerical simulation.
2.1.1 ImplementationIn the two-dimensional U(1){Higgs model at zero temperature the quite similar prerequisitesoriginate from the fact stressed before that in pure gauge theory the con�gurations in thevarious sectors, characterized by Qtop, are separated by a potential barrier of height 2�,i.e. the probability amplitude for transitions to con�gurations with Qtop 6= 0 vanishes inthe continuum limit � ! 1 (a ! 0). However, the non-vanishing probability for thetopologically non-trivial sectors represents an important physical e�ect, which should beincluded in the scaling investigations of the next chapter. Consequently, one would look fora (smooth) deformation of the gauge links Ux;� leading from a sector with Qtop = n to theneighbouring one with Qtop = n�1 via passing at least one point x 2 � with Fx = �. Surely,this requires nx ! nx � 1 for some vortex con�guration nx � � and will be exploited whenrecoursing to the instanton hit procedure.If additionally the Higgs �eld degrees of freedom are incorporated, it is not surprisingas well (and can be seen from the data) that the local updating algorithms | metropolisand overrelaxation in the present case | do not manage to tunnel between the di�erenttopological sectors in the space of lattice parameters with � & 10:0 and � . 0:5, whichwill become evident later to be relevant for the continuum limit of this model. Now theinstanton hits appear as an updating in the gauge sector of the model by a certain globalproposal of an extended instanton con�guration, combined with a metropolis step. Theyare designed to change the topological charge by one unit and thus to ensure ergodicityof the MC simulation with respect to Qtop. A symmetric proposal probability PP and theoptimization of the acceptance rate PA of the metropolis decision amounts to choose theinterpolating gauge �elds independent of the actual con�guration, and to provide a changein Qtop, which mediates between the minima of two neighbouring sectors as induced by an(Euclidean) instanton.



46 CHAPTER 2. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONIn the sense of pure gauge theory, these sector minima have a constant �eld strength ofF (min)x = 2�Qtop
 (2.1)so that the associated gauge link phases �Ax;� should comply with�Fx = �2�
 : (2.2)To describe the construction of the needed instanton con�guration more precisely, I shouldemphasize that | owing to gauge invariance | it has to be speci�ed by demanding the gaugeinvariant, physical quantities to take suitably prescribed values. In pure gauge theory theseare the �eld strengths Fx and the vortex sum (1.49) of section 1.2.2, here Qtop =Px nx overall lattice sites x contributing to such a con�guration of quadratic extent with side lengths1 � Rinst � minfL1; L2g. Therefore, the requirement Fx = 2�=R2inst for all points covered bythe instanton, resulting in Qtop = 1, can be realized in pure gauge theory by arranging thephases �Ax;� in Lorentz gauge together with the assignments ~Fx;12 = 2�=R2inst within theinstanton, except for ~Fx;12 = 2�(1� R2inst)=R2inst in its centre, and zero elsewhere1.In adaption to the U(1){Higgs model, I implemented the instanton hits as follows. Beforeany thermalization or measurements sweeps a square instanton con�guration of extensions1 � Rinst � minfL1; L2g in both directions is created. Motivated by the existence of aperturbative vacuum �x = h�i, the once initialized instanton con�guration of pure gaugetheory is cooled with the full U(1){Higgs lattice action, where the scalar �eld degrees offreedom in the gauge invariant �{term (1.22) are set to �x = h�i, eventually being adjustedafter trial simulations, and the gauge is �xed by the requirement !x = 0. This correspondsto update proposals, which only shift the gauge �eld. Thereby it is achieved that, startingfrom the perturbative vacuum in unitary gauge, the con�guration evolves to the classicalcon�guration in the topological sectors Qtop = �1, with the uctuations in the scalar �eldlength �x around h�i assumed to be su�ciently small. The cooling procedure, during whichall updating algorithms accept only those proposals lowering the action, �nally produces asmooth instanton con�guration with minimized action for �x = h�i and a vortex sitting inits centre as displayed in �gures 2.1 and 2.2.The instanton hits themselves, which are element of the thermalization as well as themeasurement sweeps, consist ofUx;� ! U 0x;� : Ax;� ! A0x;� = Ax;� ��Ax;� ; 'x ! '0x = 'x ; (2.3)1The 2R2inst phases �Ax;� are uniquely determined, if the gauge invariant sums t� = 1R2inst Px�Ax;�,the so-called lattice torons, are also imposed to have some de�nite values. Of course, one ambiguity stillremains and lies in the vortices nx, which may sum up to the same value of Qtop, because it is only uniquemodulo compensating vortex-antivortex pairs. In view of gauge �xing, this substantiates the Gribov copiesof the gauge orbit.



2.1. INSTANTON HITS 47

Figure 2.1: Two typical instanton con�gurations after 104 cooling sweeps with !x = 0 and�x = h�i as proposed in the instanton hits. The �gures show the corresponding distributionsof the �eld strengths Fx on a 32� 32 (left) and a 64� 64 lattice (right).which ful�lls the detailed balance conditionPP(fU; 'g ! fU 0; '0g) = PP(fU 0; '0g ! fU; 'g) ; (2.4)if the signs of �Ax;� in eq. (2.3) are proposed with equal probabilities. The acceptanceprobability of the subsequent metropolis decision within the Rinst � Rinst sublattice isPA(fU; 'g ! fU 0; '0g) = minf1; e��Sg ; �S = S[U 0; '0]� S[U; '] : (2.5)Together with the instanton size Rinst it determines the cost of the algorithm so thatPA=R2inst has to be maximized in practice. Since the instanton hit procedure, in which
u u

uu
-
6-6 �=2��=2��=2 �=2Figure 2.2: The centre of an instanton con�guration is given by a vortex, characterized bythe shown values of the '{link phases Bx;� = �!x+�̂ + Ax;� + !x.



48 CHAPTER 2. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONthe randomly chosen reference point of the instanton runs over the whole lattice with incre-ments Rinst=2, may be repeated Ninst times, the absolute number of proposals per sweep isNiabs = 4
Ninst=R2inst. As can be veri�ed from the simulation results, the inclusion of theinstanton hits now cures the prohibitively large tunneling times and is su�cient to movethrough the charge sectors with a reasonable acceptance rate.2.1.2 Optimization and checksSome re�nement of these hits can be achieved by appropriate choices of the instanton sizeRinst, their absolute number Niabs per sweep, and | in principle | the number of coolingsweeps Ncool for the generation of the instanton con�guration to be proposed. Useful cri-teria in this context are a reasonable acceptance rate PA surviving in the continuum limitand tolerable autocorrelation times, particularly for �top. To simplify the notation for thesymmetric lattices under consideration, I abbreviate L1 = L2 = L for the moment.The qualitative behaviour of PA in dependence of Rinst is quite obvious. As it wasalready visualized in �gure 2.1, the cooling procedure favours to strangle the initial instantoncon�guration in such a way that the �eld variables give signi�cant contributions to theBoltzmann factor in the functional integral only in a localized region of extensions lower thanRinst. Consequently, there will always be a certain instanton size, below which PA beginsto decrease as Rinst is diminished, until it breaks down for very small Rinst{values typicallyof the order of a few lattice spacings, because then the �eld strength is so strongly peakedin the relevant region that the related change in the action would hardly ever be accepted.On the other hand, large instanton con�gurations with Rinst . L almost extending over thewhole lattice imply just marginal inuence on the �eld variables far away from the instantoncentre, and thus constitute an superuous computational overhead.The optimization of the instanton hits | and above all of their size | genericallydepends on the lattice parameters �, �, and �. I examined the parameter range, whichrefers to lines of constant physics in the model described later, and after a series of shorttest runs with Ncool = 104 cooling sweeps, I came to the conclusion that Rinst = L=2 is thebest choice here. If only the lattice size at otherwise unchanged couplings is enlarged, theonce speci�ed instanton hit parameters can be kept without modi�cations. Ninst and therebyNiabs were �xed by the requirement that the total computational cost of the instanton hitsin a simulation should be roughly the same as for all other updating algorithms together.During the optimization it was frequently checked that apart from the autocorrelation timesand the acceptance rate PA, the numerical results were not a�ected by the di�erent instantonhit parameters.For an illustration PA, the topological susceptibility �top, and its autocorrelation times�int calculated from formula (A.30) of appendix A.3 for several choices of Rinst and Niabsare collected in table 2.1. In the upper three rows the expenditure for the hits per sweep,



2.1. INSTANTON HITS 49Rinst Niabs NiabsR2inst=
 PA � 103 a2�top � 104 �int[�top]8 192 12 0.255(5) 0.540(15) 416 48 12 0.840(8) 0.531(8) 432 12 12 0.906(23) 0.523(25) 1216 192 48 0.847(12) 0.527(12) 2Table 2.1: E�ect of the instanton hit parameters on the numerical data from a simulation in� = 40:0, � = 0:0025, and � = 0:25885 on a 32�32 lattice. The line in boldface correspondsto the optimal choice as explained in the text.quanti�ed by the combination NiabsR2inst=
, has been taken to be the same. Therefore, themaximum of PA=R2inst gets equivalent to a minimal �int. This minimum is reached whilegoing from Rinst = 32 to Rinst = 16, where one observes that the acceptance rate PA stillstays approximately unchanged. If Rinst is lowered to Rinst = 8, the autocorrelation time ismaintained, but PA already drops as fast as R�2inst increases, and this decrease of PA will �nallyoverstrip the increase of R�2inst for even lower values of Rinst. A variation of the instanton sizewhen shifting the instanton proposals over the lattice leads to no further improvement. Thiscon�rms the choice of the instanton hit parameters mentioned above, i.e. in the exampleRinst = 16 for L = 32. Increasing Niabs by a factor of four at equal Rinst and constant PAyields a further gain in �int, even though the arising costs from the simultaneous growth of theexpenditure due to the additional hits seems not justi�ed in balance with the other updatingalgorithms. Note that in all cases the corresponding values of �top agree perfectly, whereasthe spread of their statistical errors stems from the di�erent statistics in the individual runsof at least 105 con�gurations. All other observables, e.g. the constituents of the lattice actionper point (1.26), are completely insensitive against theses alterations in the instanton hitsas it should be.In a last test concerning the correctness of the program code I calculated the instantonaction by numerical simulations. For the two-dimensional U(1){Higgs model in the contin-uum, the instanton as a �nite-energy solution of the classical Euclidean �eld equations is theNielsen-Olesen vortex [28]. In singular gauge the spherically symmetric ansatz for it isA(inst)� (x) = "��x�e0r2 [A(r) + 1 ] ; �(inst)0 (x) = v0f(r) (2.6)with real-valued pro�le functions A(r), f(r), and boundary conditionsA(r) r!0� c r2 ; f(r) r!0� c0r ; c; c0: constantslimr!1 A(r) = �1 ; limr!1 f(r) = 1 (2.7)to ensure Qtop = 1. The Euclidean action of this solution in terms of their derivatives has



50 CHAPTER 2. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONthe closed form [29, 61]Sinst = �v20 Z 10 dr ( [A0(r) ]2rm2W;0 + r[ f 0(r) ]2 + f 2(r)[A(r) + 1 ]2r + rm2H;0[ f 2(r)� 1 ]24 ) :(2.8)Here v0 denotes the bare vacuum expectation value of the scalar �eld and e0 the bare gaugecoupling entering the continuum action (1.1). This expression is exactly known [29] solelyfor RHW;0 = mH;0mW;0 = 1 : Sinst = �v20 : (2.9)Under the assumption of a variable bare mass ratio RHW;0 6= 1, this action is multiplied by afactor a0, which has been computed analytically (and evaluated numerically) for a wide rangeof RHW;0{values in [61]. There the authors state the continuous relation a0(RHW;0) ' R 0:41HW;0which o�ers the possibility of a direct veri�cation by the lattice approach also for parameterswith a RHW;0{value via eq. (1.8), which is not explicitly found in [61]. Now the strategyis to start from a one-instanton con�guration generated by a single instanton hit with acon�guration of de�nite size and perform the cooling algorithm. Since it accepts only thoseof the proposed �eld con�gurations with a minor action compared to the preceding one,all quantum uctuations in the system are iteratively eliminated, and one is �nally leftwith a plateau in the action, which can be identi�ed with the lattice instanton action S(lat)inst .The results of this procedure, listed for two representative values of RHW;0 in table 2.2,reproduce convincingly the continuum numbers, especially in � = 0:2555 (RHW;0 = 1:75),where no interpolation of a0 in RHW;0 has to be done. They are independent of the size of� RHW;0 v20 S(lat)inst =�v20 a00.2555 1.75 2.7594 1.2639 1.26640.256 1.747 2.9696 1.2623 1.2570Table 2.2: Results for the (classical) instanton action after 104 cooling sweeps in � = 40:0and � = 0:0025 on a 32� 32 lattice.the starting instanton con�guration, and their confrontation with the slightly worse estimateof S(lat)inst =�v20 = 1:281 in � = 0:2555 on the coarser 16� 16 lattice at � = 10:0 and � = 0:01suggests that �nite-lattice artifacts are nearly absent.2.1.3 A remark on dislocationsIn four-dimensional SU(2){gauge theory one faces an unwanted lattice e�ect, convenientlycalled dislocations, which tends to spoil the scaling behaviour of the topological susceptibility.As topological defect on the scale of the lattice spacing a it is a severe drawback of thegeometrical Qtop{de�nition together with the use of the ordinary Wilson action. The reason



2.2. UPDATING SCHEME 51for this phenomenon is the scale invariance of the instanton solution in the continuum [26],which is entailed by the fact that it contains an arbitrary radius parameter �inst. For instance,during cooling it reects in the observation that gradually shrinking instantons with radius�inst . a can �nally not be resolved by the discretized space-time structure (`instantonsfalling through the meshes of the lattice'). On the lattice the ambiguity in �inst manifestsitself in dislocations, which are as low action con�gurations responsible for a decrease ofS(lat)inst , e.g. determined by cooling again, considerably below its classical continuum value8�2jQtopj=g2, if g denotes the SU(2)-gauge coupling. This feature persists on all scales a inthe continuum limit.The two-dimensional U(1){Higgs theory, however, does not su�er from such problems,because the classical instanton solution possesses no free radius parameter like �inst, of whichone can ascertain by inspecting eqs. (2.6) and (2.7). The shape of an lattice instantonis supposed to be resolved increasingly well in the continuum limit a ! 0 instead, andhence, possible lattice artifacts in the topological susceptibility should not be ascribed tothe existence of dislocations.2.2 Updating schemeThe MC investigation of the two-dimensional U(1){Higgs model applies a combination ofmetropolis and overrelaxation algorithms for the �eld variables Ax;�, �x, and !x, mixed withthe instanton hits described before. When estimating the integrated autocorrelation timesof the observables de�ned in section 1.2 from their table of binning errors with eq. (A.30),it turns out that, besides the topological susceptibility, the Higgs �eld length is the slowestmode of the system. Since this is in close analogy to the the SU(2){Higgs case, see sec-tion 5.3, I adapted the simultaneous '{overrelaxation in cartesian components as suggestedin ref. [179] and summarized in its original setup for the SU(2){Higgs model in section A.2.2.2.2.1 Scalar �eld overrelaxationTo begin with, the complex-valued scalar �eld 'x is written as two-component �eld �x =f�x;l 2 R j l = 1; 2g, which corresponds to the global O(2){symmetry of the pure scalarsector of the U(1){Higgs model:'x = �x;1 + i�x;2 = Re'x + i Im'x ; j'xj2 = 2Xl=1 �2x;l = �2x : (2.10)Along the lines of section A.2.2 in appendix A, i.e. via substituting the previous equationfollowed by a quadratic completion, the relevant scalar part of the lattice action (1.11) at



52 CHAPTER 2. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONsite x 2 � is split into a Gaussian (quadratic) and a quartic termS�;x('x) = �2� 2X�=1 Re �'�x+�̂Ux;�'x + '�xUx��̂;�'x��̂�+ �2x + �(�2x � 1)2= �x��x � bx�x�2 + � � �2x � 12� (2�� 1 + �x) �2 + constant ; (2.11)with summation over l in the �rst term and auxiliary �elds, using eq. (2.10) again,bx;1 � � 2X�=1 hRe �'�x+�̂Ux;��+Re (Ux��̂;�'x��̂) i= � 2X�=1 h�x+�̂;1ReUx;� + �x+�̂;2ImUx;�+�x��̂;1ReUx��̂;� � �x��̂;2ImUx��̂;� i (2.12)bx;2 � � 2X�=1 h � Im �'�x+�̂Ux;��+ Im(Ux��̂;�'x��̂) i= � 2X�=1 h � �x+�̂;1ImUx;� + �x+�̂;2ReUx;�+�x��̂;1ImUx��̂;� + �x��̂;2ReUx��̂;� i : (2.13)Now the scalar �eld components are exactly reected with respect to the Gaussian(quadratic) part of S�;x, �x;l ! �0x;l = 2�x bx;l � �x;l ; l = 1; 2 ; (2.14)and the quartic remainder is taken into account by an additional Metropolis-like accept-rejectstep. The optimal compromise between high acceptance rates and a good performance ofthe algorithm is then realized in the same way as in eqs. (A.17) { (A.19), resulting in theacceptance conditionPA(�x ! �0x) = minf1; e��S�;xg ; �S�;x = � � (�02x � b2x)2 � (�2x � b2x)2 � : (2.15)With Euler's formula Ux;� = e iAx;� = cosAx;�+ i sinAx;�, eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) can be easilyexpressed through the gauge �eld phases Ax;�, and the scalar �eld phases !x are reconstructedfrom the backtransformation of polar coordinates2 !x = arctan(�x;2=�x;1). The acceptancerates, which essentially depend on the small size of the parameter �, range from 96 % for� = 0:01 up to far above 99 % for � = 0:00015625.2Of course, one has to take !x ! !x+� for �x;1 = �x cos!x < 0, because the arctan{function gives onlyangles modulo �.



2.2. UPDATING SCHEME 532.2.2 OptimizationIn order to look for an optimal combination among the set of algorithms at disposal Icollected a sample history of 50000 measurements of some representative lattice operatorsO in a typical point of parameter space and calculated their autocorrelation functions andintegrated autocorrelation times �int[O] according to eqs. (A.31) and (A.32). The resultsare displayed in table 2.3 and �gure 2.3. Except for the last row in boldface letters, themetropolis overrelaxation �int in sweepsAx;� !x �x Ax;� !x 'x Ppl �top �2 L'1 6 1 2 2 - 1.4(2) 6.7(6) 24(2) 24(2)1 6 1 2 - 2 0.95(5) 4.0(4) 3.1(2) 3.2(2)1 3 1 2 - 2 1.00(5) 4.1(5) 2.7(1) 2.8(1)1 1 1 2 - 2 0.96(3) 4.3(4) 2.5(1) 2.6(1)1 1 1 1 - 3 1.2(1) 4.6(6) 2.2(2) 2.3(2)1 1 1 1 - 5 1.11(7) 4.1(8) 1.5(1) 1.6(1)1 1 1 1 - 5 1.24(7) 2.8(3) 1.5(1) 1.6(1)Table 2.3: Autocorrelation times with jackknife errors for some representative operators froma simulation in � = 40:0, � = 0:0025, and � = 0:259 on a 32 � 32 lattice. Each updatingsweep consists of a sequence of di�erent algorithms as given by the numbers in the left partof the table. The boldface entries give the �nal updating scheme used. Further commentsare found in the text.respective simulations were done without any optimizations of the instanton hits | andalso omitting the cooling of the initially generated instanton con�guration | so that theoutcome of the scalar �eld overrelaxation could be carefully isolated. The elimination of the!{overrelaxation in favour of the full '{overrelaxation already shows the most substantial�int{reduction for �2 and L', both involving the scalar �eld length �x, but also �top gains afactor of about 1.7, which hints at a considerable inuence of the scalar background �eld tothe topological instantonic excitations. Since a further variation in the number of Metropolisupdates per sweep does not lead to any decisive improvement in �int, one Metropolis stepper sweep for each �eld variable seems to be su�cient, whereas a raise in the number of '{overrelaxation steps is still advantageous. This con�rms qualitatively the experiences fromthe SU(2){Higgs case reported in section section 5.3 of the second part of my work. The lastrow of table 2.3 (with typical autocorrelation functions in the right diagram of �gure 2.3)gives the �nal updating scheme, which has been used in almost all simulations underlyingthe data of the next chapters. It includes the supplementary smoothing of the instantoncon�guration proposed in the hits by cooling with respect to the U(1){Higgs action and!x = 0; �x = h�i as explained in section 2.1.1.



54 CHAPTER 2. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONI should admit, however, that the autocorrelation times of the topological susceptibilityincline to increase with increasing � and lattice volume and end in a drastic growth, togetherwith a breakdown of the acceptance rates of the instanton hits, for � = 640:0, which is mymost continuum-like simulation point. I will return to this problem later in section 3.2 ofthe next chapter, when discussing the scaling of �top in the continuum limit.

Figure 2.3: Normalized autocorrelation functions for a simulation with !{overrelaxation(left) and '{overrelaxation (right) in the updating sequence corresponding to the �rst andlast rows of table 2.3, respectively. Note the slightly di�erent axis scales for better visual-ization.



Chapter 3Continuum limit and topologicalsusceptibilityNow I arrive at the central chapter of the �rst part, which is mainly devoted to the numericalcomputation of the topological susceptibility on the lattice and its scaling behaviour in thecontinuum limit [64]. This limit is achieved along lines of constant physics in the space oflattice parameters and represents for its own a material result of my work, because it turnsout to be qualitatively di�erent from the case with �xed scalar �eld length.For the investigations of �top two courses were pursued. After considering the scalingof its dimensionless ratio to a physical mass squared as directly extracted from the MCsimulations, I tried to get more sensitive information about the asymptotic scaling of thetopological susceptibility by estimating the slope of �a2�top as a function of �. It will showup to be the only independent variable parametrizing a given line of constant physics, if thequartic coupling � and the scalar hopping parameter � assume suitably prescribed values,which de�ne this line in the space of lattice couplings.Finally, an instanton-induced con�nement mechanism of fractional external charges isreviewed and numerically con�rmed by utilizing results of the simulations [64].3.1 Lines of constant physicsIt is one of the basic ingredients of lattice �eld theory that the continuum limit a! 0 of alattice model, if existent at all, has to take place in a point of the bare, i.e. lattice parameterspace, where the correlation length diverges or, equivalently, the masses am in lattice unitsvanish while the physical, dimensionful masses m � m(phys) have to remain �nite. Treated asa model in statistical mechanics, the systems then exhibits the critical behaviour of a secondorder phase transition. All observables calculated on the lattice are expected to scale in thislimit with the lattice constant a according to their individual dimensions in lattice units.55



56 CHAPTER 3. CONTINUUM LIMIT AND TOPOLOGICAL SUSCEPTIBILITYThe continuum limit is realized on lines of constant physics (LCPs), which in general canbe looked upon as trajectories in the bare parameter space, for which independent physical| `renormalized' | quantities, typically couplings and masses, are held �xed and only a isvarying.Consequently, I want to set up the continuum limit of the two-dimensional U(1){Higgsmodel with variable scalar �eld length by the requirement that the masses of the Higgs andvector excitations in lattice units should approach zero in this limit:a! 0 : amH ! 0 ; amW ! 0 ; mHmW = constant : (3.1)In order to get an impression of the behaviour of these masses in dependence of �, �, and �, Iscanned a wide region of lattice parameter space and determined the masses from simulationresults on the corresponding timeslice correlation functions as explained in section 1.2 ofchapter 1. The emerging qualitative picture can be summarized as follows.For any �xed � and � !1, the vector mass amW appears to tend to zero, presumablyde�ning a continuum limit in the sense of a! 0, but the Higgs mass amH stays always �nite.This ends up with in�nitemH at � =1 for all (�xed) �{values and reects the freezing of theradial mode on large scales in the two-dimensional �4n=2{theory [76]. Figure 3.1 illustratesthe typical dependence of the Higgs and vector masses on �. The diagrams on the righthand side, in which solely � has been enlarged by a factor four, support the assertion of a�nite Higgs mass in lattice units. The minimal amH lies above 0.4 for all three parametersets, whilst amW scales appropriately with the lattice constant when going from � = 10:0to � = 40:0; the deviation from this behaviour in � = 160:0 only corroborates the suspicionthat a temporal lattice extension of L2 = 32 is too short relative to the typical correlationlengths in the vector channel for such high �{values. By the way, the scaling of amW with� like p2�=� for large enough but �xed �, remember the classical relation (1.24), was alsocon�rmed in the �xed length case � = 1, where the Higgs mass amH from correlations ofthe operator L+' does not become small either. The continuum limit � = 1 will then bequalitatively the same as for �xed � <1.Instead, the crucial observation is now that it is possible to make both amH and amWsmall by taking the simultaneous limits � !1 and � ! 0 as shown in �gure 3.2. There I�nd a change in the behaviour of the mass spectrum around the crossover �{value ��, whichI de�ne temporarily at the minimal vector mass amW in lattice units as extracted fromcorrelation functions of the operator L�' . The fact these amW{estimates are only consistentwith those from plaquette (F or sinF ) correlations for � > ��, and the similar dependence ofamH and amW on �, are two striking analogies to the four-dimensional U(1){Higgs model[87, 88], whose discussion is postponed to section 4.1 in chapter 4. However, the masses fromthe operators L+' and �2 in the Higgs channel agreed with each other inside their statisticalerrors in the whole �{range examined. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 also contain the relations of thebare continuum, i.e. classical masses to the lattice parameters according to eqs. (1.24) and
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Figure 3.1: Higgs, vector masses, and their ratios from correlations of the operators L+' or�2 and L�' , respectively. From left to right the parameter � was scaled at �xed �, and themass axes have been accommodated properly. The estimates in the LCP points speci�ed bythe tables 3.1 and 3.2 are also included, and the solid lines give their classical relations tothe lattice parameters.(1.25). In contrast to the physical Higgs and vector masses, which are approximated by thesecurves only for larger �{values, their ratio RHW = mH=mW resembles the classical behaviourwith increasing � already beginning at � ' ��. This may be plausible under the viewpoint ofperturbation theory in the continuum, since the bare Higgs �eld vacuum expectation value,which involves the only primitive divergence of the model and is thought to be divergentfor the renormalization procedure, cancels in the bare ratio RHW;0 of eq. (1.8), and its �niteperturbative corrections are smaller than for the masses themselves.In the spirit of the just made observations I characterize the LCPs of the model morequantitatively. First one has to specify, which dimensionless physical quantities should beheld �xed along these lines to de�ne the required renormalization conditions. I decidedto take the physical Higgs to vector boson mass ratio RHW and the renormalized vacuumexpectation value of the scalar �eld vR de�ned in eq. (1.30) of section 1.2. Then the demandsamH ! 0 and amW ! 0 are accomplished by the conditionsvR = p2� h�i = v ; RHW � mHmW = R (3.2)with �xed numbers v and R for a given LCP in bare (lattice) parameter space. With a
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Figure 3.2: Higgs, vector masses, and their ratios from correlations of the operators L+' or �2and L�' , respectively. From left to right the parameters � and � were scaled at �xed product��, and the mass axes have been accommodated properly. The estimates in the LCP pointsspeci�ed by the tables 3.1 and 3.2 are also included, and the solid lines give their classicalrelations to the lattice parameters.proper tuning of the hopping parameter � this can be achieved by the limits� !1 ; �! 0 ; (3.3)which are realized for large enough � as� !1 ; �� = constant : (3.4)All simulated points in the space of lattice parameters, together with measured values of vRand the RHW{data from results of the corresponding mass �ts, are collected in tables 3.1and 3.2. I have �� = 0:1, except for two points at � = 10:0, where a slight increase of� was necessary to get the desired RHW{values by inducing larger Higgs masses, and �was adjusted until the renormalization conditions (3.2) were simultaneously ful�lled withinerrors. Thus the approach to the continuum limit proceeds by moving along the LCPs froma point in parameter set A via B and C to a point in set D. The physical lattice volumeV = a2L1L1 stays constant during this limit, because the reduction of the lattice constant bya factor p� 0=� in the step � ! � 0 > �, is accompanied by scaling up the lattice extensions



3.1. LINES OF CONSTANT PHYSICS 59with the same amount p� 0=� . As can be veri�ed from table 3.2, the choice �� ' 0:1 givesa satisfactory scaling behaviour of the Higgs and vector masses in lattice units | actually adecrease by a factor aboutp� 0=� ' 2 as expected | and leads automatically to the validityof the second condition in eq. (3.2) within errors. The renormalized vacuum expectationset lattice � � � sweeps vRD 128� 128 640.0 0.00015625 0.250815 200000 1.8757(6)D 128� 128 640.0 0.00015625 0.25069 400000 1.6197(13)D 128� 128 640.0 0.00015625 0.25055 300000 1.2747(9)C 64� 64 160.0 0.000625 0.253 800000 1.8772(1)C 64� 64 160.0 0.000625 0.2525 400000 1.6146(5)C 64� 64 160.0 0.000625 0.252 200000 1.2746(5)B 32� 32 40.0 0.0025 0.2607 1000000 1.8751(1)B 32� 32 40.0 0.0025 0.25883 600000 1.6140(2)B 32� 32 40.0 0.0025 0.258835 600000 1.6150(2)B 32� 32 40.0 0.0025 0.25885 600000 1.6170(2)B 32� 32 40.0 0.0025 0.257 200000 1.2757(5)A1 16� 16 10.0 0.01 0.2857 1000000 1.8736(1)A2 16� 16 10.0 0.013 0.2937 1000000 1.8736(1)A3 16� 16 10.0 0.015 0.2987 1000000 1.8724(1)A1 16� 16 10.0 0.01 0.2795 500000 1.6186(2)A2 16� 16 10.0 0.013 0.2858 500000 1.6144(2)A3 16� 16 10.0 0.015 0.2899 500000 1.6161(2)A1 16� 16 10.0 0.01 0.2731 200000 1.2739(5)Table 3.1: All parameter sets of the simulation points for the LCP investigations in this andlater sections. For the �ts of secondary quantities, their full samples of measurements weredivided into 50 subsamples. The right column gives the the measured values of the renor-malized vacuum expectation value of the Higgs �eld with binning errors, and the boldfacenumbers belong to the �nal LCP data. Note that the LCPs were initialized in set C andthen traced back with proper parameter tuning towards coarser lattices, while the extensionto the most continuum-like set D has been done thereafter.values of the Higgs �eld in the �rst condition of (3.2) are then matched through the �ne-tuning of � thereafter. By inspecting the numbers of parameter set B in tables 3.1 and 3.2one should notice in this context that vR, which is accessible in the MC simulation withhigh statistical accuracy, reacts quite sensitive on changes in �, but the resulting RHW{values are not signi�cantly a�ected by these changes, in particular compared to the typical



60 CHAPTER 3. CONTINUUM LIMIT AND TOPOLOGICAL SUSCEPTIBILITYset � amH amW RHWD 0.250815 0.1115(4) 0.1118(5) 0.0686(12) 0.0703(13) 1.625(34) 1.589(37)D 0.25069 0.0841(7) 0.0828(3) 0.0619(57) 0.0576(8) 1.36(14) 1.437(25)D 0.25055 0.0676(5) 0.0675(4) 0.0807(53) 0.0837(22) 0.838(61) 0.807(26)C 0.253 0.2214(10) 0.2229(8) 0.1315(22) 0.1387(23) 1.684(29) 1.607(26)C 0.2525 0.1648(16) 0.1685(16) 0.1123(30) 0.1184(20) 1.468(44) 1.424(27)C 0.252 0.1206(18) 0.1200(23) 0.1412(33) 0.1416(59) 0.854(25) 0.847(42)B 0.2607 0.4262(43) 0.4377(21) 0.2578(49) 0.2687(51) 1.654(37) 1.629(34)B 0.25883 0.3375(47) 0.3396(48) 0.2284(49) 0.2311(72) 1.478(41) 1.469(48)B 0.258835 0.3320(43) 0.3269(41) 0.2274(45) 0.2213(61) 1.460(32) 1.477(45)B 0.25885 0.3299(51) 0.3246(45) 0.2275(54) 0.2307(73) 1.450(42) 1.407(45)B 0.257 0.2342(79) 0.2258(60) 0.2675(70) 0.2622(95) 0.875(36) 0.861(37)A1 0.2857 0.7865(74) 0.7986(61) 0.5524(89) 0.5514(70) 1.424(24) 1.448(23)A2 0.2937 0.8824(41) 0.9055(66) 0.5401(83) 0.556(13) 1.634(25) 1.628(40)A3 0.2987 0.927(14) 0.9421(69) 0.5469(89) 0.5625(61) 1.695(39) 1.675(21)A1 0.2795 0.6420(44) 0.625(25) 0.4667(82) 0.4847(84) 1.376(26) 1.289(50)A2 0.2858 0.692(11) 0.701(14) 0.4770(92) 0.483(27) 1.451(37) 1.451(83)A3 0.2899 0.744(13) 0.762(15) 0.4769(86) 0.4844(80) 1.561(40) 1.573(36)A1 0.2731 0.446(11) 0.446(11) 0.5139(78) 0.530(16) 0.867(23) 0.842(37)Table 3.2: Results and jackknife errors of the masses in lattice units for the simulation pointsof table 3.1, determined from �ts of correlation functions as described in the text. The twocolumns in each particle channel correspond to decay masses at spatial momenta p1 = 0 andp1 = 2�=aL1, the latter converted via the lattice dispersion relation. The boldface numbersare regarded as the �nal estimates.sizes of their statistical errors1. The boldface numbers in the tables correspond to the �nalparameter choices and to their numerical results for the three LCPs under study from nowon. I also want to stress that the renormalization conditions (3.2) on vR and RHW areequivalent to a �xing of the renormalized scalar quartic coupling �R and the renormalized1The fact that the central value of the p1 = 0 mass ratio RHW in the middle data point of parameterset D lies somewhat lower than expected does not yet stand in real contradiction to this `rule', since therevR di�ers by about three standard deviations from the other data on vR around 1.615 for the correspondingcoarser lattices. This is due to an unfortunately too high choice for �. By the way, RHW at these parametersis still compatible with the other RHW {values inside its large error, which is dominated by the statisticalerror of the | admittedly very small | vector mass amW .



3.1. LINES OF CONSTANT PHYSICS 61gauge coupling eR introduced according to the bare relations (1.7) and (1.8) asm2H = �Rv2R3 ; m2W = e2Rv2R ; R2HW = �R3e2R ; (3.5)if one of the renormalized couplings is independently determined, e.g. aeR from the staticpotential derived from Wilson loops in section 3.4.All mass estimates displayed in �gures 3.1, 3.2, and table 3.2 were obtained by leastsquares �ts to exponential shapes of the type (1.59) with state of the art methods; for moreinformations the reader may consult section B.2 in appendix B or references given therein.Especially in the simulation points on the LCPs, which establish a starting point for thefurther investigations in this and the following chapter, and where rather high statistics hadbeen accumulated, I used a combination of correlated and uncorrelated �ts with statisticallyindependent data subsamples. This guarantees a careful choice of the optimal �t intervalsfrom the results of correlated �ts incorporating the full correlation matrix, whereas the �nalnumbers listed in the table 3.2 come from ordinary uncorrelated �ts on these distinguished�t intervals. Conveniently, I took the largest �t intervals with still clear signal to noise ratiosin their tails. For a squared deviation �2 between �t and data of �2=dof ' 1, which served asyardstick for the goodness of the correlated �ts, some of the smallest time distances had tobe omitted from the correlation functions in both particle channels. The compatible Higgsmasses from the operators L+' and �2 were always averaged to a single estimate, and thestatistical errors of the masses and their ratios RHW come from jackknife analyses with thedata subsamples. The moderate errors of the latter (below 5 % except for parameter setD, where the statistic is lower) hint at only small correlations between the two channels.On the contrary, in all other mass determinations, which rather were intended to give aqualitative guideline for their dependencies on the lattice parameters, I used uncorrelated�ts alone. The larger error bars are owing to the lower statistics of the MC data and tothe (quite conservative) method of error determination with normally distributed randomdata and error propagation in RHW . I also measured correlation functions at higher spatialmomenta, and the lattice dispersion relation (1.60) was ful�lled inside the mass errors withonly few exceptions. For all the LCP data this can be read o� once more from table 3.2.Finally, it has to be emphasized that the continuum limit (3.4), which amounts to send� ! 1=4 at the same time, see the tables above and �gure 3.3 in the next section, shouldnot be confused with the Gaussian limit. The important point to keep in mind here is thatthe relation between the dimensionful bare continuum couplings e0 and �0 and the latticeparameters is � = 1=a2e20 and � / a2�0 from eqs. (1.13) and (1.10). Hence, �! 0 at constantproduct �� does not imply �0 ! 0 for a! 0 as it would correspond to the Gaussian (trivial)�xed point in the terminology of renormalization group.



62 CHAPTER 3. CONTINUUM LIMIT AND TOPOLOGICAL SUSCEPTIBILITY3.2 Scaling behaviour of �topI numerically determined the topological susceptibility �top, de�ned geometrically ineqs. (1.48) and (1.50) of the �rst chapter through the topological charge as the sum over theprojected plaquette angles,�top = 1V 
Q2top� ; Qtop = 12�Xx2� Fx ; Up;x = e iFx ; Fx 2 [��; �) ;by direct measurements in the MC simulations on the LCPs just settled. The results arelisted in table 3.3 and illustrated in �gure 3.3. For the sake of completeness, the �nalLCP set � RHW vR a2�top � 104 �top=m2H � 104L1 A2 0.2937 1.634(25) 1.8736(1) 0.1050(40) 0.135(6)B 0.2607 1.654(37) 1.8751(1) 0.0302(15) 0.166(12)C 0.253 1.684(29) 1.8772(1) 0.01050(70) 0.214(16)D 0.250815 1.625(34) 1.8757(6) 0.0006(5) 0.05(4)L2 A2 0.2858 1.451(37) 1.6144(2) 1.624(21) 3.39(15)B 0.258835 1.460(32) 1.6150(2) 0.5331(77) 4.84(20)C 0.2525 1.468(44) 1.6146(5) 0.1811(43) 6.67(29)D 0.25069 1.36(14) 1.6197(13) 0.0576(78) 8.1(1.2)L3 A 0.2731 0.867(23) 1.2739(5) 14.83(9) 74.6(4.1)B 0.257 0.875(36) 1.2757(5) 4.116(25) 75.0(5.5)C 0.252 0.854(25) 1.2746(5) 1.205(9) 82.9(3.1)D 0.25055 0.838(61) 1.2747(9) 0.344(24) 75.3(6.4)Table 3.3: Topological susceptibility by direct measurements in the LCP simulation points ofthe previous section. The statistical errors of �top come from the plateau in the binning table.In point D on LCP L1 its available statistic is far too low for quoting signi�cant estimates anderrors. For comparison, the values a2�(PGT)top in pure gauge theory are 25:33�10�4, 6:333�10�4,1:583 � 10�4, and 0:396 � 10�4.estimates of the �xed renormalized quantities RHW and vR are also included in the table.In general I observed a rapid breakdown of the topological susceptibility around thecrossover �{value �� at minimal vector mass amW , introduced in the previous section. More-over, within the chosen parameter sets �top varies by orders of magnitude. One can see a con-traction of the �{region, which is limited by a still measurable susceptibility, i.e. a2�top � cwith c arbitrarily small but strictly non-zero, from above and by the line L3 from below.Note that this LCP already lies close to the pure gauge theory, where through eq. (1.53)the �{dependence a2�(PGT)top ' 1=4�2� for large � and volumes 
 is analytically known,i.e. �top � c0�(PGT)top with c0 near but strictly below one. These numbers are confronted with



3.2. SCALING BEHAVIOUR OF �TOP 63the MC data in the caption of table 3.3, and one can make sure that their agreement getsbetter when moving towards point D on L3. These constraints on �top, in addition to the de-sired decrease of the masses in lattice units, was the real motivation for the chosen positionsof the LCPs in lattice parameter space.

Figure 3.3: Scaling behaviour of the topological susceptibility along the LCPs, which arecurves � = �(�) at �xed �� in lattice parameter space as shown in the upper plot. The linesare only meant to guide the eye. The quality of the scaling of the ratio �top=m2H is rathergood on L3 (near pure gauge theory) and deteriorates towards L2 and L1. In the lower rightdata point the statistic is too bad for a reliable estimate.From the results on the topological susceptibility by direct measurements I arrive at theconclusion that the scaling of its dimensionless ratio �top=m2H to the Higgs mass mH squaredis rather poor, although in spite of the relatively high statistics for the parameter sets A toC its statistical errors, caused by propagation of the errors on �top into the ratios �top=m2H ,



64 CHAPTER 3. CONTINUUM LIMIT AND TOPOLOGICAL SUSCEPTIBILITYis yet quite large. The only exception is the pure gauge theory like LCP L3, which appearsto have only negligible scaling violations compared to the lines L1 and L2.Since the topological susceptibility is a volume-independent quantity by de�nition, possi-ble �nite-volume e�ects manifest in a suppression of �top, if the physical volumes consideredwere too small, and thus it should increase noticeably with increasing volumes. I examinedthese e�ects under two aspects by rescaling both lattice extensions at otherwise identicalparameters so that the corresponding lattice resolutions, set through �, remain unchanged.In the �rst place some simulations in the LCP points B and C on 48�48 and 96�96 latticesresulted in estimates for �top, which coincided inside their statistical errors with those intable 3.3, hence signi�cant �nite-volume e�ects can be safely ruled out. In respect of suchartifacts arising on lattices smaller than the ones of table 3.1 utilized here, it was con�rmedindeed that minimally these volumes were necessary for a trustworthy determination of �top.Secondly, it may be interesting, whether the �nite-volume e�ects themselves have scalingviolations of roughly the same size as �top computed on the original lattices. As exemplarilyproven for the points B, C, and D of L2 on lattices with halved extensions, this is actuallytrue, because there it turned out that a2�top decreases again by factors around three insteadof � 0=� = 4, which would be expected in the case of ideal asymptotic scaling with �. Conse-quently, an explanation for the bad scaling behaviour of �top, especially in L1 and L2, mustcarefully be detached from any �nite-volume e�ects.Of course, one has to ask for the systematic errors on the topological susceptibility, whichare induced by the statistical uncertainties in the renormalization conditions (3.2). Thesensitivity of �top on the �xing of the renormalized vacuum expectation value has alreadyindirectly been addressed in table 3.1 of section 3.1, where for the parameter set B of L2three neighbouring vR{values with nearly constant mass ratios RHW are given. There anuncertainty in vR of approximately 0.2 % leads to spreads in a2�top and �top=m2H , which areestimated to be below 5 % for the former and below 10 % for the latter. This indicates thata matching of vR outside its last signi�cant digit is more or less su�cient in regard of the| quite large | statistical errors of a2�top and �top=m2H , particularly since an exact tuningof the very accurate vR{values is very rarely or at best incidentally possible in most cases.However, the response of a2�top to a variation of RHW within its statistical errors at constantvR is quite more substantial and has also been quanti�ed in point B of the middle LCP. Thenecessary shifts in RHW = mH=mW are achieved by choosing slightly di�erent values of thescalar self-coupling �, which essentially inuences the size of the Higgs mass in lattice unitsamH , while it leaves the vectors mass amW almost unchanged. Then the renormalizationcondition on vR is ful�lled by an adjustment of the hopping parameter � as before, and theresults of such an analysis can be found in table 3.4. These numbers are to be combinedwith the statistical error taken from table 3.3 and yield �top=m2H = 4:84(20+1:35) � 10�4 forthe representative LCP point B on L2. Therefore the total errors of the dimensionless ratios�top=m2H are obviously dominated by the systematic errors due to the reachable numerical



3.2. SCALING BEHAVIOUR OF �TOP 65� � RHW vR a2�top � 104 �top=m2H � 1040.0022 0.25797 1.345(66) 1.6143(3) 0.606(10) 6.24(30)0.0025 0.258835 1.460(32) 1.6150(2) 0.5331(77) 4.84(20)0.0030 0.26025 1.546(33) 1.6155(2) 0.4459(86) 3.54(20)Table 3.4: Results on �top and �top=m2H , if the renormalized mass ratio RHW in point B ofLCP L2 from table 3.3 (middle row) takes the values, which are maximally allowed by itsabsolute error. These data are from 400000 measurements at � = 40:0 on a 32� 32 lattice.precision in the renormalization conditions on RHW , which in turn are limited through thestatistical uncertainties in the determination of the masses.Nevertheless, the scaling of the ratio �top=m2H from A to C on the LCPs is de�cient,except for the line L3 close to pure gauge theory. Super�cially, one could imagine that thesedi�culties with the topological susceptibility have to do with the existence of dislocations.But the relevance of this objection for the computation of �top is rather unlikely, since itwas already argued in section 2.1.3 that dislocations of the type as in four-dimensional non-abelian gauge theories are absent in the two-dimensional U(1){Higgs model2. Under theseaspects, the LCP simulations in the three points with parameter set D were intended tomake closer contact with continuum physics by `brute force', so let me comment on themnow.The statistical errors of the quantities in tables 3.1 { 3.3 are considerably larger because ofthe lower statistic in these points. This is distinct above all for the topological susceptibilityand seems to be intimately connected to the fact that the acceptance rate PA of the instantonhits does unfortunately not survive in the continuum limit. As table 3.5 reects, PA dropsrapidly when going from point C (� = 160:0) to point D (� = 640:0) by factors roughlybetween 42 for L1 and 227 for L3, and as a consequence, the integrated autocorrelation times�int of �top suddenly jump by factors roughly between 9 and 130. In order to account for thisdramatic increase of �int and to exclude the related severe thermalization e�ects, I skipped25000 measurements (instead of usually 10000 else) from the beginning of the simulationson a cold start con�guration to obtain the estimates on a2�top in the points D of table 3.3.But these numbers as well as those of �top=m2H in the same table either do not give anynew insight into the scaling behaviour of the topological susceptibility or are actually evenmeaningless as in the case of simulation point D on LCP L1.From additional runs on smaller lattices with identical parameters and their qualita-tively similar results one can guess, that the large value � = 640:0 alone is responsible forthe problems, which plague the simulations with parameter set D. In my opinion, the fol-2Although some authors [58, 63] speak of dislocations also in the present model, they should be betterinterpreted as ordinary lattice artifacts, which | in principle | will vanish in the continuum limit.



66 CHAPTER 3. CONTINUUM LIMIT AND TOPOLOGICAL SUSCEPTIBILITYLCP set � � PA � 105 �int[�top]L1 A2 10.0 0.2937 5.5(1) 2B 40.0 0.2607 3.7(1) 4C 160.0 0.253 2.5(1) 8D 640.0 0.250815 0.06(2) 68L2 A2 10.0 0.2858 113(1) 2B 40.0 0.258835 84.2(1) 3C 160.0 0.2525 55.8(1) 8D 640.0 0.25069 0.94(7) 220L3 A 10.0 0.2731 2098(9) 1B 40.0 0.257 1309(6) 2C 160.0 0.252 704(4) 3D 640.0 0.25055 3.1(1) 390Table 3.5: Acceptance rates of the instanton hit routine and integrated autocorrelationtimes of the topological susceptibility along the LCPs as estimated from formula (A.30).The statistics of the points D is not large enough for a plain error plateau in the binningtable of �top. Other observables do not show this dramatic increase of their autocorrelationtimes.lowing explanation for this might be nearest at hand. Namely, the instanton con�gurationsrepresenting the minima of the topological charge sectors are more subtle than those pro-posed in the updating procedure by the instanton hits as described in section 2.1 of the lastchapter. These instanton con�gurations are initialized with the appropriate �eld strengthof pure gauge theory and smoothed by cooling to give the minimal action for a backgroundscalar �eld with phases !x = 0 and lengths �x ' h�i. However, just the last assumption isnot really justi�ed in the vortex itself, which sits in the centre of the instanton con�gurationwith gauge invariant link phases as e.g. in �gure 2.2. In strict sense, one should have �x = 0there, if compatibility with the classical instanton solution in the continuum, see eqs. (2.6)and (2.7), is required. In the continuum limit a! 0 realized as � !1, the mesh of latticesites becomes denser and thus, the detailed structure of the instanton con�guration is farbetter resolved compared to smaller �{values, for which the approximation �x ' h�i 6= 0also in the vortex turns out to be su�ciently adequate. For larger �{values this choice ofthe Higgs �eld lengths leads to considerable deviations of the proposed instantons from thetrue con�gurations with minimal action so that the changes of the total lattice action in-duced by the instanton hits | �nally deciding about their acceptance rates | react verysensitive to these imperfections. As the numerical data presented up to now exemplify, theworse behaviour of the instanton hits sets in during the step from � = 160:0 to � = 640:0,and its e�ects appear in table 3.5 to be strongest for the LCP L3 closest to the pure gauge



3.3. CRITERION FOR ASYMPTOTIC SCALING OF �TOP 67theory. This observation I do not understand completely, because on the contrary, I foundthe problems with PA and �top in some further simulations at �{values below the crossovervalue �� ' 1=4 to be declining and to be no longer signi�cant in the vicinity of pure gaugetheory (� ! 0), which is in agreement with the expectation that gauge and scalar degreesof freedom decouple in this limit.I did not make any attempts to cure these drawbacks in the instanton hit routine. Themain reason was that, even in the case of moderate autocorrelation times �int[�top], thecomputational cost to get in D statistical errors on a2�top of orders comparable to the onesin LCP points C by brute force simulations is under normal circumstances too high. This canbe inferred from the meaning of the dimensionless product V �top � 1 as the probability forthe occurrence of �top 6= 0, which ideally should scale in the continuum limit. If the latticeresolution is increased about a factor two by blowing up � and the lattice extensions byfactors four and two, respectively, the computational expenditure also rises with these factorsaccordingly although the number of lattice points has enlarged, since the related growth ofthe correlation length in this step does not result in new independent, i.e. uncorrelated �eldmodes, which would improve the statistics of V �top.The whole discussion in this section has revealed that the scaling of the topologicalsusceptibility, which is still quite unclear and eludes any conclusive judgement, deservesfurther studies from a di�erent point of view as suggested in the next section.
3.3 Criterion for asymptotic scaling of �topAt �rst glance, the outcome of the last section concerning the poor scaling behaviour oftopological susceptibility in the continuum limit is not very encouraging. There it has beenconjectured that with the strong decrease (increase) in the instanton hits acceptance rates(integrated autocorrelation times �int[�top]) when going from LCP points C to D one runsinto serious problems with a feasible determination of �top in the MC investigations closeto the continuum limit. But it became also apparent that the instanton hits are of vitalimportance in order to have any realistic chance for direct measurements of �top in theinteresting LCP points at all. This statement, already touched in section 2.1 of the previouschapter, comes from the fact that the simulation points lie in a region of lattice parameterspace, where the transitions between non-trivial topological sectors are highly suppressed.Consequently, a simulation of in principle all these sectors without an arti�cial enhancementof the topological excitations by the instanton hits would always cause the system to bestuck in one sector for a long MC time and result in notoriously large statistical errors on�top. For these reasons I try to shed a light on the scaling behaviour of the topologicalsusceptibility through another doorway.



68 CHAPTER 3. CONTINUUM LIMIT AND TOPOLOGICAL SUSCEPTIBILITY3.3.1 Idea and derivationAs opposed to the foregoing section, where the lattice constant a as the physical scale forthe investigation of the topological susceptibility was given through the Higgs mass mH , theaim is here to �nd a quantitative criterion for asymptotic scaling of �top. Since the modelunder study is superrenormalizable and the bare gauge coupling e0 = 1=ap� receives only�nite quantum corrections, I take the standpoint that the scale a is simply set by � now3.In section 3.1 the continuum limit of the two-dimensional U(1){Higgs model became evidentto be achieved via eqs. (3.3) and (3.4). There the requirement of a constant product ��showed up to comply with the renormalization condition on the Higgs to vector mass ratioRHW = R = constant in the limit � !1, at least as far as � � 40:0 in practice. Therefore,it is justi�ed to base the present considerations on the de�nition of modi�ed renormalizationgroup trajectories in bare parameter space, which coincide with the old LCPs for � ! 1(� � 40:0). Then the assumption is that�� = constant (3.6)does hold exactly on a given LCP. As an important consequence, the determination of themasses and their ratios RHW , which represented a non-negligible source of uncertainties for�top=m2H in section 3.2, can actually be released. Furthermore, the renormalization conditionon the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs �eld,vR = v = constant ; (3.7)uniquely determines the evolution of the scalar hopping parameter � as a function of � sothat along each LCP the scale parameter � � ln� (3.8)is the only free variable, on which � and � depend.Of course, it goes without saying that the �{dependence of these two lattice parametersalso carries over to arbitrary expectation values of observables O = O(fU; 'g) along theLCPs. Hence, the method to be applied is the following. Let O = O(phys)adO possess themass dimension dO and the functional integral representation (A.10) of appendix A.2 for itsexpectation value:hOiZ = 1Z Z D[U; '] e�S[U;']O ; Z = Z D[U; '] e�S[U;'] :3This is di�erent from non-abelian gauge theories in D = 4, where the scale is conveniently set bythe so-called �{parameters, which are renormalization scheme dependent and have to be determined non-perturbatively in general. The geometrically de�ned Qtop itself is not renormalized, and �top is expected toexhibit logarithmic scaling towards the continuum limit.



3.3. CRITERION FOR ASYMPTOTIC SCALING OF �TOP 69If this expectation value is measured on the lattice, the naively sensible constraint on hOiZto be independent of the physical space-time volume V = a2
 in the continuum limit isequivalent to hOiZ / adO / ��dO=2 to depend only on the scale parameter � at �xed latticevolume 
. This impliesdd� ln hOiZ = 1hOiZ dd� hOiZ = 1hOiZ � dd� hOiZ = �dO2 ; (3.9)whose derivative with respect to � on the left hand side will translate into derivatives ofthe couplings in the lattice action, which can be �xed by the modi�ed renormalizationconditions for the LCPs claimed in eqs. (3.6) and (3.7). The useful information providedby the identity (3.9) complements the search for asymptotic scaling of the dimensionlesscombination �dO=2hOiZ, because the �{behaviour of its derivative might enable to diagnosescaling although its values themselves do not yet reect this feature [66].More concretely, I decompose the lattice action of the model in eqs. (1.20) { (1.22) ofsection 1.1 asS[U; '] = �Xx2� �1� ReUp;x� + �Xx2� ��2x � 1�2 + �Xx2� �2 2X�=1 L+';x�!+Xx2� �2x� �S� + �S� + �S� +Xx2� �2x= Xci2P ciSi +Xx2� �2x ; P = fc1; c2; c3g � f�; �; �g ; (3.10)the '{link having been introduced in (1.29) of section 1.2, and the identi�cation of the di�er-ent pieces S�, S�, and S� of the total action is obvious. The set P of the coupling parametersci, i = 1; 2; 3, has been introduced for notational simplicity. With these arrangements andthe quotient rule, the left hand side of (3.9) may be recasted todd� ln hOiZ = 1hOiZ � 1Z dd� Z D[U; '] e�S[U;']O � 1Z2 dZd� Z D[U; '] e�S[U;']O�= �Xci2P dci(�)d� � hOSiiZhOiZ � hSiiZ � = �Xci2P dci(�)d� hOSiichOiZ (3.11)with the abbreviation hOSiic � hOSiiZ � hOiZhSiiZ (3.12)in formal analogy to connected correlation functions. Guided through the observation thatthe �{values of the LCPs in the previous sections, see e.g. table 3.3, approximately obey anexponential decay law, I de�ne the auxiliary variableh = h(�) � ln [ 4�(�) ] : (3.13)It depends through � on � and allows to write the evolution of � on a given LCP in integralform as h(�) = h(�0) exp�� Z ��0 d� 0 (� 0)� (3.14)



70 CHAPTER 3. CONTINUUM LIMIT AND TOPOLOGICAL SUSCEPTIBILITYwith a function  = (�) and a value h(�0) at some initial argument �0. Thus when usingd=d� = � d=d� and the constant product �� as well as the last equation, the derivatives ofthe lattice parameters with respect to � in (3.11) givedc1(�)d� = d�(�)d� = � d�d� = � (3.15)dc2(�)d� = d�(�)d� = � d�(�)d� = �� (3.16)dc3(�)d� = d�(�)d� = dd� eh(�)4 = eh(�)4 dh(�)d� = �(�) � � ln (4�) : (3.17)Summing together, eqs. (3.9) and (3.11) lead to the central relationdd� ln hOiZ = 1hOiZ h � �hOS�ic + �hOS�ic + (�) � � ln (4�) � hOS�ic i = �dO2 ; (3.18)which now expresses scaling along the modi�ed trajectories in the continuum limit.This is directly applied to the topological susceptibility �top as the expectation value�top = 1V hk2iZ , a2�top = 1
 hk2iZ ; (3.19)while Qtop = k 2 Z in the corresponding topological sectors, and the right hand side beingmeasured on the lattice has mass dimension d�top = 2. Inserting this together with (3.12)and V = a2
 into (3.18), I arrive atO(�)[] � dd� ln �a2�top�= 1V �top n� � 
k2 S��c + � 
k2 S��c + (�) � � ln (4�) � 
k2 S��c o= 1a2�top �� � ��k2
 S��Z � a2�top hS�iZ �+ � ��k2
 S��Z � a2�top hS�iZ �+ (�) � � ln (4�) ��k2
 S��Z � a2�top hS�iZ �� ; (3.20)and perfect scaling of the topological susceptibility is now equivalent to the conditionO(�)[] = �1 : (3.21)The so far unknown, �{dependent decay constant  in eqs. (3.14) and (3.20) can be extractedin two ways. Either by exponential �ts of � as functions of � for each LCP, or, what is surelymore elegant, by repeating the steps, which led to eq. (3.18), but now for the renormalizationcondition of constant vR = p2� h�i = v along the LCPs. This is the natural choice, sinceit has not explicitly been used yet. From (3.9) I get for an arbitrary prefactor �c, c 2 R, infront of an observable O of mass dimension zero0 = dd� ln h�cOiZ = dd� �c ln�+ ln hOiZ�= c 1� d�(�)d� + dd� ln hOiZ = �c(�) � ln (4�) + dd� ln hOiZ (3.22)



3.3. CRITERION FOR ASYMPTOTIC SCALING OF �TOP 71with the �rst derivative term as in (3.17). In the second derivative term I employ eqs. (3.11)and (3.18) again to �nd for O = � and c = 1=2 the closed form(�) = 1ln (4�) �hOS�ic � �hOS�ic�hOS�ic � c hOiZ= 1ln (4�) �h� S�ic � �h� S�ic�h� S�ic � 12 h�iZ ; (3.23)which is assumed to be inserted into eq. (3.20).Alternatively one can consider instead of O(�)[] in (3.20) an analogous quantity, whichis obtained on similar footing. Denoting with Zk the partition function of the topologicalsector with Qtop = k 2 Z, i.e.Z = 1Xk=�1Zk = Z0 + 2 1Xk=1 Zk ; Zk = Z D[U; '] e�S[U;'] �Qtop;k ; (3.24)I introduce zk � ZkZ = 
�Qtop;k�Z ; hOiZk = 1Zk Z D[U; '] e�S[U;']O �Qtop;k ; (3.25)where the latter means an expectation value in the topological sector k. The counterpart ofeqs. (3.11) and (3.18) after substituting (3.15) { (3.17) is heredd� lnZk(�) = 1Zk(�) dd� Zk(�) = �Xci2P dci(�)d� hSiiZk= ��hS�iZk + �hS�iZk + (�) � � ln (4�) � hS�iZk ; (3.26)and for a dilute gas of instantons and large volumes, compare with eq. (1.51) in section 1.2,the topological susceptibility (3.19) is the sector suma2�top = 1
 hk2iZ = 1
 1Z Xk2Zk2Zk = 2
 P1k=1 k2ZkZ0 + 2P1k=1 Zk (3.27)in terms of Zk. From eq. (3.9) and d�top = 2 it holdsdd� ln �a2�top� = �1 (3.28)as before, and bearing in mind that 
 is independent of � , some straightforward manipula-tions with the logarithms of the sums in (3.27) end in the scaling conditionO(�)K [] � 1PKk=1 k2~zk KXk=1 k2~zk dd� lnZk(�)� KXk=0 ~zk dd� lnZk(�)= �1 ; ~zk � � z0 ; k = 02zk ; k > 0 ; (3.29)



72 CHAPTER 3. CONTINUUM LIMIT AND TOPOLOGICAL SUSCEPTIBILITYin which the derivatives with respect to � have to be evaluated via eq. (3.26). Strictlyspeaking, the sum over k is in�nite as in (3.27), however, in the numerical simulation thereis only a �nite number of sectors with non-vanishing incidence probability, over which thesum extends. The observable O(�)K [] with K � 1 the maximally contributing sector isabsolutely identical to O(�)[] in (3.20), and it turned out in the simulations that this wasalways true when truncating the sum at K = 4.3.3.2 Numerical analysis and discussionIn the sequel I restrict myself to the middle LCP L2. The reasons are that this line is wellseparated from the pure gauge theory regime, where as best as the data of section 3.2 ad-mitted the scaling of �top is most pronounced, and that the emerging �{values are still smallenough to accumulate su�cient statistics with conclusive estimates in a tolerable amountof computer time. In order to compensate for a possible lack of information through theomission of the most continuum-like point D, the two intermediate points IAB and IBC be-tween A and C were included in the investigations. So I measured the expectation valuesentering eqs. (3.20) and (3.23) in the all these LCP points on L2 as listed in table 3.6. Thematching of the renormalized vacuum expectation value of the scalar �eld vR required bythe condition (3.7) was realized by a proper adjustment of � in the manner of section 3.1.set lattice � � � sweeps vRA1 16� 16 10.0 0.01 0.27942 1000000 1.6147(1)IAB 24� 24 22.5 0.004444 0.264695 2000000 1.6144(1)B 32� 32 40.0 0.0025 0.258835 6000000 1.6146(1)IBC 48� 48 90.0 0.001111 0.2542405 2000000 1.6146(2)C 64� 64 160.0 0.000625 0.2525 3000000 1.6148(1)A1 24� 24 10.0 0.01 0.27942 500000 1.6149(2)IAB 32� 32 22.5 0.004444 0.264695 1000000 1.6143(1)IAB 48� 48 22.5 0.004444 0.264695 600000 1.6143(1)Table 3.6: Parameters and statistics of the simulation points on the middle LCP, where twonew parameter sets IAB and IBC have been included. As previously, the product �� is �xedto 0.1, and � is tuned to ful�ll the renormalization condition on vR.As it is clear from their de�nitions, O(�)[] and (�) are functions of primary averages andthus secondary quantities, which can not be combined appropriately in the simultaneousMC runs, so that the full histories of the measurement samples of all relevant observableswere blocked into subsamples to be averaged already during the simulations. The numericalcomputation of O(�)[] and (�) according to eqs. (3.20) and (3.23) was done in jackknife



3.3. CRITERION FOR ASYMPTOTIC SCALING OF �TOP 73set � a2�top � 104 (�) O(�)[] stat. error syst. errorA1 0.27942 2.070(17) 0.7896(8) -1.180 0.057 0.010IAB 0.264695 0.8959(65) 0.8474(10) -0.964 0.062 0.013B 0.258835 0.5488(37) 0.8806(14) -0.874 0.052 0.018IBC 0.2542405 0.2824(26) 0.9050(13) -0.759 0.143 0.018C 0.2525 0.1847(15) 0.9161(16) -0.744 0.143 0.022A1 0.27942 2.047(21) 0.7894(10) -1.017 0.071 0.012IAB 0.264695 0.9216(90) 0.8508(10) -0.795 0.099 0.013IAB 0.264695 0.9242(61) 0.8475(13) -1.107 0.140 0.016Table 3.7: Results for the observables, which characterize the quality of the scaling behaviourof the topological susceptibility. The estimates and their statistical errors come from jack-knife analyses with independent subsamples from the data of table 3.6. In � = 0:258835 (setB) the estimates on �top and (�) are only from 3 � 106 and 106 con�gurations, respectively.analyses within the jackknife samples calculated from these subsamples as for all other sec-ondary quantities on the LCPs too, and the results together with their statistical jackknifeerrors and the systematic errors owing to the statistical uncertainties in the determinationsof (�) are presented in table 3.7.The dependence of the logarithm of the dimensionless product �a2�top on the scaleparameter � is depicted in the upper diagram of �gure 3.4. In addition to the discrete datapoints, its derivatives with respect to � ,dd� ln ��a2�top� = dd� ln� + dd� ln �a2�top� = 1 +O(�)[]from eqs. (3.8) and (3.20), are recorded as slopes of the corresponding `tangents' as well. Onecan easily see that the estimates on �a2�top from direct measurements show the behaviour asprescribed by the tangents in these points, which unfortunately do not have the tendency toapproximate an horizontal slope on their passage from A to C. This is substantiated furtherby the lower diagram in the same �gure, where lnh = lnh(�) and its derivatives,dd� lnh(�) = 1h 1� d�(�)d� = �(�)from eqs. (3.13) and (3.17), are illuminated in dependence of � . After a subtraction of thecontributions linear in � , almost no discrepancies between the derivatives in the individualpoints given by the slopes of the tangents and the �nite di�erences � lnh(�)=�� containedin the polygon connecting the points A to C are visible. Hence the evolutions of �a2�top and� with � on the LCP, the latter being inferred from the demand to keep vR constant, are toa certain degree consistent with the evolutions of their derivatives. Both observations areconform with the scaling violations along the LCPs of section 3.1 made for �top=m2H before.



74 CHAPTER 3. CONTINUUM LIMIT AND TOPOLOGICAL SUSCEPTIBILITYThe error on the numerical �xing of vR via the renormalization condition (3.7) is the onlyintrinsic uncertainty left in this method. A rather conservative estimation of its inuenceon a2�top and (�) leads to the result that for a variation of vR about 0.2 %, which ismore than �ve times larger than the absolute spread of all vR{values in table 3.6 aroundtheir median vR = 1:6146, the induced changes in a2�top and (�) are below 5 % and 0.1 %,respectively, and therefore without any measurable inuence on the scaling criterion providedby O(�)[]. Since a | though not extraordinarily marked | discrepancy between �a2�topand its derivative with respect to � is still recognizable in points A1, IAB, and B on thesmallest lattices used, it is near at hand to look for possible �nite-size e�ects at least in the�rst two points by repeating the MC runs on larger lattices at otherwise identical parameters.The results of simulations with lattice extensions scaled by a factor 3=2 are displayed in thelower two rows of tables 3.6, 3.7, and in �gure 3.5, where they have been combined with theunchanged data in points B, IBC, and C. Owing to the slight shifts of a2�top and (�) inIAB outside their statistical errors compared to the smaller volume, the asymptotic scalingof �a2�top seems to have somewhat improved, but this e�ect is not signi�cant enough tosuspect a contradiction between its failure and the conceptionally perhaps more successfulscaling criterion based on the behaviour of its derivatives. In a �nal check I increased thelattice volume in IAB again by a factor (3=2)2, see the last row of table 3.6, and as can beveri�ed from the corresponding entries of the results in table 3.7, �nite-size e�ects on a2�top,(�), and O(�)[] are now negligible or even absent.Joining all these informations together, I necessarily must state that within these �ndingsthe dimensionless observable �a2�top = �top=e20 does not seem to scale in the continuum limit� ! 1 along LCP L2 either. So far, of course, the statistical accuracy of the data do notalready exclude a more optimistic possibility: In contrast to the fact that �a2�top does notapproach a constant value when passing from simulation points A to C, its slope couldstill vanish in the continuum limit and hint at asymptotic scaling of this quantity, if thetrajectory de�ned by the renormalization conditions (3.6) and (3.7) were followed beyondthe points considered here. At the moment, however, such an interpretation may be ratherimprobable and would need further explanation from some deeper insight into the problem,which is actually not available. Finite-volume e�ects for a2�top as well as for its derivativewith respect to the scale parameter � = ln�, implicitly determined by O(�)[], can notde�nitely be ruled out, but there is no fear (or better: hope) that they could change thisconclusion qualitatively. Moreover, I expect the topological susceptibility to enjoy a quitesimilar, unclear behaviour on the LCPs L1 and L3 too, once the statistical and therewithnumerical precision in these points would become proportionate to the data of L2.
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Figure 3.4: Asymptotic scaling of �top on the middle LCP L2. Upper plot: ln (�a2�top)as a function of � . Its tangents in the discrete simulation points of table 3.6 have slopes1 + O(�)[]. The dotted lines correspond to the sum of statistical and systematic errors onthis quantity. Lower plot: lnh as a function of � , whose tangents have slopes �(�).Its linear part has been partly removed by a shift with mid� , mid � (�) jset=B for bettervisualization. A more thorough discussion is found in the text.
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Figure 3.5: The same as in �gure 3.4, but with the left two points A1 and IAB substitutedby the results of the two forelast rows in table 3.7 coming from the larger lattices. While�top tends to have small �nite-volume e�ects, h = ln (4�) appears to stay less a�ected.



3.4. CONFINEMENT BY INSTANTONS 773.4 Con�nement by instantonsThis section is devoted to a nice con�nement mechanism for fractional charges in the two-dimensional abelian Higgs model, which goes back to refs. [77, 78] and can be attributedto instantons in the dilute gas approximation. Recently, it has also been worked out thatthis phenomenon is an analogue of the Aharonov-Bohm e�ect in three- and four-dimensionalabelian Higgs models [80].The force between an external pair of static quarks is most conveniently investigated bymeans of the static quark-antiquark potential extracted from large Wilson loops, which wereintroduced in section 1.2 of chapter 1 as a measure for the response of the gauge �eld to anexternal quark-like source passing around his perimeter. For the pure gauge theory in twodimensions it has been mentioned before that this potential is linear in the spacelike distanceR for any charges, i.e. the Wilson loops obey the area law, and the force, which as derivative(gradient) of the potential with respect to R is constant in this case, con�nes the externalquark-antiquark pair. In the presence of a Higgs �eld in the fundamental representationof the gauge group it is generally known [22] that the con�nement concept gets obscuredby the fact that an external source can always be screened by uctuations of the Higgs�eld. So even if the energy between the static sources starts increasing as they separate,it becomes perhaps favourable to pop a scalar particle-antiparticle pair out of the vacuum,which shields the gauge charge of the sources and prevents the energy to grow further. Butthe long-range characteristics of the static potential depends crucially on the modulus q ofthe external charges in units of the charge of the elementary scalar �eld modes e0, and onehas to distinguish between integer (q=e0 = 1) and non-integer4 values (q=e0 = 1=2). Theemerging qualitative scenario may be elucidated in reference to the continuum action ofsection 1.1, where the sign of the bare mass squared m20 decides about the `phases' of thetheory. For integer q one always expects screening behaviour. The Wilson loop obeys aperimeter law, and the force between the external charges should fall o� exponentially. Theintuitive reason is that the charges of the dynamical scalar �eld, which can materialize asa particle-antiparticle pair out of the ground state, are integer, and as a consequence, anarbitrarily wide separation of the external test charges gets energetically possible and willprobably end in subsequent processes like `hadronization' with the screening scalar chargesthemselves. The situation changes for a non-integer charges q. Owing to the distanceindependent, con�ning Coulomb force in the case m20 > 0 it is now impossible to separateparticles and antiparticles, and all resulting bound states are stable, because they can notdecay through the emission of | in two dimensions non-existent | photons. In the Higgsphase with m20 < 0, on the other hand, one would expect free external charges, which againfeel the screening e�ect of the massive vector boson in the same fashion as for integer charges.4Since in the de�nitions of gauge �eld Ax;� and �eld strength Fx the charge e0 is absorbed, see chapter 1,these two cases translate on the lattice into q = 1 and q = 1=2, respectively.



78 CHAPTER 3. CONTINUUM LIMIT AND TOPOLOGICAL SUSCEPTIBILITYHowever, in this context it is a special feature of the present model that instantonsare exclusively responsible for con�nement of fractional charges also in the Higgs region,i.e. the long-range force between external particles with q = 1=2 stays independent of theirseparations. To begin with, I will sketch the argument in the continuum �rst and discussthe numerical results from the lattice simulations later.3.4.1 Derivation in the continuumHere I orientate myself by refs. [5, 79], which the reader should consult for more details aboutinstantons and their rôle in quantum mechanics and �eld theory, apart from the literaturequoted in the introduction.Suppose that there is a dilute gas of widely separated, non-interacting instantons andantiinstantons in a �nite volume V with extensions Li, i = 1; : : : ; D. This approximation |the dilute gas approximation | presumes an instanton density, which is small enough for themean distance between instantons and antiinstantons in the system to be so large againstthe correlation length as the typical interaction range of their attractive potential that theinteractions of instantons with antiinstantons can readily be neglected. Then a saddlepointexpansion of the functional integral around the stationary point of the Euclidean action,i.e. the instanton solution of the classical �eld equations, gives for the semiclassical instantontransition rate in the continuum�inst = DYi=1 "�Sinst2� � 12 Li # D� 12 e�Sinst ; D � ����det0[�inst]det ��� ����= KVsT e�Sinst ; K � �Sinst2� �D2 D� 12 (3.30)with Vs denoting the spatial volume and Sinst the classical instanton action, which alreadyappeared in section 2.1.2 of chapter 2. The uctuation determinant D, which implicitlycontains divergent quantum corrections to be regularized, depends on the instanton con�gu-ration �inst(x) and the stable minimum �(x) of the classical scalar potential. Each zero modedue to translational invariance in the space-time directions contributes a portion (Sinst=2�)1=2to the pre-exponential factor K, and its vanishing eigenvalues, besides the negative one fromthe saddlepoint solution itself, have to be omitted for the evaluation of the primed determi-nant in the numerator. In the two-dimensional case with V = VsT = RT considered herethe instanton transition rate reads�inst = KV e�Sinst ; K = Sinst2� D� 12 : (3.31)The central point for the following is to establish a relation between the topologicalsusceptibility and this semiclassical rate:�top = 2�instV : (3.32)



3.4. CONFINEMENT BY INSTANTONS 79This may be demonstrated by writing the path integral representation of the time evolutionin a periodic potential, whose minima are associated with the vacua of di�erent topologicalcharge sectors, as a dilute-gas sum over n instantons and �n antiinstantons. If H is theHamilton operator of the system and e � � �inst for the moment, the relevant matrix elementfor a tunneling transition between an initial state jkii with Qtop = ki to a �nal state jkfiwith Qtop = kf and kf � ki = k 2 Z is, modulo a constant factor,hkfje�HT jkii = 1Xn=0 1X�n=0 1n!�n! e �n e ��n �n��n;k : (3.33)If I de�ne the function z(x) �Xk2Z 1Xn=0 1X�n=0 1n!�n! e (�+x)n e (��x)�n �n��n;k ; (3.34)its second derivative and the �{function,d2dx2 z(x) = Xk Xn;�n 1n!�n! (n� �n)2 e (�+x)n e (��x)�n �n��n;k= Xk k2 h Xn;�n 1n!�n! e (�+x)n e (��x)�n �n��n;k i ;yield the expectation value of the squared topological charge in analogy to eq. (3.27) ashk2iZ = Pk2Zk2 hkfje�HT jkiiPk2Zhkfje�HT jkii = 1z(0) d2dx2 z(x) ����x=0 : (3.35)On the other hand the seriesz(x) = Xk2ZXn;�n 1n!�n! � e �+x �n � e ��x ��n �n��n;k= Xk2Z�n��n;k exp � e �+x + e ��x 	is a product of two exponentials so thatd2dx2 z(x) = h �e �+x + e ��x�+ �e �+x + e ��x�2 i z(x) ;and eq. (3.35) together with (3.27) and e � = �inst becomesV �top = hk2iZ = 1z(0) d2dx2 z(x) ����x=0 = 2 e � = 2�inst ; (3.36)and eq. (3.32) is proven.The non-zero probability amplitudes for transitions through �nite-energy barriers be-tween homotopically inequivalent gauge-rotated vacua, which has been employed in this



80 CHAPTER 3. CONTINUUM LIMIT AND TOPOLOGICAL SUSCEPTIBILITYcalculation, expresses the well accepted fact that the true ground state of quantum gaugetheories is in�nitely degenerate. Thus it can be written as a superposition5 of all these vacua,j�i =Xk2Z e ik� jki ; (3.37)and the winding number k 2 Z labelling the homotopy classes is equal to the topologicalcharge considered so far. Except for a phase factor, the so-de�ned true vacuum j�i is invariantunder `large' gauge transformations, which interpolate non-continuously between states indi�erent homotopy classes. When inserting the Fourier representation of the �{function�nk = 12� Z 2�0 d� e�i(n�k)�into eq. (3.33) and using the exponential series, Euler's formula, and eq. (3.31) in the laststep of hkfje�HT jkii = 12�Xn;�n 1n!�n! (�inst)n (�inst)�n Z 2�0 d� e�i(n��n)� e ik�= 12� Z 2�0 d� e ik� h Xn 1n ��inst e�i��n ih X�n 1�n ��inst e i���n i= 12� Z 2�0 d� e ik� exp f 2 �inst cos � g= 12� Z 2�0 d� e ik� exp� 2KVsT e�Sinst cos � 	 ;one recognizes that there is a continuum of energy eigenvalues E(�) withhkfje�HT jkii T!1� e�E(�)T , E(�) = �2KVs e�Sinst cos � ; (3.38)which has to be identi�ed as the energy of the true vacuum eigenstate j�i in eq. (3.37).Hence, the topological susceptibility as well as the Euclidean functional integral involvingthe action S = S[A; �0] of the theoryZ D[A; �0] e�S e ik� / h�je�HT j�i / exp� 2KVsT e�Sinst cos � 	 (3.39)could be expressed via the partition function of a dilute gas of instantons in terms of thesemiclassical instanton transition rate �inst in eqs. (3.30) or (3.31).After these preparations the energy shift of the vacuum, caused by two static charges qin units of e0 with opposite sign brought into the system, is deduced from the expectationvalue h�jWqj�i of a rectangular Wilson loop Wq = Wq[A] of area A with side lengths R andT , which is the contour integralWq = Re exp�iq I@A dx�A�(x)� = Re exp�2�ik qe0� (3.40)5This is very similar to the Bloch-wave functions in the quantum mechanical treatment of the electronicband structure in crystals with periodic potentials.



3.4. CONFINEMENT BY INSTANTONS 81over its boundary @A and, in regard of eq. (1.48) of subsection 1.2.2, related to the topologicalcharge k = Qtop = e04� ZA d2x ���F��(x) = e02� I@A dx�A�(x) (3.41)inside the loop so that eq. (3.39) with Vs = R in two dimensions can be replaced byZ D[A; �0] e�SWq e ik� = Z D[A; �0] exp��S + ik�� + 2�qe0 ��= exp�2KRT e�Sinst cos�� + 2�qe0 �� : (3.42)If the dilute-gas sum over instantons and antiinstantons, which led to these approximationsof the relevant functional integrals, is split into sums over objects lying inside and outsidethe Wilson loop, while con�gurations overlapping the loop are neglected at the same time,one obtainsln h�jWqj�i = ln�R D[A; �0] e�SWq e ik�R D[A; �0] e�S e ik� �= 2K e�Sinst ��R0T 0 �RT� cos � +RT cos�� + 2�qe0 �� R0T 0 cos ��= �2KRT e�Sinst �cos � � cos�� + 2�qe0 �� ;where the space-time region outside the loop was assumed to be bordered by some larger(in principle in�nite) Wilson loop of extensions R0 and T 0, the �rst two terms come fromthe inside and outside portions of the numerator in its representation (3.42), and the lastone from the denominator according to (3.39). Therefore, the resulting contribution to thestatic potential �Vq(R) = � limT!1 1T ln h�jWqj�i= 2KR e�Sinst �cos � � cos�� + 2�qe0 �� (3.43)is proportional to the separation R between the external charges, thus linear in R with a forceof constant strength. As it stands, this equation has the interesting property that the chargesof the external test particles are completely screened by the charge of the Higgs condensateonly for integer q, whereas for non-integer q the contribution �Vq signals con�nement witha strength proportional to the topological susceptibility �top. To see this, I take � = 0,which is just the situation one encounters in the numerical analysis on the lattice of thenext paragraph, because in the MC simulations I average over all topological charge sectorswithout any weighting with the corresponding phase factors e ik�. Then (3.43) together witheqs. (3.31) and (3.32) give indeed�Vq(R) = 2KR e�Sinst �1� cos�2�qe0 �� = �topR�1� cos�2�qe0 ��



82 CHAPTER 3. CONTINUUM LIMIT AND TOPOLOGICAL SUSCEPTIBILITY= � 0 ; q=e0 = 12�topR ; q=e0 = 12 : (3.44)To summarize, non-integer external charges in the two-dimensional U(1){Higgs model arecon�ned in both the symmetric phase (m20 > 0) and the Higgs phase (m20 < 0), but withthe major di�erence that opposed to the former case, where the long-range force | comingfrom the ordinary linear Coulomb potential | is proportional to these charges, the force isexponentially small in the latter due to the prefactor in eq. (3.43), which is the typical markof an instanton e�ect. It is also worthwhile to emphasize again that the linear Coulombpotential in the normal (1+1){dimensional non-Higgs electrodynamics has to be expectedeven classically, i.e. the quantum result will survive in the limit ~! 0, if I had retained theexplicit ~{dependence in the derivation. However, as then the exponential factor in (3.43)would become e�Sinst ! e�Sinst=hbar, the linear con�ning potential of fractional charges in theabelian Higgs model | caused by instantons | is very much a non-perturbative quantume�ect.Finally, I should point out that this con�nement mechanism essentially relies on the two-dimensionality of the model and does not work in four dimensions. An heuristic explanationfound in refs. [77, 79] is based on the boundary conditions for the instanton solution inthis case, which require the gauge �elds in the limit of large spatial distances to approachpure gauges plus pieces falling o� too fast to a�ect the Wilson loop integral, whose gaugeinvariance then solely allows non-contributing instantons in the always existing directionsperpendicular to the loop.3.4.2 Numerical analysis on the latticeIn order to examine, whether the saturation of the functional integral with instantons isreproduced by the non-perturbative numerical lattice simulations, I measured Polyakov loopcorrelations Pq(R) in the LCP parameter sets of table 3.1. They were introduced in eqs. (1.41)and (1.43) of section 1.2 as Wilson loops for arbitrary external charges q = 1 and q = 1=2with extensions 1 � R � L1=2 and T = L2, i.e.Pq(R) = Wq(R; T ) ���T=L2 ; Wq(R; T ) = De iqPx2AR;T FxE ; Fx 2 [��; �) ;with AR;T � � the area of the respective Wilson loop, and the static potential was computedfrom these expectations values as claimed in eq. (1.45) of subsection 1.2.1:Vq(R) = � 1q2L2 lnPq(R) :Because of the choice of Polyakov loop correlations as Wilson loops of maximal temporalextensions, the substitution of the limit T ! 1 in the original potential de�nitions (1.34)or (3.43) by this prescription is warrantable.



3.4. CONFINEMENT BY INSTANTONS 83The static potentials obtained in this way were �tted with uncorrelated least-squares �tsto a modi�ed Yukawa ansatz of the formVq(R) = Vyuk(R) + �q; 12 �R ; Vyuk(R) = e2R2ms �1� e�amsR� ; (3.45)in which the second, linear term takes into account the expected instanton e�ects in �Vq(R)of the previous paragraph on fractional charges with q = 1=2 in the dilute gas approxi-mation. The �rst part Vyuk(R) of this ansatz is the usual Yukawa-like shape and derivesin direct analogy to the four-dimensional SU(2){Higgs case from the assumption that theunderlying particle reactions are governed by a massive vector boson exchange, see e.g. sub-section 8.2.3 in chapter 8 and refs. [88, 115]. Lowest order (tree-level) perturbation theoryin the continuum gives for ms > 0 and r � Ra > 0 the relevant contributionZ 1�1 dp2� e iprp2 +m2s = 1� Z 10 dp cos (pr)p2 +m2s = e�msr2ms (3.46)after a straightforward application of the residuum theorem. Since Pq(0) = 1 holds for thePolyakov loop correlations, the attractive potential has to meet Vq(0) = 0, and its asymp-totics (1.39) for large spacelike distances R in pure gauge theory leads to the prefactor e2Rin the �rst term of eq. (3.45), which here receives an interpretation as squared renormal-ized gauge coupling with aeR = ae0 + O(a2e20) = 1=p� + O(a2e20). Whilst the screeningbehaviour limR!1 Vyuk(R) = e2R=2ms is compatible with limR!1 V (R) = constant as it ischaracteristic for static potentials (1.34) from Wilson loops with perimeter law (1.37), onerecovers a nearly linear behaviour aVyuk(R) ' a2e2RR=2 for ams � 1 and small enough R.Hence the �t ansatz in eq. (3.45) is appropriate to verify the meaning of the �t parametersaeR as renormalized gauge coupling, ams as screening mass, closely connected to the vectorboson mass amW , and � as string tension, which now can be related through eq. (3.44) tothe topological susceptibility, q = 12 : q2�2 = a2�top ; (3.47)in the validity range of the dilute gas approximation.All �t results of the static potentials in the LCP simulation points are collected intable 3.8. In view of the continuum ansatz (3.45), which does not include any �nite-latticesize or spacing corrections, the �t intervals beginning at R = 1 could not be extended toR = L1=2. I discarded at least two of the last R{distances in dependence of reasonablevalues for �2=dof at still signi�cant statistical signal to noise ratios, and the physical lengthsof the �t intervals on a given LCP were mostly taken to be equal.The scaling of the �t parameters according to their dimensions in lattice units is generallygood, and the theoretically predicted qualitative scenario is con�rmed by the data. Moreprecisely, the static potential for integer charges (q = 1) shows screening behaviour on all



84 CHAPTER 3. CONTINUUM LIMIT AND TOPOLOGICAL SUSCEPTIBILITYq = 1 q = 1=2LCP set � ams aeR ams aeR �=8 � 104L1 A2 0.2937 0.5447(10) 0.3156(1) 0.5394(15) 0.3155(2) ' 0B 0.2607 0.2660(9) 0.15792(5) 0.2657(15) 0.1577(2) 0.039(30)C 0.253 0.1289(11) 0.07892(3) 0.1304(16) 0.0787(2) 0.026(18)D 0.250815 0.0642(18) 0.03949(2) 0.643(26) 0.0395(3) ' 0L2 A2 0.2858 0.4358(15) 0.3183(2) 0.4364(22) 0.3136(3) 1.52(14)B 0.258835 0.2053(14) 0.15806(7) 0.2175(27) 0.1540(5) 0.802(89)C 0.2525 0.0949(18) 0.07900(4) 0.1001(27) 0.0765(5) 0.241(50)D 0.25069 0.0470(18) 0.03953(3) 0.0475(31) 0.0387(8) 0.054(36)L3 A 0.2731 0.1996(33) 0.3223(4) 0.1878(24) 0.3209(3) |B 0.257 0.0730(16) 0.1582(1) 0.0542(8) 0.1569(2) |C 0.252 0.0255(12) 0.07885(7) 0.0190(6) 0.07854(7) |D 0.25055 0.0057(5) 0.03943(2) 0.0060(17) 0.03943(2) |Table 3.8: Fit results of the Polyakov loop correlations along the LCPs with jackknife errors.The simulated �{parameters correspond to the values 0.3163, 0.1581, 0.0791, and 0.0395 ofthe bare gauge coupling ae0. The values of �=8 should be compared with a2�top in table 3.3.LCPs, and the renormalization of the bare gauge ae0 = 1=p� turns out to be always verysmall. But unlike the vector boson masses amW from the L�'{correlations of table 3.2 insection 3.1, which increase for decreasing � < ��, �� being the �{value at minimal amW , thescreening masses ams continue to decrease when going from L2 to L3 too. This is in fact theexpected picture of a vanishing screening mass in the limit of pure gauge theory (� ! 0),where the inuence of the scalar �eld modes on short distances weakens before the screeninge�ect due to the very small, but still �nite screening mass at larger distances sets in again. Inthis sense, ams behaves similarly to the plaquette masses, i.e those coming from correlationsof the operators F or sinF , which seem to resemble a massless, albeit non-existent, photonin the pure gauge theory limit as will be discussed in the next chapter. On the LCPs L1and L2, which are both positioned in the Higgs region of the model, the screening massesams of table 3.8 and the vector masses amW of table 3.2 are rather consistent with eachother and ful�ll ams ' amW ' aeRvR = vR=p� + O(a2e20) with vR from table 3.1 inapproximate agreement with eq. (3.5). For a cross-check of the screening dominance in theq = 1 potentials, I also tried an ansatz with a linear term as in (3.45) with q = 1=2, however,the vanishing of the coe�cient � within its errors sustained that in this case the �t is notsensitive to such an additional degree of freedom.The static potentials for non-integer external charges (q = 1=2) possess a more complexstructure. On the LCP L3, which lies closest to pure gauge theory and is not yet supposed



3.4. CONFINEMENT BY INSTANTONS 85to comply with the dilute gas approximation, the three-parameter �ts to the shape (3.45)are not able to disentangle the leading linear contribution of the screening part Vyuk(R) forams � 1 from the explicit linearity �R so that only a two-parameter �t as for q = 1 wassuited to get stable �t results. When approaching the Higgs region � > ��, the topologicalsusceptibility �top lowers increasingly, and the assumption of a dilute gas of fewer and thuswidely separated and weakly coupled instantons and antiinstantons becomes more and morejusti�ed. Hence the instanton-induced con�nement mechanism described above comes intoplay now, and the screening behaviour of the potentials should be surpassed by a linear riseat large distances, where the instantons and antiinstantons as collective long-range modesin the system attain their strongest impact. The �t results in table 3.8 corroborate these

Figure 3.6: Lattice potentials for external static charges with q = 1; 1=2 and their �t curvesto the Yukawa ansatz (3.45). The errors of the lattice data are smaller than the plot symbols.The shown data points are representative for the LCPs L2 (upper plots), lying just in theHiggs regime, and L3 (lower plots), which is already close to pure gauge theory, while theparameter sets on the left and on the right correspond to di�erent stages of the continuumlimit on these trajectories. Some further comments are given in the text.expectations. In addition to the �t parameters aeR and ams, which agree quite well withthose of the q = 1 potentials, it was possible to resolve the string tension � with acceptablestatistical accuracy, in particular for the line L2 already lying in the Higgs regime. Thecorresponding q = 1=2 potentials display con�nement, and the �t parameters � can beidenti�ed with �top by using eq. (3.47). From a comparison with the directly measured



86 CHAPTER 3. CONTINUUM LIMIT AND TOPOLOGICAL SUSCEPTIBILITYresults on �top in table 3.3 one concludes that the numbers are fairly compatible, althoughthere is a slight quantitative discrepancy, since the values extracted from the Yukawa �tshave a trend to be larger than the former ones. This may ascribed to the neglection of anylattice corrections in the continuum-like �t ansatz and, moreover, to the fact that � itselfis, especially on L1, a genuinely small quantity, which is the more di�cult to isolate fromthe screening part | and concurrently larger | the more points are left out from the endof the maximal R{extension for the individually chosen �t intervals limited by L1=2.The analyses of the static potentials from Polyakov loop correlations are exemplarilyvisualized in �gure 3.6 for two parameter sets of the LCPs L2 and L3, respectively, whichapproach the continuum limit. Whereas the potentials Vq(R) for q = 1 show screening inthe Higgs region (upper left and right diagrams) as well as in the con�nement region close topure gauge theory (lower left and right diagrams), the linear instanton e�ect at large spatialseparations R for q = 1=2 is clearly observable in the Higgs region. This stands in contrastto the con�nement region, in which the nearly linear growth of the lattice data starting evenat smaller R is produced by very low screening mass values ams in Vyuk(R) of eq. (3.45) andnot by instantons. Note that in the case of lower ams and weaker screening the potentials area�icted with larger �nite-volume e�ects, tending to atten them with increasing distance Rin the same direction as the pure screening contribution Vyuk(R) does. Therefore, I had todiscard at least four of the last possible R{distances in the potential �ts of the pure gaugetheory like line L3. Nevertheless, the numerical con�rmation of the intrinsic interplay of thetopological excitations with the interactions between the scalar charges in the model andthe external static test charges, in particular the preservation of their con�ning force in theHiggs regime for q = 1=2, can be assessed as satisfactory.



Chapter 4Some phase structure investigationsThe following two items, which complete my studies of the lattice U(1){Higgs model in twodimensions, are keyed to its phase structure and possible similarities as well as di�erencesin comparison with the four-dimensional U(1){Higgs model, also named compact scalarQED with Higgs �eld in the fundamental representation, and the �xed length case with� = 1 comprising the two-dimensional XY{model at in�nite �. Since both models arecomprehensively documented in the literature, see for instance refs. [81, 82, 83, 86, 87, 88]and [4, 67, 68, 70], I will not go into too much technical details here and mainly concentrateon those aspects, which are relevant for the model at hand.
4.1 Comparison with the D = 4 modelAs anticipated in section 3.1 when discussing the mass spectrum of the model, the vectormass estimates amW from correlation functions of the '{link operator L�' and the plaquetteoperators F or sinF are only consistent for � > ��. Recall that ��, which will be frequentlyused from now on, denotes the crossover �{value de�ned at the minimal amW from L�'{correlations. For decreasing � < �� both the F{ and sinF{correlations weaken strongly withlikewise worse signal to noise ratios and show a decreasing mass, �nally dropping to zero,because the �2{�ts of the measured correlation functions at spacelike lattice momenta p1 = 0and p1 = 2�=aL1 to the shapes (1.59) of subsection 1.2.3 give so small prefactors A that theirexponential decays are no longer detectable. In view of the fact that in spite of the wrongparity of the spacelike plaquette sums at zero momentum in four dimensions, the plaquetteoperators at higher non-zero momenta couple to the physical photon [51], the vanishing of thecorrelations functions of the operators F and sinF would correspond to a massless photonstate in the limit of pure gauge theory (� ! 0). Within a non-perturbative MC study thiswas also found in the Coulomb phase of the four-dimensional lattice U(1){Higgs model inref. [88], which there provides the most natural way to distinguish between such a Coulomb87



88 CHAPTER 4. SOME PHASE STRUCTURE INVESTIGATIONSphase and con�nement or Higgs phases, where the photon is massive, see below1. However, asalready pointed out for the continuum model in section 1.1, a massless photon is no physicaldegree of freedom in a two-dimensional | i.e. spatially one-dimensional | theory, since itsinterpretation descends from the here missing components transversal to the direction of thegauge �eld propagation. Besides the qualitatively di�erent behaviour of the L�'{correlationsin �gures 3.1 and 3.2 | with no noticeable contributions from a massless photon-like statefor � < �� | from the plaquette correlations, the very similar �{dependence of the Higgsand vector boson masses amH and amW as extracted from the respective operators �2, L+' ,and L�' compared to the model in four dimensions [88], in particular its characteristic dips,is another exciting observation.These analogies to the compact lattice U(1){model in four dimensions, where the in-clusion of the radial mode of the scalar �eld enriches the phase landscape of the modelconsiderably, were the actual motivation for the ensuing investigations in the present case.First, I briey summarize the phase diagram of the four-dimensional model [86, 87, 88],whose lattice parametrization in terms of the gauge links Ux;� 2 U(1), � = 1; : : : ; 4, the com-plex Higgs doublet �eld 'x, and the couplings �, �, and � is identical to the two-dimensionalone in chapter 1. Emanating from the decon�nement phase transition at � = �c ' 1 in thepure gauge theory (� = 0), one has for any �xed � <1:� Coulomb phase (� > �c and � < �c)A phase with free, scalar charged states in the spectrum, which are exposed to thelong-ranged Coulomb potential (V (r) / �1=r), and a massless photon as the vectorgauge �eld coupled to the charges. Pairs of these charges can form neutral boundstates, so-called scalar- and vector-like bosonium particles.� Con�nement-Higgs phase (� < �c and � > 0 or � > �c and � > �c)The con�nement and Higgs regions are separated by a �rst oder phase transitiononly for � . O(0:1) and analytically connected for larger �{values. Both regionscontain massive counterparts of the bosonium states in the Coulomb phase, namelythe Higgs boson and a massive vector boson (photon). The latter is merged of themassive vector bosonium and the massless photon. The static potential is the short-ranged Yukawa potential (V (R) / �e�msr=r), prescribed by Wilson loops obeying theperimeter law, with a non-zero screening mass ms. Moreover, there are still importantphysical di�erences:{ Con�nement region (� < �c and � > 0)No charged states occur in the physical spectrum. The static charges are screened1As the photon is an excitation in this model, which stays massless to all orders of perturbation theoryin both phases, the generation of some non-vanishing photon mass in the con�nement-Higgs phase appearsa non-perturbative e�ect.



4.1. COMPARISON WITH THE D = 4 MODEL 89by a heavy but dynamical constituent �eld ', like mesons consisting of heavyquarks in QCD.{ Higgs region (� > �c and � > �c)Here the static charges are screened via uctuations of the scalar matter �eld ',which condensates to h'�'i = h�2i, associated with the Higgs phenomenon atwork.The transition between the Coulomb phase and the Higgs region, called the Higgsphase transition, is of �rst order for small � and weakens for increasing � and �.4.1.1 ObservablesAs the Wilson loop criterion for con�nement in the pure gauge theory fails in gauge theoriesinteracting with dynamical matter �elds, which are able to screen the con�ning linear po-tential in all phases [22], there have been proposed suitable criteria for the existence of freecharged states with �nite energy [85] and bound states of a charged particle and an externalsource [84] by means of gauge invariant two-point functions. Restricting to the former onede�nes G(R; T ) � DRe�'�yUCR;T (y;x)'x�E ; (4.1)which correlates the scalar �elds 'x and 'y over a product of gauge link variables UCR;T (y;x)around an open path CR;T (y; x) 2 � of space- and timelike extensions R � T and planardistance jy�xj = T in Euclidean time. In analogy to Wilson loops and, as pictorially inferredfrom �gure 4.1, the gauge invariant two-point function G(R; T ) measures the response of thecoupled system of gauge and matter �elds to an external charged source q. For both space-and timelike distances R and T becoming large, this function decays exponentially,G(R; T ) R;T!1� � e�amcT�aEq(2R+T ) (Coulomb phase)e�a�(2R+T ) (con�nement-Higgs phase) ; (4.2)with mc being the mass of a charged particle allowed in the Coulomb phase, and at �xed Rit behaves for large T as G(R; T ) T!1� cG(R) e�a�T (4.3)with an R{dependent coe�cient cG and � the lowest energy in the �elds screening the point-like charge q. This screening energy is known to be independent of the spatial detour R in thelattice path CR;T (y; x) and provides a sensitive order parameter exhibiting a discontinuity atthe Higgs phase transition [87], if it is compared with the perimeter law behaviour of Wilsonloops W (R; T ) in eq. (1.37) of subsection 1.2.1 in chapter 1 rewritten toW (R; T ) R;T!1� e�aEq(2R+2T ) ; (4.4)
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Figure 4.1: Open lattice path CR;T (y; x) and the corresponding product UCR;T (y;x) of paralleltransporters (directed links Ux;�) between the scalar �elds on sites x and y for the de�nitionof G(R; T ) in (4.1), if one supposes an external static charge q to be present at spatiallocations x + R and y + R with a separation T in the time direction. In the example it isR = 3 and T = 2, and in two dimensions � = 1 and � = 2.which holds in the presence of screening matter �elds. The quantityEq = 12 V (1) ; (4.5)with V (1) denoting the large R limit of the static potential2aV (R) = � limT!1 1T lnW (R; T ) = limT!1�2aEqRT + 2aEq� ; (4.6)is the lowest energy of the �elds around one external charge q, i.e. the energy in the Coulomb�eld produced by q in the Coulomb phase or the sum of the contributions from the inter-acting gauge �elds and the charged scalar matter �elds screening the external source q inthe con�nement-Higgs phase. Consequently, one expects � = Eq in the con�nement-Higgsphase, while in the Coulomb phase, where gauge invariant charged states with �nite energybelonging to the complex scalar �eld can exist, one might have � = Eq +mc � E(cq)b > Eqwith mc the `dressed' mass of the charged particle and E(cq)b � 0 its largest binding energyto an external static source q brought into the system.2For scalar �elds with unit charge considered here, the subscript q of the Wilson loops and static potentialsin the last section of the previous chapter is omitted for shorthand notation, hence q = 1 is always meant.



4.1. COMPARISON WITH THE D = 4 MODEL 91Inspired by a ratio of G(R; T ) and a proper fractional power of Wilson loops [85], whichis aimed to divide out the perimeter law factor also contaminating the decay (4.2) of theformer, the authors of ref. [87] now introduce�AC(T ) � G(0; T )W (T; T )1=4 T!1� e�a(��Eq)T (4.7)from eqs. (4.3) and (4.4), and predict for its large T limit�1AC � limT!1 �AC(T ) = � 6= 0 ; � = Eq (con�nement-Higgs phase)= 0 ; � > Eq (Coulomb phase) : (4.8)Therefore, the order parameter �1AC distinguishes the con�nement and Higgs regions from theCoulomb phase with free charges, because in the former the lowest energy � of a screenedexternal charge is equal to the lowest energy Eq of an external charge in contrast to thelatter, where an external charge can in principle exist in screened (bound) and unscreenedstates with di�erent energies � and Eq.4.1.2 Numerical analysisSince the observable constructed in this way has been successfully applied in four-dimensionalgauge-Higgs theories with SU(2){ or U(1){gauge symmetry and the scalar �eld in the fun-damental representation [113, 87] to probe the essential properties of its di�erent phases, itis natural to address how �1AC, which tests for con�nement or free charges, comes out in thetwo-dimensional model. To this end, I determined the two-point function G(R; T ) for R = 0and the square Wilson loops W (T; T ) with extensions T = 1; : : : ; L2=2 during the numericalsimulations in the LCP parameters of table 3.1 in section 3.1.When performing uncorrelated least squares �ts of the large T asymptotics of the func-tions entering eq. (4.7) to the purely exponential shapesf(T ) = A e�BT + C ; f(T ) 2 fG(0; T );W (T; T ); �AC(T )g (4.9)with the third, constant �t parameter C only in the case of the ratio �AC(T ), one identi�esthe decay constants as B = a� for G(0; T ) and B = 4aEq for W (T; T ). All the resulting �tparameters are listed in table 4.1, and I also veri�ed the R{independence of a� to satisfactoryaccuracy by a comparison with �ts of some data for G(R; T ) and R = 1. The majority ofthe �ts of the functions G(0; T ) and W (T; T ), which covered their tails of at least L2=4points from the end of the total range, were good and had small values of �2=dof. The staticpotential aV (R) at R =1 originates from the rough plateau region at large R{distances ofthe potential as it was computed from the Polyakov loop correlation with q = 1 in section 3.4of chapter 3. One can see that the energies aV (1), a�, and aEq scale appropriately with theirmass dimensions in the continuum limit along the LCPs, and in regard of the relatively small



92 CHAPTER 4. SOME PHASE STRUCTURE INVESTIGATIONSLCP set � P (R) : 12 aV (1) G(0; T ) : a� W (T; T ) : aEq �AC(T ) : �1ACL1 A2 0.2937 0.0447(1) 0.0462(1) 0.0464(1) 5.294(1)B 0.2607 0.0229(1) 0.0239(1) 0.0237(1) 5.698(3)C 0.253 0.0118(1) 0.0124(1) 0.0123(1) 5.603(3)D 0.250815 0.0059(2) 0.0064(1) 0.0061(1) 5.35(1)L2 A2 0.2858 0.0549(2) 0.0587(1) 0.0578(1) 3.754(3)B 0.258835 0.0287(2) 0.0310(1) 0.0296(1) 3.837(3)C 0.2525 0.0149(2) 0.0168(1) 0.0154(2) 3.596(7)D 0.25069 0.0074(3) 0.0087(2) 0.0077(1) 3.33(2)L3 A 0.2731 0.0930(5) 0.1122(4) 0.0935(4) 1.811(5)B 0.257 0.0515(7) 0.0643(3) 0.0523(3) 1.518(7)C 0.252 0.0295(6) 0.0393(3) 0.0284(2) 1.100(8)D 0.25055 0.023(9) 0.0259(7) 0.015(1) 0.70(1)Table 4.1: Fit results with jackknife errors along the LCPs for the observables, which weremotivated by investigations in the four-dimensional model. The potential aV (1) is takenfrom the previously computed Polyakov loop correlations for q = 1. Its large statistical errorin the lower left entry comes from the badly measurable signal of the correlations with timeseparation T = L2 = 128.statistical errors on these quantities, the relation Eq = V (1)=2 is ful�lled with su�cientaccuracy. The reason for aEq being systematically somewhat larger is that the potentialdoes not yet achieve a really constant value for R! L1=2 before its distortion by the �nitevolume, but the agreement gets slightly better, if one inserts the exact limit V (1) = e2R=2msof the large R extrapolation in the continuum �t ansatz (3.45) instead, which typically liesabove the lattice estimates.The quality of � = Eq, which would imply a vanishing �t parameter B = a(��Eq) ' 0and a non-zero constant C = �1AC > 0 for �AC(T ) as T ! 1, is excellent along L1 inthe Higgs region, however, the equality becomes rather moderate for decreasing � at �xedparameters � and � towards L3 in the con�nement region near pure gauge theory. Thisis compatible with observations made in section 3.4 for the potential from Polyakov loopcorrelations as well as in the four-dimensional models [113, 87], because then the screeningdistance of the static potential, which rises linearly with R due to an area law prevalencefor smaller Wilson loops until the shielding quanta of the scalar �eld atten it completely,is expected to exceed the maximally available size L2=2 of W (T; T ). Thus with decreasing� the �tted estimates of aEq are presumably too low on L2 and and especially on L3. Inaddition, an overestimation of a� caused by a slow approach of G(0; T ) to its asymptoticbehaviour in T is also possible. Both e�ects should reduce on lattices with larger temporalextensions. As I found stable �ts for �AC(T ) over large T{intervals throwing away only a



4.1. COMPARISON WITH THE D = 4 MODEL 93few of the smallest T{distances, it is nevertheless remarkable and parallel to the experiencesin four dimensions [113, 87] that these ratios reach their asymptotic values �1AC of table 4.1already at medium distances around T ' L2=4 for all LCPs apart from L3, for which thediscrepancies between a� and aEq shift �1AC to rear T , although the constant tail of �AC(T )still appears. These �ndings are exemplarily underlined by the curves in �gure 4.2, wherethe typical shapes of the gauge invariant ratio �AC(T ) as a function of T in the di�erentregions of bare parameter space are displayed.

Figure 4.2: Simulation results and �2{�ts of �AC(T ) to the ansatz (4.9) in parameter pointC on all three LCPs L1, L2, and L3. The statistical errors of the lattice data are smallerthan the plot symbols. Since the T !1 extrapolation leads always to values for the orderparameter �1AC, which stay de�nitely larger than zero, there is no hint at a phase transitioninto a Coulomb-like phase in the two-dimensional model. As emphasized in the text, thiswas already to be expected from theoretical arguments.Referring to the criterion in eq. (4.8), I did not discover any indication in the numericalinvestigations for a Coulomb-like free charge phase in coupling parameter space, besides thecon�nement-Higgs phase, where �1AC > 0 is complied strictly. This is fully consistent withthe physical belief that in the two-dimensional U(1){Higgs model, which does contain neither



94 CHAPTER 4. SOME PHASE STRUCTURE INVESTIGATIONScharged states nor a physical photon, a Coulomb phase as for abelian gauge theories in fourdimension is missing [22, 54]. Since the observables in table 4.1 do not show a characteristicdiscontinuity on the course from the LCPs L1 and L2 in the Higgs region (� > ��) to L3 inthe con�nement region (� < ��) at �xed � and �, there are no hints at a phase transition inthis model for �nite values of the lattice parameters.4.2 Generalization of the �xed length caseI have outlined in section 3.1 of chapter 3 that the approach to the quantum continuum limitof the two-dimensional U(1){Higgs model with variable scalar �eld length might be attainedas in eqs. (3.2) { (3.4), namely� !1 ; �! 0 ; �� = constant (4.10)for large enough �, for which the renormalization conditions on the renormalized vacuumexpectation value of the Higgs �eld vR and the Higgs to vector mass ratio RHW , imposed bya proper tuning of the hopping parameter �, arevR = p2� h�i = v ; RHW � mHmW = R : (4.11)Of course, the concrete values of the constants v andR, e.g. those actually chosen in tables 3.1and 3.2, decide about the position of the individual LCPs in bare lattice parameter space.This limit has to be carefully distinguished from the limit � !1 at �xed scalar self-coupling�, which arrives at the pure two-component �4n=2{theory on the lattice with a global U(1){symmetry and a second order phase transition at a certain � = �c.4.2.1 Phase structure of both modelsIf the limit �!1 is taken before sending � !1, the radial mode of the Higgs �eld freezesto j'xj = 1, and one obtains the XY{model, which deals with two-component classical spinsnormalized to unit lengths and nearest neighbour interactions. The global symmetry groupis O(2). In view of (1.22) of section 1.1, its action on a two-dimensional lattice in terms ofthe scalar �eld angles !x is SXY = �2�Xx2� 2X�=1 cos (!x � !x+�̂) ; (4.12)and the underlying continuous �eld theory describes a free massless scalar �eld with � asthe inverse temperature 1=T . This model undergoes the prominent Kosterlitz-Thoulessphase transition of in�nite order at �c ' 0:56 [70], and it is well established by di�erentmethods | and was already reviewed in the introduction | that this transition becomes



4.2. GENERALIZATION OF THE FIXED LENGTH CASE 95a smooth and analytic crossover for � < 1 inside the phase diagram [22, 54, 56]. Thelow-temperature phase (� > �c) of the XY{model, treated in the spin wave approximation�2� cos(!x�!x+�̂)! �(!x�!x+�̂)2, is short-range ordered, because the alignment of spinsis energetically favoured here. It predicts a power law decrease of the spin-spin correlationfunction, and free vortices are absent. The physics of the high-temperature phase (� < �c)is di�erent. In a strong coupling expansion the correlations turn out to decay exponentially,and one speaks of a dilute vortex gas as a plasma of weakly coupled vortices and antivortices.This suggests that with increasing temperature the neglection of the periodic character ofthe angle variables !x gets unjusti�ed. More precisely, one may imagine con�gurations,where the angle between the spin and a �xed direction | followed along a simple closedcurve | varies by an integer multiple n of 2�. Such a con�guration, a vortex of order n,is a topological invariant when the curve or the con�guration changes continuously, andit should be identi�ed with the centre nx � � of an extended instanton con�guration asdiscussed on the lattice in earlier sections, e.g. in 2.1 and 3.2. The long-range uctuationsof these topological excitations are assumed to combine with the spin wave uctuations andincrease the disorder in the system, �nally mediating the phase transition [4, 67, 68].My investigations in the model with variable length, which yet proves to possess a muchsimpler phase structure than its four-dimensional pendants, point to a generalization ofthe situation in the �xed length model. Although the results on the static potentials andorder parameters in sections 3.4 and 4.1 as well as the behaviour of the masses amH , amW ,their ratio RHW , and vR revealed a qualitative change in the properties of the model withgrowing � for �xed � < 1 and � > 0, none of these quantities reects any steep increaseor another distinct irregularity. Denoting the crossover value � = �� as before, the physicsin the con�nement regime at � < ��, which contains the LCP L3, is already similar to thepure gauge theory, whereas the LCPs L2 and L1 are placed in a Higgs regime at � > ��.Integer external charges are always screened. The strength of this e�ect decreases withvanishing screening mass ams in the continuum limit, but still persists as long as � < 1.Non-integer external charges feel a constant force in the con�nement regime and, owing tothe disordering inuence of a dilute ensemble of instantons and antiinstantons destroyingthe Higgs mechanism for fractional charges in two dimensions, con�nement does also hold inthe Higgs regime. Hence, both regions are continuously connected, and no phase transitionat �nite values of the lattice parameters is to be expected.This scenario can be made more rigorous by considering the topological susceptibility�top as a valuable observable most sensitive to the topological nature of the phase transitionsin the continuum limit. It is a direct measure for the vorticity, that is the density of vortex-antivortex excitations, if one neglects their short-ranged interactions and is only interestedin their long-range bearing, which produces a net topological charge in the system. I haveillustrated �top in dependence of �, both for the variable and �xed length models, in �gure 4.3.In contrast to table 3.3 and �gure 3.3 of section 3.2, where its estimates on the LCPs were



96 CHAPTER 4. SOME PHASE STRUCTURE INVESTIGATIONSgiven, the paths shown here represent cuts through these lines at �xed values of � and � inthe three-dimensional phase space spanned by the lattice parameters �, �, and �. One canrecognizes that the �{range with � > 1=4 and c � �top � c0�(PGT)top , c > 0 and 1�c0 > 0 beingarbitrarily small but strictly non-zero, will shrink to zero in the continuum limit (4.10). It is

Figure 4.3: Topological susceptibility in dependence of � at di�erent stages of the continuumlimit in the model with variable (� < 1) and �xed (� = 1) scalar �eld length. The solidlines, which are only meant to guide the eye, start with the estimate �top = 1=4�2� at � = 0in pure gauge theory, and they end in a point, where �top is already zero within its statisticalerror. The data have di�erent statistics, at least 100000 con�gurations in the upper diagramand 50000 con�gurations in the lower one.also illustrated that the breakdown of �top happens the earlier and the sharper the more onemoves in the direction of this limit. The contraction of the parameter domain with � > 1=4and �top > 0 from above is equivalent to the convergence of the LCPs to the common point



4.2. GENERALIZATION OF THE FIXED LENGTH CASE 97� = �c = 1=4, signalling a phase transition at � = 1 and � = 0. There the topologicalsusceptibility jumps from �top = �(PGT)top in a con�ning phase for � < �c with pure gaugetheory like behaviour to �top = 0 in a Higgs phase for � > �c with no free vortices, andthus exhibits a characteristic discontinuity. When confronting this with the corresponding�{dependence of �top for � = 1, see the right plot of �gure 4.3, �c = 1=4 resembles theKosterlitz-Thouless phase transition point �c ' 0:56 at � =1 in the �xed length model.Another important observation inferred from the left plot of �gure 4.3, and approximatelyfor the right one as well, is that the decay of �top = �top(�) at �xed � and � in the Higgs regionproceeds perfectly exponentially. The vortex density does not survive in the continuum limitand causes the vortices and antivortices to become in�nitely dilute and irrelevant as � !1.Once the continuum limit is reached, the theory displays the Higgs phenomenon for fractionalcharges if � > �c = 1=4, but as long as � < 1 one has �top > 0, and the con�ning forcebetween them still extends into the Higgs region with an exponential branch. This preventsany phase transition inside the phase diagram and supports the crossover picture found fromother quantities before. On these grounds, it is not surprising that the phase diagrams ofthe abelian Higgs models in two dimensions with variable and �xed scalar �eld length in�gure 4.4 look qualitatively identical.

Figure 4.4: Phase diagram of the lattice abelian Higgs model as recommended by the resultsof the investigations in this and the foregoing chapter. The evidence for a phase transition in�c = 1=4 at � =1 in the variable length model (left) is analogous to the Kosterlitz-Thoulesstransition point at � = 1 in the �xed length model (right) For notational simplicity, �cmeans here the crossover line inside the phase diagrams too.



98 CHAPTER 4. SOME PHASE STRUCTURE INVESTIGATIONS4.2.2 Classical versus quantum continuum limitIn conclusion, I want to emphasize again that in the two-dimensional abelian Higgs modelwith variable modulus of the scalar �eld, the LCPs and the evolution of the topologicalsusceptibility with � at stages increasingly close to the continuum limit give strong evidencefor a phase transition in �c = 1=4 at � = 1 and for a crossover at � < 1. As this limitrequires � to vanish simultaneously, �c = 1=4 is just the solution of eq. (1.10) in section 1.1of the �rst chapter, a2m20 = 1� 2�� � 4 = 0 ; � = 0 ;which relates the bare mass squared of the scalar �eld in the continuum action (1.3) to thelattice parameters. In this sense �c could be understood as the critical point of a classicaltheory with a symmetric phase for m20 > 0 and a broken symmetry Higgs phase for m20 < 0.The fact that the continuum limit of the lattice U(1){Higgs model in two dimensions issettled in the tree-level transition point �c = 1=4 is misleading though, because this limit isby no means approached classically as clari�ed immediately.The superrenormalizability of the theory ensures that besides v0, which involves the onlyprimitive, one-loop divergence in the 1{ or 2{point Green function, all �eld theoretic quan-tities receive �nite renormalizations. In particular, via demanding the tree-level expressionseqs. (1.13) and (1.10) to be valid up to leading order in the continuum limit of the fullquantum theory, I can write 1ap� = e0 = e0 +O(a2) (4.13)6�a2�2 = �0 = �0 +O(a2) ; (4.14)whilst the last equation restates the remark at the end of section 3.1 in chapter 3 that inthe present model this limit is not trivial, since the dimensionful self-coupling �0 in thecontinuum yet acquires a non-zero value �0. Consequently, the limits � !1 and �! 0 gowith rates proportional to 1=a2 and a2, respectively. The vacuum expectation value of thescalar �eld, however, does not behave as v20 = v20 +O(a2), but diverges logarithmically by aformal power counting argument, i.e. together with eq. (1.25) as��� (1� 2�) + 4�2� = v20 a!0� ln (a2) : (4.15)Inserting now (4.14), I obtainv20 = 6a2�0 �2 h � �+ 4�2 +O(a2) i= 24a2�0 �� 14� + 1 +O(a2) �a!0� ln (a2) ; (4.16)



4.2. GENERALIZATION OF THE FIXED LENGTH CASE 99and the scalar hopping parameter � is enforced to converge in the limit a! 0 to� = �c +O�a2 ln (a2)� ; �c = 14 : (4.17)Therefore, the way towards the continuum limit in lattice parameter space safely developsdi�erently from the behaviour � = �c + O(a2) of a classical theory, in which any of itsdivergent quantum corrections in higher orders of the loop expansion would be ignored.



SummaryI studied the zero-temperature two-dimensional U(1){Higgs model by numerical Monte Carlosimulations non-perturbatively on the lattice.Most emphasis was on those aspects, which were supposed to be related to the variablelength of the scalar �eld as an additional degree of freedom in this model compared to thecase of �xed length. As a central new result, I realized the quantum continuum limit alongappropriately de�ned lines of constant physics in the bare lattice parameter space. In fact,I noticed that this limit shows up to be qualitatively di�erent from the analogous limit inthose models, where the length of the scalar Higgs �eld is frozen.Then I focused on the scaling behaviour of the topological susceptibility in its approachtowards the continuum limit by direct evaluation of the corresponding lattice observable orig-inating from the geometrical topological charge de�nition on the lattice, and by an analysisof its derivative with respect to that coupling of the discretized theory, which parametrizes agiven line of constant physics. Whereas no de�nite statement can be made for the outcomeof the former method, I observed an at least partly improved | but still unsatisfactory |scaling of the topological susceptibility, if the latter criterion is taken into account.Moreover, I addressed the question, whether there is a phase transition line in the latticemodel, which extends from the boundary of the phase diagram into its interior while sep-arating physically distinct regions. After an numerical investigation of some possible orderparameters and of con�nement of external non-integer charges caused by instanton e�ects,I did not discover any signal for such a transition at �nite and non-zero values of the latticeparameters. All the simulation results revealed instead that a smooth crossover between twocontinuously connected regimes occurs, which display typical characteristics of Higgs- andcon�nement-like phases of the theory in the continuum.Finally, as a further striking insight into the physics of the U(1){Higgs model in twodimensions, the evidence for the absence of a real phase transition can basically be tracedback to a similar collective behaviour of its uctuating topological excitations on both sidesbeyond the envisaged crossover line, and in this respect one is only able to distinguishrigorously between them, when the continuum limit is reached exactly.The last conclusions are in general agreement with the already known phase structureof the lattice abelian Higgs model with �xed length of the scalar �eld.100



Part II:The 4D SU(2){Higgs Model



Chapter 5The model and its setup for theelectroweak phase transitionIn this chapter I introduce the conventional continuum and lattice formulations of the model[19, 114, 115], with special emphasis on its use for the numerical investigations of the �nite-temperature electroweak phase transition (EWPT) presented in this second part of my work.Since the lattice version of the four-dimensional SU(2){Higgs model has been subject ofnumerous publications for many years [112, 113, 117, 118, 119], I will only give a briefsurvey of the central aspects without any claim to be complete. Formally, the model looksvery similar to the two-dimensional one with U(1){gauge symmetry studied in the �rst part.5.1 Continuum and lattice modelAs a formal transcription of the two-dimensional model in chapter 1 to the non-abelian case,the continuum action of the four-dimensional SU(2){Higgs model readsS[A;�] = Z d4xL(x) (5.1)with the Lagrange density made up by the pure gauge part and a locally SU(2){invariantscalar part with quartic self-coupling:L(x) = 12 Tr�F��(x)F��(x)� +D��+(x)D��(x) + �0��+(x)�(x)� v20�2 : (5.2)Now the Higgs doublet �eld �(x) is a two-component complex column vector transforminglike the fundamental representation of the gauge group SU(2), which interacts through thecovariant derivative D� = @� � igA�(x), g being the bare gauge coupling, with the gauge�eld A�(x) 2 SU(2). The �eld strength is F��(x) = @�A�(x) � @�A�(x) + [A�(x); A�(x) ],�; � 2 f1; : : : ; 4g, and v0 is the bare, tree-level vacuum expectation value of the Higgs �eld,v20 = 2m2H;0�0 ; m20 � �12 m2H;0 ; (5.3)102



5.1. CONTINUUM AND LATTICE MODEL 103if m0 > 0 and mH;0 > 0 denote the bare scalar masses in the symmetric and Higgs phase,respectively1. Finally, the bare gauge vector boson mass mW;0 in the broken symmetry phaseand its dimensionless ratio to the Higgs mass are identi�ed to bem2W;0 = v20g24 ; R2HW;0 � m2H;0m2W;0 = 2�0g2 (5.4)in close analogy to eqs. (1.6) { (1.8) in section 1.1 of the �rst part.The lattice action of the model is obtained in analogy to eqs. (1.9) and (1.10) by substi-tuting a�(x) = p2��x ; �0 = �4�2 ; a2m20 = 1� 2�� � 8 (5.5)in the scalar sector, and the complex-valued 2
 2 matrices 'x in electroweak isospin spacede�ned as �x =  �x;1�x;2 ! =  ��x;2 �x;1���x;1 �x;2 ! 01 ! � 'x 01 ! (5.6)represent the Higgs �eld residing on the lattice sites x 2 �. Its four independent realcomponents can be identi�ed from the expansion 'x = �x;0�0 + iP3r=1 �x;r�r by the Paulimatrices �r, r = 1; 2; 3, �0 � 12
2, and satisfy '+x = �2'Tx �2. The discretization of the gaugesector involving the link variables Ux;� 2 SU(2), i.e.Ux;� = e iAx;� = exp(iga 3Xr=1 Ar�(x) �r2 ) (5.7)in dependence of the generators �r=2 of the Lie algebra of SU(2), is provided by the Wilsonaction built up from the elementary plaquettes in �gure 1.1 with the substitution U�1x;� = U+x;�,Up = Ux;�� � Ux;�Ux+�̂;�U+x+�̂;�U+x;� (5.8)to be summed over x 2 � and 1 � � < � � 4, and the dimensionless coupling� = 4g2 : (5.9)Hence, the action of the four-dimensional SU(2){Higgs model on isotropic lattices isS[U; '] = Sg[U ] + S�[U; '] (5.10)Sg[U ] = �Xp �1� 12 TrUp� (5.11)S�[U; '] = Xx2��12 Tr �'+x'x�+ � � 12 Tr �'+x'x�� 1 �2 � � 4X�=1 Tr �'+x+�̂Ux;�'x�� :(5.12)1Here the bare scalar self-coupling �0 di�ers by a factor 4! = 24 from the conventions used in section 1.1of the �rst part.



104 CHAPTER 5. THE MODEL AND ELECTROWEAK PHASE TRANSITIONFrom '+x'x = �2x12
2 = �2x12
2 it follows that the scalar �eld can be decomposed into lengthand angular variables according to'x = �x�x ; �x 2 R�0 ; �x 2 SU(2) ; (5.13)which is often useful in the numerical simulations. Then eqs. (5.10) { (5.12) get modi�ed toS[U; '] = �Xp �1� 12 TrUp�+Xx2���2x + � ��2x � 1�2 � � 4X�=1 �x+�̂�xTr ��+x+�̂Ux;��x�� ; (5.14)while the meaning of the lattice parameters �, �, and the scalar hopping parameter � is thesame as for the abelian case in the previous chapters. This reects that the lattice theory isentirely formulated in terms of gauge invariant variables, which are the scalar length �x andthe link Vx;� � �+x+�̂Ux;��x. Both of them describe physical degrees of freedom, namely Vx;�corresponds to the gauge vector boson (W ) and �x to the Higgs boson (H).In the introduction I have argued that at physical Higgs boson masses around 80 GeVand larger, where the �rst order nature of EWPT gets substantially weaker or even mayvanish, the lattice sizes needed for �nite-temperature simulations on isotropic lattices areout of the scope of the present numerical resources. Therefore, the simple idea for thisrange of parameters is to study �nite-temperature �eld theory on anisotropic | sometimessynonymously called asymmetric | lattices with di�erent spacings as and at in spatial andtemporal directions, respectively, characterized by the lattice spacing anisotropy parameter� � asat : (5.15)This method has the additional advantage that it makes an independent variation of thetemperature T and the physical volume V = a3sat
, 
 the total number of lattice points,possible.On an anisotropic lattice the isotropic action in eqs. (5.10) { (5.14) straightforwardlygeneralizes to the piecesS[U; '] = �sXsp �1� 12 TrUsp�+ �tXtp �1� 12 TrUtp�+Xx2��12 Tr �'+x'x�+ � � 12 Tr �'+x'x�� 1 �2��s 3X�=1 Tr �'+x+�̂Ux;� 'x�� �tTr�'+x+4̂Ux;4 'x��= �sXsp �1� 12 TrUsp�+ �tXtp �1� 12 TrUtp�



5.1. CONTINUUM AND LATTICE MODEL 105+Xx2���2x + � ��2x � 1�2 � �s 3X�=1 �x+�̂�xTr ��+x+�̂Ux;� �x���t�x+4̂�xTr��+x+4̂Ux;4 �x�� ; (5.16)in which the link and site variables Ux;� and 'x in spatial and temporal directions, as well asthe spacelike and timelike plaquettes Usp and Utp have to be distinguished. Since di�erentlattice spacing anisotropies � should represent di�erent but equivalent lattice regularizationsof the same model, the di�erent coupling parameters in spatial and temporal directions, �s,�t, �s and �t, arise here in a natural way. If one requires the action of the continuum modelto be recovered in the classical continuum limit, that is as ! 0 and at ! 0 at �xed �, one isnow led to identifypasat �(x) = p2�s�x ; �0 = �4�2s� ; a2sm20 = 1� 2��s � 6� 22� (5.17)�s = 4� 1g2s(�) ; �t = 4� 1g2t (�) ; (5.18)see eqs. (5.5) and (5.9), with g2 = g2s(�) = g2t (�) only for � = 1. It is useful to introduce thehopping parameter � and the inverse gauge coupling squared � as�2 = �s�t ; �2 = �s�t ; (5.19)and again one has the bare gauge coupling g, the bare scalar mass m0, and the bare quarticscalar self-coupling �0 being the parameters of the original continuum theory given throughthe Lagrangian (5.2). The so-called coupling anisotropies de�ned as� �s�t�s ; � �r�t�s (5.20)are functions of � and obey for free �elds and thus on the tree-level also for interacting �eldsthe identity � = � = � : (5.21)However, the anisotropies � and � receive quantum corrections, which generically might en-close perturbative contributions in higher orders of the loop expansion and non-perturbativee�ects too. Both will be addressed in chapter 8 of this work.Eqs. (5.17) { (5.21) yield tree-level relationships between the isotropic and anisotropiccouplings via the condition that the naive continuum limits of the corresponding latticeactions (5.14) and (5.16) are the same, which means to satisfyg2 j iso = g2 j aniso (5.22)a2tm20 j iso = a2sm20�2 ���� aniso ; �0 j iso = �0 j aniso : (5.23)



106 CHAPTER 5. THE MODEL AND ELECTROWEAK PHASE TRANSITIONWhen adding proper subscripts for the moment, these relations read�a = �i (5.24)1�2 ��1� 2�i�2a�2i � � ��a � 6� 2�2 � = 1� 2�i�i � 8 ; �a = ��a�i �2 �i� (5.25)and can be helpful for a �rst guess of reasonable anisotropic simulation parameters, if the setof lattice parameters f�i; �i; �ig referring to an isotropic lattice situation is somehow knownin advance. Using eqs. (5.19) { (5.21), the bare Higgs and gauge boson masses in (5.3)and (5.4) translate into expressions in terms of the lattice asymmetry � and the anisotropiclattice parameters, m2H;0 = �2m20 = � 2a2s � 1� 2�� � � 6� 2�2 � (5.26)m2W;0 = m2H;0�22��� ; R2HW;0 = 2����2 : (5.27)The vanishing of the former already determines the phase transition point as the value ofthe critical hopping parameter � = �c at zeroth order (tree-level) in the couplings. Setting� = 1 in these equations, everything reduces to the familiar constellation on isotropic latticeswith identical lattice spacings as = at = a in all directions.5.1.1 Basic observablesIn order to introduce the primary quantities, which are relevant for my numerical investiga-tion of the SU(2){Higgs model, the action (5.16) is together with eqs. (5.17) { (5.20) easilyarranged to S[U; '] =Px2� Sx, where the lattice action per siteSx = 6�Ppl;x +Rx + �Qx � 8�L';x (5.28)consists of the length variables of the Higgs �eldRx � 12 Tr �'+x'x� = �2x ; Qx � (�2x � 1)2 ; (5.29)of the weighted sum of the plaquette contributions Ux;�� = Ux;�Ux+�̂;�U+x+�̂;�U+x;� lying in thespace-space and the space-time planesPpl;x = 16 � 3� Ppl;s;x + 3�Ppl;t;x� (5.30)Ppl;s;x � 13 X1��<��3 �1� 12 TrUx;��� ; Ppl;t;x � 13 X�=1;3 ; �=4�1� 12 TrUx;��� ; (5.31)and of the weighted sum of the space- and timelike componentsL';x = 14 � 3� L';s;x + �L';t;x� (5.32)



5.1. CONTINUUM AND LATTICE MODEL 107L';s;x � 13 3X�=1 L';x� ; L';t;x � L';x4 (5.33)of the '{link operator de�ned asL';x� � 12 Tr �'+x+�̂Ux;�'x� = 12 �x+�̂�xTr ��+x+�̂Ux;��x� : (5.34)In thermodynamic language the expectation values of the gauge invariant local operatorsPpl;x, Qx, and L';x are the densities of those extensive quantities, which are assigned to thebare couplings �, �, and � entering the partition function of the lattice system through itsaction. Eqs. (5.28) { (5.34) also cover most of the observables, whose expectation values arecalculated during the program runs2. They only have to be averaged over the (eventuallyspace- or timelike) lattice volume before, as sketched in section A.3 of appendix A. For� = � = � = 1 the action Sx and operators contained in simplify to their well known formson isotropic lattices. Hence the implication of the extensive discussion concerning the MCsimulation of the four-dimensional SU(2){Higgs model in refs. [135, 137, 139] and partly insection 5.3 carries over directly to the anisotropic lattice case.The non-perturbatively renormalized masses of the theory are extracted from the ex-ponential decays of correlation functions at zero transverse, i.e. spatial momentum in timedirection, whose de�ning gauge invariant local operators were averaged within each timesliceover the transverse lattice volume �rst. This has already been drafted in some detail for thetwo-dimensional U(1){Higgs model in subsection 1.2.3 of chapter 1, and its general messagedoes apply on principle to the more complicated situation of four dimensions too. With thestandard notations adopted there, J : spin, P : parity, and C: charge conjugation parity,the particle spectrum of the model contains the Higgs boson as an isoscalar spin{0 statewith quantum numbers JPC = 0++ and the gauge vector (W ) boson, which is an isovectorspin{1 state with quantum numbers JPC = 1��. Appropriate operators in the Higgs channel[112, 114, 135] are the site variable Rx = �2x and the link variable L';x� = 12 Tr �'+x+�̂Ux;�'x�,where a summation over the | at least three spatial | components of the latter to a scalaroperator L';x as in eq. (5.32) ensures the symmetrization of the spacelike directions. In thevector channel I similarly use the composite link �elds [19, 112, 114, 135], constructed fromthe Pauli matrices as projections onto the three di�erent basis directions in weak isospinspace, Wx;rk � 12 Tr��r�+x+k̂Ux;k�x� ; r; k = 1; 2; 3 : (5.35)While due to lattice symmetry only the diagonal correlators (r = k) are non-zero for theisotropic setting and can thus be averaged to Wx = 13P3r;k=1Wx;rk before extracting themasses, also the non-diagonal correlators (r 6= k) are non-vanishing on anisotropic latticesand will contribute to theW{mass. The correlation functions of these quantities are expectedto fall o� in the same way as suggested by the �t ansatz (1.59). Unlike the W{boson mass2The traces are conveniently normalized by Tr12
2 = 2.



108 CHAPTER 5. THE MODEL AND ELECTROWEAK PHASE TRANSITIONamW , for which a two-parametric form without constant is su�cient thanks to hWx;rki = 0,a full three-parameter �t is necessary to calculate the Higgs mass amH in lattice units.I also measured planar on-axis Wilson loops, which allow to compute the potentialenergy of an external static SU(2){doublet charge pair separated in space by a distanceR. Restricting myself to space-time extensions R and T on isotropic lattices for notationalreasons, the corresponding formulas in the abelian case in two dimensions, compare withsubsection 1.2.1 of chapter 1, read hereW (R; T ) � �12 TrUCR;T� ; aV (R) = � limT!1 1T lnW (R; T ) ; (5.36)where UCR;T stands for the ordered link product around a rectangular closed path CR;T 2 �with elongations R�T as it was visualized within �gure 1.1 in the same chapter part of thiswork. The Polyakov loop is the expectation value of the gauge link product along a line ofmaximal length L4 = Lt in time direction,LP � * 1L1L2L3 Xx 12 Tr L4Yx4=1Ux;4!+ ; (5.37)and can serve as an order parameter for the phase transition between con�nement (jLPj = 0)and the decon�nement phases (jLPj 6= 0) in gauge theories at �nite temperature [17, 19].5.1.2 Finite temperature and phase diagramThe general formalism of �nite-temperature �eld theory [6, 94] relies upon the formal equiv-alence between Euclidean quantum �eld theory | originating from a Wick rotation ofMinkowski space to imaginary times | and a system of classical statistical mechanics inD dimensions, which substantiates in the representation of thermal expectation values byfunctional integrals over a �nite time extent 1=T . When translating these concepts to thelattice regularization [19], one has to utilize asymmetric lattices with spacelike extensionsmuch larger than the temporal extension, Ls � Lt, s 2 fx; y; zg, in order to imitate thethermodynamic limit Ls ! 1 for all Ls. Then the physical temperature is given by thetimelike lattice extension as T = 1aLt ; (5.38)and for Lt ! 1 at constant lattice spacing a one recovers T = 0 physics. Since thecontinuum limit of the SU(2){Higgs model is believed to be trivial, see below, it goes alonglines of constant physics (LCPs) approaching the scaling region of the model, where thecuto� e�ects and potential scaling violations are very small. These are renormalization grouptrajectories in the bare lattice parameter space, on which dimensionless physical quantities,typically couplings and masses, are held �xed and ideally only a is varying. Therefore thecontinuum limit at �nite temperature is realized as a! 0 with T �xed, which means Lt !1



5.1. CONTINUUM AND LATTICE MODEL 109in practice. The temperature in physical units is obtained by relating it to some dimensionfulquantity like a particle mass m(phys)[GeV], whose dimensionless number am(phys) in latticeunits should have been calculated from numerical simulation results before:T (phys)[GeV] = m(phys)[GeV]am(phys)Lt : (5.39)In the SU(2){Higgs model the physical mass scale is set by the experimentally known valueof the vector boson mass m(phys)[GeV] � mW = 80 GeV at zero temperature.For anisotropic lattices with lattice spacing anisotropy parameter � = as=at the identi�-cation (5.38) becomes T = 1atLt = �asLt ; (5.40)which allows for continuous changes of the temperature by varying the lattice spacinganisotropy � > 1 at �xed temporal extension Lt. Moreover, �nite-temperature simulationsneeding large physical volumes at the same time can be ensured by choosing � > 1 too,whereas the temperature stays controllable through Lt � Ls, and the continuum limit isfurther on achieved as Lt ! 1. This is exactly the situation one encounters in the MCanalyses of the EWPT, if scaling investigations, continuum extrapolations, or simulations atlarge Higgs boson masses around mH � 80 GeV are concerned.Let me sketch the schematic phase structure of the four-dimensional SU(2){Higgs modelwith a fundamental scalar doublet �eld as it is established by extensive numerical studies.To begin with, I consider zero temperature �rst [19, 95]. In general there is phase transitionsurface �c = �c(�; �) in lattice parameter space spanned by � and �, which separates thecon�nement phase at � < �c from the Higgs phase at � > �c. The limiting cases are identicalto those of the U(1){Higgs model in two dimensions collected in section 1.3 of the �rst part.For � = 0 the model reduces to pure gauge theory with a single con�nement phase, and for� = 1, i.e. g2 = 0 from eq. (5.9), one is left with pure scalar systems in four dimensionspossessing a global O(4){invariance. These are known as the non-linear sigma model inthe �xed length case with � = 1 and as the four-component �4n=4{theory for � < 1,which both exhibit a second order phase transition. Assuming � < 1 and � < 1 fromnow on, the symmetric phase (� < �c) and the phase with spontaneously broken symmetry(� > �c) of the �4n=4{theory are continued to the interior of the parameter space leadingto the just mentioned con�nement and Higgs phases, respectively. Resembling QCD, theformer is characterized by `color' gauge �elds con�ning the scalar matter particles (`quarks')into massive singlet bound states, while in the latter, where the Higgs mechanism is at work,the gauge bosons acquire their masses owing to the non-zero vacuum expectation value ofthe scalar �eld. This is a non-perturbative phenomenon, which renders the three masslessGoldstone modes of the �4n=4{theory massive via mixing with | or being `eaten' by | thegauge vector bosons resulting in the W{boson with mass mW . The radial degree of freedomof the scalar �eld gives rise to the Higgs boson with mass mH .



110 CHAPTER 5. THE MODEL AND ELECTROWEAK PHASE TRANSITIONThe transition surface �c(�; �) is of �rst order with a drastic, thus discontinuous, jumpof physical quantities like, for instance, the mass ratio RHW = mH=mW , and its strengthgrows for decreasing � and decreasing but not too small �. For large enough � and small �the surface has a boundary with (continuous) second order phase transitions. Beyond thisedge | and in agreement with [21, 22] | the two phases become analytically connectedregions without any local gauge invariant order parameters distinguishing them. Hence,the completely massive particle spectrum and other physical properties below and above�c(�; �) look qualitatively very similar. At these values of � and � the Higgs and W{bosonexcitations below �c(�; �) are bound states of scalar constituents, and in strict sense, thecon�nement and Higgs regimes belong to the same phase of the theory [19, 22], however,quantitative di�erences still persist.At high temperatures T raised above the scale of the scalar vacuum expectation value,the spontaneous symmetry breaking disappears so that the symmetry of the vacuum getsrestored. The Higgs mechanism is no longer operational, and the symmetry restored con-�nement phase goes through the electroweak phase transition (EWPT) into the Higgs phase,when the temperature is cooled down below a certain transition temperature Tc. On T > 0lattices with Lt � Ls, the con�nement-Higgs phase transition surface �c(�; �) at �nite tem-peratures slightly shifts towards larger �{values relative to the transition at T = 0. This isillustrated in �gure 5.1. The �nite-temperature decon�nement phase transition of pure gaugetheory (� = 0) is of second order and passes to larger � as T is released. For rising � > 0 itextends into the phase diagram as a rapid crossover moving to lower � and terminating atsome � deep in the con�nement region, long before the con�nement-Higgs phase transitionline at �xed � is reached [19, 97, 118]. From the preservation of the T = 0 behaviour independence of � and � one may conclude that the EWPT weakens with � and likewise RHWincreasing, if by a proper choice of � a de�nite value is assigned to the renormalized gaugecoupling, and it presumably turns into a smooth crossover.In order to perform the continuum limit, one has to remove the lattice cuto� by requir-ing am ! 0 for any physical mass m in units of the lattice spacing a = a(�; �; �). Sincethe couplings in the electroweak sector, with the exception of the SU(2){gauge coupling,are not asymptotically free, the Gaussian �xed point at vanishing couplings is ultravioletunstable and not suited for the de�nition of a continuum limit, to which the LCPs of thetheory converge. On the other hand, it is well accepted from the non-perturbative latticeinvestigations that there exists no non-trivial ultraviolet �xed point at non-vanishing cou-plings to de�ne a non-trivial continuum limit, i.e. the renormalized quartic self-coupling �Rful�lls lima!0 �R(�; �; �) = 0. This implies the continuum limit in the SU(2){Higgs sectorof the standard model to yield a trivial, non-interacting theory. As far as the continuumlimit is not yet entirely performed (am > 0), one can show that the renormalizability ofthe theory entails �R to have an upper bound going only logarithmically with a ! 0 tozero, and consequently, there exist e�ective theories with non-zero renormalized quartic and
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Figure 5.1: Upwards shift from the full to the dashed line of the �rst order phase transitionbetween the con�nement and the Higgs phase, when switching on �nite temperature T > 0on the lattice via Ls � Lt. The dotted line indicates the position of the decon�nement phasetransition, probably only a crossover inside the phase diagram for � > 0, and P is a possiblephysical point at zero temperature with weak gauge coupling in the Higgs phase.gauge couplings and very high but �nite momentum cuto�s, whose inuence on the physicsprove to be negligibly small. In the numerical simulations of the SU(2){Higgs model, thelargest tolerable �nite-lattice e�ects at lower cuto�s before the theory looses its sense givean upper triviality bound of mH . 9mW on the Higgs boson mass [19, 116]. Finally, oneshould bear in mind that also the Yukawa couplings of the fermions to the Higgs �eld, whichare in principle weak compared to the SU(2){gauge and scalar quartic couplings and donot change the common picture considerably, provide a cuto�-dependent restriction on therenormalized couplings, originating from radiative corrections generated by them. These en-large �R and imply the so-called vacuum stability lower bound on the Higgs mass dependingon the strength of the Yukawa couplings3. This manifests itself in the fact that the scalar3Do not confuse it with the positive lower bounds on RHW and �R in eq. (5.42), which are a consequenceof the Weinberg-Linde bound on the Higgs boson mass in the weak gauge coupling limit g2 ! 0 [19, 124].



112 CHAPTER 5. THE MODEL AND ELECTROWEAK PHASE TRANSITIONvacuum expectation value of the Higgs �eld appears to be unstable at large scales, hence theinstability occurs at the cuto� of the lattice-regularized quantum �eld theory [19, 123].5.2 Fixing the parametersThe choice of the bare lattice parameters �, �, and � is induced by demanding physicalquantities to have some desired values borrowed from the situation faced in nature. Thisparameter tuning is conventionally done at zero temperature in the Higgs phase, where thenumerical simulations and especially the calculation of the particle masses is feasible.The electroweak SU(2){gauge coupling �W � g2R=4�, with gR the renormalized coun-terpart of the bare coupling g entering the action (5.2) of section 5.1, is �xed by setting� = 8:0, which corresponds to g2 = 0:5 in regard of eq. (5.9). It leads to g2=4� ' 0:04and g2R=4� still rather close to the experimentally observed value of �W ' 0:04, because thenon-perturbative renormalization in g2 is of roughly 10% � 15% upward tendency in therelevant parameter range of interest [115, 134, 135, 137]. Another experimental input is thevector boson mass value of mH = 80 GeV used to convert lattice into physical units. The�xing of the Higgs mass value in lattice units amH basically amounts to specify the barequartic coupling �, and this enables to prescribe the dimensionless Higgs to vector mass ratioRHW � mHmW (5.41)independently. Together with g2R both quantities automatically �x the renormalized quarticcoupling �R through their relationsa2m2H = 8�Rv2R ; a2m2W = g2Rv2R4 ; R2HW = 32�Rg2R (5.42)to the renormalized vacuum expectation value of the Higgs �eld vR in direct analogy toeq. (3.5) of section 3.1 in the abelian case. Since the renormalization at T = 0 is, to a goodapproximation, already achieved by �xing � and �, a change in the scalar hopping parameter� mainly reects in a change of the lattice spacing a and therefore, assuming the physicalspace volume to be large enough such that its change with a3 is not important, essentiallyin the physical temperature T = 1=aLt on T > 0 lattices with Ls � Lt, if one crosses thephase transition point by varying � alone.Hence, the strategy for all �nite-temperature studies within the four-dimensional SU(2){Higgs model may be summarized as follows. In a �rst step, after �xing the bare couplings �and � as described above, the critical temperature Tc > 0 is imposed via a given temporallattice extension Lt = 2; 3; : : : as Tc = 1=aLt, and the system is tuned to reside in T = Tcby determining the phase transition point in � = �c with one of the methods employed inthe next chapters. Then the non-perturbatively renormalized quantities RHW and g2R haveto be determined by the results of T = 0 simulations in exactly this �{value on lattices with



5.2. FIXING THE PARAMETERS 113geometries Lt � Ls, i.e. at the phase transition points just gained on the �nite-temperaturelattices. The masses in both particle channels are extracted from the exponential decaysof appropriate correlation functions, see sections 1.2 and 5.1.1, and the renormalized gaugecoupling is computed from the (screened) static Yukawa potential of external charges comingfrom Wilson loops as in refs. [135, 137, 141] and subsection 8.2.3 of chapter 8. In the end,mW = 80 GeV sets the physical scale a for all dimensionless quantities in lattice units.The procedure is in fact consistent with the (non-perturbative) renormalization at zerotemperature in the Higgs phase announced at the beginning, since from the discussion ofthe phase structure, joined with �gure 5.1 in the previous section, it should be clear thatthe �nite-temperature critical points � = �c at T = 0 always belong to the symmetrybroken Higgs phase. In this context it is also noteworthy that the use of the physical gaugecoupling �W as input causes the �nite-temperature EWPT at � ' 8 to occur betweenthe decon�nement and Higgs regions in the phase diagram. Because of the shift of thedecon�nement phase towards larger �{values as Lt ! 1 is taken to reach the continuumlimit while keeping the physical situation �xed, the EWPT continues to take place betweenthese two regions and does not interfere with the remnant of the pure gauge theory transition.As emphasized at several times throughout this work, the continuum limit of quantum�eld theories on the lattice is taken along LCPs in bare parameter space, which reproducethe same physical theory with increasing accuracy apart from possible scale braking latticeartifacts. Respecting the triviality of the continuum limit in the SU(2){Higgs model eluci-dated in the foregoing section, it is to be understood as the approach to the scaling region,where the approximation of an e�ective continuum cuto� theory is expected to be very goodin the low energy regime with momenta jpj � �=a, and where the inuence of the �niteultraviolet cuto� is negligible. Since the renormalized couplings vanish only logarithmicallywith the lattice spacing, the LCPs in this model de�ning the continuum limit with non-zerorenormalized couplings are realized by keeping the values of the two dimensionless and in-dependent physical (renormalized) coupling constants g2R and �R, or actually g2R and RHWthrough eq. (5.42), �xed, and | as thus the ratio mW=Tc = amWLt is constant on a givenLCP | the related evolution of the bare couplings g2 and �0 with the lattice spacing a onthese paths is parametrized by � � � ln(amW ) characterizing the lattice resolution. Everysuch LCP with non-zero couplings ends on the boundary of the bare parameter space atsome �nite � = �max, but if mH is not close to the triviality upper limit 9mW , the valueof �max can be very large, and with the lattice artifacts going to zero by powers of a, thecontinuum theory is very well approximated [19].Due to the continuum limit a ! 0 being pursued as Lt ! 1, any ow in a has to becompensated by according changes in the parameters � and �, whose values when movingfrom Lt to Lt +1 can now be estimated with the aid of the one-loop perturbative renormal-ization group equations in the continuum [117, 134, 135, 137]. The integration of this systemof coupled partial di�erential equations, which starts at the transition points of the Lt = 2



114 CHAPTER 5. THE MODEL AND ELECTROWEAK PHASE TRANSITIONlattices, yields the values of g2 and �0 for the transition points of lattices with temporalextensions Lt = 3; 4; : : : at distances �� = ln(amW )jLt=2 � ln(amW )jLt = ln(Lt=2) in thescale parameter. A perturbative prediction for the change in � is obtainable through theone-loop perturbative gauge invariant e�ective potential [135, 137]. However, its relativechange along the LCPs is much smaller than for the parameters � and �, and as shown inrefs. [136, 137, 139], a su�ciently precise estimate for the critical point in �c is only avail-able by numerical methods, although the �c{values resulting from the renormalization groupanalyses are still useful for guiding the MC simulations.5.3 Numerical simulationIn my Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of the four-dimensional SU(2){Higgs model I apply anoptimized combination of heatbath and overrelaxation algorithms. Owing to the small valuesof the scalar self-coupling �, which actually �x the size of the Higgs mass, large uctuationsof the scalar �eld modulus �x occurring in the Higgs phase cause the expectation values ofthe operators �2 and L' to have the largest integrated autocorrelations times �int, whereasobservables like plaquette or Wilson loops involving only the gauge links Ux;� always showthe smallest autocorrelations. These are usually much lower in the symmetric phase than inthe Higgs phase at the same parameters and lattice extensions.As shown in refs. [178, 134, 135], the replacement of the ergodic Metropolis steps inthe gauge as well as in the scalar sector with the appropriate and more e�cient heatbathalgorithms for Ux;� and 'x, supplemented by an overrelaxation for the Higgs �eld length�x, already improves the behaviour of the autocorrelations considerably, often by factors upto O(1000) in some regions of bare lattice parameter space. The latter two algorithms areshortly described in section A.2.2 of appendix A. The optimal ratio among the availableheatbath and overrelaxation algorithms called during a complete sweep was suggested in[135] to be the combination given in the upper row of table 5.1. This mixture, whichgenerically depends on the range of the lattice parameters and the lattice size, resulted inminimal �int{values for the operator Rx = �2x at a nearly constant amount of CPU time inall parameter set under study. Of course, in the metastability region around the transitionpoint of a �rst order phase transition at non-zero temperature, where the tunneling ratebetween the two phases is exponentially suppressed for any local updating algorithm, theautocorrelation times may still grow dramatically beyond those values observed deeper inthe symmetric and Higgs phases or at T = 0 (`supercritical slowing down').I want to quantify these statements for the autocorrelations in the applied �nite-temperature simulations of two-phase systems discussed in the following chapters [139]. Inparticular, the introduction of the simultaneous overrelaxation of all four cartesian compo-nents of the Higgs �eld [179], instead of the Higgs �eld length-overrelaxation as proposed



5.3. NUMERICAL SIMULATION 115in [178], see section A.2.2 again, has substantially reduced the integrated autocorrelationtime �int further. In this way I gained factors of 3 � 10 compared to the values previouslyfound in [136] and quoted in section 7.2 of chapter 7. This �int{behaviour is reected intable 5.1 and �gure 5.2 for the case of a two-phase simulation on isotropic lattices at a lowHiggs boson mass of mH ' 16 GeV, where as typical examples the autocorrelation functions�(t) = �L'(t) of the '{link operators L(i)' , i = 1; 2, of eq. (5.32) in both phases and theirdi�erence �L' are considered. The observation that this di�erence has a signi�cantly lowerheatbath overrelaxation �int in sweepsUx;� 'x Ux;� �x �x 'x L(1)' L(2)' �L'1 4 3 3 1 - 20(6) 9.4(3.3) 9.2(3.1)1 1 1 - - 3 6.3(1.1) 2.2(4) 2.0(4)Table 5.1: Autocorrelation times for a 2{� simulation in � = 8:15 and � = 0:00011 on a3� 242 � 192 lattice. Each updating sweep consists of a sequence of di�erent algorithms asgiven by the numbers in the left part of the table. The chosen lattice parameters correspondto a physical Higgs mass of mH ' 16 GeV.

Figure 5.2: Normalized autocorrelation functions for the 2{� simulation belonging to ta-ble 5.1 with �{overrelaxation (left) and '{overrelaxation (right) in the updating sequence.The autocorrelation functions and integrated autocorrelation times were calculated from afull measurement sample according to the formulas (A.31) and (A.32) of appendix A.3.�int will become relevant for the determination of the interface tension with the two-couplingmethod later on.



116 CHAPTER 5. THE MODEL AND ELECTROWEAK PHASE TRANSITIONOn zero temperature lattices, the experiences with autocorrelations at T > 0 reportedhere were fully con�rmed [137], e.g. the integrated autocorrelation times of the operator�2 typically decreases by factors of 5 � 10 in dependence of the parameters sets chosen, ifthe '{overrelaxation is included as above and �int is measured in MC time. The speed-upfactor in CPU time can be up to 15, because the algorithm is even simpler. Therefore, theupdating scheme per sweep in the lower row of table 5.1, i.e. a sequence of one Ux;�{ and one'x{heatbath step, succeeded by one Ux;�{ and three 'x{overrelaxation steps, has been takenover without any modi�cations for the simulations on anisotropic lattices too [140, 141].However, one should note that the autocorrelation times have the tendency to be somewhatlarger on anisotropic lattices than on isotropic ones of the same size.The program code in FORTRAN77 was developed and optimized for the CRAY Y-MP8and T90 computers of HLRZ in J�ulich, Germany, where most of the large scale numericalsimulations presented in the following have been performed. These systems have a vectorarchitecture and o�er 64{bit oating point precision. Since the new value of an updated�eld variable only depends on its old value in the respective site or link and on the valuesof its direct neighbours, I used a checkered addressing of the lattice in each timeslice withvectorization in both chess-board groups4. Then the maximal average performance of upto 650 Mops per second (T90) was reached on the �nite-temperature lattices with Lt �Lx; Ly; Lz, for which this vectorization gets its largest impact. Smaller lattices were partiallysimulated on ordinary UNIX and VMS workstations, and a minor portion of the data was alsoproduced on the massively parallel APE-Quadrics computers (with a program version in TAOlanguage) at DESY-IfH in Zeuthen, Germany, which only have single-precision arithmetics.In contrast to some quantities, e.g. the critical hopping parameter or the interface tensionfrom the two-coupling and constrained-simulation methods in T > 0 simulations, the 32{bitarithmetics of the APE-Quadrics is su�cient for the calculation of all T = 0 quantities,especially for particle masses and the static potential.The monthly consumed CPU time at HLRZ in J�ulich was on average 100 � 120 hours(referring to one T90 processor with normal priority for the submitted jobs), and the grantingof its high performance computer facilities in the years 1994�1997 is gratefully acknowledged.
4Note added: For the CRAY version of the program, the vectorized random number generator `RANF'has been utilized [190], while on the di�erent types of workstations it was `G05CAF' from the NAG Library[191].



Chapter 6Thermodynamic quantitiesIn my treatment of the SU(2){Higgs model at �nite temperature I focus on the phase tran-sition point �c, corresponding to the critical temperature Tc of the two-phase system, andon the interface tension �=T 3c between the competing phases. Here I present some methodsfor the determination of these quantities in the framework of numerical lattice simulations.Most emphasis is on the two-coupling and constrained-simulation methods, which will beapplied to physical situations speci�ed by di�erent values of the Higgs boson mass mH insubsequent chapters.Another characteristic observable for �rst order phase transitions is the the latent heat��=T 4c . It is de�ned as the discontinuity of the energy density � at the transition point andcan be obtained from the jumps of some order parameters in subsection 5.1.1 of the previouschapter by ��T 4c = L4t �8 @�@� �hL'i � @�@� �hQi � 6 @�@� �hPpli� ; (6.1)where the partial derivatives with respect to � = � ln(amW ) are to be taken from the one-loop perturbative renormalization group equations, see section 5.1.2 of the same chapterand refs. [134, 135, 137]. In perturbation theory the latent heat derives from the Clausius-Clapeyron equation as �� ' ��m2H�h�2i in terms of the discontinuity of the Higgs conden-sate [107].For more details about the numerical investigations directed to this quantity, aswell as to the mass spectrum in Higgs and symmetric phase neighbouring to the tran-sition temperature, screening length in separated metastable phases, or to the rela-tion between energy density and pressure P , the reader is referred to the publications[135, 137, 144, 146, 147, 150, 152, 122, 149, 153, 145, 154]. Especially the latter has recentlybecome an developing area for numerical studies, because the knowledge of the thermody-namic equation of state, i.e. �(T )=T 4 with � � �=3� P , is of great interest for the history ofthe early universe. Only to quote in passing a qualitative result [137], the deviation from thebehaviour � = 0 of a free relativistic, massless photon gas is very small indeed in the high-117



118 CHAPTER 6. THERMODYNAMIC QUANTITIEStemperature con�ning phase for T & 2Tc (`radiation-dominated plasma'), where infraredsingularities render the perturbation theory uncertain.6.1 Critical temperatureA numerical simulation of the SU(2){Higgs model at �nite temperature should start withthe determination of the phase transition points. The lattice implementation described inthe previous chapter has revealed that in the relevant parameter range any temperaturechange is triggered by � at �xed values of � and �. Therefore, one has to search for thecritical scalar hopping parameter �c, where the �rst order phase transition between thespontaneously broken Higgs phase and the phase with restored symmetry occurs. This is anintriguing quantity, because the �c{estimate, as well as the uncertainty in its exact positionemerging from the individual method employed for its calculation, devolves upon almost allother thermodynamic observables like, for instance, interface tension or latent heat.As the lattice constant is �xed to a�1 = LtTc by eq. (5.38) of section 5.1.2, the criticaltemperature Tc in physical units is then obtained via its ratio Tc=mH;W = 1=amH;WLt toone of the particle masses amH and amW computed from appropriate correlators on zero-temperature lattices.6.1.1 E�ective potentialThe most straightforward analytical method to localize the phase transition is the use of thee�ective potential and its stationary points. This quantity, obtained from the generatingfunctional of the connected Green functions by means of a Legendre transformation, isthe momentum independent part of the generating functional of one-particle irreducibleFeynman diagrams in the perturbative loop expansion. The physical interpretation of thee�ective potential becomes more transparent in the �eld-theoretic language of equilibriumthermodynamics, where it can be identi�ed with the free energy of the quantum system [89].In perturbation theory the e�ective potential is evaluated in di�erent gauges. To avoid thedi�cult task of gauge �xing on the lattice, staying confrontable with results from numericalsimulations though, the gauge invariant e�ective potential has bee devised [106, 107]. Asdiscussed in refs. [107, 135], it o�ers a conceptually clean perturbative approach to thecomputation of transition point, interface tension, latent heat, jump of the order parameter,and renormalized masses and couplings. If one performs a proper mass resummation in theHiggs phase, the e�ective potential in Landau gauge is equivalent to the gauge invariantpotential, at least in one-loop order [97, 107].



6.1. CRITICAL TEMPERATURE 119In the general case of asymmetric lattices a direct perturbative calculation of the lattice-regularized e�ective potential at �nite temperature Ve�(�) = Ve�(�; T ) in Landau gauge[19, 138, 141] gives for a constant scalar �eld �x � � in one-loop orderVe�(�) = �m2H;04 �2 + �0�4+ Zk�12 ln�k̂2 + 12�0�2� + 32 ln�k̂2 + 4�0�2� + 92 ln�k̂2 + g24 �2��(6.2)and the condition d2Ve�(�)d�2 �����=0 = 0 (6.3)leads to the value of the critical hopping parameter �c in this order:�c = �2(3 + �2) + 1(3 + �2)2 � 6�J1(�; 0)� �2(3 + �2) ��0 + 9�J1(�; 0)16(3 + �2)2 g2 : (6.4)Here the notation for the dimensionless lattice integrals Jn, n 2 N , isJn(�;mas) = a4�2ns Zk 1(m2 + k̂2)n ; Zk � 1(2�)4 Z �=as��=as d3k Z �=at��=at dk4 (6.5)with k̂2 = P4�=1 k̂2� and the lattice momenta k̂� de�ned in eq. (A.8) of appendix A.1. Inparticular, substituting pi = aski and p4 = atk4, one hasJ1(�; 0) = a2s Zk 1̂k2 = � Z ��� d4p(2�)4 14 �P3i=1 sin2 �12 pi�+ �2 sin2 �12 p4� � ;and for the special case of symmetric lattice spacings, i.e. � = 1, these quantum correctionsto the critical hopping parameter reproduce the known result of the isotropic SU(2){Higgsmodel [117]. Alternatively, one may calculate the one-loop corrections to the bare massesand require the renormalized masses in lattice units to be zero in the limit of zero latticespacings as ! 0, at ! 0, and �xed anisotropy � = as=at, while the one-loop renormalizedmasses are �nite in the continuum limit [141]. At the same time, the vacuum expectationvalue of the scalar �eld in lattice units asv0 will be zero too, marking the phase transitionpoint. For the Higgs mass this amounts to solvea2sm2H;R = �a2sm2H;0 + �48�0 + 92 g2�J1(�; 0) = 0 (6.6)perturbatively for �, the bare mass asmH;0 taken from (5.26), and coincides with the one-loopformula in eq. (6.4). As an instructive check it has been veri�ed that the identical result isobtained starting from perturbation theory in the symmetric phase or imposing zero one-loop renormalized gauge boson mass in lattice units squared, and that it does not dependon the gauge chosen [141]. Since one works on �nite lattices with mostly small temporal



120 CHAPTER 6. THERMODYNAMIC QUANTITIESextensions (Lt = 2; 3; : : : for T > 0), the lattice integrals should be replaced by �nite latticesums. The transition points predicted by the perturbative one-loop e�ective potential di�eronly on the O(10�4) relative scale from the non-perturbative MC values.But especially the calculation of the interface tension � by use of the two-couplingmethod presupposes a more accurate determination of the critical hopping parameter onlarge lattices. As will become evident in later sections, an estimate for the critical hoppingparameter �c of the desired precision can then only be attained by recoursing to numericalMC methods.6.1.2 Order parametersA popular way to �nd �c in numerical simulations is to look for the maxima in the variancesor, equivalently, susceptibilities �(O) � h (O � hOi)2 i of some order parameter O and for theminima in their fourth order Binder cumulants B(O) � 1�hO4i=3hO2i2 [156, 157, 144, 147,149, 150, 122], both as functions of the hopping parameter �, and eventually extrapolatedto in�nite volume and zero lattice spacing lastly.Another possible de�nition of the phase transition point is the equal-area or equal-height criterion of a two-state signal in the probability distributions of O. To this end,one simulates the system in the metastability region at � ' �c near to the expected realtransition point and generates an order parameter distribution by collecting a sample historyof its measurement values. Since these operators O exhibit a discontinuity at the transitionpoint, two distinct peaks representing the metastable phases with a broad minimum inbetween might develop in the corresponding histograms for large enough lattice volumes asshown e.g. in �gure 9.1 of chapter 9, and the requirement of equal heights or equal areas ofthe two peaks at � = �c is conveniently ful�lled by reweighting the distribution to nearby�{values [147, 149, 150, 152, 188].Of course, it is tacitly assumed here that the system does frequently undergo tunnelingtransitions between the two phases during a simulation. But since the tunneling rate isexponentially small in the critical region, these histogram techniques are often pushed aheadby the virtue of multicanonical algorithms [177] to enable tunneling between the phases,and sometimes combined with constrained methods [158] to �ght autocorrelations. Suchtools invoke an arti�cial enhancement of the mixed states, which are suppressed due to theadditional free energy of the interfaces separating the two phases, and permit to extract themost precise �c{estimates. Nevertheless, the observed autocorrelation times are still verylarge, typically of the order of O(10000)�O(500) sweeps in dependence of the lattice sizesand parameters chosen [134, 135].Although the di�erent de�nitions of �c constitute an inherent uncertainty for its exactvalue besides the statistical errors of the MC simulations themselves, this uncertainty goesrapidly | in most cases even exponentially | to zero, if the �nite spatial volumes grow in



6.1. CRITICAL TEMPERATURE 121order to come hopefully close to the thermodynamic limit of in�nite volume.The order parameters O under study in the following are �2, slog, i.e. the modi�ed actiondensity slog = 1
 Slog ; Slog � S[U; ']� 3Xx2� ln �x ; (6.7)and the '{link operator L' already de�ned in eq. (5.34) of subsection 5.1.1. It plays animportant rôle in the reweighting procedure [188], which has been used to obtain data in thevicinity of the simulation point from a single MC run, see refs. [135, 136] and section B.3 inappendix B.6.1.3 HysteresisA rather crude and tentative estimate for �c is accessible either by the e�ective potential asexplained above or by a hysteresis pattern visible in a thermal cycle of hOi� in dependenceof �, which is readily taken as a characteristic indication for a �rst order phase transition. Itrests on the fact that there exists a secondary minimum of the e�ective potential Ve�(�; T )in � = 0 belonging to the symmetric phase, di�erent from absolute minimum � = v of thebroken phase, if the symbol v stands for the thermal expectation value v(T ) � h�i as anorder parameter, in a �xed gauge, exhibiting a discontinuity at the critical point T = Tc,where the two minima become degenerate: Ve�(v(Tc); Tc) = Ve�(0; Tc).In a MC simulation this phenomenon is responsible for hysteresis e�ects, when the systemgets stuck in the wrong minimum and does not ip into the other phase before the transitionpoint is signi�cantly exceeded. Hence, the spatial lattice volume must be large enough inorder to have metastability and a vanishingly small tunneling rate, which otherwise wouldcounteract the hysteresis. Representative hysteresis patterns are shown in �gures 9.2 and 9.4of sections 9.1 in the last chapter. Beginning in the symmetric (broken) phase, the hoppingparameter � has been gradually increased (decreased) across the expected transition regionuntil the other phase is reached, while the consecutive simulations were just initialized withthe �nal �eld con�guration of the run at the preceding �, respectively, and some hundredsweeps were discarded for further equilibration. These curves do not only provide informationabout the rough position of the transition point in parameter space, but they are also valuableto assign the expectation values hOi� to one of the two phases in question, as it will be usefulfor the �c{determination from two-coupling simulations.More accurate values of the critical hopping parameter may be achieved by one of the re-�ned methods presented now. They have in common that by appropriate external conditionsat least one interface pair is forced to develop within the simulation volume in order to bringthe subvolumes of the di�erent phases into thermal contact, and no complete transitionsbetween them as for the multicanonical method must be awaited.



122 CHAPTER 6. THERMODYNAMIC QUANTITIES6.1.4 Two-coupling methodIf hysteresis e�ects in thermal cycles are seen at a �rst order phase transition, the safe ande�cient two-coupling method [162] allows to con�ne the position of the critical hoppingparameter �c further by exploiting metastability on large volumes.In determining �c with this method, an elongated lattice of geometry Lz � Lx = Ly � Ltis divided into two halves with di�erent couplings �1 < �2,� = (�1; �2) � (�1 < �c for z � Lz=2 ; �2 > �c for z > Lz=2) ; (6.8)which enforces one part to stay in the symmetric phase and the other one in Higgs phase.For long enough z{directions a pair of interfaces will be present1, which separates these twophases and accommodates the additional free energy shift between them. By equilibratingthe con�guration in simulations with �{values far away from the expected transition point| as e.g. estimated by hysteresis runs | the system is achieved to reside in such a two-phasesituation with communicating subvolumes. In this con�guration the system can sensitivelyreact to free energy di�erences due to movements of the interfaces and may remain stableagainst any collapse into a unique phase for many autocorrelation times, as far as �c is reallyenclosed by �1 and �2. Subsequently, the distance in � is more and more diminished, and thesmallest �{interval, for which the system still resists to turn over into one single phase, giveslower and upper bounds for the critical hopping parameter. �c is then de�ned as the meanvalue of the best lower and upper bounds with an error naturally arising as the absolutedeviation from these. To discriminate between the two phases during this procedure, arough knowledge of the �{dependence of a suitable order parameter at otherwise constantcouplings is a helpful information, which can also be gained by hysteresis simulations.Since the volume-dependent portion of the free energy at nearly unchanged contributionof the interfaces increases when Lz is enlarged, very narrow �{intervals up to �2 � �1 <10�5 can be stabilized in the MC simulations. Moreover, after warming up the individualstarting con�gurations appropriately, at each pair of � the system and its envisaged two-phase structure should be observed for at least 10 autocorrelation times. The observableunder consideration to crucially control the conservation (or the breakdown) of the inducedtwo-phase situation has been chosen to be the z{slice expectation value L'(z) of the '{link,L'(z) � * 1LxLyLt X(x;y;t)L';x+ ; L';x = 14 4X�=1 L';x� ; L';x� = 12 Tr �'+x+�̂Ux;�'x� ; (6.9)while L';x has eventually to be weighted according to eqs. (5.32) { (5.34) in the anisotropiclattice case.1For not too large Lz the probability for the appearance of more interface pairs is negligible.



6.1. CRITICAL TEMPERATURE 1236.1.5 Constrained-simulation methodHere I suggest a new method [136], which in practice is able to give the same and very precisecritical hopping parameters �c as the multicanonical method, typically with 7 � 8 relevantdigits accuracy, provided that computer hardware with the required double-point precision(64{bit oating point arithmetics) is available. However, as a considerable bene�t, using thismethod the notoriously large autocorrelation times of the multicanonical simulation can bereduced dramatically.The method is based on the observation that, for su�ciently large elongated latticeswith Lz � Lx = Ly � Lt, a at and approximately linear regime appears between thepeaks in the probability distribution of an order parameter O = O(fU; 'g) [135]. Thosepeaks in the vicinity of symmetric and Higgs phase expectation values correspond to purephase con�gurations. Between the peaks the system is dominated by subvolumes of thesecon�gurations and two interfaces perpendicular to the long direction z, i.e. two bulk phasesappear. Shifts of the interfaces during the simulation cause the respective subvolumes toincrease or decrease, and the linear domain of the histogram ends, when the interfaces touchand a pure phase is met. At the transition point itself the free energy densities of the bulkphases are the same, the ratio of the occupied volumes is arbitrary, and thus the probabilitydistribution becomes at. By use of the constrained simulation [158] one can arti�ciallyenforce that during a simulation in � ' �c an order parameter of the system stays in a givenshort interval between the peaks. Close to the transition point one then utilizes a reweightingprocedure to determine the value of the hopping parameter, at which the distribution is at.In regard of the numerical simulation, the MC updating algorithms have to be modi�edin such a way that only those con�gurations are generated, which lie in the at regimebetween the two peaks of the pure phases. Introducing within this region a lower bound O�and an upper bound O+ for the lattice averages of the order parameter O = On = 1
Px2�Oxin a sample of Nmeas con�gurations labelled by n, the constraint is realized via replacing theBoltzmann factor in the functional integral bye�S[U;'] ! ��O(fU; 'g)� O����O+ � O(fU; 'g)� e�S[U;'] ; �(c) = � 0 ; c < 01 ; c � 0 ;(6.10)which translates into action as an additional metropolis decision in the program code. When-ever a proposal of any �eld variable leads to a O{measurement outside the interval �xed byO� and O+, it is rejected2 so that solely measurement values respecting the conditionO 2 [O� ; O+ ] ; O = On ; n 2 f1; : : : ; Nmeasg (6.11)are allowed. At the same time, the requirement of a at order parameter histogram in � = �c2Since this metropolis step can be implemented neither vectorized nor parallel, some loss in performanceis purchased for the modi�ed algorithms.



124 CHAPTER 6. THERMODYNAMIC QUANTITIESis now equivalent to the condition thathOi ����=�c = 12 (O� +O+) (6.12)holds for the expectation value hOi of the order parameter. This relation, which implicitlyde�nes the critical hopping parameter �c, can be ful�lled by a �{reweighting of the mea-sured distribution of O. For the reweighting technique being successfully applicable, credibleguesses for �c and the order parameter interval [O� ; O+ ] must be known in advance. Theseare provided by the two-coupling method for the former, and by individual simulations inthe symmetric and Higgs phase for the latter to �nd their peak positions in the histogram.In order to get a feeling, whether the lattice system has been simulated within the atregion of the histogram indeed, one should check that separate evaluations with the two partsof the measurement history of O belonging to the lower and upper halves of the interval ineqs. (6.11) and (6.12) yield only such values, which are compatible with the original resultfrom the full history. One should also pay attention to the evolution of the system duringthe simulation, i.e. it is also recommended to steadily keep under control that the existenceof the two-phase equilibrium and the adhering interfaces is preserved. For this purpose onemay take again the expectation value of the '{link operator L'(z), averaged within eachz{slice of the lattice as in eq. (6.9).The order parameters employed in the following investigations with the constrained-simulation method were O = slog from eq. (6.7) and O = �2, the Higgs modulus squared.In the updating sequence involving the �{overrelaxation slog is the proper choice, sinceit remains invariant by this algorithm and the �{ and U{reections; only the heatbathalgorithms for the scalar �eld and the gauge links have to be adjusted in this case. If on theother hand the '{overrelaxation is incorporated instead, the use of �2 is numerically simplerand accelerates the performance. Then the algorithms to be modi�ed are the heatbath andoverrelaxation updates for the scalar �eld ' alone. The achieved acceptance rates of thesealgorithms was always larger than 98 %, and the observed integrated autocorrelation timestypically fall in the range �int ' 20�100 sweeps. Their dependence on the width of the orderparameter interval has not been addressed in detail, but it is not surprising that it mightnoticeably increase for very large intervals or extremely small ones near criticality in T .As will be sustained in the concrete applications of the next chapter, this method is mostprecise at moderate computational expense. But I should also notify that con�dence canbe given to the constrained-simulation method only in those cases, where the pure-phasepeaks are well displaced against each other so that the plateau region between them is broadenough to choose a suitable order parameter interval from it. Otherwise, if tunneling eventsdestroy the coexistence of the two phases and the interfaces spanning through the lattice,the method would fail, because then the histograms of the homogeneous phases simulatedseparately in � ' �c will overlap and the valley between the corresponding peaks will be toonarrow to �nd a at interval [O� ; O+ ] there.



6.2. INTERFACE TENSION 125This situation is just encountered for a very weak �rst order phase transition, as it willturn out later to be accomplished for large Higgs masses around 80 GeV. Even when usinganisotropic lattices, the their sizes required to separate the peaks of the pure phases su�-ciently lie under realistic circumstances beyond the available computer capabilities. Never-theless, one can still resort to the quite fast and robust two-coupling method of the precedingsubsection, which provides �c{estimates within an accuracy of 5� 6 digits in dependence ofthe lattice sizes utilized.6.2 Interface tensionIn the second part of my work I mainly deal with the interface tension �. This quantity playsa prominent rôle in the course of the EWPT, because it crucially inuences the dynamics ofthe phase transition through the nucleation and expansion of bubbles or droplets [159, 90,91, 161], �nally �lling out the whole universe with the new phase. Moreover, the magnitudeof � provides a direct quantitative measure for its strength [160, 93]. The traditional picture,how the �rst order cosmological EWPT in the early universe | which was not an instantprocess and whose total duration is of the order of the universe age | has proceeded, maybe sketched as follows.As the universe expands, it cools in the symmetric phase until it reaches the criticaltemperature Tc, at which the spontaneously broken Higgs phase becomes equally favoured.If T ' Tc, bubbles of the phase with broken symmetry begin to nucleate. Inside such abubble the Higgs �eld has a non-zero thermal expectation value, which renders the W{ andZ{bosons massive, and a stable phase of matter exists. In the region outside the bubblewall there is a metastable phase with vanishing Higgs �eld expectation value and masslessvector bosons W and Z, whereas the bubble wall itself interpolates between these stableand metastable phases of matter. However, surface (or in a �nite-volume system, interface)tension e�ects cause these bubbles to shrink immediately so that the universe remains in anapproximately homogeneous state. For T somewhat below Tc the bubbles of the Higgs phasenucleate into the symmetric phase, which become su�ciently large so that the curvature ofits surfaces decreases and the raised volume pressure from the lower free energy F insidethe bubble can overcome the surface tension; otherwise they would disappear again. In astrong enough �rst order phase transition these so-called critical bubbles grow rapidly untilthe volume of the universe is completely converted into the stable broken phase, i.e. all of thematter of the universe has �nally nucleated through such critical bubbles3. At T = Tc, thefree energy and thus the radius of a critical bubble is in�nite. During the phase transitionthe universe has always supercooled in the high temperature symmetric phase before thetransition took place, and within this supercooled and metastable phase bubbles of the3The typical time scale for the formation of a critical bubble is proportional to eF=T .



126 CHAPTER 6. THERMODYNAMIC QUANTITIESlow-temperature broken phase have formed. Hence the released latent heat has produceda reheating of the electroweak plasma near the nuclei of condensation, resulting in a localdeparture from thermal equilibrium in the vicinity of the expanding bubble walls, wherebaryogenesis primarily occurs [159].To motivate the relevance of the interface tension in this context further, I note that innon-relativistic uiddynamics the bubble nucleation rate of the Higgs phase in the symmetricphase depends via the relation�nucl = �0 e��F (rc)=Tc ; �F (r) = �4�3 �P r3 + 4��r2 +O(r) (6.13)exponentially on the free energy di�erence �F (rc) between the system with a critical bubbleand a pure metastable phase [159]. If the bubble radius r is large compared to the thicknessof the bubble or domain wall, the expansion of �F (r) on the right hand side of eq. (6.13)is valid (`thin wall approximation'), where � is the surface tension of the bubble wall and�P the pressure di�erence between Higgs and symmetric phase. Stating this condition of athin bubble wall in more physical terms, one would say that the largest correlation length �of the system at the phase transition has to be much smaller than the critical bubble radiusrc at the transition temperature itself. The critical bubble radius can be extracted from themaximum of �F (r) as function of r to be rc = 2�=�P , which diverges in T = Tc sincelimT!Tc �P = 0. Now assume that the pressure di�erence �P is su�ciently small, which isequivalent to the requirement � � 1 for the so-called supercooling parameter, here denotedas � � Tc�TTc . Under these prerequisites, �P may be expressed to a good approximation bythe latent heat ��, which by de�nition is the discontinuity of the energy density across thephase transition: �P ' �� � � . Inserting this together with rc into �F (r) and then into theexponent of �nucl in (6.13), the bubble nucleation rate is given in the thin wall approximationby [160, 93]�nucl = �0 exp��16�3 �3(��)2Tc ��2� = �0 exp(�16�3 � �T 3c �3���T 4c ��2 ��2) ; (6.14)which can also be expressed in terms of the dimensionless ratios of the interface tensionand the latent heat with the third and fourth power with the transition temperature Tc,respectively, usually calculated on the lattice. The prefactor �0 can be approximated by T 4or T 4c [104]. If the combination Rnucl � �3=(��)2Tc = (�=T 3c )3=(��=T 4c )2 is large, signalling astrong �rst order phase transition, a substantial supercooling of the symmetric phase has tobe expected, and the temperature, at which the transition really happens, lies substantiallybelow the critical temperature Tc [103]. This would lead to an additional suppression of thesphaleron transition rate, since in the Higgs phase the W{boson mass mW = mW (T ) |and then, according to eq. (5.4) in section 5.1 of chapter 5, the vacuum expectation valueof the Higgs �eld v = v(T ) as well | increases with decreasing temperature. Consequently,as the sphaleron rate in the Higgs phase after the transition has �nished is fundamentally



6.2. INTERFACE TENSION 127determined by the value of the temperature dependent expectation value v(T ) entering thesphaleron energy, see eqs. (13) and (14) in the introduction, an adequate reduction of thisrate could in principle prevent the wash-out of any primordial matter-antimatter asymmetryor of an asymmetry directly generated during the EWPT.To anticipate some results of this work and refs. [135, 136, 137, 139, 142], the ratio Rnucl,which is a good characterization for the strength of the phase transition, is decreasing fromRnucl ' 0:2 at mH ' 16 GeV over Rnucl ' 0:005 at mH ' 35 GeV to Rnucl ' 0:000005 atmH ' 80 GeV. This means that the EWPT phase transition at mH ' 80 GeV becomesextremely weak indeed, and there is at best a minor amount of stabilization of the baryonasymmetry in the universe against a wash-out through supercooling of the symmetric phase.If the critical bubble radius rc becomes rc ' �, � the correlation length from above, thethin wall approximation breaks down, and the nucleation rate �nucl can not be expressedonly through the macroscopic parameters � and �� of the phase transition at the criticalpoint. In this case the transition is delayed, and the universe is supercooled even more inthe symmetry restored phase [93].The ratio �=Tc is also decisive in determining the minimal spatial lattice size necessaryfor an accurate numerical investigation of �rst order phase transitions. Namely, in orderto reach a mixed-phase situation with a well developed double-peak structure in distribu-tions of globally averaged order parameters around the transition region, one should haveLxLy�=Tc = O(1) with the transverse lattice extensions Lx; Ly being much smaller thanLz. The lattice in this volume must be �ne enough to resolve the interface structure, whichbecomes thiner for increasing mH . These physical requirements, which are practically morerestrictive than the conditions imposed by the smallness of O(a){lattice artifacts, imply thatthe computational gain by using the simplest local three-dimensional action is essentially afactor Lt. Therefore, any extension of the present numerical studies to Higgs boson massestowards mH ' 80 GeV will be only modestly easier and less demanding in the framework ofdimensional reduction to an e�ective model in three dimensions [147, 150] than within thefull SU(2){Higgs model in four dimensions.After this | by no means rigorous | proofs for the importance of � and �� to decideabout the strength of the EWPT, I will discuss the most convenient methods to determinethe electroweak interface tension � within the SU(2){Higgs model. Nearly all numerical onesamong them rely on its de�ning relation AI � = �F to the di�erence �F in the free energyF of the two phases, if these are separated by an interface (pair) with transverse area AI .6.2.1 Perturbation theoryTo be self-contained, I recall the perturbative de�nition of the interface tension [103], whichdescents from the e�ective potential Ve�(�; T ) introduced in subsection 6.1.1 of chapter 6,whose degenerate minima at the critical temperature represent the metastable states of the



128 CHAPTER 6. THERMODYNAMIC QUANTITIESsystem. To tree-level it reads � = Z �c0 d�p2Ve�(�; Tc) (6.15)with the location of the broken phase minimum �c � �(Tc), say in Landau gauge, as thevalue of the uniform background scalar �eld �(T ) at the critical temperature Tc. Moredetails and analytical results of one- and two-loop resummed perturbation theory can befound in refs. [105, 107].However, since � receives contributions from both the broken phase and the symmetricphase with its stringent limitations due to the intrinsic infrared divergences, the perturba-tive predictions become more and more questionable for increasing Higgs masses and weakertransitions. Therefore, the genuinely bad infrared behaviour of the SU(2){Higgs e�ective po-tential at �nite temperature sets the task to work out non-perturbative methods in synthesiswith numerical lattice simulations.6.2.2 Histogram methodThe histogram method [163, 164] requires to measure two-peak probability distributions ofsome order parameter O in �nite-volume systems, e.g. for slog of L' as in refs. [134, 135].During a simulation at � = �c these two peaks are populated by con�gurations to be assignedto the pure phases, while the probability for con�gurations between the peaks, which asmixed states are dominated by contributions from both phases with any bulk phase ratio,are suppressed by a free energy amount associated with the interfaces separating them.Provided that the elongated lattices with Lz � Lx = Ly � Lt are chosen large enough toensure the existence of such a thin and non-interacting interface pair with smallest cross-sectional areas AI = a2satLxLyLt, the in�nite-volume interface tension4 is extracted from theratio of relative thermodynamic weights of pure and mixed phases,� = limV!1 12AI ln pmaxpmin ; (6.16)if �c is de�ned by the equal-height signal in the O{histogram, and pmax and pmin denote thevalues of this distribution at one of the peak maxima and at the at, plateau-like minimumin between, respectively. In the case of a strong �rst order phase transitions at low Higgsmasses the usage of multicanonical algorithms is absolutely necessary in order to enhance thetunneling rate from one phase to another and thus to ensure the correct statistical weightsfor the two phases.Although the majority of results for the interface tension, especially within the three-dimensional approach of dimensional reduction, has been obtained with this technique [122,144, 146, 147, 149] or one of its variants [121, 150, 152], it stays very CPU-time consuming4For parametrizations of possible �nite-size corrections to � see [164, 135] and references therein.



6.2. INTERFACE TENSION 129in practice due to the large autocorrelations involved, because the metastable system alwayshas do undergo full transitions between the two phases. Another drawback is related to thefact that lattice studies of the EWPT within the minimal standard model for larger andlikewise more realistic values of mH are known to possess a transition, which is very weakand asymmetric in the sense that the uctuations of properly chosen order parameters aremuch stronger in the Higgs phase than in the symmetric phase. Therefore, the simplifyingassumptions of O{histograms with clear maxima separated by a broad minimum and of aminimal interface distinguishing the pure phases from each other might be hardly valid inthis parameter region, and alternative methods are advised.6.2.3 Two-coupling methodHere I describe the determination of the interface tension � by means of a suitable variantof the two-coupling method [162], which originally has been invented for Potts models andthe �nite-temperature QCD phase transition. In the framework of the SU(2){Higgs modelthe two-coupling method is performed with the scalar hopping parameter �, which essen-tially drives the physical temperature in the four-dimensional lattice model (`2{� method'),because the latent heat of the system in eq. (6.1) is dominated by the contribution of the'{link L', which in view of the lattice action (5.28) is thermodynamically conjugated to thehopping parameter �.It is a quantitative elaboration of the same method proposed for the estimation of �c insubsection 6.1.4, whose fundamental idea is based on a careful extrapolation to the limits�c � ", " > 0 su�ciently small, of simulations in two coupled subvolumes supposed to becaught in the respective phases. As a straightforward generalization of the derivation inthe isotropic lattice case sketched in refs. [135, 139], I directly turn to the situation withasymmetric lattice spacings as 6= at in the following; the corresponding formulas for isotropiclattices are then automatically covered by setting � = � = � where necessary.Principle of the methodLet 
 = LxLyLzLt denote the number of lattice points and V = a3sat
 the physical latticevolume, wherein as and at are the space- and timelike lattice spacings. Now consider oneelongated spacelike direction Lz � Lx = Ly � Lt, and suppose as in eq. (6.8) of subsec-tion 6.1.4 that the lattice volume is divided into two equal halves with di�erent �{values� = (�1; �2) � (�1 < �c for z � Lz=2 ; �2 > �c for z > Lz=2) :Hence the lower half is forced in the symmetric phase, the upper one in the Higgs phase,and due to the periodic boundary conditions the system, residing in a mixed-phase state5,5More precisely and already emphasized before, tunneling processes between the nearly degenerate minimaof the e�ective potential cause Higgs and symmetric phases to be simultaneously present on large enough



130 CHAPTER 6. THERMODYNAMIC QUANTITIESgives rise to an interface pair at the phase boundaries z ' 12 Lz and z ' Lz perpendicular tothe z{direction.Generically, the interface tension is de�ned by its relation to the additional free energy�F associated with the interfaces via AI � = �F ; (6.17)with AI denoting the area of such an interface. Recall that in the actual setting one has twointerfaces of area AI = a2satLxLyLt : (6.18)The connection between the free energy F � S � 
d(s) � 
f(s), S = S[U; '] the latticeaction and s � S=
 its density, to the spectral density of states d(s) as a function of s ine
d(s) � Z D[U; '] ��s� S
� (6.19)implies that the probability distribution of s is p(s) / e�
f(s) = e�F [19, 135].Under the assumption that the time direction of the lattice is orthogonal to the nor-mal vector of the phase surfaces | which is justi�ed for Lt � Lx; Ly | a thermodynamicargument shows [3, 19] that the interface tensions of the (3 + 1){dimensional SU(2){Higgsmodel and a corresponding 4{dimensional spin model are identical. Consequently, the inter-face tension �, as the free energy F per unit area of the walls separating the two phases, iswritten as � = 12AI nF (�1; �2)� 12F (�1; �1)� 12F (�2; �2)o ; (6.20)and in lattice unitsa2sat� = 12LxLyLt nF (�1; �2)� 12F (�1; �1)� 12F (�2; �2)o= 14LxLyLt nhF (�1; �2)� F (�1; �1)i� hF (�2; �2)� F (�1; �2)io : (6.21)F (�i; �j), i; j = 1; 2, are the free energies in the whole volume and in the halves, respectively.The non-commutative limits of � � �(�1; �2) from the �nite-volume situation,�(phys) = lim�2&�c lim�1%�c h limV!1 �(�1; �2) i ; (6.22)will ultimately give the physically interesting interface tension.According to eq. (5.28) in subsection 5.1.1, the lattice action of the anisotropic SU(2){Higgs model readsS[U; '] =Xx2� Sx ; Sx = S0;x � 8�L';x ; S0;x: independent of � : (6.23)lattices.



6.2. INTERFACE TENSION 131Here L';x is the weighted sum of the the space- and timelike components of the '{linkoperator L';x� = 12Tr �'+x+�̂Ux;�'x�, see eqs. (5.32) { (5.34),L';x = 14 � 3� L';s;x + �L';t;x� ; L';s;x = 13 3X�=1 L';x� ; L';t;x = L';x4 ; (6.24)with � �p�t=�s the coupling anisotropy, �2 = �s�t, and �s and �t as the hopping param-eters in space- and timelike directions of section 5.1. Thus, in the 2{� situation under study,one can decompose this action intoS[U; '] = S0 � �1S1 � �2S2 (6.25)with Si = 
2 si, and the action densities of both phases in terms of the corresponding '{linksL(i)';x are si = 8L(i)' ; L(i)' � 2
 Xx2�=2L(i)';x ; i = 1; 2 : (6.26)Although the expectation values L(i)' (�1; �2), i = 1; 2, of L(i)' are measured by averaging inboth halves separately, they of course depend on both �{values, because these are responsiblefor the position as well as for possible uctuations and shifts of the interfaces during thesimulation.In order to relate these expectation values at given �1 and �2 to the free energies ineq. (6.21), one should observe that@F (�1; �2)@�i = �hSii�1;�2 = �4
L(i)' (�1; �2) ; i = 1; 2 (6.27)in the thermodynamic limit and with eq. (6.26). This yieldsa2sat� = 14LxLyLt �Z �2�1 d� hS1i�;�2 � Z �2�1 d� hS2i�1;��= Lz�Z �2�1 d�L(1)' (�; �2)� Z �2�1 d�L(2)' (�1; �)� : (6.28)For �{pairs with appropriately small deviations �� � j�i � �cj from the critical hoppingparameter �c, the integrals can be well replaced by the sum of the two trapezium areasa2sat� ' Lz (�2 � �1)" L(1)' (�1; �2) + L(1)' (�2; �2)2 � L(2)' (�1; �2) + L(2)' (�1; �1)2 # : (6.29)This corresponds to a linear approximation of the L(i)' (�1; �2) as functions of � in the in-terval [�1; �2]. If one further identi�es the integrands at equal arguments with the '{linkexpectation values in the pure phases, their contributions can be assumed to cancel, and



132 CHAPTER 6. THERMODYNAMIC QUANTITIESthe systematic errors due to these two approximations nearly compensate [135]. Taking alltogether, one �nally arrives ata2sat� = 12 lim�2&�c lim�1%�c�(�1 � �2) limLz!1Lz ��L'(�1; �2)� ; (6.30)where �L'(�1; �2) = L(2)' (�1; �2) � L(1)' (�1; �2), and which substitutes eq. (6.22) in laterapplications.Since for the physical interface tension of interest the limit ��! 0 has to be performed,I propose the phenomenological (N + 2){parametric Laurent ansatzL(i)' (�1; �2) = � ci�i � �c + NXj=0 (j)i (�i � �c)j +O �j�i � �cjN+1� ; i = 1; 2 ; (6.31)which leads to the �nite-volume estimator for the interface tensiona2sat�̂ = Lz (c1 + c2) : (6.32)The origin of the leading inverse-linear term in (6.31) is motivated by the fact that for ��� 1the free energy di�erence between the two phases behaves as �F ' O(��). Therefore, theinterfaces can penetrate into neighbouring domains with constant �, and if the change in �is at z = z0, one infers from eq. (6.19) that the probability p for an interface being at z > z0is essentially given by expf�const ���(z � z0)g, so R dz p ' 1=��. As the numerical datashow indeed, the z{slice distribution L'(z) of the '{link as function of z has an exponentialshape in the critical �{region.With atTc = 1=Lt from eq. (5.40) in section 5.1.2 and the lattice spacing anisotropyparameter being � = as=at, one obtains its dimensionless ratio to the critical temperaturevia �̂T 3c = a2ta2s L3tLz (c1 + c2) = L3tLz (c1 + c2)�2 : (6.33)If the chosen �{intervals in the numerical simulations for this analysis are symmetric withrespect to �c, an ansatz identical to (6.31) for �L', but in terms of �2 � �1 and primedparameters, can be used as well. Then the right hand side of (6.33) will simply translateinto �̂T 3c = L3tLz c02�2 : (6.34)In summary | provided that the anisotropic lattice action is parametrized as ineqs. (5.28) or (6.23) | the only modi�cations in the determination of � with the two-couplingmethod compared to the isotropic case in refs. [134, 135, 136, 139] are 1.) to measure and �tthe weighted '{link operators (6.24) of both z{halves and 2.) the factor 1=�2 in the previousequations for �̂=T 3c .



6.2. INTERFACE TENSION 133Remarks on the realization in practice� As described in section 6.1.4, the same method does also provide a powerful tool todetermine the critical hopping parameter �c itself.� Concerning the Lz{limit in (6.30) one has to keep in mind that a change in Lz isirrelevant for the �{determination, if the interfaces do not signi�cantly inuence oreven touch each other within the simulation volume, which would express in deviationsof L(i)' (�1; �2) from the corresponding expectation values of the pure, i.e undisturbedphases. So it is sensible to choose Lz minimally with respect to the condition thatthe interfaces do not interact with each other for the smallest �{interval. Then theLz{factors in (6.32) and (6.27) should compensate, and �̂=T 3c becomes independent ofLz. A safe monitoring of the phases in equilibrium and the two interfaces is providedonce more by the z{slice pro�les L'(z) of the operator L';x, and in addition by the�2{values of �ts to the ans�atze in eq. (6.31).� The extrapolation to �� = 0 by means of the �1;2{limits in formula (6.30) may be del-icate, and the intervals in �1 and �2, which can not be taken arbitrarily small for given(spacelike) lattice extensions, must be chosen carefully: Too small di�erences in thefree energy density of the two phases would favour tunneling transitions, and the inter-faces disappear. However, since these di�erences grow proportional to O(LxLx��), thelarger the lattice volume the narrower and closer to �c can the individual �{intervalsbe chosen [135, 139], readily of the order �� ' O(1=LxLy) or well below. This willshow up to be important for the analysis at mH ' 80 GeV on anisotropic lattices inchapter 9, where the �rst order transition is extremely weak albeit detectable.� The errors on the interface tension from this method quoted in the next chaptersconsist of{ the uncertainty in �c by repeating the least-squares �ts with �c ! �c � ��c in(6.31) to estimate the resulting mean deviation in �̂=T 3c , and{ statistical errors from the L(i)' (�1; �2){�ts by adopting a bootstrap error analysis,see section B.1.2 of appendix B, because owing to shifts of the interfaces in thecourse of the simulation, the '{links in both phases are correlated, which a�ectstheir expectation values and error as well; since this e�ect cancels in the '{linkdi�erences to a great extent and the �L'{averages themselves are thus uncorre-lated, a statistical error for the �t of this quantity based on normally distributedrandom data is adequate.� In general, reasonable �2{values (divided by the number of degrees of freedom) serveas a stringent criterion for the quality of the �ts to eq. (6.31). Moreover, for a reliableestimate of the interface tension one should take into account



134 CHAPTER 6. THERMODYNAMIC QUANTITIES{ the sensitivity to the number of �tted data points within the set of available�{pairs, which were simulated, and{ the signi�cance of the inclusion of an additional, higher-order �t parameter, e.g. byinspecting its bootstrap error compared to its value.Under these aspects is not imperative to insist on a certain number of necessary �tparameters for all choices of the simulation parameters. If contributions of the higherLaurent coe�cients will turn out to have more inuence on the slopes at larger �{intervals, this number can de�nitely increase. As to be expected intuitively, this isindeed the case when going to enlarged physical volumes, where the phase transition| if present | gets relatively more marked, e.g. in a study of scaling behaviour in thecontinuum limit Lt = 2 ! 3 ! � � � , or in investigations on anisotropic lattices withextensions comparable to isotropic ones.6.2.4 Vacuum tunneling in �nite volumesIn contrast to the histogram and two-coupling methods, which deduce the interface tensionfrom changes of (sub)volume-averaged observables in mixed-phase systems with minimalinterfaces, there is a third method to extract � from a tunneling correlation length at thephase transition [165, 167]. Now the emphasis is on correlations due to di�erent phases incoexistence in dependence on the geometry of the system, and � will arise as a �nite-sizee�ect.Namely, in in�nite volumes the electroweak symmetry is spontaneously broken, and theground states of the Hamiltonian are degenerate. However, this phenomenon does not reectin lattice simulations, since in a �nite volume the symmetry is never broken. In this case asmall energy splitting E0 appears between the ground state and the �rst excited state, whichvanishes in the in�nite-volume limit. The appearance of E0 at �nite volume is due to thetunneling e�ect between the symmetric and the Higgs phase. On lattices with geometriesLz � Lx = Ly � Lt di�erent domains can then be observed in the z{direction, withdomain walls between them. The associated interface energy determines the tunneling massor inverse tunneling correlation length E0 via the approximate �nite-size scaling lawasE0 = C � exp �� AI �� ; AI = a2satLxLyLt (6.35)and may be identi�ed with the lowest excitation in the spectrum of the transfer matrix[19, 166, 167]. In general, the prefactor C of eq. (6.35) can depend on Lxy � Lx = Ly; butin the present case the leading contribution is Lxy{independent.The tunneling or transfer matrix method has been used to determine, for instance, theinterface tension of the four-dimensional Ising model in the broken phase [166], to calculatethe interface tension in three-dimensional �4{theory by semiclassical as well as numerical



6.2. INTERFACE TENSION 135methods [167], and to determine the interface tension of the �nite-temperature con�nement-decon�nement phase transition of the pure SU(3){gauge theory [168]. Within the MC studiesof the �nite-temperature SU(2){Higgs model it has been applied to the full four-dimensionaltheory in refs. [179, 136], and recently within the framework of dimensional reduction tothree dimensions in [151], also discussing possible corrections to the pre-exponential factorin (6.35).To briey summarize the realization of this technique on principle, one has to simulatethe system at given Lt in the previously determined transition points � = �c on latticeswith growing spatial transverse extensions Lxy, spanning the interface through the lattice.Simultaneously, correlation functions in the orthogonal z{direction are measured in the Higgschannel, whose exponential descents allow to extract the splitting energy asE0 for each Lxyby least-squares �ts in the usual manner. Then the interface tension � can directly be reado� as the slope of the �tted line, which parametrizes � ln (asE0)=Lt as a function of thetransverse area L2xy in eq. (6.35).For higher values of the Higgs mass mH near 80 GeV | and this stays true even onanisotropic lattices | the tunneling method is mostly inhibited by the enormous amount ofcomputer time, which would incur, if the necessary simulations on several large lattices withincreasing size were performed. Another point of criticism in this context might be that theimplicitly underlying assumption of a much larger tunneling correlation length compared tothe typical correlation lengths of the pure phases in equilibrium always sets a lower limit onreliable transverse sizes Lxy, which will rise with mH .



Chapter 7Simulations on isotropic latticesThis chapter comprises my results from numerical simulations of the SU(2){Higgs modelon isotropic lattices at low and intermediate values of the Higgs boson mass. These wereobtained by applying some of the method presented comprehensively in the foregoing chapter.The main topics are the critical hopping parameters and interface tensions at MC pa-rameters, which were chosen to correspond to Higgs masses about 16 GeV and 35 GeV,respectively. In particular, the former analysis addresses the important question, whetherand to what extent the interface tension can be a�ected by scaling violations in comparisonwith previous studies for Lt = 2 lattices.Finally, the continuum limit extrapolation of Tc=mH at mH ' 35 GeV is designatedto hint at possible discrepancies between results from the four-dimensional lattice approachused here and from resummed perturbation theory or simulations of the e�ective theory inthree dimensions.7.1 Critical � and interface tension for mH ' 16 GeVTo begin with, I determine the interface tension of the �nite-temperature electroweak phasetransition in a numerical investigation of the SU(2){Higgs model on a four-dimensionallattice with temporal extension Lt = 3. In the following I use a low value of the Higgsboson mass, where the phase transition is quite strong. For the determination of � the two-coupling method (subsection 6.2.3) in the scalar hopping parameter is employed. Comparedto transfer-matrix techniques (subsection 6.2.4) and histogram methods (subsection 6.2.2), itgives an optimal ratio between desired accuracy and required CPU-time for the SU(2){Higgsmodel [134, 135, 136, 139].A suitable observable for the interface tension is the density of the '{link operator L';x�,which is conjugate | in the thermodynamic sense | to the hopping parameter � and isitself an order parameter of the phase transition. From eqs. (5.32) { (5.34) it reads in the136



7.1. CRITICAL � AND INTERFACE TENSION FOR MH ' 16 GEV 137isotropic case: L' = 14
Xx2� 4X�=1 L';x� ; L';x� = 12 Tr �'+x+�̂Ux;�'x� : (7.1)In the spirit of thermal �eld theory as briey reviewed in section 5.1.2 of chapter 5, I extendthe measurement of � at a�1 = 2Tc in ref. [135] to a�1 = 3Tc with the purpose of gainingcontrol over possible lattice artifacts. The parameters in the former analysis were � = 8:0and � = 0:0001, leading to a renormalized gauge coupling of g2R ' 0:56 and a Higgs massof mH ' 16 GeV. The physical mass scale is set by the vector boson mass value mW = 80GeV at T = 0 in lattice units. A two-coupling simulation on a lattice of size 2� 162 � 128resulted in a phase transition point at �c = 0:12830(5) and a �nite-volume estimator for theinterface tension of �̂=T 3c = 0:84(16).When passing over to smaller lattice spacings, I have to scale all lattice extensionsaccordingly in order to keep the physical volume constant. In the case of low Higgs massthis is possible with an acceptable demand of computer resources. With increasing mH thesituation becomes worse, because the phase transition weakens and thus one needs largerphysical volumes to obtain a stable two-phase situation. Therefore, I choose a lattice of size3 � 242 � 192 with the changed parameters � = 8:15 and � = 0:00011. They have beenobtained by an integration of the one-loop perturbative renormalization group equationswith the transition point of the Lt = 2 lattice as a starting value [135], see also section 5.2of chapter 5. But as shown in refs. [134, 135, 137] and motivated in this work before, asu�ciently precise estimate for the critical point in �c is only available by numerical methods.7.1.1 Numerical resultsThe calculation of the phase transition point and the interface tension is done by a modi�edversion of the two-coupling method [162]. Since this method, which has been used in theSU(2){Higgs model in refs. [121, 134, 135, 136, 139], is already described and criticallydiscussed in the chapter before, I have not to repeat it here in detail.By taking a periodic lattice with one elongated spacelike direction, i.e. Lz � Lx =Ly � Lt, the corresponding lattice volume is divided into two halves with di�erent hoppingparameters �1 < �2, forced in symmetric and Higgs phase, respectively. If the transversedirections Lx and Ly are su�ciently large, the system resides in a mixed-phase state, and aninterface pair at the phase boundary perpendicular to the z{direction is induced. In a �rststep one initializes a two-phase situation by a simulation with �{values far enough from thetransition point, whose location was roughly determined by hysteresis runs. Subsequently,the distance in � is shrunk, and the smallest �{interval until a unique turn over into onesingle phase de�nes the lower and upper bounds for the critical �. On the 3 � 242 � 192



138 CHAPTER 7. SIMULATIONS ON ISOTROPIC LATTICESlattice I obtained in this way the estimate�c = 0:128110(3) ; (7.2)whose accuracy required the 64{bit oating point precision of the hardware architectureutilized.For the interface tension � one proceeds in a similar way as for the �c{determination,but due to practical limitations on Lz, one has to prevent the interfaces from touching eachother by a choice of somewhat larger �{intervals. This avoids tunneling events to take place,which would destroy the coexistence of the two bulk phases during the simulation. Figure 7.1displays typical two-phase structures from the 2{� method. Note that the plateaus becomenarrower for smaller �{intervals, especially in the broken phase, but the phases are stillclearly developed, and the interfaces continue to exist.

Figure 7.1: Two-phase pro�les of the z{slice expectation value L'(z) of L' for my largestand smallest �{intervals.The results of my simulations are presented in table 7.1. Owing to correlations betweenL(1)' and L(2)' , the statistical errors on �L' are usually smaller than those of L(2)' . This wasalready suggested by the autocorrelations in �gure 5.2 from section 5.3 in chapter 5 and iscaused by shifts of the interfaces during the simulation, which cancel out in �L' to someextent.In order to give a reliable estimate for the statistical error when �tting these '{linkaverages to the functions in eq. (7.3) below, I take their correlations into account by abootstrap analysis [183]. The characteristic ingredient is to calculate secondary quantitiesfrom bootstrap subsamples randomly taken with repetition from the original measurements,



7.1. CRITICAL � AND INTERFACE TENSION FOR MH ' 16 GEV 139�1 �2 sweeps L(1)' L(2)' �L'0.12776 0.12846 5000 1.5161(24) 37.8216(70) 36.3055(67)0.12781 0.12841 5000 1.5149(26) 34.7287(68) 33.2138(60)0.12786 0.12836 5000 1.5285(29) 31.5085(77) 29.9799(76)0.12791 0.12831 10000 1.5398(19) 28.1144(55) 26.5746(57)0.12796 0.12826 10000 1.5616(30) 24.5264(76) 22.9648(71)0.12801 0.12821 20000 1.6019(32) 20.5877(66) 18.9858(59)Table 7.1: Results for L(1)' , L(2)' , and �L' on a 3�242�192 lattice. The errors are obtainedby binning.which itself can be interpreted as the empirical probability distribution of the observablesunder consideration. The errors of the �t parameters are extracted as half of the central68.3%{interval of their distributions from �ts performed on these sample averages. A moreextensive description of the method in this context and some further references are containedsubsection B.1.2 of appendix B.The interface tension is now computed along the recipe of formulas (6.30) { (6.33), i.e.a3� = 12 lim�2&�c lim�1%�c�(�1 � �2) limLz!1Lz ��L'(�1; �2)�L(i)' (�1; �2) = � ci�i � �c + (0)i + (1)i (�i � �c) + (2)i (�i � �c)2 +O �(��)3� ; i = 1; 2a3�̂ = Lz (c1 + c2) ; 1Tc = aLt (7.3)with �L'(�1; �2) = L(2)' (�1; �2) � L(1)' (�1; �2) and �� = j�i � �cj. I quote my �nal resultfor two four-parameter �ts with �2{values of 2.58 and 0.82, which are depicted in �gure 7.2.Using (7.3), I �nd � �̂T 3c �L' = 0:764(52 + 47) ; (7.4)while aTc = 1=Lt = 1=3 in lattice units. The error consists of two parts, coming from abootstrap analysis with 10000 iterations and the uncertainty of �c in eq. (7.2).At this place some explanations about the number of necessary �t parameters are inorder. In the examinations of Lt = 2 lattices [135, 136], see also the next section, a three-parameter �t was su�cient to give a reliable value for the interface tension; an inclusion ofhigher order terms gave no improvement. The situation for Lt = 3 seems to be di�erent forthe following reason: Basically, one has to keep in mind that the expansion of L(i)' (�1; �2) ineq. (7.3) is only a phenomenological ansatz and no prescribed form, which has to be obeyedas e.g. in the case of exponentially shaped correlation function. Furthermore, the latticevolume 
 has increased, and the phase transition, which in a strict sense is only present in



140 CHAPTER 7. SIMULATIONS ON ISOTROPIC LATTICES

Figure 7.2: Four-parameter least-squares �ts of L(i)' , i = 1; 2, separately in each phase.in�nite volumes, is more pronounced. Consequently, the contribution of the higher Laurentcoe�cients becomes more important for the slopes at larger �{intervals.In fact, the three-parameter �t has no satisfactory �2, above all in the broken phase, andvaries beyond its error, if one or more data points are left out. A �ve-parameter �t gives�̂=T 3c = 0:85(20 + 5) and �2{values equal to 1.42 and 0.82. This is compatible to (7.4) withinerrors, but fairly sensitive to the number of �tted data points. A more careful inspectionof the bootstrap calculations reveals that the last �t parameter is not very signi�cant insuch cases, where its bootstrap error is roughly as large as its value; this holds true forthe �ve-parameter �ts and also the four-parameter �t in the symmetric phase. So for thesake of completeness, I combined the three-parameter �t in the symmetric phase with thefour-parameter �t in the broken phase (i.e. the corresponding ci{values) to �̂=T 3c = 0:793,although I am nevertheless convinced of the four-parameter �t in both phases to lead to themost reasonable result.The preceding remarks on the '{link correlations should have made clear that �L' isthe most natural variable for estimating the interface tension via eq. (7.3). As emphasizedin subsection 6.2.3, this requires that the chosen �{intervals are exactly symmetric withrespect to �c and, after arranging all factors appropriately, �̂=T 3c can immediately identi�edwith the residuum of the �tted '{link di�erence �L'(�1; �2) surviving in the extrapolation�2 � �1 = 2��! 0. A four-parameter �t to an ansatz similar to that in (7.3) for �L' wasevaluated to yield � �̂T 3c ��L' = 0:767(53) (7.5)



7.1. CRITICAL � AND INTERFACE TENSION FOR MH ' 16 GEV 141with �2 = 0:39, and it is illustrated in �gure 7.3. Here I only quote the statistical error, whichnow comes from 1000 normally distributed random data, since the di�erent �L'{averagesare uncorrelated. Note the perfect agreement of this result, and especially of its error, withthe numbers in eq. (7.4) above.

Figure 7.3: Four-parameter least-squares �t of�L' as a function of �2��1. An extrapolationto �2 � �1 = 0 gives the interface tension.
7.1.2 ConclusionI have determined the interface tension of the four-dimensional SU(2){Higgs model withthe two-coupling method. All estimates from acceptable �ts with a reasonable number ofparameters show a very good consistency.To my knowledge this is the �rst attempt to supply information about the scaling of �when going over to a �ner lattice. Compared to the Lt = 2 results� �̂T 3c �2{� = 0:84(16) ; � �T 3c �hist = 0:83(4) (7.6)



142 CHAPTER 7. SIMULATIONS ON ISOTROPIC LATTICESfrom refs. [134, 135] | the second number referring to the histogram method | the accuracyof the 2{� estimate has been improved to the value �̂=T 3c = 0:76(10) in eq. (7.4). Theobserved small deviation between Lt = 2 and Lt = 3 con�rms the smallness of scalingviolations, as e.g. also found recently for the critical temperature in [137, 140].Finally, I confront the result with the perturbative estimate [105, 107] up to orderO(g4; �20), � �T 3c �pert = 0:78(1) ; (7.7)with an error coming from the uncertainties in the renormalized parameters on the lattice.As expected, the agreement with perturbation theory on a quantitative level in this rangeof the Higgs boson mass is excellent.7.2 Critical � and interface tension for mH ' 35 GeVThe goal of the present section is to compute the interface tension of the �nite-temperatureelectroweak phase transition at some larger value of the Higgs boson mass. Whereas thedetermination of � proceeds completely analogous to the mH ' 16 GeV case and can becopied without any further comments, the critical hopping parameter is obtained by use ofthe constrained simulation method as proposed in subsection 6.1.5 of the foregoing chapterand ref. [136]. An even more detailed presentation of the latter will be given in the lastsection.In my �nite-temperature simulations I have used elongated lattices with � = Lt � Lx �Ly�Lz , where Lt = 2 and Lx = Ly � Lz. Keeping the bare parameters � = 8:0, � = 0:0003and Lt = 2 �xed, the hopping parameter � was tuned to its critical value. After measuringand �tting the required T = 0 correlation function in the Higgs and vector channel, theseparameters were found to correspond to a Higgs boson mass of roughly 35 GeV at zerotemperature.7.2.1 Numerical resultsIn this version of the constrained-simulation method slog in eq. (6.7), i.e. the density of thesubtracted action Slog = S[U; '] � 3Px2� ln �x, was taken as the order parameter. Thelattice size under study was 2� 242� 256. In a series of two short runs without any boundson slog the position of the two peaks, belonging to the pure phases, was estimated. As aconsequence, the interval slog 2 [ 4:90 ; 4:95 ] has been chosen to determine the critical pointin �c. The MC simulation was carried out at � = 0:12865, which is the �c{estimate from thetwo-coupling method applied earlier, and a statistic of 18000 measuring sweeps was collected.Every proposal of the updating algorithms leading to expectation values of slog outside theselected order parameter interval is rejected. The integrated autocorrelation times turned



7.2. CRITICAL � AND INTERFACE TENSION FOR MH ' 35 GEV 143out to be �int = 21(2) sweeps for slog and L'. This value is much smaller than a typicalautocorrelation time for a multicanonical simulation, and the reason is the following. Inthe case of a multicanonical simulation the system must completely go from one phase tothe other in order to obtain an independent con�guration. In the constrained-simulationmethod only the ratio of the bulk phases changes slightly, which is, however, su�cient totell whether the free energy densities of the two phases are the same or not.The transition point is de�ned by the implicit relation for �c,hslogi ����=�c = 12 (slog;� + slog;+) � slog,mid ; (7.8)with slog;� = 4:90 and slog;+ = 4:95 denoting the bounds on slog. This de�nition is equivalentto the condition that at � = �c the distribution of the measured history of slog{values isat in the given interval. It can be ensured by using the reweighting technique [188] in � inorder to get results on hslogi j�=�c in the vicinity of the point � = 0:12865.For the determination of the statistical error on hslogi j�=�c the results of a bootstrapprocedure with 3000 iterations and 30 independent subsamples were adopted, see the nextsubsection. The �nal result of this analysis is�c = 0:1286565(7) ; (7.9)while the error ��c in parentheses represents the total spread in �, which complies withhslogi j�=�c��� 2 [ slog,mid � �slog ; slog,mid + �slog ], if �slog denotes the statistical errors ofthe reweighted expectation values hslogi�. Within the error bars it agrees with the result�c = 0:128658(1) from the 2 � 162 � 256 lattice by using the equal-height criterion for thepeaks in the slog{histogram. Thus the �nite-size e�ects of �c beyond Lx = Ly = 24 areexpected to be small. The above calculation gives the same �c for the upper half and for thelower half of the slog{interval. This fact can be considered as an additional check that thesystem was in the at regime, and via monitoring the z{slice pro�les of L' the con�gurationscould be frequently tested to contain two bulk phases and two interfaces in between. As afurther non-trivial cross-check of the method I should mention that for � = 0:0001 (mH ' 18GeV) some results of [134, 135] obtained by the multicanonical method have been reproducedwith this new procedure.Since the basic ideas of the �{determination with the two-coupling method [162, 135,136, 139] should be well known in the meantime, I only recall here that a halved latticewith z{extension Lz much larger than the others is chosen to have �1 < �c in the part withlower z{coordinates and �2 > �c in the complementary one. By a suitable initialization ofthe con�gurations, a mixed state with two interfaces is obtained. Let L(i)' (�1; �2), i = 1; 2,denote the expectation value of L' from eq. (7.1) in the part with hopping parameter �i,�L'(�1; �2) = L(2)' (�1; �2) � L(1)' (�1; �2) their di�erence, and �� = j�i � �cj. Then the



144 CHAPTER 7. SIMULATIONS ON ISOTROPIC LATTICESinterface tension may be extracted from the expressions (6.30) { (6.33) of subsection 6.2.3,a3� = 12 lim�2&�c lim�1%�c�(�1 � �2) limLz!1Lz ��L'(�1; �2)�L(i)' (�1; �2) = � ci�i � �c + (0)i + (1)i (�i � �c) +O �(��)2� ; i = 1; 2a3�̂ = Lz (c1 + c2) ; 1Tc = aLt ; (7.10)which illustrate that � depends only on the '{link di�erence �L'(�1; �2).In table 7.2 the results for L(1)' , L(2)' , and �L' from simulations on a 2�242�200 latticeare listed. The statistical errors quoted in the table are obtained by binning. Unfortunately,�1 �2 sweeps L(1)' L(2)' �L'0.12845 0.12885 10000 1.0607(30) 7.9042(91) 6.8435(83)0.12849 0.12881 10000 1.0614(32) 7.007(10) 5.9461(92)0.12853 0.12877 10000 1.0587(41) 6.058(12) 4.999(10)0.12855 0.12875 12000 1.0684(38) 5.581(12) 4.513(11)0.12857 0.12873 14000 1.0678(42) 5.035(12) 3.967(11)Table 7.2: Results for L(1)' , L(2)' , and �L' on a 2�242�200 lattice. The errors are obtainedby binning.the actually chosen �{intervals do not lie symmetrically around the best �c{value (7.9) fromthe constrained simulation so that the �ts of L(i)' had to performed independently for i = 1; 2.I estimated the integrated autocorrelation time from the quotient of true and naive statisticalerrors as implied by formula (A.32) in appendix A.3. For L(1)' and L(2)' the autocorrelationtime is always found to be smaller than 50 sweeps, however, it still refers to the situationwith the �{overrelaxation in the updating scheme. As exemplarily stressed in section 5.3 ofchapter 5 for the mH ' 16 GeV case at Lt = 3 realized in the previous investigation, thesenumbers reduce considerably, if the cartesian '{overrelaxation is used for the MC updatesinstead.Again, the statistical errors of �L' are always smaller than those of L(2)' . This is dueto a kind of shift of the interfaces during the simulation; for instance, in the case of aninterface moving from the region with �2 into the one with �1, both expectation values L(i)'will increase, but the di�erence between them is not that much a�ected. Hence there is astrong correlation between the two L(i)' {values obtained on the same con�guration. Thishas to be taken into account when estimating statistical errors for the interface tension, andis achieved by a bootstrap analysis [183]. The bootstrap method | already used before| is shortly discussed in subsection 7.1.1 and more exhaustively in subsection B.1.2 ofappendix B. Supposed that the reader is already familiar with the general procedure, I



7.2. CRITICAL � AND INTERFACE TENSION FOR MH ' 35 GEV 145would only like to mention that in order to eliminate the inuence of autocorrelations I havecombined 200 measurements to bins for each �{pair. (E.g. for the �rst three rows of table 7.2the bin averages provide N = 50 independent values for the quantities L(1)' and L(2)' ; the lastrows have N = 60 and N = 70.) My data are not obtained in a single MC run, but in �vedi�erent runs for di�erent �{pairs, so for each �{pair I generated a bootstrap sample, and inthe so-obtained data samples I averaged to L(i)' , i = 1; 2, as functions of �. Using the formof the Laurent ansatz in eq. (7.10), I performed for these functions two independent �2{�ts within each bootstrap sample. This procedure has been repeated 10000 times, and thestatistical error has been determined from the distribution, i.e. from its median containing68.3 % of the �̂{values calculated from the �t parameters.

Figure 7.4: Three-parameter least-squares �ts for the determination of �̂ from the two-coupling method. The �2{values are �21 = 1:88 and �22 = 1:50, respectively.Figure 7.4 contains the combined data points with the corresponding �ts. With aTc =1=Lt = 1=2 in lattice units this yields� �̂T 3c �L' = 0:065(9 + 1) : (7.11)The �rst number in the parenthesis is the statistical error, the second one stands forthe uncertainty in the critical hopping parameter. For the individual �ts I have c1 =0:00000277(290 + 5) and c2 = 0:0000378(61 + 7) with �21 = 1:88 and �22 = 1:50, respec-tively. The error on c2 � Lz=T 3c is even larger than that of �̂=T 3c , which is an indication thatthe correlations have been taken into account correctly. This does also reect in table 7.2,where this error ratio approximately equals the ratio of statistical errors between L(2)' and�L'. In order to check the error estimate based on the bootstrap procedure, a jackknife



146 CHAPTER 7. SIMULATIONS ON ISOTROPIC LATTICESerror analysis with 80 independent jackknife samples has been performed 1. The results ofthe two di�erent methods were in complete agreement.An additional check, whether the measured curvature of L(i)' (�1; �2) as a function of�i, i = 1; 2, is really described by eq. (7.10), is supplied by trying also a three-parametricquadratic �t ansatz without any inverse-linear term. The corresponding result has �21 = 1:85and �22 = 4:15, and the value of �22 shows that the data can not be well described by such aquadratic �t. Due to the large error bars in the symmetric phase (see �gure 7.4), the squareddeviation between �t and data �21 is not very sensitive to the proposed �t function. A four-parameter �t with a quadratic term supplementing the Laurent ansatz in (7.10) results in�21 = 1:85 and �22 = 1:49. Since the �2{values are nearly unchanged compared to (7.11), thefourth parameter does not seem to represent a new degree of freedom, and the estimate for�̂=T 3c = 0:063 does not deviate signi�cantly from the former.It is also possible to determine �̂ by using the �L'{values of table 7.2 together withthe rough estimate �c = 0:12865(1) for the transition point, around which the available�{intervals are centred. It has has been obtained through the two-coupling method inadvance. In this case one gets (�̂=T 3c )�L' = 0:075(11) with �2 = 0:77; the error comes from1000 normally distributed random data and the uncertainty in �c has not been considered.With individual �ts for both L(i)' as described previously, the result is (�̂=T 3c )L' = 0:075(11)for �c = 0:12865(1) with �21 = 1:89 and �22 = 1:54. From this agreement I conclude thatthe correlations between the expectation values L(i)' are treated similarly in both methods.However, the di�erence between this result and that of eq. (7.11) emphasizes the importanceof a precise �c{determination.7.2.2 ConclusionThe interface tension of the SU(2){Higgs model has been determined anew by means of thetwo-coupling method. Within the error bars the result �̂=T 3c = 0:065(10) in eq. (7.11) agreeswell with the Lt = 2 estimate from the tunneling method sketched in section 6.2.4,� �T 3c �tunnel = 0:053(5) ; (7.12)where the error contains the statistical error and an estimate of the systematics, the latterbeing obtained from the di�erence between the results of the two di�erent operators L';xand Rx = �2x used in the Higgs channel correlators [136]. In this calculation the elongatedextension was Lz = 128, and the size of the transverse lattice directions ranged from Lxy = 4to Lxy = 16. The impressive conformity of the two results from these conceptually distinctmethods strengthens the con�dence in the correctness of the determination of �.1For the readers convenience, this technique, which has also often been used elsewhere in this work, isshortly summarized in subsection B.1.1 of appendix B.



7.3. CONTINUUM LIMIT OF TC=MH FOR MH ' 35 GEV 147The prediction of the perturbative approach [105] is� �T 3c �pert = 0:060(6) ; (7.13)and the error displayed here comes from the uncertainties in the lattice determination of therenormalized masses and coupling [107]. Despite the huge corrections found for the interfacetension in two-loop resummed perturbation theory, the agreement with this analytical toolis remarkable too.Finally, I want to add that in this intermediate range of the Higgs boson mass thereexist also estimates for � from the histogram method within the dimensionally reducedSU(2){Higgs model in three dimensions [147]. For confronting these with the present ones,a mapping of the di�erent (perturbative versus non-perturbative) renormalization schemesis necessary before, in order to a�ord a physical situation comparable to that �xed by theparameters of the four-dimensional theory. After a suitable interpolation of the resultsin ref. [147] to the pole mass mH = 34:0(5) GeV and the renormalized gauge couplingg2R = 0:585, the author of ref. [148] �nds (�=T 3c )D=3hist = 0:050(12) so that all results showfairly good consistency. In comparison with the corresponding estimates for mH ' 16 GeV,the interface tension has decreased by about one order of magnitude, signalling that the �rstorder phase transition has weakened rapidly towards this value of the Higgs boson mass.When comparing the errors, it should be kept in mind that the product of the latticevolume and the number of sweeps, thus CPU-time, is an order of magnitude smaller in thecase of the two-coupling method. Together with the results of refs. [134, 135], in which thehistogram method has been used with multicanonical simulations, see subsection 6.2.2 ofchapter 6, in total three di�erent approaches for the measurement of the interface tensionwere studied. As already suggested in the previous section, no signi�cant systematic discrep-ancies among the results of these methods beyond their statistical errors has been observed,and therefore, the two-coupling method turns out to be the most robust and economic way toestimate the interface tension. Moreover, since this method generically requires the greatestlattice volumes and has typically larger statistical errors in its results too, it seems ratherpointless to extrapolate them to in�nite volume.7.3 Continuum limit of Tc=mH for mH ' 35 GeVNumerical MC investigations of the SU(2){Higgs model in four dimensions, which is de-duced from �rst �eld-theoretic principles, are genuinely non-perturbative ab initio and donot contain any further conceptual approximations. By comparing the data from numeri-cal simulations for this model with those from other approaches like perturbation theory orthree-dimensional e�ective theories, one can not only hope to achieve an unambiguous un-derstanding of the �nite-temperature EWPT, but also to identify non-perturbative features



148 CHAPTER 7. SIMULATIONS ON ISOTROPIC LATTICESand possible sources of systematic errors, which may be di�cult to control in one of thelatter. In particular, such a comparison is of great interest in practice, because it allows toquantify the intrinsic uncertainty in the dimensional reduction step and possible deviationsfrom resummed perturbation theory in the continuum.Since most of the 4D{results on the thermodynamic quantities �=T 3c (interface tension)and ��=T 4c (latent heat) were only obtained on lattices with temporal extensions Lt =2; 3 and have typically O(10%){errors [134, 135, 136, 139], one should consider the criticaltemperature Tc in units of the Higgs boson mass mH , which both are relatively easy tomeasure on the lattice with ideally quite small errors. After its careful extrapolation to thecontinuum limit, the dimensionless ratio Tc=mH can be compared with the available resultsfrom one-loop and two-loop perturbation theory in four dimensions [105, 107] and from thedimensionally reduced SU(2){Higgs model in three dimensions [147].However, as pointed out before, the uncertainties of the critical hopping parameter �ccontributes to the errors of many other physical quantities. In view of the promising op-portunity for a comparison with the approaches addressed above, this is most severe justin the case of the ratio Tc=mH , while the transition temperature is aTc = 1=Lt in latticeunits and the Higgs mass amH is calculated on T = 0 lattices in � = �c, which must havebeen determined independently on T > 0 lattices with temporal extensions Lt = 2; 3; : : : inadvance: TcmH = 1amHLt : (7.14)In contrast to the renormalized parameters RHW = mH=mW and g2R, where the �c{errorscancel to a large extent, the errors of the numerical simulations for the quantity Tc=mH aredominated by the uncertainties in �c. Therefore, if computer hardware with 64{bit oatingpoint arithmetics is accessible, it is desirable to improve the precision of �c as far as possible.The lattice parameters assumed for the following investigation, which constitutes anextension of some existing results in refs. [137, 140], correspond to a Higgs boson mass ofmH ' 35 GeV. As clari�ed in earlier publications [137, 148], recent reviews [96, 97], and inthis work as well, the agreement of other quantities with two-loop perturbation theory andMC results from simulations of the three-dimensional e�ective theory is still rather goodin this region of medium-sized Higgs masses. Using the one-loop renormalization group �{functions to describe the ow of the bare couplings � and � along a given line of constantphysics (LCP) in lattice parameter space, see section 5.2 of chapter 5 and [135, 137], thesimulation points with increasing Lt (, a ! 0) in these studies were chosen such that thenon-perturbatively renormalized quantities RHW = mH=mW and g2R should be constant.Then a careful analysis was performed to extract the true statistical errors of the massesand the static potential, and to control systematic errors like �nite-volume e�ects and latticeartifacts. The results could be extrapolated to in�nite volumes reliably, and there it wasalready found that the non-perturbatively determined masses scale properly by 1=Lt within



7.3. CONTINUUM LIMIT OF TC=MH FOR MH ' 35 GEV 149errors, with lattice discretization errors expected to be of the order O(1=L2t ), and that thephysical shape of the static potential scales too. For instance, the magnitude of latticeartifacts in RHW and g2R on Lt = 5 lattices is at the level of a few parts per thousands.Hence, the size of the lattice artifacts turns out to be surprisingly small, and once thestatistical errors of the relevant quantities become su�ciently small, the extrapolation tothe continuum limit from Lt = 2 to Lt = 5 seems feasible.7.3.1 Critical hopping parameter at Lt = 3To begin with, I want to illustrate again | but in some more detail | the determination ofthe critical hopping parameter �c by employing the e�cient constrained-simulation method,whose merits and limitations have been discussed in subsection 6.1.5 of the foregoing chapter.The simulation point under consideration has Lt = 3 as temporal lattice extension, and thebare parameters are � = 8:15 and � = 0:00031. A two-coupling simulation on a 3�322�512lattice [137] gave the estimate �c = 0:128355(5) and has been used a starting point for theconstrained simulation. Scaling up the lattice extension used for the corresponding Lt = 2analysis of the previous section, a lattice of size 3� 362� 384 has to be utilized. I apply thegeneral procedure of subsection 6.1.5, but now, unlike in section 7.2, to the order parameterO = �2, because the cartesian '{overrelaxation algorithm was used in the MC updatingscheme. The central lesson to be learned there was that the critical point in �c, at whichthe histogram of the order parameter is at, can be implicitly de�ned through the equation
�2� ����=�c = �2mid ; �2mid � 12 ��2� + �2+� ; (7.15)if the individual measurements �2, conceived as being averaged over the lattice volume ineach sweep, are constrained to carry only those values, which comply with�2 2 [ �2� ; �2+ ] : (7.16)The condition (7.15) is ful�lled by reweighting the full distribution of the measured �2{historyto �{values �0 in the vicinity of the simulation point [136, 188]. This numerical tool, whichallows to determine the dependence of global quantities (averages) on � in a single run, isbriey reviewed in section B.3 of appendix B. It works well, if the �{shifts are so small thatthe induced shifts of the measured quantities are smaller than their variances; otherwise thetechnique of Taylor series projection is necessary [137]. The statistical errors ��2 = ��2;�0 ofthe expectation values h�2i�0 from the reweighted distribution in �0 6= � were always obtainedby jackknife or bootstrap methods, which are also summarized in appendix B.The �rst step was to select a reasonable interval [ �2� ; �2+ ], to which the measurementsof the order parameter �2 should be constrained. It has to lie safely between and well sepa-rated from the peaks of the pure homogeneous phases, which could be isolated by two shortsimulations in � = 0:128355 on con�gurations equilibrated deep in the symmetric phase (at



150 CHAPTER 7. SIMULATIONS ON ISOTROPIC LATTICES� = 0:12815) and in the broken Higgs phase (at � = 0:12855) beforehand. Unfortunately,after some constrained-simulation runs with various �2{intervals, it turned out that this �c{value, obtained by the 2{� method from a lattice of di�erent size, does rather fall into theborder of the metastable region and tends readily to ip via tunneling in the Higgs phase.However, at the slightly lower hopping parameter � = 0:128353 the two-phase equilibriumwas more stable, see the left plot of �gure 7.5, and an evaluation of all measurements with�2 2 [ 3:15 ; 3:20 ], taken from a thermalized �2{sample of 6000 sweeps with the constraint�2 2 [ 3:0 ; 3:2 ] before, gave the tentative value �c = 0:1283493(4). Using this estimate and

Figure 7.5: Left: Positions of the pure-phase peaks in the histogram of the order param-eter �2 at � = 0:128353 in the metastable region to select its interval for the constrainedsimulation. Both parts of the histogram have been simulated separately (500 warmup and500 measurement sweeps each), while the respective starting con�gurations were �rst equi-librated at � = 0:12815 in the symmetric and at � = 0:12855 in the Higgs phase. Right:Autocorrelation functions �(t), t in sweeps, of some representative lattice operators fromthe constrained simulation in � = 0:1283493. The statistical errors of these functions, aswell as those of the integrated autocorrelation times extracted from them, were obtained byjackknife analyses with 25 jackknife samples. The exponential autocorrelation time, whichgoverns the decay of �(t), was �exp ' 30 sweeps for �2, which is conform with experiencesfrom similar simulations in other points of lattice parameter space.its �eld con�guration for a re�ned analysis in � = 0:1283493 with higher statistic, I accu-mulated | after 3500 warmup sweeps | a history of 20000 �2{measurements constrainedto the order parameter interval �2 2 [ 3:1 ; 3:2 ]. The autocorrelation functions and theintegrated autocorrelation times in this simulation, which were calculated for some represen-tative operators from their full samples of measurements with the aid of formulas (A.31) and



7.3. CONTINUUM LIMIT OF TC=MH FOR MH ' 35 GEV 151(A.32) in appendix A.3, are visualized in the right plot of �gure 7.5. The autocorrelationtime �int[�2] = 75(27) sweeps of the constrained order parameter is a bit larger than thetypical times observed in section 7.2 and ref. [136]. This may be explained by the fact that,in regard of the tiny �{shift to the result (7.17) below, the simulation point was alreadyvery near to the critical hopping parameter, where generically larger autocorrelation timeshave to be faced. In order to keep track, whether the two domains associated with thepure metastable phases and separated by a pair of interfaces, have settled in the systemand do persist during the whole simulation, I periodically considered the z{slice pro�le ofthe '{link expectation value L'(z) introduced in eq. (6.9) of section 6.1.4, as exemplarilyreproduced in �gure 7.7. Since the lattice geometry is such that the transverse directionshave extensions much smaller than the elongated z{extension, only interfaces perpendicularto the z{direction are probable.The reweighting of the data sample of constrained �2{measurements in � = 0:1283493to comply with eq. (7.15) leads to the result�c = 0:12834938(22) : (7.17)An estimation of the statistical error as quoted in parentheses is o�ered by the condition(7.15) too, if it is required to hold for the upper and lower bounds on the statistical errorinterval h�2i� ���2 of h�2i�:
�2� ����=�c���c +��2 = �2mid ; 
�2� ����=�c+��c ���2 = �2mid : (7.18)As the graphical construction suggested in the left plot of �gure 7.6 illustrates, this gives alower bound �c ���c and an upper bound �c +��c for the statistical error on the criticalhopping parameter determined from the constrained-simulation method. Thanks to thelarger number of lattice points used and the elimination of the �{reection in favour of the'{reection to reduce autocorrelations, the accuracy, which was achieved for the value atLt = 2 in eq. (7.9) of section 7.2 (and which is also contained in refs. [136, 137] and table 7.3),has signi�cantly increased.As a control that the system really has been simulated in the at regime, the evaluationalong eqs. (7.15) and (7.16) has been repeated with the �2{histories restricted to the lower andupper interval halves [ �2� ; �2mid ] and [ �2mid ; �2+ ], respectively. The corresponding estimates�c = 0:12834905(30) and �c = 0:12834950(32) are consistent with the result (7.17), eventhough they possess larger statistical errors as expected. In addition, I also checked on apossible lack of thermalization, which in principle could a�ect the �c{analysis. But whenomitting some portions of several thousand �2{measurements from the beginning of thestatistic, I found only numbers, which were compatible with the statistical error of the bestestimate in eq. (7.17), so that any systematic inuence of thermalization e�ects is absent.Finally, the right plot in �gure 7.6 shows the sensitivity of the reweighted histograms against



152 CHAPTER 7. SIMULATIONS ON ISOTROPIC LATTICESa variation of the critical hopping parameter about one standard deviation in both directions.

Figure 7.6: Left: The full line connects the expectation values of the order parameter �2 asa function of the hopping parameter, computed by reweighting, and the dashed lines givethe range of their statistical errors. This sets the error on �c as the width of that �{interval,which is bounded by the intersection points of these dashed lines with the horizontal line ath�2i = �2mid. From 3:1 � �2 � 3:2 and �2mid = 3:15 the result �c = 0:12834938(22) is obtained.Right: Reweighted histograms of the �2{distribution from the simulation in �c = 0:1283493.In the lower two diagrams � is varied according to �c � ��c, if ��c denotes the standarddeviation of �c in eq. (7.17), whose histogram is depicted on the top. The latter is prettyat indeed, while the other two already show some descent (ascent), which characterizes anapproach to the border of the metastable region. This provides a further test for the correctcurvature of the order parameter distribution in �c.
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Figure 7.7: The z{slice expectation value L'(z) of the '{link during a constrained simulationin � ' �c, monitored at stages marching on with MC time. The two phases and the interfacesseparating them are clearly visible. But in contrast to a two-coupling simulation, where thephase boundaries are (ideally) �xed by the choice of di�erent �{values in the two z{halves,they can freely move along the z{direction in the present case. In view of the dynamicalpicture of bubble nucleation during the EWPT, see section 6.2 of the previous chapter,these shapes may also be interpreted as the pro�le of a bubble, which develops in numericalsimulations near criticality of the system in T . The spatial thickness of its wall along thez{direction can also be identi�ed.



154 CHAPTER 7. SIMULATIONS ON ISOTROPIC LATTICES7.3.2 Continuum extrapolation and discussionSince the critical temperature in lattice units is prescribed via the periodicity of the latticein time direction as aTc = 1=Lt, it can be expressed in physical units, if its dimensionlessratio to a renormalized mass at zero temperature | extracted from the exponential decaysof suitable timeslice correlation functions | is known. In the present case I am interestedin the critical temperature Tc in units of the Higgs mass mH .Technically, the T = 0 Higgs mass has been determined by a linear extrapolation of thenearby values amH = 0:1587(14) in � = 0:128355 and amH = 0:1796(40) in � = 0:128405 atLt = 3, published in [137] for a 243�32 lattice, to the more precise �c of eq. (7.17). In regardof the typical size of the statistical errors on the masses, this is correct within the small �{range encountered. The result is Tc=mH = 1=amHLt = 2:132(22), where now the error hasbeen computed from the errors of the input data incorporating both the statistical error� (amH) of the extrapolated mass amH = amH(�) and the error ��c of the critical hoppingparameter itself. Namely, the total error consists of �tot (amH) = � (amH) + ��c (amH),where the inuence of the �c{uncertainty ��c (amH) on the Higgs mass can be estimated as��c (amH) = ��c @@� amH(�) �����=�c ' ��c ���� amH(�0)� amH(�c)�0 � �c ���� ; (7.19)if �0 = �c � ��c. Then, as usual, the error sum �tot (amH) propagates into the inversionto the ratio Tc=mH = 1=amHLt, and its value is recorded together with the other numbersat di�erent Lt from the same paper in table 7.3. Presupposing the leading scaling violationlattice � � method �c Tc=mH2� 242 � 256 8.0 0.0003 constrained 0.1286565(7) 2.026(11)3� 362 � 384 8.15 0.00031 constrained 0.12834938(22) 2.132(22)4� 442 � 512 8.25 0.000315 two-coupling 0.128235(5) 2.087(48)5� 562 � 570 8.33 0.000319 two-coupling 0.128170(5) 2.21(10)Table 7.3: Simulation points and its results for the critical hopping parameter and thedimensionless ratio Tc=mH of the critical temperature to the T = 0 mass in the Higgschannel along the LCP at mH ' 35 GeV. The boldface numbers are new compared torefs. [137, 140]. As described in the text, the statistical uncertainty in the determination of�c has been taken into account for the error of Tc=mH as well.of the non-perturbative Higgs mass to be of order O(a2), I subsequently performed a linear�t in (aTc)2 = 1=L2t to these Tc=mH{data in similar way, using again error propagation tocalculate the error of the extrapolated quantity. This �t is displayed in �gure 7.8, togetherwith the simulation results of table 7.3 and the predictions of four-dimensional resummedperturbation theory in the continuum [105, 107]. Note that the one-loop and two-loop



7.3. CONTINUUM LIMIT OF TC=MH FOR MH ' 35 GEV 155results almost coincide at mH ' 35 GeV, which hints at good convergence properties andthe credibility of the perturbation series for the quantity Tc=mH in this parameter region.

Figure 7.8: Numerical results for the transition temperature in units of the Higgs bosonmass, here mH;W � MH;W . Assuming O(a2){lattice artifacts, the straight line is the a! 0extrapolation, which has been made with respect to (aT 2c ) = 1=L2t and gave the continuumlimit value (7.20) shown by the �lled symbol. The errors on the Tc=mH{entries with a�1 �4Tc are dominated by the uncertainties in the critical hopping parameters from the 2{�simulations with single-precision (32{bit) arithmetics. The dashed horizontal lines are theperturbative predictions [105, 107] at order g3 (upper) and g4 (lower). They correspond to�xed values of RHW and g2R (with M being the screening mass of the Yukawa potential, seethe next chapter), which characterize the LCP under consideration.The �nal result of the �tting procedure readsTcmH = 2:189(34) ; Tc = 73:9(1:2) GeV = 8:58(14) � 1014 K ; (7.20)while the critical temperature in physical units refers to RHW = 0:422 and mW = 80 GeV.It resembles the limit of the continuum extrapolation a ! 0 (Lt ! 1) including the new,error-reduced �c{value at Lt = 3 computed numerically above, and in this sense it should



156 CHAPTER 7. SIMULATIONS ON ISOTROPIC LATTICESbe regarded as more reliable than that quoted in refs. [137, 140]: Tc=mH = 2:147(40). Thequality of the �t for the Tc=mH at di�erent Lt is very good, also when including the Lt = 2point in the extrapolation, which is supported by its sum of squares per degree of freedom�2=dof = 1:23 and the smallness of scale breaking lattice artifacts found in [135, 137, 139].By the way, the value at Lt = 2 is about 7 % smaller. This relatively small deviation is muchbetter than the expectation based on lattice perturbation theory, for instance, the authorsof ref. [147] give an estimate of scaling violations between 20 % and 30 % for Lt = 2.For further discussion I use the values RHW = 0:422(11) and g2R = 0:585(10) establishedin ref. [137] as a perturbative reference point for the LCP considered here. This is underthe mild assumption that corrections due to the di�erent renormalization conditions forthe gauge coupling gR and the order parameter � on the lattice and in the continuum,which are expected to be of relative order O(g2R), can be neglected. Compared to the valueTc=mH = 2:147(40), obtained there with the �c{estimate at Lt = 3 from the 2{� method, thecontinuum limit (7.20) has lifted a bit. Although this number comes now somewhat closerto the prediction (Tc=mH)pert ' 2:29 of two-loop resummed perturbation theory [105, 107],�gure 7.8 indicates that the Tc=mH{value extrapolated to the continuum limit still di�ersby about three standard deviations from the perturbative result.The estimate from MC simulations of the e�ective SU(2){Higgs theory after dimensionalreduction to three dimensions is (Tc=mH)D=3a!0 = 2:227(15). It has been obtained from extrap-olations of the phase transition points, mostly determined by di�erent numerical methods,to a common limit of in�nite volumes and zero lattice spacings [147] and, as in the case ofthe interface tension before, after converting it via a suitable interpolation to the physicalparameters mH = 34:0(5) and g2R = 0:585 of the 4D{theory. Varying the renormalizedgauge coupling like g2R = 0:585 � 0:015, the result does not yet change outside its error[148]. This number, which is consistent with the 4D{results inside the errors, has higherprecision and lies a little closer to the prediction of two-loop resummed perturbation theory.Nevertheless, provided that the systematic errors in the parameter matching of ref. [148] arenegligible, there is also a discrepancy downwards of more than two standard deviations fromthe perturbative result. The new estimate Tc=mH = 2:189(34) of eq. 7.20) has decreased therelative di�erence between the lattice MC results for the models in four and three dimensionsfrom approximately 4 % to 2 %. Even now this is de�nitely larger than those valuations[146, 147], which claim the intrinsic uncertainty involved in the successive perturbative stepsof dimensional reduction and lattice regularization to be in the optimal | but surely toooptimistic | case to be smaller than 0.1 %.Consequently, in my opinion one has to suspect that there are some non-negligible higher-loop contributions and/or non-perturbative e�ects, which may only show up in the full four-dimensional theory, since it does not contain any approximation at all. It is possible thatdeviations of similar magnitude will emerge in other quantities (e.g. interface tension orlatent heat) as well, once the precision would become similar there. In order to furnish



7.3. CONTINUUM LIMIT OF TC=MH FOR MH ' 35 GEV 157this statement further and to arrive at a �nal conclusion, a re�ned �c{determination also atLt = 4; 5; : : : is indispensable. But the obvious obstacle of memory restrictions for the todayaccessible computers, related to the very large lattice sizes required at these Lt{values, canonly be overcome by the use of anisotropic lattices.An often heard objection to the confrontation of the lattice SU(2){Higgs model in fourdimensions with its three-dimensional counterpart or continuum perturbation theory madehere is that the de�nitions of the renormalized gauge couplings in the di�erent approaches arenot the same. Whereas the lattice de�nition in four dimensions gR = g(V )R derives from thestatic potential V (R), the perturbative calculations in the continuum | also adapted for thee�ective theory to express the parameters of the three-dimensional model through those ofthe original one in four dimensions | refer to the conventional MS{renormalization scheme:gR = g(MS)R . So strictly speaking, the inuence of these distinct de�nitions can be reasonablyestimated only, if at least a perturbative �rst order relation between between g(V )R and g(MS)Ris known, whose coe�cient must not necessarily be small. This is an important | albeitmissing | prerequisite, which would enable to convert the renormalized parameters into eachother and to prepare comparable physical situations for both cases. Of course, unless such arelation is not available, every direct comparison between results from the four-dimensionalmodel and from the three-dimensional reduced theory or continuum perturbation theoryretains some non-assessable uncertainty, upon which one could always fall back to explainthe perhaps arising discrepancies.



Chapter 8Quantum corrections to the couplinganisotropiesThis chapter is devoted to the perturbative as well as the non-perturbative determination ofthe quantum corrections to the coupling anisotropies of the SU(2){Higgs model on latticeswith asymmetric lattice spacings.The O(g2; �){results, which were obtained in ref. [138] by a one-loop calculation requir-ing the rotational invariance of the gauge and Higgs boson propagators in the continuumlimit, are con�rmed with high accuracy in a non-perturbative investigation by means of nu-merical simulations of the model on appropriate lattices. It is demonstrated that rotationalinvariance is also restored for the static potential computed from space-space and space-timeWilson loops, when the perturbatively determined coupling anisotropies are used in the sim-ulations [141]. As already stated before, the anisotropic lattice approach is indispensable toreach the physically more realistic Higgs mass range of mH ' 80 GeV or larger within theSU(2){Higgs model in four dimensions.8.1 Perturbative analysisHere is a condensed outline of the essential steps in the perturbative �rst order calculationand its main results [138, 140]. More technical details of this analysis, e.g. about the con-tributing one-loop graphs and their evaluation in Feynman gauge, can be found in ref. [141].� The aim is to access the �rst order quantum corrections to the tree-level identity� = � = � in the loop expansion� = �(�) = � ��(�) ; � = �(�) = � ��(�) (8.1)with functions �� and ��, formally double-expanded in the squared bare gauge coupling158



8.1. PERTURBATIVE ANALYSIS 159g2 = 4=� and the lattice scalar quartic self-coupling � as�2�(�) = 1 + c�(�)g2 + b�(�)�+O(g4; �2) (8.2)�2�(�) = 1 + c�(�)g2 + b�(�)�+O(g4; �2) : (8.3)A formal power counting argument suggests � � g2. The perturbative analysis of �(�)and �(�) is based on the idea that the Higgs and gauge boson correlation lengths inphysical units are required to be the same in the di�erent directions [132].� When elaborating perturbation theory and its Feynman rules for the present model,one may follow the usual steps [19, 117] with the only complication that one has to keeptrack of the di�erent lattice spacings and couplings. More precisely, the elementaryvertices of the theory are easily read o� from the various pieces of lattice action (5.16)in chapter 5 translated into its continuum notation after some tedious rearrangements.The corresponding propagators of the �elds are written down from the parts of theaction quadratic in the �elds. In momentum space the inverse tree-level propagators,which are of zeroth order in g2 and �, have for Higgs and W{boson the form~4H;0(p)�1 = 4Xi=1 p̂2i +m2H;0 ; ~4abW;0;��(p)�1 = �ab��� "m2W;0 + 4Xi=1 p̂2i # ; (8.4)with isospin indices a; b 2 f1; 2; 3g, and analogously for the three Goldstone bosons andthe Fadeev-Popov ghost �eld. Taking into account the two-point interaction verticesarising as a consequence of the anisotropy, the momentum squared sums modify to4Xi=1 p̂2i �! 3Xi=1 p̂2i + 2��2 p̂24 ; (8.5)where the momenta p̂�, � 2 f1; : : : ; 4g, are de�ned in eq. (A.8) of appendix A.1. Excep-tionally, a more complex structure is inherent in the gauge boson inverse propagator,because it already contains a part of the perturbative corrections due to the latticeanisotropy.� Another point to remember from subsection 6.1.1 of chapter 6 is that one must performperturbation theory near the critical line of the SU(2)-Higgs model. This means �rstthe determination of the mass-counterterms, generated by loop corrections, and thento tune the bare parameters | essentially the scalar hopping parameter to its criticalvalue �c | in a way that the one-loop renormalized masses mR, mR 2 fmH;R; mW;Rg,are �nite in the continuum limit while, however, their values in lattice units asmRvanish. The coupling ratios � and � are still free parameters and can be �xed bytwo additional conditions, namely by demanding rotational (Lorenz) invariance for thescalar and gauge boson propagators.



160CHAPTER 8. QUANTUM CORRECTIONS TO THE COUPLING ANISOTROPIES� The physical particle propagators receive self-energy corrections, among which thoseto eq. (8.4), i.e. ~4H;1(p)�1 = ~4H;0(p)�1 + �H;1(p) (8.6)~4abW;1;��(p)�1 = ~4abW;0;��(p)�1 + �abW;1;��(p) ; (8.7)are needed to calculate the one-loop corrections of the anisotropy parameters � and�. According to ref. [132], rotational symmetry restoration for these two propagatorsin the continuum limit as; at ! 0 at constant lattice spacing anisotropy � = as=at onthe one-loop level is achieved by satisfying the conditions1 + 12 @2�H;1(p)@p2i ����p=0 = 2��2 + 12 @2�H;1(p)@p24 ����p=0 ; i = 1; 2; 3 (8.8)1 + 12 @2�W;1;ii(p)@p2j ����p=0 = 2��2 + 12 @2�W;1;ii(p)@p24 ����p=0 ; i 6= j = 1; 2; 3 ; (8.9)which leads to a cancellation of the corrections to the anisotropies in the kinetic partsof eqs. (8.6) and (8.7) with the kinetic parts of the self-energies �H;1(p) and �W;1;ii(p).This ensures that the two-point functions with one-loop corrections have the sameshape in the z{ and t{directions and determines at the same time the | a prioriunknown | functions c�(�), c�(�), b�(�), and b�(�) in the expansions (8.2) and (8.3).As two non-trivial constraints to be checked, the �nal expressions for these functionsdo ful�ll gauge independence and a relation similar to (8.9) via equating ~4W;1;13(p)and ~4W;1;14(p).� Important features of the �nal result to be mentioned:{ Since the use of the one-loop renormalized masses (asmH;R = asmW;R = 0) in thepropagators instead of the bare ones leads to changes of higher order in g2 and �,all results are given at those bare parameters, for which the renormalized massesvanish, in full consistency with the general perturbative procedure on the lattice.{ The functions b�(�), b�(�), and thus the O(�){corrections to the anisotropy pa-rameters vanish. This feature may be qualitatively understood from the well-known fact that the �4{theory does not have any wave function renormalizationup to �rst order in the scalar self-coupling1.{ Evaluating the one-loop diagrams, which exclusively emerge from the pure gaugetheory sector, one reproduces the O(g2){corrections of the result in ref. [129]. Theinclusion of the scalar particles then causes only small changes, i.e. the relativedi�erence between the c�(�){functions for the pure SU(2){gauge theory and theSU(2){Higgs model is typically a few %.1In the pure Higgs (�4) sector of the theory only graphs with two or more scalar self-interaction verticeshave a non-trivial dependence on the external momentum.



8.2. NON-PERTURBATIVE ANALYSIS 161{ The perturbative contributions to the hopping parameter yield a correction to� of the same sign and order of magnitude than that of the gauge anisotropyparameter �. It is possible to combine the anisotropies to c0�(�) = c�(�)� c�(�),and for this choice in the gauge sector with � = � the rotational invariance canbe restored on the one-loop level, giving identical masses in both directions, if thelattice spacing asymmetry as=at is adjusted appropriately. However, the obtainedasymmetry will then slightly di�er from the original �{value:� = �(initial) ! �(p) � �asat�pert= ��1� c�(�)2 g2� �����=�(initial) +O(g4; �2) : (8.10)The quantitative result for � = �(initial) = 4 becoming relevant in the MC analysisof the next section is:� � �(initial) = 4 ; (p)� = 3:919 ; �(p) = 4:052 : (8.11)After this short excursion to the perturbative corrections to the coupling anisotropies, I willnow prove by numerical simulations on lattices with anisotropic lattice spacings that the per-turbative coupling asymmetries remain unchanged for the practically reasonable parametersof the SU(2){Higgs model [140, 141].8.2 Non-perturbative analysisThe second part of this chapter deals with my non-perturbative determination of theanisotropy parameters by means of numerical simulations. Besides a mere con�rmation ofthe one-loop calculations in the previous part, it could give estimates of possible corrections,which go beyond perturbation theory. This is an important step towards future studies ofthe �nite-temperature electroweak phase transition in the framework of the four-dimensionalSU(2){Higgs model on anisotropic lattices. Namely, if the deviation from the perturbativeresults turns out to be so small that its inuence on expectation values in a numerical simula-tion is negligible within their typical statistical errors, the one-loop perturbative anisotropies�, �, and � can be used without any further non-perturbative �ne-tuning. At �rst sightthis may not seem very surprising, because the zero-temperature theory is weakly coupled(g2 ' 0:5), e.g. compared to QCD (g2 = 6=� ' 1:0). But owing to the fact that thecorrections in the parameter � | entering only at two-loop level | whose size essentiallydetermines the value of the Higgs boson mass, are not exactly known, such an investigationis nevertheless necessary, particularly in view of Higgs masses around 80 GeV or larger.As already discussed before, the tree-level values of the anisotropies receive quantum cor-rections, of course, with not necessarily purely perturbative contributions, which in general



162CHAPTER 8. QUANTUM CORRECTIONS TO THE COUPLING ANISOTROPIEShave to be determined non-perturbatively. A physically motivated idea for their estimationis to impose the restoration of the space-time interchange symmetry as a remnant of Lorentzinvariance after discretization of the continuum theory. In practice this is to be realizedby the requirement that Higgs and gauge boson correlation lengths in physical units shouldbe equal in space- and timelike directions. The static potentials deriving from space-timeand space-space Wilson loops allow for an alternative determination of the lattice spacinganisotropy �.The forthcoming subsections describe my numerical studies in more detail. After somebrief remarks on the simulation techniques and parameters used, I present the results onthe physical observables under consideration and propose, how they can serve to extract thecoupling and lattice spacing anisotropies non-perturbatively. Finally, the values obtained inthis way are confronted with perturbation theory.8.2.1 Simulation and its parametersIn the MC simulations I applied the same combination of heatbath and overrelaxationalgorithms, whose implementation for the model on isotropic as well as on anisotropiclattices has been extensively discussed in sections 5.1.1 and 5.3 of chapter 5 and inrefs. [135, 137, 139, 141]. The updating scheme per sweep was a sequence of one Ux;�{and one 'x{heatbath step, followed by one Ux;�{ and three 'x{overrelaxation steps, whichhas been adopted from refs. [137, 139] without changes. There it was observed that theinclusion of the overrelaxation algorithms [178, 179] reduced the autocorrelation times sub-stantially, in particular for the operators �2 and L', whose expectation values show thelargest autocorrelations.As pointed out in the introduction to this chapter, the anisotropic version of the SU(2){Higgs model is believed to provide quantitative insights into the electroweak phase transitionat large Higgs boson masses of mH & 80 GeV, at which the typical excitations with smallmasses (i.e. large correlation lengths) would demand very large isotropic lattices exceedingany presently accessible computer resources. In principle a rough resolution in the spatialdirections by moderate lattices combined with accordingly large lattice anisotropies � couldhandle this situation. However, for T > 0 a small temporal extension Lt sets the | verylarge | temperature scale through T = 1=atLt, and hence it is more sensible to ensure alarge enough lattice cuto� by employing � ' Lt, thus in my numerical work I take2� = 4 : (8.12)Since this makes the correlation lengths in time direction smaller than in space directions,2This argument is perturbative one: At T > 0 the simulations should take into account two energy scales,namely T and gT (the `Debye screening mass'). Thus it is necessary that the lattice cuto� 1=as = 1=�at =TcLt=� does not become too small, i.e. 1 < � . Lt at least.



8.2. NON-PERTURBATIVE ANALYSIS 163it seems to be reasonable to ful�ll Lt ' �Lz in order to restore the symmetry of the physicalextensions and to enable a precise mass determination. I consider two lattices of sizes82 � 12� 48 and 82 � 16� 64, where the spatial correlation lengths in lattice units are stillof order O(1) and the �nite-volume e�ects are expected to be small.The T = 0 simulations are generically intended to �x the physical parameters, i.e. renor-malized couplings and masses, of the theory at T > 0. Consequently, the lattice parametersin this study are chosen to reach the interesting region of mH ' 80 GeV or a Higgs to gaugeboson mass ratio of RHW � mHmW ' 1 (8.13)with the experimental input mW = 80 GeV setting the overall physical scale. This is | atleast approximately | achieved by the values � = 8:0 and � = 0:000178. The scalar hoppingparameter, which has to comply with the condition that the T > 0 system is at a phasetransition point for a certain temporal lattice extension, is calculated from the discretizedversion of the anisotropic one-loop e�ective potential in Landau gauge3 via eqs. (6.3) and(6.4) of subsection 6.1.1 in chapter 6. Referring to Lt = 4, this amounts to � = 0:10662.The non-perturbative corrections usually tend to decrease the tree-level mass ratioRHW;0 � mH;0mW;0 =r2����2 (8.14)and, as can be veri�ed from the entries in the tables below, these bare parameters lead to a(on-shell) Higgs mass of mH = 72(5) GeV4 and a (non-perturbatively) renormalized gaugecoupling squared of g2R = 0:577(15).My strategy for the determination of the coupling anisotropies is as follows. In theprevious section I have reviewed the calculation of the quantum corrections �� and �� in�(�) = � ��(�) and �(�) = � ��(�), see eqs. (8.2) and (8.3), up to one-loop order in pertur-bation theory, as it was carried out in ref. [138]. In the numerical simulation, however, oneprefers to pursue the inverse way of thinking, i.e. I have to �nd those couplings of the latticeaction eq. (5.16), for which at a given initial �{value the space-time symmetry is restored.Therefore, I �x one of the coupling anisotropies to its tree-level value, ignoring its quantumcorrections, and tune the other one to produce identical ratios of (decay) masses in space-and timelike directions for a set of two or more (particle) channels. The mass ratios deter-mine the actual lattice anisotropy, which will then slightly di�er from the original � in (8.12)and which must in principle be known when converting dimensionless lattice quantities intophysical units. In this spirit I choose three pairs of coupling anisotropies, denoted as `tree',3The knowledge of the more accurate, non-perturbative value of the critical hopping parameter, whichhas to be determined numerically as in the previous chapters, is not relevant here.4In order to get closer to RHW = 1, the �{value will be shifted a bit to 0.000192 in the T > 0 investigationsof the next chapter.



164CHAPTER 8. QUANTUM CORRECTIONS TO THE COUPLING ANISOTROPIES`low' and `perturbative', t : � = 4:0 ; � = 4:0l : � = 4:0 ; � = 3:8p : � = 4:0 ; � = 3:919 ; (8.15)and calculate the corresponding lattice spacing anisotropies from di�erent physical quantitiesas described comprehensively in the subsequent sections. Assuming that they depend linearlyon � in this small interval, I can interpolate to a matching point ((np)� ; �(np)), at which all�{values coincide within errors. These estimates are quoted as my non-perturbative results.The numerical simulations have been done independently on the APE-Quadrics comput-ers at DESY-IfH in Zeuthen, Germany, and | to a smaller degree | on the CRAY Y-MP8and T90 of HLRZ in J�ulich, Germany. As mentioned in chapter 5, the 32{bit oating pointprecision of the former is su�cient for the calculation of all T = 0 quantities involved here.8.2.2 Correlation functions and massesI now turn to the determination of the Higgs and gauge boson masses. As in refs. [135, 137],they were obtained from suitable correlation functions of gauge invariant, local operators atzero momentum, integrated over time and space slices, respectively. Those are Rx and L';x�for the Higgs channel, and the composite link �eldsWx;rk � 12 Tr��r�+x+k̂Ux;k�x� ; �r: Pauli matrices ; r; k = 1; 2; 3 (8.16)for the gauge (W{boson) channel, which have been introduced already in eq. (5.35) of sec-tion 5.1.1.The connected correlation functions �O of these operators have been measured in thetimelike and in one spacelike direction. For the Higgs mass mH the functions �O(t) and�O(z) were calculated from t{ and z{slice averages of Rx and the weighted '{link L';xof eq. (6.24). Since these functions can not be regarded as uncorrelated, I have averagedthem | after an appropriate normalization of the correlations at distance zero | beforeperforming the mass �ts. The same prescription holds for the gauge boson mass mW , butwith two major di�erences: Firstly, the t{ and z{slice correlation functions of Wx;rk havebeen measured separately for all combinations of r and k, and secondly, in place of k = 3in (8.16) actually I have to take k = 4 for the correlations in z{direction (i.e. all directionsin Wx;rk are orthogonal to the direction of propagation). Again the individual correlationfunctions are averaged to one function per direction as in the Higgs channel.As lowest energies, the particle masses are extracted from one-exponential least squares�ts to shapes of the form�O(`) = A h e�M` + e�M(L�`) i+ C ; ` = 0; 1; : : : ; L2 ; L 2 fLt; Lzg (8.17)



8.2. NON-PERTURBATIVE ANALYSIS 165with M 2 fatmH;t; atmW;tg or M 2 fasmH;s; asmW;sg, respectively. The constant terms inthe vector channel are highly suppressed so that a two-parameter �t is mostly su�cient.Each full data sample has been divided into subsamples, and the statistical errors on themasses originate from jackknife analyses. All simulation parameters and lattice sizes arecollected in table 8.1. correlation functions Wilson loopsindex lattice � � sweeps subsamp. subsamp. indep. sweepst1 82 � 12� 48 4.0 4.0 100000 50 50 100l1 82 � 12� 48 4.0 3.8 100000 50 50 100p1 82 � 12� 48 4.0 3.919 576000 192 | |t2 82 � 16� 64 4.0 4.0 192000 64 64 150l2 82 � 16� 64 4.0 3.8 192000 64 64 150p2 82 � 16� 64 4.0 3.919 704000 256 128 150Table 8.1: Summary of the numerical simulations for the mass and static potential com-putations on anisotropic lattices. The other parameters are � = 8:0, � = 0:000178, and� = 0:10662.My �tting procedure consists of correlated �ts, sometimes with eigenvalue smoothing,and simple uncorrelated �ts. For the former I use the Michael-McKerrel method [187],whose features and application in the SU(2)-Higgs model have been sketched in ref. [137].The method has also been applied to the mass determinations in the context of the two-dimensional U(1){Higgs model in the �rst part of my work, and a short description of thistechnique can be found in subsection B.2 of appendix B. Its main purpose is to select themost reasonable �t interval in data sets, which are strongly correlated in the �tted direction.Uncorrelated �ts, which genuinely ignore these correlations, are often plagued with verysmall values of �2 per degree of freedom (dof) for nearly all �t intervals in question, whereasin correlated �ts the emergence of �2=dof ' 1 for some �t intervals represents a safe criterionto settle upon reasonable �t intervals. This also works well for data sets of lower statistics,if the smallest eigenvalues of the correlation matrix are smeared via replacing them by theiraverage. All resulting mass estimates in lattice units are shown in tables 8.2 and 8.3. Ichose the largest �t interval with a reasonable �2=dof from the correlated �t and the resultsof the uncorrelated �t along this interval as the �nal �t parameters. Both �ts were alwaysconsistent within errors, and other �t intervals with comparable or even lower �2=dof didnot cause any signi�cant changes.As emphasized above, the space-time symmetry restoration, which implicitly establishes�(np), becomes apparent in equal physical correlation lengths as�s = at�t of the theory. Thus



166CHAPTER 8. QUANTUM CORRECTIONS TO THE COUPLING ANISOTROPIESI introduce anisotropy parameters in the Higgs and vector channels by calculating the ratios�H � asmH;satmH;t ; �W � asmW;satmW;t (8.18)within the jackknife samples of the space- and timelike masses. These are displayed againin tables 8.2 and 8.3. Due to the compatibility of the results from the two lattices onequantity t1 l1 p1atmH;t 4� 18 : 0.1408(22) 4� 22 : 0.1370(27) 4� 24 : 0.1387(15)asmH;s 0� 6 : 0.5635(31) 1� 6 : 0.5611(62) 1� 6 : 0.5603(30)�H 4.002(67) 4.097(86) 4.041(55)atmW;t 8� 24 : 0.1523(13) 8� 22 : 0.1538(13) 8� 24 : 0.1554(25)asmW;s 1� 6 : 0.6225(29) 2� 6 : 0.6066(40) 2� 6 : 0.6307(22)�W 4.091(30) 3.945(32) 4.059(44)RHW;t 0.925(15) 0.891(20) 0.892(18)RHW;s 0.905(6) 0.925(12) 0.888(7)Table 8.2: Fit intervals, Higgs and gauge boson masses in time- and spacelike directions,and the resulting lattice spacing anisotropies for the smaller lattice.quantity t2 l2 p2atmH;t 4� 32 : 0.1408(22) 4� 32 : 0.1370(27) 4� 32 : 0.1378(11)asmH;s 1� 8 : 0.5590(42) 1� 7 : 0.5586(40) 1� 8 : 0.5550(40)�H 3.969(73) 4.080(80) 4.027(36)atmW;t 8� 32 : 0.1499(31) 8� 30 : 0.1599(42) 6� 32 : 0.1525(15)asmW;s 1� 8 : 0.6318(40) 3� 8 : 0.607(11) 2� 8 : 0.6133(27)�W 4.23(10) 3.80(13) 4.021(48)RHW;t 0.940(24) 0.857(26) 0.904(11)RHW;s 0.885(8) 0.921(20) 0.905(5)Table 8.3: The same quantities as in table 8.2 for the larger lattice.concludes that the �nite-size e�ects are quite small. Furthermore, I should stress that �Hdecreases with increasing �, whilst �W behaves just in the opposite way. This is an indicationthat by an interpolation in � it will be possible to �nd the non-perturbative lattice spacinganisotropy, and one can yet recognize that �H and �W , as well as RHW;t and RHW;s, arealmost identical in the perturbative point.



8.2. NON-PERTURBATIVE ANALYSIS 1678.2.3 Wilson loops and static potentialsAnother approach to the �{determination is based on the static potential, which has thephysical interpretation as the energy of an external pair of static charges brought into thesystem. To this end, I have measured rectangular on-axis Wilson loopsWij(Ri; Rj) of exten-sions 1 � Ri � Li=2 and 1 � Rj � Lj=2, lying in space-time and space-space planes. Thegauge con�guration was transformed to temporal gauge for space-time and to Ar3(x) = 0gauge for space-space Wilson loops, and every loop with two sides in t{ or z{direction,respectively, was included in the statistics.As a generalization of the isotropic lattice case I distinguish between static potentialsVij(Ri) = � limRj!1 1ajRj ln Wij(Ri; Rj) (8.19)in spacelike (ij = st; ss) and timelike (ij = ts) directions, according to the Rj ! 1extrapolation in the second argument of Wij, which is supposed to be done �rst. The shapeof the potential, which is governed by a massive W{boson exchange [115, 127], is known tobe Yukawa-like, and calculating along the lines of refs. [125, 126], lowest order (tree-level)lattice perturbation theory yieldsVij(Ri) = 3g22 Yn 6=j Z �=an��=an dkn2� sin2 �Riaiki2 �Pn 6=j k̂2n +m2W;0 + O(g4); (8.20)with lattice momenta k̂n = 2a�1n sin (ankn=2), n = 1; : : : ; 4. In the continuum limit thisexpression reects the usual screening behaviour, i.e. modulo a constant,�3g24 e�mW;0r4�r ; r � Riai ; (8.21)independent of i and j. After substituting pn = ankn with pn = 2�ln=Ln andln = 0; 1; : : : ; Ln � 1 on a �nite lattice, one obtains from eq. (8.20)aiVij(Ri) = 3g216� h Iij(Mij; 0)� Iij(Mij; Ri) i + O(g4) ; (8.22)where Mij = aimW;0 � aimV;ij, and Iij denotes the lattice sumIij(Mij; Ri) � 2�LiLkLl Xpi;pk;pl cos (Ripi)akala2i M2ij +Pn 6=j 4akala2n sin2 �12 pn� ; (8.23)where k and l are di�erent from each other and from i and j. Since g2 = g2R + O(g4R), thesimulation results for Vij are �tted with the Yukawa ansatzaiVij(Ri) = �AijRi e�MijRi + Cij +DijGij(Mij; Ri); (8.24)where Gij is a term correcting for �nite-lattice (size and spacing) artifacts, and Aij, Mij,Cij, Dij are the parameters to be �tted. The screening mass in lattice units Mij is closely



168CHAPTER 8. QUANTUM CORRECTIONS TO THE COUPLING ANISOTROPIESrelated but not exactly equal to the physical vector boson mass aimW;i determined fromthe correlation functions in the previous subsection5. The distance- and mass-dependentcontribution Gij describes the di�erence between the continuum potential and the �nite-lattice version to lowest order and reads for on-axis Ri:Gij(Mij; Ri) = 1Ri e�MijRi � Iij(Mij; Ri) : (8.25)By de�nition, the `global' renormalized coupling is obtained by identifying the coe�cient ofthe contribution relevant at short distances,g2R = 16�3 Aij : (8.26)Note that Mij=ai and also g2R as determined from Wilson loops with di�erent indices haveto be independent of the indices for properly chosen coupling anisotropies.In a �rst step of the analysis I performed multi-exponential �ts Wij(Ri; Rj) =PNn=0 cn e�VnRj in order to get the potential for �xed Ri as the ground state energy V0 fromthe large Rj asymptotics of the Wilson loops in (8.19). Starting at distances Rj = 8 � 11or Rj = 1; 2 in dependence of the available range in the �tted direction, a sum of two expo-nentials gave always stable �ts with an optimal compromise between acceptable �2=dof andstatistical errors, and with V0 well separated from higher excitations by a large energy gap.Subsequently, the resulting potentials6 were carefully �tted to eq. (8.24), and the values ofthe best �t parameters with its errors from jackknife analyses of the data subsamples arelisted in table 8.4. I only used uncorrelated �ts in the present context, because the sizeof the Wilson loop extensions does not admit much variation in the �t intervals. In somecases the smallest distances Ri = 1 or Ri = 1; 2 were omitted to have a satisfactory �2=dof.This supports the experiences from earlier work [137] that the lattice correction Gij may benot adequate enough for the data. A more thorough inspection of the �t results hints at arenormalization of g2 = 0:5 on the O(15%){level, and from the validity of Aij ' Dij one canjudge, how good the assumption of a one-gauge boson exchange really is [127]. The spacelikepotentials from Wst and Wss lead to consistent numbers, but the discrepancy between thescreening massesMij 2 fasmV;st; asmV;ss; atmV;tsg and the gauge boson masses of the preced-ing section is often larger than expected. When comparing the two lattices, I observe onlysmall �nite-volume e�ects in g2R, although the Mij still di�er outside their | even larger |standard deviations. However, as one will see below, these e�ects seem to cancel to a greatextent in the mass ratios I am mainly interested in.5Note that the lowest-order relation between the physicalW{boson mass as the decay mass of a two-pointfunction and the mass m of the propagator is amW = 2 ln�p1 + a2m2=4 + am=2�+O(g2R; �R), where theperturbative lattice corrections might be signi�cant [115].6More precisely, the potentials have to be rendered dimensionless before, i.e. in view of eqs. (8.19) and(8.24) one has to attach a factor ai=aj .



8.2. NON-PERTURBATIVE ANALYSIS 169index Aij mV;ij Dij Cij g2R � 16�3 Aij g2R(1=Mij)t1, Wst 0.0335(12) 0.626(67) 0.044(10) 0.0832(4) 0.561(19) 0.575(38)t1, Wts 0.0346(3) 0.1479(55) 0.0401(15) 0.02763(6) 0.5800(43) 0.605(17)t1, Wss 0.0358(7) 0.639(27) 0.0238(81) 0.1105(2) 0.600(12) 0.592(20)l1, Wst 0.0354(8) 0.593(37) 0.0292(68) 0.0873(4) 0.592(14) 0.582(28)l1, Wts 0.0351(3) 0.1651(41) 0.0372(7) 0.02768(5) 0.5881(50) 0.603(20)l1, Wss 0.0360(7) 0.623(29) 0.0269(56) 0.1111(2) 0.602(12) 0.597(21)t2, Wst 0.0336(2) 0.594(26) 0.0332(65) 0.0833(1) 0.5622(35) 0.562(15)t2, Wts 0.0343(1) 0.1401(19) 0.0390(9) 0.02776(2) 0.5739(14) 0.5932(78)t2, Wss 0.0345(3) 0.594(13) 0.0346(29) 0.1110(1) 0.5781(54) 0.5781(72)l2, Wst 0.0347(2) 0.555(19) 0.0284(56) 0.0878(1) 0.5821(29) 0.570(14)l2, Wts 0.0338(1) 0.1429(12) 0.0342(9) 0.02792(2) 0.5657(11) 0.5621(64)l2, Wss 0.0344(4) 0.557(16) 0.0303(28) 0.1117(2) 0.5761(69) 0.574(12)p2, Wst 0.0339(1) 0.576(13) 0.0322(36) 0.0851(1) 0.5679(21) 0.5645(92)p2, Wts 0.0343(1) 0.1428(11) 0.0362(2) 0.02780(1) 0.5742(12) 0.5845(50)p2, Wss 0.0345(3) 0.5810(98) 0.0307(19) 0.1112(1) 0.5780(43) 0.5756(77)Table 8.4: All Yukawa �t parameters with jackknife errors of the static potentials, calculatedfrom space-time (ij = st and ij = ts) and space-space (ij = ss) Wilson loops. Therenormalized coupling g2R(1=Mij) is explained in the text.For the sake of completeness, I also discuss a `local' de�nition of the renormalized gaugecoupling, which goes back to refs. [115, 128] and has been applied to the isotropic SU(2){Higgs model in [135, 137]. Since the short-distance potentials turn out to deviate from apure Yukawa ansatz, I setg2R(Ri) � 16�3 aiVij(Ri)� aiVij(Ri � d)Iij(Mij; Ri � d)� Iij(Mij; Ri) (8.27)at distance Ri with Mij as screening masses from the large-distance �ts to the eq. (8.24).The distance Ri is the solution of the equation1Ri e�MijRi � 1Ri +Mij � = Iij(Mij; Ri � d)� Iij(Mij; Ri)d (8.28)and is interpolated to the physical scale R0;ij � 1=Mij, giving the typical interaction rangeof the potential. Eq. (8.28) is motivated by requiring the force as the gradient of the staticpotential ddRi aiVij(Ri) in the continuum limit (8.21) to be equal to the �nite di�erence[ aiVij(Ri)� aiVij(Ri � d) ] =d as would follow from (8.22). This improves the naive choiceRi � 12 d to tree-level [128], because it compensates for lattice artifacts of order O(a2i =r2i ).The results for d = 1 are collected in the last column of table 8.4 and agree with g2R fromthe global de�nition. The errors contain the statistical errors of the potentials, the (ever



170CHAPTER 8. QUANTUM CORRECTIONS TO THE COUPLING ANISOTROPIESdominating) uncertainties in the screening masses, and systematic errors by accounting forthe sensitivity to a quadratic R0;ij{interpolation with three neighbouring points instead of alinear one with only two points.Rotational symmetry now implies that the renormalized gauge coupling and Mij=ai =mV;ij should be independent of i and j. For g2R this is obviously true, and in analogy toeq. (8.18) a further kind of lattice spacing anisotropy from the ratios of screening masses is�V � asmV;statmV;ts or �V � asmV;ssatmV;ts : (8.29)Its values in all simulation points are quoted in table 8.5. In contrast to the entering masses,they show rather good consistency and are hardly a�ected by the �nite volume.quantity t1 l1 t2 l2 p2�V = asmV;st=atmV;ts 4.23(47) 3.56(26) 4.24(18) 3.88(14) 4.033(96)�V = asmV;ss=atmV;ts 4.32(24) 3.76(20) 4.24(12) 3.89(13) 4.068(80)�V via matching 4.250(77) 3.923(62) 4.179(38) 3.915(52) 4.028(31)Table 8.5: Errors for the lattice spacing anisotropy obtained as ratios of the correspondingscreening masses, which are computed from their jackknife samples. The direct matching ofthe potentials is described in the text.The errors of �H , �W , and �V are relatively large. This is caused by the fact that they aredetermined as ratios of masses with individual statistical errors. The jackknife errors quotedare obtained from the jackknife samples for the mass ratios themselves, and calculatingthe errors from the mass errors using error propagation would result in even larger errorestimates. Inspired by a method found in refs. [131, 133], one can obtain even smaller errors,if � is directly determined by a matching of the space- and timelike secondary quantities,without any reference to the correlation lengths extracted from them afterwards. I haverealized this proposal for the static potentials in space (Vst) and time (Vts) direction. Tobegin with, I calculated the corresponding continuum potentialsVcont;ij(Ri) � Vij(Ri)� Cij �DijGij(Mij; Ri) ; (8.30)since the lattice sum Iij in (8.23) is only sensible for integer Ri. Constant and latticecorrection term in lowest order are found from eqs. (8.22) and (8.24) to beCij +DijGij(Mij; Ri) = 3g2R16� � Iij(Mij; 0)� Iij(Mij; Ri) + 1Ri e�MijRi � ; (8.31)while solely in the subtraction step g2R and Mij = aimV;ij were taken from table 8.4. Hence,the matching condition readsVcont;st(Rs) = c � Vcont;ts(Rt=�) ; �V � � : (8.32)



8.2. NON-PERTURBATIVE ANALYSIS 171It was ful�lled by �tting the spacelike continuum potential to a Yukawa shape �A e�mx=x+Cin imitation of (8.21), equating the �t function at arguments Rt=� with the timelike potentialdata times a constant, and solving every possible equation pair for � and c. The �nal �V {values given in the last row of table 8.5 are averages over all such solutions along that Ri{interval, in which the two potentials have their characteristic slopes, and interchanging therôles of Vcont;st and Vcont;ts in eq. (8.32) always enabled a useful cross-check. As exemplarilyreected in the perturbative simulation parameters on the larger lattice in �gure 8.1, thedeviation between the curves then becomes uniformly minimal in their whole range. The

Figure 8.1: Matching of the (properly subtracted) lattice potentials at the perturbativeparameters from the larger lattice. The error bars are smaller than the symbols, and thematching condition (8.32) to restore the rotational symmetry of the static potential is per-fectly met.lattice spacing anisotropies of this potential matching resemble the screening mass ratios,



172CHAPTER 8. QUANTUM CORRECTIONS TO THE COUPLING ANISOTROPIESbut the errors from a repetition of this procedure with 1000 normally distributed randomdata are indeed smaller. Moreover, �V is fully compatible with �H and �W in the previoussubsection at the perturbative values of the coupling anisotropies.8.2.4 Numerical results and discussionI have determined the lattice spacing anisotropies �i from Higgs (i = H) and gauge boson(i = W ) correlation functions and static potentials (i = V ) at di�erent pairs of couplinganisotropy parameters. Since � has been held �xed, each �i is looked upon as a functionof �, and the requirement of space-time symmetry restoration suggests the existence of aunique coupling anisotropy (np)� , where all �i possess the same value �(np). This de�nes thenon-perturbative anisotropy parameters.Therefore, I linearly interpolate the numbers �ij � �i(�;j) at the three values �;j ofeq. (8.15) within their errors ��ij to a matching point ((np)� ; �(np)) by minimizing the sumof squares �2 =Xi Xj (�ij � ( �(np) + ci [ �;j � (np)� ] )��ij )2 (8.33)with respect to ci and the common �t parameters (np)� and �(np). I obtain the �nal results82 � 12� 48 : (np)� = 3:911(43) ; �(np) = 4:040(35)82 � 16� 64 : (np)� = 3:920(19) ; �(np) = 4:040(26) (8.34)with �2=dof ' 1 and statistical errors coming from 5000 normally distributed random dataaround the measured mean values and their variances as input. Figure 8.2 illustrates thatboth points agree with the simulated �i at the perturbative �{value as well as with theperturbative point itself, and �nite-size e�ects appear to be remarkably small. It remainsto be mentioned that (8.34) includes the �V {values | which incidentally were not availableat � = 3:919 for the smaller lattice | from the matching of the potentials. Using for eachpoint the weighted averages of the two screening mass ratios in table 8.5 instead, I get thesimilar results (np)� = 3:921(38), �(np) = 4:038(29), and (np)� = 3:921(19), �(np) = 4:038(26),respectively.All estimates signal a perfect con�rmation of the perturbative results (p)� = 3:919 and�(p) = 4:052 as quoted in eq. (8.11) of the �rst section of this chapter and calculated inrefs. [138, 140, 141]. There is no evidence that the unknown higher-order corrections ing2 and � could lead to any visible modi�cations, which would make the applicability ofone-loop perturbation theory to the anisotropy parameters doubtful. In conclusion, thenon-perturbative contributions can not be resolved within the intrinsic errors of numericalsimulations, and as a consequence, the perturbative choice of the anisotropy parameters ininvestigations with the anisotropic SU(2)-Higgs model, also for Higgs masses mH & 80 GeV,is justi�ed.



8.3. CONCLUSION 173

Figure 8.2: Final �{evaluation for both lattices from the three simulation points, whoseequal abscissas are slightly displaced for better visualization. The inserts show the averagematching points and its error ellipses, which enclose both the numerical estimates at � =3:919 and the perturbative result.8.3 ConclusionIn summary, performing numerical simulations, I have found strong evidence that the per-turbative coupling asymmetries of the SU(2){Higgs model on lattices with anisotropic latticespacings, which were determined in one-loop lattice perturbation theory in ref. [138], do notchange appreciably, i.e. non-perturbative e�ects are small. In fact, rotational symmetry isrestored within the MC errors using the perturbative anisotropies both in the Higgs andW{masses computed from time and space correlation functions. I have also investigatedspace-time and space-space Wilson loops and obtained the appropriate scaling behaviour ofthe static potential in space and time directions.The results show that for the physically interesting range of couplings, perturbative re-sults on the coupling anisotropies may be taken to coincide with their non-perturbativelydetermined counterparts. Thus studying the phase transition on lattices with anisotropiclattice spacings is straightforward, the coupling anisotropies are known, and the one-loopperturbative approach to these parameters seems to be satisfactory. This opens the possi-bility to simulate the SU(2){Higgs model for Higgs masses around and above 80 GeV, as ithas been done in the last chapter of this work.



Chapter 9Simulations on anisotropic latticesNow, as the study of the four-dimensional SU(2){Higgs model and its thermodynamics onanisotropic lattices are well de�ned and completely controllable, I arrive at the numericalresults on the EWPT from �nite-temperature simulations on such lattices. As pointedout several times before, the main goal of the anisotropic lattice regularization it to reachinteresting Higgs boson masses of the physical reality aroundmH ' 80 GeV, using practicablelattice sizes and moderate computer resources to analyze the phase transition.In this context I report on the interface tension at a relatively rough lattice resolutionof a�1t = 2Tc. Owing to the still quite large volumes, which are necessary to infer thecharacter of the transition, it has been determined by the | quite robust and economic |two-coupling method. All results will con�rm the picture of a very weak �rst order EWPTfor this large Higgs mass value, which may be already considered as a strong indicationagainst electroweak baryogenesis scenarios within the minimal standard model.At an earlier stage of my investigations, in order to establish the anisotropic latticeapproach and gain experience with its applicability to the present model, I also reproducedsome of its known properties at low and medium Higgs boson masses, which I want tosummarize �rst. Hence, the underlying numerical simulations were rather meant as a genericscan over the possibilities than as a thorough high statistics study.9.1 Some tests and qualitative observationsThe general intention of this exploratory study of the �nite-temperature SU(2){Higgs modelon anisotropic lattices was to verify some typical signals of a �rst order phase transition, forinstance two-peak structures and hysteresis patterns, at di�erent Higgs boson masses. Withthe knowledge of suitable values for the lattice parameters in the isotropic case [135, 136, 137]it was straightforward to estimate, by using eqs. (5.20) { (5.25) in section 5.1 of chapter 5, justthose sets of anisotropic lattice parameters, to which some given Higgs mass approximately174



9.1. SOME TESTS AND QUALITATIVE OBSERVATIONS 175corresponds.The MC simulations were always started in the perturbative predictions for the criticalhopping parameter. These are obtainable from the one-loop e�ective potential as outlinedin subsection 6.1.1 of chapter 6. E.g. for a parameter point with tree-level anisotropies� = � = � = 2:0 and mH ' 20 GeV (� = 8:0, � = 0:00005, RHW;0 = 0:27) this gives�(p)c = 0:14622 for the transition point, in which the typical jump of an order parameterlike �2, L', or the action density s happens. At the particularly convenient value � =� = � = 4:0 and mH ' 35 GeV (� = 8:0, � = 0:00005068, RHW;0 = 0:53) a similarcalculation yields �(p)c = 0:10702. Then a non-perturbative �ne-tuning in � was carried outto search for long living metastable phases in coexistence in form of two-peak structures indistributions (histograms) of di�erent observables. As illustrated in �gure 9.1, the smallestvolumes, where this could be achieved, were 2� 22� 4 and 2� 42� 32 lattices, respectively,resulting in �c ' 0:14620 and �c ' 0:10709. Both diagrams exhibit nice two-state signals in

Figure 9.1: Typical two-peak structures in the probability distributions of some order param-eters from simulations in � ' �c on anisotropic lattices. The chosen parameters correspondto mH ' 20 GeV (left: 20000 sweeps), mH ' 35 GeV (right: 5000 sweeps), and the tree-levelrelation � = � = � has been assumed. The sharp maximum on the left corresponds to thesymmetric phase, the broader one on the right to the Higgs phase of broken symmetry.the histograms of the order parameters considered, which is in complete agreement with theexpectation that for these Higgs mass values the relatively strong �rst order nature of thephase transition should already be observable on small or medium-sized lattices.
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Figure 9.2: Thermal cycles for the Higgs condensate h�2i (left: 100 warmup and 250 measure-ment sweeps) and the Polyakov loops LP;t and LP,z in t{ and z{ directions, respectively (right:500 warmup and 4000 measurement sweeps), both at mH ' 35 GeV. An interpretation forthe latter is given in the text.Again formH ' 35, but this time at slightly di�erent values for the coupling anisotropies,hysteresis patterns developed too, see �gure 9.2. To comment the right diagram in moredetail, I should mention that the Polyakov lines in t{ and z{directions have been calculatedin temporal gauge as the Wilson loops before (i.e. Ar4(x) = 0 , Ux;4 = 12
2, or Ar3(x) = 0, Ux;3 = 12
2 for the spacelike sublattice). In this gauge they simply equal the expectationvalue of the last, non-unit link in t{ and z{direction. Since the Polyakov loop enjoys theproperty to be an order parameter for the con�nement-decon�nement phase transition, seesection 5.1.1 of chapter 5 or ref. [17, 19], a natural explanation for the observed shapes ofthe time- and spacelike Polyakov lines LP;t and LP,z in dependence of � is the following.The system at �nite temperature is always in the decon�nement phase (jLP;tj > 0), showingthe usual hysteresis e�ect around the transition region, whereas within the zero-temperaturespatial sublattice of extensions 62� 50 a transition between con�nement behaviour (jLP,zj =0) in the symmetric phase and decon�nement behaviour (jLP,zj > 0) in the Higgs phase takesplace.As an exemplary quantitative check, I also redetermined the interface tension with thetwo-coupling method for mH ' 35 GeV. In accordance with the isotropic simulation param-eters of the analogous analysis in section 7.2 of chapter 7 and ref. [136], the interface tension



9.1. SOME TESTS AND QUALITATIVE OBSERVATIONS 177could be resolved on a 2� 62 � 50 lattice with tree-level coupling ratios � = � = � = 4:0at � = 8:0 and � = 0:00005068. Using six �{pairs in the range � = (0:106840; 0:107340) to� = (0:107040; 0:107140) symmetrically around the critical one with a statistic of at least20000 sweeps each, I obtained from a four-parameter least-squares �t (with �2 = 0:31 and astatistical error from 1000 normally distributed random data) of the measured expectationvalues of the '{link di�erence �L'(�1; �2) to the Laurent ansatz (6.31) the result�c = 0:10709(1) : � �̂T 3c ��L' = 0:083(22) : (9.1)In fact, this number is in fairly good agreement with the estimate �̂=T 3c = 0:065(10), whichwas found for the case of an isotropic lattices.

Figure 9.3: Hysteresis (left: 500 warmup and 2500 measurement sweeps) and two-peakhistograms (right: 10000 and 5000 sweeps, respectively) of h�2i. The lattice parameters andtree-level anisotropies � = � = � = 6:0 lead to a bare Higgs to vector boson mass ratio ofRHW;0 ' 1, see eq. (5.27) or (8.14), i.e. mH ' 80 GeV.In expectation of an extremely weak �rst order EWPT in the experimentally relevantHiggs mass regime of mH ' 80 GeV [120, 121, 135, 149], much larger physical volumeswill be necessary to analyze the transition there. When choosing the tree-level anisotropies� = � = � = 6:0 together with mH ' 80 GeV (� = 8:0, � = 0:00006343, RHW;0 = 1:00)and adjusting the scalar hopping parameter � appropriately, clear two-peak structures anda hysteresis appeared in the expectation value of the Higgs condensate �2, both depicted in



178 CHAPTER 9. SIMULATIONS ON ANISOTROPIC LATTICES�gure 9.3. As the two-state signal in � ' �c persists for increasing spatial lattice size, isseems unambiguous that the metastability in the system with su�ciently large tunneling rateand mixed states | hinting at a �rst order character of the phase transition | is actuallyinherent at these parameters and not an artifact of the �nite volume.In the next section I will calculate the interface tension at those bare parameters, whichwere already used in the T = 0 simulations of the previous chapter, besides a small variationin � to ensure mH = 80 GeV within errors. Thus one has � = 4:0, the perturbative valuesfor the coupling anisotropies, and a pole mass of mH = 78(4) GeV (� = 8:0, � = 0:000192,� = 0:107791, RHW;0 = 1:03). The required lattice sizes employed in �gure 9.4 to resolvethe transition and its interface tension later were 2 � 242 � 192 and 2 � 322 � 288. In

Figure 9.4: Hysteresis of hL'i (left: 250 warmup and 500 measurement sweeps) and a two-peak histogram (right: 2500 sweeps) of h�2i on lattices of di�erent sizes. For the couplinganisotropies I used the perturbative values of the previous chapter, and the physical polemass of the Higgs boson at these parameters comes out to be mH = 78(4) GeV.the left diagram a strong increase of the expectation value of the order parameter L' canbe detected, and a slight hysteresis e�ect is preserved, even outside the statistical errors,which are suppressed in the plot for reasons of pictorial simpli�cation. But compared to thehysteresis at mH ' 35 GeV in the left plot of �gure 9.2, the jump of the order parameter issigni�cantly smaller now. Note that the exact position (9.2) of the critical hopping parameter�c obtained with the two-coupling method below lies inside the open domain of the hysteresisas it should be. Finally, as reected in the right diagram of �gure 9.4, metastability does also



9.2. CRITICAL � AND INTERFACE TENSION FOR MH ' 80 GEV 179hold in the critical hopping parameter (9.3) of the larger lattice. Here the order parameterdistribution consists of two overlapping �2{histograms, which were generated by simulatingthe system in � = �c on con�gurations equilibrated deep in the symmetric and Higgs phase,respectively.All these qualitative features reveal that, at least as far as Lt = 2 is concerned, the �rstorder nature of the phase transition for mH ' 80 GeV is still visible, although the charac-teristic signals in the order parameters under inspection have become less pronounced, andthe strength of the transition has weakened substantially. This hypothesis is corroboratedfurther by the quantitative analysis presented immediately.9.2 Critical � and interface tension for mH ' 80 GeVA sensible determination of the interface tension � from simulation results at such a largevalue of the Higgs boson mass is supplied by the two-coupling method [162, 135, 136, 139].I have applied this method again, because it has been argued in chapter 6 to be under theactual computer (i.e. memory and time) restrictions the sole one, at least within the four-dimensional model, which is supposed to work well also in the case of an extremely weak�rst order phase transition, one is confronted with here. As outlined in subsection 6.2.3,the generalization of the two-coupling method to a situation with anisotropic lattices isstraightforward.Based on the �ndings of chapter 8, where the one-loop quantum corrections to theanisotropy parameters have been con�rmed non-perturbatively in this parameter region,I declare that the rotational symmetry of the asymmetric lattice is restored through theperturbative choice � = 4:0 and � = 3:9193 for the coupling anisotropies. The relatedtiny shift in the lattice spacing anisotropy � = as=at, possibly entering the �nal expressionsfor physical quantities in lattice units, is then neglected as an higher-order e�ect; I alwaysassume � = 4:0 in the following. The other bare parameters are � = 8:0 and � = 0:000192,and the lattice size under study is 2� 242 � 192. After measuring on a T = 0 lattice of size82� 16� 64 at � = �c = 0:107791 the timeslice correlation functions in the Higgs and vectorchannel together with the Wilson loops needed to compute the static potential, the non-perturbatively renormalized quantities come out in the standard manner asRHW = 0:975(50)and g2R = 0:539(16). The former corresponds to a physical pole mass of mH = 78(4) GeVand does also include an estimation of the uncertainty in �c from additional simulations in� = �c� 0:000005 around the critical hopping parameter of eq. (9.2). At the same time thisgives Tc=mH = 1=atmH;tLt = 1:884(47) for the dimensionless ratio of the critical temperatureto the Higgs mass, which will be commented in the discussion of the results later.According to eq. (6.8) I have di�erent hopping parameters � = (�1; �2) in the twohalves along the z{direction, while in the light of eqs. (5.24) and (5.25) in section 5.1,



180 CHAPTER 9. SIMULATIONS ON ANISOTROPIC LATTICESthe corresponding space- and timelike couplings are now to be deduced from the couplinganisotropy � as �1s = �1=�; �1t = �1� and �2s = �2=�; �2t = �2�. For a properly choseninitial �{interval, which brings the symmetric and the broken phases in thermal contact,a pair of interfaces spans through the lattice, and, as illustrated in �gure 9.8, the usualprocedure of gradually shrinking its width resulted in the estimate�c = 0:107791(3) (9.2)for the critical hopping parameter. In �gure 9.5 I show typical two-phase distributions ofz{slices for the '{link expectation value L'(z), de�ned in subsection 6.1.4 of chapter 6. An

Figure 9.5: Two-phase pro�les of the z{slice expectation value L'(z) of L' for the largestand smallest �{intervals on the 2� 242 � 192 lattice.interface pair has developed, and the plateaus marking the pure-phase expectation valuesL(i)' (�1; �2), i = 1; 2, are at and broad enough to ascertain that the coexisting phases arestable against any turn-over into the other phase. The integrated autocorrelation timesin sweeps for these simulation points, which were calculated from the full data samplesof L(i)' {measurements as described in section A.3 of appendix A, range from �int[L(1)' ] =22(1); �int[L(2)' ] = 18(2) to �int[L(1)' ] = 159(17); �int[L(2)' ] = 93(17), and from �int[�L'] = 14(1)to �int[�L'] = 113(12) for the di�erence �L' = L(2)' � L(1)' of these quantities1.As a check for possible �nite-volume e�ects I also produced some data on a larger latticeof size 2�322�288 at otherwise unchanged parameters and couplings, where a lower statisticwas su�cient to attain trustworthy expectation values and absolute errors of roughly the1The statistical errors of the integrated autocorrelation times emerged from a jackknife analysis with 25samples.



9.2. CRITICAL � AND INTERFACE TENSION FOR MH ' 80 GEV 181same precision. In this case the two-coupling estimate for the critical point in �c is�c = 0:1077835(25) : (9.3)All simulation data, which were gathered in � = (�1; �2) centred symmetrically around�c for the determination of the interface tension � from these two lattices, are listed intable 9.1. Compared to the previous analyses on isotropic lattices for stronger �rst order�1 �2 sweeps L(1)' L(2)' �L'0.107761 0.107821 40000 12.7856(73) 21.5913(92) 8.8057(90)0.107766 0.107816 40000 12.944(11) 21.1656(99) 8.2217(95)0.107771 0.107811 60000 13.1186(89) 20.7117(90) 7.593(11)0.107776 0.107806 60000 13.3410(90) 20.215(13) 6.874(12)0.107781 0.107801 70000 13.711(15) 19.599(16) 5.888(20)0.107786 0.107796 80000 14.316(39) 18.773(25) 4.457(37)0.107757 0.107810 10000 12.6839(58) 21.146(12) 8.462(13)0.107762 0.107805 10000 12.8446(97) 20.708(11) 7.863(13)0.107767 0.107800 10000 13.026(12) 20.194(19) 7.168(20)0.107772 0.107795 10000 13.293(17) 19.592(25) 6.299(23)0.107777 0.107790 10000 13.620(20) 18.752(33) 5.132(31)0.107780 0.107787 5000 14.075(46) 18.107(54) 4.032(72)Table 9.1: Results for L(1)' , L(2)' , and �L' on the two lattices of sizes 2� 242 � 192 (upperdata) and 2� 322� 288 (lower data). The errors are obtained by binning as before. In orderto obtain acceptable �2{values, the entries in italics were only omitted for the individual �tsof L(i)' in each phase.transitions at lower Higgs masses, the �{intervals have now been chosen closer to each otherand to �c as well, while it was ever veri�ed that | as e.g. in �gure 9.5 | the distinctphases were well separated by a pair of interfaces and that no tunneling into the other phasehad occurred. The reason is that for a very weak transition, as encountered at these latticeparameters, the diverging of the L(i)' (�1; �2), i = 1; 2, when �1 and �2 approach �c from belowand above, respectively, sets in later and will be far less violent than for mH . 50 GeV.Therefore, the curvatures in the shapes of the two '{links as functions of � and particularlytheir residua, which in view of the Laurent ans�atze (9.4) determine the interface tension,should be modelled more accurately in the present case.The interface tension can be computed once more along the recipe of formulas (6.30) {(6.33) from subsection 6.2.3, including the obvious modi�cations in the anisotropic latticecase, a2sat� = 12 lim�2&�c lim�1%�c�(�1 � �2) limLz!1Lz ��L'(�1; �2)�



182 CHAPTER 9. SIMULATIONS ON ANISOTROPIC LATTICESL(i)' (�1; �2) = � ci�i � �c + (0)i + (1)i (�i � �c) + (2)i (�i � �c)2 + (3)i (�i � �c)3+O �(��)4� ; i = 1; 2a2sat�̂ = Lz (c1 + c2) ; 1Tc = atLt ; � = asat ; (9.4)with the di�erence of '{links �L'(�1; �2) = L(2)' (�1; �2) � L(1)' (�1; �2), appropriatelyweighted with the coupling anisotropies according to eq. (6.24), and �� = j�i � �cj. Inthe spirit of the analyses on isotropic lattices in the previous chapter and refs. [136, 139],one can �t the two '{links L(i)' , i = 1; 2, to this ansatz individually, or their di�erence �L'as well. Generically, the second alternative should be preferred, and the reason is twofold:Owing to presumably large uctuations in the positions of the interfaces, one has to accountfor correlations between the competing phases, which do reect again in the autocorrelationtimes found above, and especially as the phase transition weakens with increasing Higgsmass, a roughening of the interfaces is to be expected. Both e�ects, which are not strictlydistinguishable at all, are presumed to compensate to some amount, if the '{link di�erenceis considered.Consequently, I carefully examined nearly all types of �ts from three- to six-parametricin the Laurent ans�atze of (9.4) for the two kinds of observables L(i)' and �L' and for everyallowed �t intervals, which could be built up from the data in table 9.1 under disposal. Inpart, the results on � depended on the choice of the speci�c �t interval and on the number of�t parameters too. Moreover, one could become aware that in most cases reasonable valuesof �2=dof were connected with those �ts, which also included the narrowest �{pair; so I willquote only the results from such �ts meeting these two constraints. The three-parameter �tsto the Laurent ans�atze could never be trusted, since they showed the strongest dependence onthe number of �tted data points and gave always incredibly large �2{values. The situationis much better for �ts, which supplement the inverse-linear part of the general ansatz ineq. (9.4) with a fourth or a �fth �t parameter. Then the �ts are acceptable throughout withtolerable �2=dof and can readily be extended over almost the whole range of �{pairs. Inorder to control the relevance of a further degree of freedom, I also performed some �ts withan additional parameter as the coe�cient of a term in the ans�atze, which is of higher powerin �i��c. This gave either doubtlessly too large (or even too small) values of �2=dof, or theerror analysis of these �ts led to very high statistical errors for the new �t parameters |and sometimes for ci and c0 = 2(c1 + c2) as well | assuring that they could not be resolvedreliably.To be more concrete now, the evaluation of the data set from the 2� 242 � 192 latticeusing a four-parameter least-squares �t for L(i)' , and a �ve-parameter least-squares �t for�L' yields � �̂T 3c �L' = 0:00060(8 + 22) ; � �̂T 3c ��L' = 0:00029(12) ; (9.5)



9.2. CRITICAL � AND INTERFACE TENSION FOR MH ' 80 GEV 183with �21 = 2:59; �22 = 0:96 for the former and �2 = 1:41 for the latter. The quoted error onthe L(i)' {�ts incorporates the statistical error from a bootstrap analysis (see section B.1.2in appendix B) with 10000 bootstrap samples and the uncertainty of �c too, whereas theerror on the result from the �L'{�t was obtained by repeating it with 1000 normally dis-tributed random data around the measured mean values as input. These �ts are displayedin �gures 9.6 and 9.7. Since the downward (upward) variation of the coe�cients ci entering

Figure 9.6: Four-parameter least-squares �ts of L(i)' , i = 1; 2, separately in each phase. The�2{values are �21 = 2:59 and �22 = 0:96, respectively.�̂=T 3c in (9.4), caused by the �c{uncertainty in the L(i)' {�ts, is permanently dominated bythe '{link �t of that phase, which �c���c draws nearer (from which �c���c withdraws),it was combined with the ci from the original �t of the other '{link with respect to �c andvice versa. The results of those combined �ts were taken to estimate the inuence of the�c{uncertainty on the interface tension, i.e. the second entry in parentheses on the left handside of eq. (9.5).A four-parameter �t of the data in all six �{pairs in the upper half of table 9.1 gives�̂=T 3c = 0:00074 with �21 = 5:84 and �22 = 1:78, which appears to be too large for the '{linkL(1)' in the symmetric phase. The result on �̂=T 3c from the L(i)' {�ts is twice as large as thatfrom the �t of �L', although both are just compatible inside their errors. Assuming for�L' also a four-parameter �t with the �rst data point of table 9.1 omitted as it has beendone for the L(i)' {�ts, I �nd �̂=T 3c = 0:00060, but with a worse �2{value of 4:55. By theway, two separate �ts of L(i)' with �ve parameters as for �L' have �̂=T 3c = 0:00027 and�21 = 0:60; �22 = 0:36 so that there seems to be no systematic discrepancy.After an analogous evaluation of the data set from the 2� 322 � 288 lattice, one arrives
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Figure 9.7: Four-parameter least-squares �t of �L' as a function of �2� �1 with �2 = 1:41.The extrapolation to �2 � �1 = 0 gives the interface tension.at � �̂T 3c �L' = 0:00062(10 + 25) ; � �̂T 3c ��L' = 0:00063(8) ; (9.6)which does not deviate signi�cantly from the results for the smaller lattice. Here, I performedfour-parameter �ts for both observables L(i)' and �L', with �2{values of 1:96; 2:13 and 1.06,respectively. Omitting the �rst data point in the lower half of table 9.1 as in the L(i)' {�tsbefore, one gets �̂=T 3c = 0:00053 with �21 = 1:95 and �22 = 1:19, which is in fairly goodharmony with the other estimates.Since �̂=T 3c obtained in these di�erent ways covers a quite wide range, I average thenumbers of eqs. (9.5) and (9.6) to a uni�ed estimate and take their absolute spread includingthe errors as a measure for the sum of statistical and systematic uncertainties. The �nalresult is � �̂T 3c �all2{� = 0:0006(4) : (9.7)While the size of the relative diminution of �c when going to larger physical volumes isconsistent with the experiences made in [135] on isotropic lattices, the agreement of the



9.2. CRITICAL � AND INTERFACE TENSION FOR MH ' 80 GEV 185di�erent two-coupling estimates underlines that | within the admittedly rather large errorsdominated by the uncertainties in �c | noticeable �nite-volume e�ects for the interfacetension at Lt = 2 can be excluded, and eq. (9.7) represents the in�nite-volume limit.All the numbers above are about one order of magnitude smaller than the prediction ofperturbation theory [105, 107], � �T 3c �pert ' 0:002 ; (9.8)and about two orders compared to mH ' 35 GeV, see subsection 7.1.2 and eq. (9.1), how-ever, they are in any case di�erent from zero. This con�rms that the interface tension isa steeply decreasing function of the Higgs boson mass. These estimates may also be putinto perspective with results, which were reported in refs. [150, 151] for the dimensionallyreduced SU(2){Higgs model in three dimensions at a tree-level Higgs mass of m�H ' 70 GeV,corresponding to a physical Higgs mass of mH ' 65 GeV after a perturbative mapping ofthe 3D{lattice parameters to the variables of the 4D{theory, from equal-weight histogramand tunneling correlation length methods:� �T 3c �D=3hist . 0:00021 ; � �T 3c �D=3tunnel = 0:00070(26) : (9.9)Estimates at largermH do not exist, because the groups employing the dimensional reductionapproach claim the end of the �rst order phase transition line in this model already aroundor even below mH ' 80 GeV [149, 145, 152].I have to remark in this context that the present numbers (9.5) { (9.7) from the four-dimensional model at Lt = 2 do not perfectly follow the general trend of an approximatelyexponential fall o� in the MC data for the interface tension in dependence on increasingHiggs mass [96, 151]. They are de�nitely larger than it would be expected from the �{valuesat mH & 50 GeV, of which the most come from investigations in the 3D{theory though. Onthe other hand, as far as no information about the interface tension at larger Lt{distancesis available, the results presented here must be looked upon as preliminary.
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Figure 9.8: Schematic sketch of the �c{determination by seeking for that �{interval, which isminimally with respect to a stable two-phase structure in the z{slice expectation value L'(z)of the '{link operator L'. The �c{estimate (9.2) has been determined from the simulationbelonging to the upper right plot, which was started on the �nal �eld con�guration of theupper left simulation with a larger �{interval. Then, after 1500 equilibration sweeps, thesystem was observed for 5000 measurements. In the simulations belonging to the lower plotsthe �nal �{pair has been displaced in both directions. Now the signal is much noisier, theplateaus are manifestly disturbed, and a collapse into one single phase has to be apprehended.



9.3. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK 1879.3 Discussion and outlookThe interface tension �̂=T 3c , which has been determined with the two-coupling method atsimulation parameters corresponding to mH ' 80 GeV on anisotropic lattices with temporalextension Lt = 2, is | albeit being non-zero | considerably smaller than perturbatively.Hence, I draw the important conclusion that the phase transition is very weakly �rst order atthis point. The extensive studies of the isotropic SU(2){Higgs model in four dimensions haveshown that for Higgs masses mH . 50 GeV the scaling behaviour of most thermodynamicquantities is remarkably good, with scaling violations typically below the O(10%){level [135,137, 139]. Nevertheless, one actually has no reasonable feeling for the �nite-lattice spacinge�ects in the case of anisotropic lattices and such large Higgs masses. Thus the attitudeof only negligible scaling violations, born out of the positive experiences with investigationsat lower mH , can no longer be taken for granted, and the lattice resolution of Lt = 2 maybe yet too coarse to resemble continuum physics. Then there is still the possibility thatalready at the lattice parameters chosen above, the extremely weak �rst order character ofthe phase transition and the resulting interface tension could vanish. In order to get a bettercontrol over the size of these lattice artifacts, simulations with larger Lt{values remain to besystematically tackled in future. But this goes beyond the scope of my work.The fact that the dimensionless ratio Tc=mH ' 1:9 at this large Higgs mass turns outto lie about 20 % below the predictions of perturbation theory and simulations of three-dimensional e�ective theories can hardly be accepted. This may partly emerge from theincompatibility of the renormalized gauge coupling de�nitions exposed in subsection 7.3.2 ofchapter 7, which is still an outstanding problem when comparing the 4D{results to the three-dimensional approach of dimensional reduction. It is not known, how the renormalized latticegauge coupling gR = g(V )R of the 4D{simulations, de�ned in terms of the static potentialextracted from Wilson loops, is related to continuum physics, i.e. to the running gaugecoupling gR = g(MS)R (�) in the MS{scheme at a mass scale � = mW , to which some given4D{simulation corresponds. For instance, if one converts the 3D{results at m�H ' 70 GeVof ref. [152] to g2R > 0:5 as inferred from the four-dimensional case2, the authors do suggesta lowering of the critical temperature in units of the physical Higgs mass: Tc=mH < 2. Inaddition, one may think again of some noticeable inuence of the �nite volume or �nitelattice spacings in the actual simulations. Namely, this could a�ect the critical hoppingparameter and thereby also the value of the on-shell Higgs mass at zero temperature inlattice units, which is rather sensitive to any variation of � [137].As already stated in the introduction, there are quite compelling arguments that the �rstorder EWPT line terminates at some critical Higgs mass mH = m(crit)H around [149], or even2Actually, the phenomenologically established value of the electroweak �ne structure constant �W givesa renormalized gauge coupling squared, which lies below g2 = 4=� = 0:5, as assumed in the present investi-gations.



188 CHAPTER 9. SIMULATIONS ON ANISOTROPIC LATTICESbelow m(crit)H ' 80 GeV [145, 152], and turns into a smooth and regular crossover betweentwo analytically connected Higgs and symmetry restored regions with no true local gaugeinvariant order parameter, which would vanish in either of them, in accordance with ref. [22].But the exact position and the nature of the phase transition endpoint at m(crit)H seems tobe still unclear at the moment. From the theoretical point of view it might be most likely[94], and has also been conjectured by the authors of ref. [149], that at mH = m(crit)H thetransition is of second order with a continuous change and a massless scalar excitation in thephysical spectrum linked to in�nite correlation length, possibly of the Ising universality class.However, any conventional methods like observing two-peak structures and a discontinuity ofan order parameter as a globally averaged quantity on the lattice, driven by the temperatureT at lowermH , face the di�culty that owing to in�nite or at least rapidly growing correlationlengths at mH ' m(crit)H in both regimes, this scale can not be safely disentangled from thesize of the system being simulated at the alleged transition. As a consequence, a feasiblein�nite-volume extrapolation to reach the thermodynamic limit and to identify its asymptoticbehaviour needs such increasingly large lattice volumes at the critical point that is was sofar practically impossible to uniquely single out the order of the EWPT at mH = m(crit)H . Ofcourse, this issue also needs to be elucidated in future explorations.In this connection I should also mention that the Higgs boson masses, to which the inves-tigations of the four-dimensional SU(2){Higgs model and those of the dimensionally reducedmodel in three dimensions refer, are not de�ned in the same way as well. In the formerthey are physical zero-temperature pole or on-shell masses (mH ; mW ) in the sense that theyare determined non-perturbatively from the exponential decay of suitable correlation func-tions, whereas in the latter they are tree-level Higgs masses (m�H) of the four-dimensional�nite-temperature SU(2){Higgs theory in the continuum, from which the dimensional reduc-tion to three dimensions and subsequent lattice discretization started, although there existtwo-loop perturbative relationships in the MS{renormalization scheme between each set oflattice parameters of the three-dimensional model, expressed in terms of the variables of the3D{e�ective continuum theory, to a set of physical parameters of the original theory in fourdimensions. So every direct comparison of results from the full 4D{ and e�ective 3D{modelswithout a proper conversion between them must be taken with some care, because in threedimensions the masses are always somewhat larger than the on-shell masses. Accounting forthis di�erence, which has been estimated in refs. [147, 148] analytically, one can guess thatthe dimensional reduction implies a shift of a few (perhaps 3�6) GeV for the endpoint of thephase transition and that its �rst order nature survives up to slightly larger physical Higgsmasses in four dimensions. So it could be absolutely imaginable that, say, the interface ten-sion is still �nite and non-zero at mH ' 80 GeV in the four-dimensional framework, whilst italready vanishes at m�H ' 80 GeV in the three-dimensional theory. Bearing these additionaluncertainties in mind, there is no serious contradiction in the qualitative and quantitativeline of reasoning from both approaches up to now.



9.3. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK 189Regardless of these options concerning the endpoint of the EWPT and its location underdiscussion, one should emphasize once more that all results from the di�erent approachesto the �nite-temperature SU(2){Higgs sector of the minimal standard model (MSM) infour and three dimensions, also those including the U(1){factor or the impact of fermions[147, 149, 152], especially the heaviest elementary fermion | the top quark |, can bereconciled to a common conclusion: The �rst order EWPT for physically realistic values ofthe Higgs boson massmH & 66 GeV, if present at all, is not strong enough for an explanationof the origin of the observed baryon asymmetry in the universe. Therefore, any scenario ofelectroweak baryogenesis within the MSM has surely to be ruled out.However, in spite of this | at �rst sight discouraging | outcome, the still viable alter-native to explain the baryon asymmetry within the minimal supersymmetrically extendedstandard model remains, see e.g. ref. [155]. And as in principle it is possible by a suitableparameter matching to transform between both theories, the results from the SU(2){Higgssector of the MSM at �nite temperature will not loose their importance as essential in-gredients for our knowledge and understanding of cosmology and the physics in the earlyuniverse. Not least, the failure of the MSM at energy scales, which are characteristic for theelectroweak epoch in the evolution of our universe (T ' O(100) GeV ' O(1016) K), may beinterpreted as a strong indication for the prospect that some kind of, for instance minimal,extension of the MSM is realized in nature.



SummaryI examined the �nite-temperature electroweak phase transition in the framework of the four-dimensional SU(2){Higgs model non-perturbatively on the lattice. To this end, I performedhigh statistics and large scale numerical simulations by means of the Monte Carlo method.In my investigations I concentrated on the determination of the phase transition pointand the interface tension, the latter playing a crucial rôle in order quantify the strength ofthe transition in dependence on the Higgs boson mass mH .The numerical simulations within the SU(2){Higgs model in the mass range betweenmH ' 16 GeV and mH ' 80 GeV always turned out to be feasible and powerful. AtmH ' 16 GeV and mH ' 35 GeV the symmetry restoring electroweak phase transitionis still relatively strongly �rst order, and the qualitative as well as | at least partly |quantitative agreement with two-loop resummed perturbation theory and the approach ofdimensional reduction to a three-dimensional e�ective theory is quite good. More precisely,I found the electroweak interface tension to decrease by several orders of magnitude towardshigher masses around mH ' 80 GeV, in complete conformity with the expectation thatthe phase transition weakens substantially for increasing Higgs mass. However, since myestimates at mH ' 80 GeV still hint at an extremely weak �rst order phase transition, theabsence of its �rst order nature in this Higgs mass region, which is claimed by other authorsusing dimensionally reduced models, could not be con�rmed.Technically, the numerical simulations at such large Higgs boson masses were realized byemploying an anisotropic lattice regularization with di�erent spacings in spatial and temporaldirections. In this context I non-perturbatively established the perturbative choice of suitablesimulation parameters by tuning the correlation lengths in the system to recover the requiredrotational invariance. Then it was possible to study the thermodynamic properties of thelattice model reliably.Nevertheless, my results on the interface tension from the SU(2){Higgs sector of theminimal standard model support the existing theoretical belief that for mH & 40 GeV, thestrength of the �rst order electroweak phase transition is de�nitely not enough to produce asu�ciently violent out of equilibrium situation in the early universe, which is fundamentallyneeded for the creation of the observed baryon asymmetry via physical processes at theelectroweak scale. 190



Appendix ABasics of simulating �eld theoriesThis appendix covers some notations and concepts, which may be helpful for the under-standing of the main text with the intention to make it rather self-contained. Of course, Iwill be by no means complete, and unless stated otherwise, a far more detailed and extensivetreatment of the material collected here can be found in standard textbooks and reviews onlattice �eld theory as e.g. refs. [16, 17, 18, 19, 169, 171].A.1 Lattice notations and conventionsLet a four-dimensional hypercubic space-time lattice with sites x, extensions L�, and unitvectors �̂ in the lattice directions � = 1; : : : ; 4 be given. Periodic boundary conditions areassumed in all directions, and for the moment I consider isotropic lattices with a latticespacing a. The set of all lattice points is often denoted as� � fx = (x1; x2; x3; x4) 2 aZ4 j 0 � x� � a(L� � 1)g � L1 � L2 � L3 � L4 ; (A.1)whereas the coordinates x�=a also run from 1 to L� in some cases. Alternatively, I adoptthe notations x = (x; t) = (x; y; z; t) and L� 2 fLx; Ly; Lz; Ltg, so that 
 � LxLyLzLt is thenumber of lattice points and V � a4
 its physical volume in lattice units. Modi�cations forsubvolumes of the lattice are straightforward, e.g. for timeslices used in the calculation ofcorrelation functions one has 
s = LxLyLz.Due to the identity e 2�ix�=a = 1, all Fourier transforms of lattice functions f = f(x) are2�=a{periodic, and thus the lattice momenta can be restricted to the �rst Brillouin-ZoneB � fp = (p1; p2; p3; p4) j � �=a < p� � �=ag ; (A.2)which naturally regularizes the respective lattice theory through an ultraviolet momentumcuto� �=a. Explicitly, this implies for the Fourier transforms~f(p) = a4Xx2� f(x) e�ip�x ; f(x) = 1a4
Xp2B ~f(p) e ip�x ; p� = 2�aL� n� (A.3)191



192 APPENDIX A. BASICS OF SIMULATING FIELD THEORIESwith n� = 0; 1; : : : ; L� � 1, and in the in�nite-volume limit:L� !1 ; 8� : 1a4
Xp2B �! Z �=a��=a d4p(2�)4 � Zp : (A.4)Finally, the lattice (forward) derivative is discretized to the �nite di�erence4�f(x) � 1a h f(x+ a�̂)� f(x) i ; (A.5)and its covariant counterpart isD�f(x) � 1a hU�1(x+ a�̂; x)f(x+ a�̂)� f(x) i (A.6)with Ux;� = U(x + a�̂; x) the parallel transporter (directed link, i.e. straight path from sitex to site x+ a�̂) on the lattice as an element of the gauge group.In the case of anisotropic lattices I consider a situation with equal lattice spacings as inthe three spatial directions di�erent from the lattice spacing at in the temporal direction.As discussed in the second part of this work, the lattice spacing anisotropy parameter� � asat (A.7)then plays an important rôle when extracting physical quantities from an anisotropic latticesimulation. The generalization of the expressions above proceeds in the obvious manner,e.g. the physical lattice volume is V = a3sat
, and the functions of the momenta in the barebosonic lattice propagators arep̂� = 2as sin�asp�2 � ; � = 1; 2; 3 ; p̂4 = 2at sin�atp42 � : (A.8)The two-dimensional (isotropic) lattices in the �rst part of this work have extensions L1and L2, or equivalently Lx and Lt, sites x = (x1; x2) = (x; t), momenta p = (p1; p2), andneed no more speci�cations.As it is a common practice in quantum �eld theory, rationalized units are chosen suchthat the universal physical constants ~, c, kB, and "0 are equal to one. Consequently,all dimensionful quantities like masses, temperatures, inverse times, or inverse length areexpressed in terms of energy units [E] = 1 eV. If no confusion is expected, this is sometimessupplemented by setting the lattice constant a = 1 (lattice units), and all dimensionlessobservables O, whose expectation values hOi are calculated on the lattice, are pure numbersin these units. Relaxing the condition a = 1, one hasO = O(phys)adO ; (A.9)when O(phys) is a physical observable of mass dimension dO, i.e. [O(phys)] = [mdO ] in theformal continuum limit a ! 0. A prominent example would be a particle mass in lattice



A.2. MONTE CARLO METHODS 193units m = m(phys)a, since [m(phys)] = [m] and dO = 1. Provided that the a{dependenceof the lattice parameters is determined in the same way, one expects scaling behaviourin the continuum limit for each hOi according to eq. (A.9), while O(phys) remains �niteif so in the continuum. Then the only dimensionful parameter of the lattice theory is aitself, and physical units are recovered through reference (or better its ratio) to an external,e.g. experimentally known length scale parameter as input, typically an inverse particle mass.A.2 Monte Carlo methodsThe basic object of numerical simulations in lattice quantum �eld theories is the calculationof (estimators for) expectation values of functions depending on the �eld variables. For thispurpose, the very large number of degrees of freedom to be integrated over on lattices oftypical sizes compels a Monte Carlo (MC) integration by randomly generating �eld con�gu-rations. In order to encounter the substantial contributions to the path integral | namelythose in the vicinity of the minimum of the free energy density | most e�ciently, one followsthe principle of importance sampling. This means to generate an, in the strict sense in�-nite, ensemble of �eld con�gurations weighted with the Boltzmann factor e�S, for instanceS = S[U; '] the lattice action of the gauge-Higgs system, mimicking the canonical equilib-rium probability distribution. The statistical average of this ensemble equals the expectationvalue of some observable O = O(fU; 'g), here as a function of site and link variables 'x andUx;�, in its Euclidean path or functional integral representation:hOiZ = 1Z Z D[U; '] e�S[U;']O(fU; 'g) ; Z = Z D[U; '] e�S[U;'] : (A.10)It has to be distinguished from the sample average in eq. (A.25) over a largest possiblebut �nite number of con�gurations, which approaches hOiZ in the limit of in�nitely manyevaluated con�gurations.A.2.1 Standard algorithmsThis setting is translated into action as a sequence of updating steps with symmetric proposalprobability in the space of elementary lattice �elds, which imitates the stochastic process ofa Markov chain. It is ergodic by de�nition with the additional property of detailed balance,being a su�cient but not necessary condition for the existence of a unique �xed point of theMarkov process in order to ensure that the canonical ensemble is really reached in a �nitenumber of steps. Commonly known local algorithms in this context are:� MetropolisEach �eld variable is updated by randomly proposing a new value for it and acceptingwith probability PA = minf1; e��Sg, if �S denotes the di�erence of lattice actions after



194 APPENDIX A. BASICS OF SIMULATING FIELD THEORIESand before the proposal holding all other variables �xed. In a computer program, oneruns through the lattice point by point, makes the updates, e.g. f ! f 0 = f + � (r� 12)for a real-valued �eld f , and accepts only for ��S > ln(1� r0) with r; r0 2 (0; 1) beinguniform random numbers. The range of the possible proposals should be adjusted(through �) to give acceptance rates of 50� 60 %.� HeatbathAs opposed to the Metropolis algorithm, the new value of a �eld variable is now gener-ated with a transition probability proportional to the canonical equilibrium probabil-ity distribution of the surrounding �eld con�guration independently from the originalone. In this respect, it is usually computationally advantageous to simplify the distri-bution and, because of ergodicity, correct for the corresponding approximation by anMetropolis-like accept-reject step afterwards. Its acceptance rate, conveniently 90 %or even larger, decides about the quality of this implementation in practice.� OverrelaxationThe main goal of this non-ergodic algorithm is to reduce `critical slowing down' in MCsimulations | which means the worse divergence of the integrated autocorrelationtime �int in the continuum limit via a power law behaviour in the correlation length �at phase transitions, �int[O] � �z(O) with O some observable and z(O) the dynamicalcritical exponent | to z(O) ' 1. It is a kind of reection in �eld space, where their newvalues are chosen as far as possible from the old ones leaving the action, respective theenergy, and the measure in the de�ning functional integral (approximately) invariant.Since these proposals are (nearly) always accepted, i.e. eventually in a subsequentMetropolis decision with PA ' 1, this algorithm is governed by the microcanonicalprobability distribution and thus has to be mixed with one of the former to preservethe required ergodicity in all.In the numerical simulations of both lattice models under study a proper combination ofalgorithms of this type called sweep, in which each �eld variable is visited at least once, wasperiodically repeated to generate the desired �eld con�gurations.A.2.2 Gauge and scalar �eld updates in the SU(2){Higgs modelThe Metropolis method I have only applied to the updates of the real-valued �eld variablesin the U(1){Higgs model in two dimensions. Within the framework of the four-dimensionalSU(2){Higgs model this type of algorithm was replaced by suitable heatbath algorithms[172], which often perform better and genuinely enjoy smaller autocorrelations. For theheatbath updates of the SU(2){valued gauge �eld links Ux;�, I used the familiar algorithmoriginally devised in refs. [175, 176].



A.2. MONTE CARLO METHODS 195The reection in the overrelaxation algorithms of the U(1){ or SU(2){valued gauge anglevariables can always be done exactly, either by explicit graphical construction as in the two-dimensional case of the former, or by adaption of a standard procedure [173, 174, 178]. Forinstance, the exact reection of the gauge link (and analogously of the angular part of theHiggs �eld as well, if the index � is ignored in the following notations) can be done bysplitting the lattice action as Sx(Ux;�) = Tr �Ux;� �U�+ constant, where the `staple' �U coversall �eld contributions di�erent from the variable Ux;� 2 SU(2) under consideration. Thencarry out the update Ux;� ! U 0x;� = �U+0 U+x;� �U+0 with �U0 being normalized as �U0 � �U=pdet �Uand thereby an element of the gauge group SU(2). The action stays unchanged and theacceptance probability of the proposal is PA(Ux;� ! U 0x;�) = PA(U 0x;� ! Ux;�) = 1. However,this does not work for the scalar �eld length, because its local potential does not possessany exact reection symmetry as will be seen below. An elegant solution to the problem hasbeen found in ref. [179] by dealing with the scalar �eld as an real-valued object in cartesiancomponents. To restate it briey, I restrict to the SU(2){Higgs case and isotropic lattices; thegeneralization to anisotropic lattices and couplings along eqs. (5.10) { (5.34) of chapter 5 isthen straightforward, and a translation to the two-dimensional U(1){Higgs model is sketchedin section 2.2 of the �rst part.One starts from the observation that the complex 2 
 2 matrices 'x can be uniquelydecomposed in terms of the Pauli matrices �k, k = 1; 2; 3, as'x = �x;0�0 + i 3Xk=1 �x;k�k ; �0 � 12
2 ; 12 Tr �'+x'x� = 3Xl=0 �2x;l = �2x ; (A.11)and the four-component scalar �eld �x = f�x;l 2 R j l = 0; : : : ; 3g expresses the manifestO(4){symmetry of the pure scalar sector of the SU(2){Higgs model. After substituting theprevious identity and using the invariance of the trace operation under cyclic permutationand adjunction of its arguments in the successive manipulations, the part of the lattice action(5.14) of chapter 5 relevant for the scalar �eld at site x 2 � becomesS�;x('x) = �� 4X�=1 Tr �'+x+�̂Ux;�'x + '+xUx��̂;�'x��̂�+ �2x + �(�2x � 1)2= �x��x � bx�x�2 + � � �2x � 12� (2�� 1 + �x) �2 + constant (A.12)with bx;0 � �2 4X�=1 Tr �'+x+�̂Ux;� + Ux��̂;�'x��̂� (A.13)bx;k � i�2 4X�=1 Tr �'+x+�̂Ux;��k + �kUx��̂;�'x��̂� : (A.14)



196 APPENDIX A. BASICS OF SIMULATING FIELD THEORIESSummation over the cartesian index l is understood in the �rst (Gaussian) term of (A.12),and �x helps to shift a term proportional to �2x from this quadratic to the quartic part ofS�;x. Two algorithms are now on o�er:� Heatbath:Propose the new �eld values �0x;l, l = 0; : : : ; 3, with a probability distribution, whichonly involves the Gaussian (quadratic) part of S�;x:�x;l ! �0x;l =p���1x ln r sin (2�r0) + 1�x bx;l ; (A.15)with uniform random numbers r; r0 2 (0; 1).� Overrelaxation:Reect the scalar �eld components as�x;l ! �0x;l = 2�x bx;l � �x;l ; l = 0; : : : ; 3 ; (A.16)which is only exact with respect to the Gaussian (quadratic) part of S�;x.Since the quartic part in eq. (A.12) has not been treated so far, both proposals are acceptedin an additional accept-reject step with probabilityPA(�x ! �0x) = minf1; e��S�;xg�S�;x = �"��02x � 2�� 1 + �x2� �2 � ��2x � 2�� 1 + �x2� �2 # : (A.17)An optimization of the acceptance rates is achieved by coincidence of the minima of thequadratic and quartic parts in S�;x, which is equivalent to the cubic equation2�b2x = �2x(�x + 2�� 1) ; b2x = jbxj2 = 3Xl=0 b2x;l : (A.18)To avoid any unwanted loss of speed in both updates, it is approximately solved by writing�x = 1 + "x (note that �x = 1 for jbxj = 1), hence�x = 1� 2�+ 2�b2x +O("2x; �"x) ; (A.19)and the acceptance condition (A.17) passes intoPA(�x ! �0x) = minf1; e��S�;xg ; �S�;x = � � (�02x � b2x)2 � (�2x � b2x)2 � : (A.20)Finally, I should stress that the very small values of � < O(10�3) in the SU(2){Higgssimulations of this work are crucial for the high acceptance rates larger than 98 % (or even99 %) for the two algorithms.



A.3. EXPECTATION VALUES AND AUTOCORRELATIONS 197At an early stage of the investigations the overrelaxation of the Higgs �eld length wasdone separately from the SU(2){reection of its angle by a method introduced in [178]. Herethe scalar �eld part of the action (5.14) is arranged in the formS�;x(�x) = �cx�x + �2x + �(�2x � 1)2 � 3 ln�x (A.21)cx � � 4X�=1 Tr �'+x+�̂Ux;��x + �+x Ux��̂;�'x��̂� ; (A.22)in which the ln �x{term emerges from the transformation of the functional integral measurein polar coordinates according to 'x = �x�x. The idea is to determine a non-exact `reected'value �0x 6= �x with S�;x(�0x) = S�;x(�x) by polynomial approximation through a third orderTaylor expansion of (A.21) and Newton iteration, and the Metropolis step with acceptanceprobability PA(�x ! �0x) = min(1; ����� dS�;x(�x)d�x � � dS�;x(�0x)d�0x ������1) (A.23)compensates for the non-trivial functional determinant caused by the lacking symmetry ofS�;x in regard of its minimum. The inclusion of this algorithm already leads to an impressivereduction of the integrated autocorrelation times compared to pure Metropolis or heatbathsweeps, typically about a factor 5 � 6, but as illustrated in section 5.3 and refs. [137, 139],it can not compete with the algorithm above, which beyond that also performs faster thanthe overrelaxations of both Higgs degrees of freedom together.A.3 Expectation values and autocorrelationsSuppose that the system has reached independence of the starting �eld con�guration aftera su�cient number of thermalization sweeps1. During the Nmeas measurement sweeps onegenerically calculates the lattice averages of site and also direction dependent observablesOx and Ox;�, i.e. in the four-dimensional isotropic caseOn � 1
Xx2�Ox ; On � 14
Xx2� 4X�=1 Ox;� ; n 2 f1; : : : ; Nmeasg : (A.24)The sample average over all available measurements or con�gurationshOi � 1Nmeas NmeasXn=1 On (A.25)1A popular starting con�guration is the cold one, where all �elds are set to the unit element of the groupthey take values in.



198 APPENDIX A. BASICS OF SIMULATING FIELD THEORIESis, under the non-realistic assumption of their statistical independence2, related to the trueexpectation value by its variance �2O ashOiZ = hOi ��O ; �2O � hO2i � hOi2Nmeas � 1 : (A.26)In order to account for the intrinsic correlations between the subsequent con�gurations ina simulation, quanti�ed below by the integrated autocorrelation time �int, one averages �rstover blocks (bins) of length lbin,Ob � 1lbin b�lbinXn=(b�1)�lbin+1On ; b 2 f1; : : : ; Nbing ; (A.27)leading to mean values over these bin averages thereafter:hOibin � 1Nbin NbinXb=1 Ob = hOi ; hO2ibin � 1Nbin NbinXb=1 O2b : (A.28)If lbin & �int, the �eld con�gurations averaged over Nbin = Nmeas=lbin bins become statisticallyuncorrelated, and the correct statistical error estimate ishOiZ = hOi ��O ; �2O � hO2ibin � hOi2binNbin � 1 : (A.29)A practical way to proceed in a computer program is then, eventually after an internalbinning for data and further �int{reduction, to calculate the binning errors �O for increasinglengths lbin (e.g. growing like powers of 2), and to quote the true statistical error �(true)O onthe measured observable from the plateau of its so-obtained binning table, which should liebeyond the autocorrelation time but with 50� 100 bins at least. An immediate consequenceof eqs. (A.26) and (A.29) is that �(true)O is roughly proportional to 1=pNmeas, and allows topredict the computational costs for a gain in this error.The Nmeas ! 1 limit of the true variance of hOi now implies with �O = �(naive)O from(A.26) the following formula for the integrated autocorrelation time:�int = �int[O] ' 12  �(true)O�(naive)O !2 : (A.30)A precise de�nition of �int comes from the autocorrelation function [169, 170]�O(t) � limNmeas!1 1Nmeas � t Nmeas�tXn=1 �On+t � hOi��On � hOi� (A.31)2In the situation of uncorrelated data one also says that hOi is an unbiased estimator of the true expec-tation value hOiZ , i.e. h hOi iZ = hOiZ .



A.3. EXPECTATION VALUES AND AUTOCORRELATIONS 199and reads after its normalization by �O(0) = 1Nmeas PNmeasn=1 (On � hOi)2 = �2O, if the computeror MC time t counts the number of sweeps:�int[O] � 12 t=1Xt=�1 �O(t)�O(0) = 12 + t=1Xt=1 �O(t)�O(0) : (A.32)The truncation of the sum at the �rst zero of the autocorrelation function �O, which hasthe largest �int[O] in the system belonging to the operator O with the slowest modes, isconsistent with the methods described in ref. [169]. There it is suggested too that about20�exp thermalization sweeps | �exp is the exponential autocorrelation time given by thelarge t asymptotics of the (exponentially decaying) autocorrelation and depends only on theupdating process | are in most cases adequate to prepare an equilibrated �eld con�guration.This can be controlled later on by evaluating eq. (A.31) for full measurement samples,sometimes called histories, of the observables of interest.



Appendix BTools of data analysisHere I have included a sketch of some more technical tools of numerical data analysis. Theyare referred to without any further explanations in those passages of the main chapters,where they are used. For more details and other applications in lattice investigations thereader should consult the original literature.
B.1 Methods of error determinationBesides the statistical errors of primary quantities directly averaged in a MC run, it is alsonecessary to have reliable error estimates for secondary quantities, which are functions ofthese averages. Prominent candidates are correlation functions as de�ned in eq. (1.56) ofsection 1.2 and eq. (A.31) above, and �t parameters of primary or secondary quantities them-selves. The di�culties to be faced are limited numbers of measurements, potentially wrongestimation of variances by error propagation formulas, and possible correlations between dif-ferent (primary or secondary) quantities entering the same functions, whose statistical errorsare desired.B.1.1 Jackknife analysisGiven a history with Nmeas measurements of some observable On, one calculates for 1 �Njck � Nmeas jackknife bins with length ljck = Nmeas=Njck and i; j 2 f1; : : : ; Njckg, thejackknife bin averages and jackknife sample averages by omitting a single bin:O(jck)i � 1ljck i�ljckXn=(i�1)�ljck+1On ; Oj � 1Njck � 1 NjckXi=1 ; i 6=jO(jck)i : (B.1)200



B.1. METHODS OF ERROR DETERMINATION 201Then the jackknife average of a function f = f(O) is obtained ashfijck � 1Njck NjckXj=1 f(Oj) (B.2)with variance hfiZ = hfijck ��f ; �2f � Njck � 1Njck NjckXj=1 �hfijck � f(Oj)�2 : (B.3)For uncorrelated primary quantities (i.e. f = id and ljck = 1) the naive relation (A.26) isreproduced, and hOijck is an unbiased estimator of hOiZ. The bias of secondary quantities,which here means the di�erence hfiZ � h hfijck i in dependence of Njck, is normally ignored,because it converges faster to zero than the statistical error, and the jackknife variances �fof the functions f(O) are superior to those from ordinary binning as it would be analogousto section A.3. This method is very popular in numerical simulations on the lattice for along time [180, 181, 182].The averaging in the jackknife bins is often already done during the program runs bydividing the full data sample into subsamples. Their length, which should exceed the typicalautocorrelation times, determines the number of available jackknife samples, likely between10 and 200 for the latter. By the way, it is obvious that eqs. (B.2) and (B.3) apply tofunctions of secondary quantities or �t parameters too, i.e. the required calculations can bedone within the jackknife samples before estimating their values and errors.B.1.2 Bootstrap analysisThe bootstrap is a method of non-parametric statistics, which has been invented in ref. [183]and used e.g. for mass calculations with correlation functions in the context of lattice �eldtheory in ref. [185]. This method is closely related to the jackknife just described | namely,the jackknife estimators and errors are approached by the bootstrap in the limit of largesamples | but it should be preferred, if the statistics is lower and large uctuations owing tocorrelations between data from the same con�guration are to be expected. Its characteristicfeature is that is not does base on the underlying assumption of a known, in particular thenormal (Gaussian), probability distribution for the data. A further textbook reference is[184], and I want to outline the bootstrap method in the following.Consider setsM(i) of independent measurements O(i)n of primary or secondary quantitiesO(i), 1 � i � I, 1 � n � N , from a single MC run with N = Nmeas measurements, whichcan be interpreted as the empirical probability distributions of these observables. Now thestrategy is to draw for each O(i) from these originalN measurementsN objects independentlyand with repetition allowed, in order to form the so-called bootstrap samples B(i). The totalnumbers of NN such possible bootstrap samples constitutes the bootstrap distributions for



202 APPENDIX B. TOOLS OF DATA ANALYSISthe O(i) speci�ed by the original MC samples, and they are the best approximations to theirtrue distributions, which can be made by taking a large number of completely independentsets ofN con�gurations. Having in mind contingent correlations between the O(i), it is crucialthat for �xed n all O(i)n emerge from the same con�gurations for a given bootstrap sample.By the way, it is also obvious that the jackknife ensembles are carefully chosen subsets ofthe full bootstrap ensembles. Because of the huge number of possible bootstrap samples thisprocedure is realized in practice by generating many independent representative bootstrapsamples B(i)b � fO(i)nb jnb = 1; : : : ; Ng randomly, where the same measurements may occurseveral times in such a set. The index b = 1; : : : ; B counts the number of bootstrap iterations.In each of the so-obtained bootstrap samples one computes the averages of the primary orsecondary quantities O(i), O(i)b = 1N NXnb=1O(i)nb ; 1 � i � I ; (B.4)and from these a bootstrap sample estimate fb of a secondary quantity or some furtherfunction f = f(fOg) of it, e.g. a mass from �ts of correlation functions, while for eachbootstrap iteration b the once generated index set Ib � fnb jnb = 1; : : : ; Ng has to be usedfor all i. The bootstrap average and its variance is thenhfibts = 1B BXb=1 fb ; �2f � 1B � 1 BXb=1 �hfibts � fb�2 ; (B.5)however, a more meaningful estimate of the statistical error of the observable f is inferredby the dispersion of the fb{values, more precisely by the two values left and right to themedian containing 68.3 %, i.e. 34.15 % in each direction, of their (distinctly asymmetric)distribution in a histogram after B bootstrap iterations. This is motivated by the de�nitionof a con�dence interval [F�; F+] such that one has a 15.85 % probability to �nd f below F�and above F+, respectively, which gives the statistical error through�(bts)f = 12 �F+ � F�� (B.6)from the central 100(1 � �) % con�dence interval with a con�dence level � = 0:683 corre-sponding to one standard deviation of the normalized Gaussian distribution in both direc-tions.The bootstrap procedure has been applied for the determination of the statistical errorof the electroweak interface tension from the two-coupling method in the second part of thiswork. For this purpose it had to be slightly modi�ed, because the relevant data were notobtained in a single MC run, but in di�erent runs for di�erent pairs of the scalar hoppingparameter �, labelled by 1 � j � J . There the simulations provide independent histories ofmeasurements of the '{links L(1)' and L(2)' , which are to be treated as correlated, i.e. I = 2 foreach �{pair under study. Hence, the separate generation of the new bootstrap samples Bb via



B.2. LEAST-SQUARES FITS 203the randomly chosen index sets I(j)b , drawn with replacement for every j as described above,is performed simultaneously for the di�erent �{pairs in every iteration, and for i = 1; 2 and�xed j-th �-pair the L(i)' {measurements have to be averaged within the bootstrap replicason the same set I(j)b . The least-squares �ts of these bootstrap sample averages result in�t parameters (and thereby the interface tension, see sections 7.1, 7.2, and 9.2), whichrepresent the desired secondary quantities in the present situation, and the distributions oftheir values after B bootstrap iterations determines their statistical errors in the mannerof eq. B.6. In order to eliminate the inuence of autocorrelations, I have combined the fullsamples of original measurements to bins of increasing length so that the �nal bootstraperror estimates can be looked up from the plateau in the error table, which develops whenthe bootstrap analyses are done with these bin averages considered as the raw data.B.2 Least-squares �tsSuppose N < Nmeas mean values On(t), n 2 f1; : : : ; Ng, over subsamples of a primaryor secondary quantity O = O(t) to be statistically independent, e.g. after dividing thefull history of Nmeas data in long enough blocks, which were averaged �rst. For O(t) onemay think of a, say, timeslice correlation function with discrete arguments t 2 ftm jm =1; : : : ;Mg, but the remarks also carry over to other classes of observables. The task is nowto �t these data to a theoretically given function f = f(t; fag) and estimate the best �tparameters fag = fai j i = 1; : : : ; Ig and their statistical errors in the resulting identi�cationhO(t)i = f(t; fag). Owing to their origin from the same con�guration, the data sets On(tm)and On(tm0) usually are strongly correlated in the �tted direction. These correlations amongthe data reect in the o�-diagonal elements of the covariance (correlation) matrixCmm0 � 1N(n� 1) NXn=1 �On(tm)� hO(tm)i��On(tm0)� hO(tm0)i�hO(tm)i = 1N NXn=1On(tm) ; (B.7)whose diagonal elements would equal the ordinary variances, i.e. hO(tm)iZ = hO(tm)i ��O(tm), �O(tm) = pCm;m . Now the best �t is found via its maximum likelihood de�nitionby minimizing the sum of squares�2 = �2(fag) � MXm;m0=1 h hO(tm)i � f(tm; fag) iC�1mm0h hO(tm0)i � f(tm0 ; fag) i (B.8)with respect to the �t parameters. Under the assumption of an in�nitely large sample ofstochastically independent measurements, the distribution of the On(tm) is Gaussian (centrallimit theorem) with probability P (fag) / expf�12 �2(fag)g to �nd the right answer that f



204 APPENDIX B. TOOLS OF DATA ANALYSISrepresents the data sample indeed. The same holds true for the best �t parameters, whosedistribution around their ensemble averages over the subsamples is Gaussian as well [19, 186].The �2{value in its minimum indicates the applicability and the quality of such a �t andserves in the following to select the most reasonable �t interval. If `dof' denotes the numberof degrees of freedom in the �t, i.e. the di�erenceM�I, the occurrence of �2=dof ' 1 alwaysprovides a safe criterion for a good and reliable �t. The problems, which can arise in thiscontext, are twofold. Whereas too large values of �2=dof doubt of a really good modellingof the distribution of the data by the �t function, one is also confronted with notoriouslylow �2=dof for many �t intervals in question so that the decision for a de�nite interval ismade harder. On the other hand, the correlated �ts, which in general could overcome thesedi�culties by inclusion of the correlations between the data in its o�-diagonal elements, areoften plagued with very small eigenvalues of the covariance matrix as a consequence of lowstatistics and thus large statistical errors in the inverse correlation matrix [187]. Then theinversion of Cmm0 in eq. (B.8) leads to a drastic increase of �2=dof and deformations of the�t function. Under these circumstances the authors of refs. [187] argue that for a suitablecovariance matrix a number of at least N & maxfM2; 10(M+1)g independent measurements(respective subsamples) is su�cient, and they propose the following recipe to remove anyvery small eigenvalues of Cmm0 , if the total sample size is too small to avoid unreasonableuctuations among the data. One calculates the normalized covariance matrix,eCmm0 � C�1=2mm Cmm0 C�1=2m0m0 ; (B.9)its eigenvalues �m, which are taken to be arranged in decreasing order, and smears theM�Esmallest eigenvalues through substitution by their mean value�0m = Kmaxf�m; �ming (B.10)with �min � 1M � E MXm=E+1�m ; K�1 � 1M MXm=1maxf�m; �ming ; (B.11)while retaining the property that Tr eCmm0 = M , and it is suggested to keep E ' pN exacteigenvalues in practice. After choosing the largest �t interval of the available t{range, whichrespects the criterion �2=dof ' 1, the best �t parameters are obtained as results of theuncorrelated �t, i.e. neglecting the o�-diagonal elements of the covariance matrix in (B.8),�2 = �2(fag) = MXm=1�hO(tm)i � f(tm; fag)�O(tm) �2 ; (B.12)along this interval. In order to get a plain shape for the deviation between �t and data inunits of its statistical errors jhO(t)i�f(t; fag)j=�O(t) against t, one typically has to discard afew data points from the beginning of the t{range examined, because these tend to contributetoo much to �2=dof.



B.3. FERRENBERG-SWENDSEN REWEIGHTING 205This Michael-McKerrel method has been employed in nearly all mass determinationsfrom correlation functions throughout the present work; for recent applications in the SU(2){Higgs model see refs. [137, 141]. Especially in my treatment of two-dimensional U(1){Higgsmodel, an eigenvalue smearing was not necessary, because the statistics was large enoughto ful�ll the constraint on N . However, it readily served as a cross-check for the �nalestimates. I always veri�ed that both �ts fairly agreed within their errors, and other �tintervals of di�erent lengths with similar or even lower �2=dof did not lead to any signi�cantdiscrepancies worthy to note, signalling the stability of the method and the insensitivity ofits results to the these potential uncertainties.The statistical errors of the �t parameters can either be computed by `simulating' the�t using normally distributed random data with mean values and variances of the originaldata as input or, in view of the existence of independent data subsamples, by a jackknifeanalysis, which is certainly more trustworthy. In this case the errors on the data in thesubsamples were not used in the (correlated) Michael-McKerrel �ts, whereas the errors ofthe data in the total data sample | to be used in the uncorrelated �ts | were determinedfrom the statistical uctuations of the subsample data. Since the �2{minimization can bedone analytically only for simple rational functions [192], I utilized standard library routines[191] to cope with more complicated �t functions.B.3 Ferrenberg-Swendsen reweightingFor an arbitrary observable O in a model with action parameter �, energy density �, lattice�eld action S = 
��, and generating functional or partition function Z = Z�, see eq. (A.10),the identity hOiZ�0 = �O Z�Z�0 e
(���0)��Z� = 
O e
(���0)��Z�he
(���0)�iZ� ; (B.13)with Z�0=Z� = he
(���0)�iZ� in the second equality, relates expectation values at di�erent �to each other. It gives rise to the histogram or reweighting method [188], which in principleis capable to obtain expectation values in form of curves in � from a single MC run. Sincefor too large �� � j� 0 � �j ' O(1) the exponential causes that only con�gurations withvery small contributions to hOiZ�0 are generated, their sample is peaked at the wrong valueof �, whilst those con�gurations with large contributions have a low proposal probabilityand are drastically damped. Hence, they may never occur during a simulation (importancesampling), and one has to ensure 
�� ' O(1) in practice.This technique is used within the �nite-temperature SU(2){Higgs model in the directvicinity of the phase transition point, triggered by the scalar hopping parameter � with allother couplings �xed. Its characteristic changes are so small in this region (�� . O(10�5))that the condition of a �ne scale in � just mentioned is ful�lled, and eq. (B.13) is justi�ed



206 APPENDIX B. TOOLS OF DATA ANALYSISto be applied. As can be read o� from the lattice action (5.14) in chapter 5, the '{linkoperator L' is conjugated in the thermodynamic sense to the coupling �. Therefore, inorder to estimate an expectation value of the considered quantity O at �0 di�erent from that�{value, where the simulation has been performed, the factor e
(���0)� amounts to attachthe weight wn = wn[L'] � e 8
L';n(�0��) (B.14)to the n-th entry in the history of its full measurement sample at hopping parameter � andto calculate: hOi�0 = 1wtot NmeasXn=1 Onwn ; wtot � NmeasXn=1 wn : (B.15)Of course, for � = �0 one gets the original average at �, and these equations remain validfor anisotropic lattices as well, if the space- and timelike parts of the '{link operator werecombined with the coupling anisotropies according to eqs. (5.32) | (5.34) before.Realistic statistical errors of reweighted expectation values are granted through jackknifeor bootstrap methods as described in sections B.1.1 and B.1.2 of this appendix, because theseaccount for the intrinsic correlations between numerator and denominator in eq. (B.13) inan appropriate way.
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